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NOTE

Besides depending upon the classic authority of Sir Richard

Coh Hoare, and the topographical and biographical writings
of our earlier Wiltshire antiquary, the only and incom-

parable John Aubrey, I have drawn freely for informa-

tion upon the Magazine of the Wiltshire Archaeological

Society, and upon Wiltshire Notes and Queries. I am

especially indebted to Mr C. E. Ponting's Notes in the

former upon the churches in this neighbourhood, and to

Mr J. U. Powell's upon the history and folk-lore of South

West Wilts both in the Wilts, Arch. Mag, and in the

Journal of the Folk-Lore Society. On Salisbury and the

Cathedral there are many books; among the more recent

writings on special points I may mention those of the Rev.

€. Wordsworth, Mr Maiden, and Mr C. Raskins.

I have hardly touched upon the fact—unhappy from all

except, perhaps, a practical point of view—that the eastern

part of the Plain has been adopted of late years as a military

training ground, but it cannot be ignored. There is less

change, however, than might be thought. The landscape is

so large and open that the camps scattered here and there

from April to September—and even a permanent settlement,

such as Bulford Camp—are soon lost and forgotten in its

immensity. A fold in the downs, which looks from a

distance a mere wrinkle in the surface, can hide a whole

army corps from sight. On the other hand, the cavalry
exercises are even picturesque to see, and the sound of
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Salisbury Plain

squadrons trotting over the turf with the clangour and ring

of innumerable accoutrements—like the sound of many
waters—almost makes up for their intrusion. Amesbury
and some of the villages suiFer a good deal from the dust

and disturbance of passing troops and military traffic, but

the autumn rains restore sweetness and peace ;
and when the

season of firing practice, which prohibits free wandering on

the downs in the military area at certain hours of the day,

is over, the shepherds feed their sheep there as usual and all

is as it was, except for a few ugly tin buildings, and a hard

road in places where formerly only a down track ran.

The western and southern part of the Plain remains free

from invasion.

E. N.

Sutton Veny, Wilts

February 19 1 3
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CHAPTER I

THE PLAIN

ranged at will the pastoral downs
Trackless and smooth, or paced the bare, white roads

Lengthening in solitude their dreary line,

Time with his retinue of ages fled

Backwards, nor checked his flight until I saw
Our dim and ancient past in vision clear."

fVordsivorth.

Salisbury Plain, which extends over the greater part of

Southern Wikshire, is a country with a character all its own.

Nothing could well be more different than this great treeless

tract of low rolling chalk downs from the deep clayey pastures
and woodlands of North Wiltshire. Fuller, describing the

county in his book of Worthies, quotes the remark of a '' wise

man," to the effect that ''an ox left to himself would of all

England choose to live in the north, a sheep in the south

part hereof, and a man in the middle betwixt both"; so

nicely do extreme varieties of climate, soil and scenery meet
in it.

The sheep may well be taken as the emblem of the Plain
;

the wandering flock, and that most solitary of human beings,
the shepherd, are its proper inhabitants. This country has,
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Salisbury Plain

of course, many resemblances with the great chalk district

of the South Downs of Sussex and with other open sheep

pastures; but there are essential differences both in aspect
and in sentiment. The configuration is less marked here

;

it is flatter, more monotonous, melancholy. There is always

mystery on the Plain. At certain hours of the day the sun

writes everywhere upon the smooth surface of these downs,

strange characters
;

shadows that draw long lines and

chequers, and broken figures on the turf, that ring the

hilltops and crests of the ridges in double and triple circuit,

reveal and define shapes of tumuli, of old enclosures, of

low banks winding in long and apparently aimless course,
of gigantic ramparts and fosses

;
work of human hands, a

whole cryptic alphabet in which the story of vanished and

forgotten peoples is contained. It is the country of Stone-

henge, of Druids, and of a mysterious ancient life and ritual.

The vague figures of old British story and myth haunt it :

Merlin, Vortigern, Ambrosius Aurelianus
;
the monk Lancelot

bearing the dead Queen Guinevere over the grey downs
from Amesbury to burial at Glastonbury. It belongs to the

Britain of King Lear, that world of desolate heaths, of

elemental passion and storm, of grim jesting hate—
**
Goose, had I thee on Sarum Plain,

IM drive thee cackling home to Camelot."

In the Middle Ages, when the memory of the old pagan

gods once worshipped here still survived in the form of super-
stitions and fears, many terrors were associated with the

Plain in the minds of the vulgar. Merlin and his devils

inhabited Stonehenge, quick to crush the passer-by with a

monstrous stone were he not quicker to say his prayers and

defeat their spite. The name given by the country folk to

the great grey monoliths of Stonehenge, and still used

by us—saracen or sarsen stones, saracen being the same

thing in those days as devil—shows the spirit in which they

regarded the monuments of the ancient people. The Barrows

also were looked upon as unholy spots ;
when one stood at
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the crossing of tracks it was the custom to hang criminals

upon them, and to bury suicides there, persons cast out from

Christian salvation, a practice continued till late times
;
some

of the tumuli still keep the sinister name of the Gibbet, or

the Gibbet Knoll.

The chance of encountering material dangers
—robbers

and evil-doers—upon these uninhabited downs was an

added fear for the traveller over the Plain. A Httle story
that is related among the miraculous influences attributed

to Thomas a Becket after his murder illustrates the mind
of the time, perplexed between the actual and the super-
natural. A certain boy of Salisbury

—which was then still

situated upon the hill now called Old Sarum—set forth

one day on foot to go to Marlborough. After he was

gone several miles he saw suddenly before him three men
of very tall stature, dressed in white garments like hermits.

The middle one, who was the tallest of the three, carried

a vessel full of blood. The boy's hair stood up on his head
with terror, for he supposed them to be murderers, and the

place where they were was in the midst of the great Plain,
far from any habitation of men. But the leader of them

spoke kindly to him, and seeing how reverend he was in

aspect and in speech, the boy was no longer afraid, but

boldly asked him what that was which he carried. He
answered, ''The blood of the Blessed Thomas of Canter-

bury," and bade the boy return home immediately and
relate what he had seen to the Canons of Sarum, warning
him not to look behind him before he had got two hundred

yards away. The boy obeyed, and when he had gone the

appointed distance he looked back, but there was no man to

be seen in all the wide expanse around.

The fear of robbers on the Plain was well founded

Camden, writing in the sixteenth century, says that the

district had "in late times, a bad name for robberies here

committed." The long distances between the inhabited

places, the want of roads—the ways being mere tracks

in the turf, easily missed by the inexperienced traveller—
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the opportunities of speed for a good horse upon the open
downs, gave great advantage to highwaymen. In the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries the Plain was frequented

by some notable gentlemen of that profession. During bad
times of unemployment and distress among the poor, men
made desperate by need would commit deeds of violence

upon solitary travellers on the downs. Even up to about

seventy years ago farmers from the isolated villages never

went to market without being well armed.

Another real danger upon the Plain was that of being-
lost in a snow-storm, or in one of the ground mists that

thicken over the downs, or it may be the low clouds that

touch the smooth swells, where there is nothing to break or

disperse them. What snow meant in this open country in

the old roadless days is well shown by the story of that

terrible night in 1684 when the carriers from London to the

West, conducting in the old primitive fashion large com-

panies of travellers on horseback and on foot, with a bell-

horse at their head—like the party which Falstaff robbed—
lost their way as they were crossing the Plain in a fearful

storm of snow and wind, and many of the passengers were
frozen to death

;
one of the conductors carried his son—a

youth
—for miles, who died in his arms. Even the hard

roads of these days are soon obliterated by snow, and the
mists are still a serious inconvenience to people using the

shorter tracks across the turf; frequently a doctor, called to

an outlying village or farm on a foggy night, has found
himself astray, and only by trusting to the instinct of his

horse has reached his home
;
and people returning late over

the downs have been compelled, bewildered by mist, to pass
the night in a barn or any chance refuge.

Nevertheless, our forefathers loved the Plain. Its health-

giving qualities and sweet bracing air have from of old been
almost proverbial; the suitability of its unbroken stretches

for hawking, coursing, horse-racing, have made it always-
dear to sportsmen. The Elizabethans were perhaps the first

to feel and describe the charms of the free and boundless
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downs. Michael Drayton, in that truly ''herculean" work,
the ''

Polyolbion," in which he sets forth in verse the beauties

and manners of all the different parts of Britain, says that

the pleasures of any other part of this isle are "but poor
unto the plenty here," and that he—

" Who with desire is won
To see his greyhound course, his horse (in diet) run,

His deep-mouthed hound to hunt, his long-winged hawk to fly,

To these most noble sports his mind who doth apply
Resorts unto the Plains."

The modern passion for mountain scenery did not exist

in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and it seems to

have been this smooth undulating landscape that excited the

enthusiasm of the tourist of that day. John Evelyn, who

represents the fine taste of his time, notes in his diary, when
on a visit in these parts : "We passed over the goodly Plain

or rather sea of carpet which I think for evenness, extent of

verdure and innumerable flocks to be one of the most

delightful prospects in nature." It reminded him "of the

pleasant lives of shepherds we read of in romance." Other
writers praise the short sweet grass, delightful to the eye.

In the 1 7th century the name of Salisbury Plain or Plaines

was loosely applied to the whole of the great chalk formation

of Wessex, extending far beyond Wiltshire into Berkshire,

Hampshire, and Dorset. But Salisbury Plain properly only

comprises the South Wiltshire downs, and a few miles of Hamp-
shire, where the western edge of that county runs out into

Wiltshire. Its limits may be defined as from Red Horn Hill

above Urchfont to Salisbury north and south, and from Mere
to Ludgershall east and west. It is a great wedge-shaped
chalk plateau, bounded at its widest end, on the north, by
the Vale of Pewsey and the wooded country of the Bristol

Avon and its tributaries, on the west by the broken district

once covered by the old forest of Selwood, on the east by
the valley of the Bourne, and by the Nadder on the south-

west
;
the Avon and the Wiley intersect it from north and
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north-west respectively, and the converging of these four

streams shapes it to a point at Salisbury, on the south-east.

But extent and number of miles matter little on

the Plain: there is space enough for eye and spirit to

lose themselves in. The character of the country gives
the impression of infinity and immensity ;

the simplicity and

sameness, the long low lines running on in an endless rise

and fall, the great sky descending far down to the utmost

rim of the round earth, the solitude. There is little incident

in it
;

a barrow, a clump of trees, a single thorn bush,
becomes an object of significance in the wide expanse, a land-

mark perhaps for miles. Yet there is no dulness in its

monotony, no flatness
;

it is a plain hke the endlessly-

moving, billowy sea. To Aubrey, our 17th-century Wilt-

shire antiquary, the downs seemed " the remains of the

smooth primitive world when it lay all under water," and

looking over them, you think of the sea rocking over the

plastic chalk during some indefinitely long and remote period^
and the currents and tides moulding it into these low rounding
swells and soft laps and winding valleys, which the ages since

have covered with a grey coat of turf.

Perhaps one must be bred, so to speak, of the chalk,

have its thin blood in one's veins, to feel the peculiar appeal
of this country. For many people it is only sad and dreary,
but to those habituated through long generations to its

paleness, its airy spaces and lark-filled silence, there is some

deep and intimate sentiment in its very melancholy. It is

a country of moods, and, like the sea, it borrows its moods
from the sky and the change of the seasons. When the

sun is shining clear on a blue cloudless day, the downs are

delightful and breezy, but they have nothing to say in

particular. Their drama comes from the play of storms;
the shadows sweeping over them give them swiftness and

life. The days of glory are in autumn, when the wild west

wind piles up the clouds from horizon to zenith and tears

them into shreds, and behind the serried columns of rain

that whiten along the slope, the distant downs change from

6
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storm black into gold ; or, with blue overhead, you see the

aerial armies fall back upon the rim of the earth, and the

black shower move like a blot far away. Turner has

painted the landscape in its most sensational aspect ;
wild

and lurid around Stonehenge, in thunder and lightning.
Yet the lovers of the Plain feel its spell in quieter moments—when it spreads grey and sad under a dull even sky, or

when the clouds sag over it heavy with rain and the lap-

wings hide themselves in the hollows
; most, perhaps, on

pensive afternoons, with a mild sun looking through rifts in

a grey-curtained sky, and throwing great rays of dreary

golden light over the shadowy swells.

It gives a peculiar poignancy to the solitude of these

great expanses of down where to-day you may walk for

miles and see perchance a single figure moving far away, to

know that they were once thickly populated. No silence is

so deep as that which lies over buried cities, no room so

large as that which is emptied of human inhabitants
;
the

breeze that sweeps over these places seems to come out of

the deeps of space and time. The voices of the plover and
the lark, ephemeral yet eternal in their recurrence, have a

sound more wild than elsewhere, and the life of man, with

all its pains and struggles, appears as a lonely incident in the

infinite of the before and after.

Nowhere in Britain are there so many vestiges of pre-
historic human life as here on Salisbury Plain. It is evident

that the primitive people made their habitations on these

bare, bleak uplands, and not in the sheltered valleys, which
were then probably thick in forest and swamp, covert for

wild beasts and treacherous enemies. The first and remotest

inhabitants of this country, the old Stone Men, hunters

roaming after their prey over the immense grassy plain,
have left no traces here. If they buried their dead at all it

is in no sort of sepulchre that has remained, and their bones

have been found only scattered in the drift of rivers and in

caves. Whether they died out, or were overwhelmed by
some great catastrophe, were frozen by a glacial epoch, or
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drowned in a deluge, or survived to be exterminated by the

invasion of a new race, and what enormous number of

milleniums ago they disappeared cannot be known.
The earhest human remains upon the Plain belong to

their successors, the men of the still immeasurably remote

New Stone Age. They are found in the Long Barrows,
those great tumuH that lie each one alone upon the smooth

edge of some high down, conspicuous for miles around. The
number still existing in Britain of this, the most primitive
form of sepulchre, is very small

; very many must have been
levelled in the course of ages. But in Wiltshire there are

still about sixty, more than in all the rest of England put

together, and most of these are on Salisbury Plain.

These huge mounds of earth, slowly and painfully piled

up with rude tools of flint and deerhorn by the patient
labour of many hands, are surely the tombs of the captains
and kings of that ancient people, the Books of the Testament
of their heroes, set where all who run might read. Why are

there so many here upon the Plain ? Perhaps, after the

fashion of primitive humanity, who seem to expect for the

dead whom they lay beneath the sod, placing beside them
food and the vessels and implements of daily life, an existence

resembling that which they have spent on earth, these great
chieftains were buried where they had loved to live, under
the open sky, hunting their prey over the rolling plains.

Or it may be that certain places on the downs were peculiarly

holy and consecrate to the dead from remotest times.

Long Barrows are rarely found within sight or within

even a mile's distance of one another. With few exceptions

they are placed lengthwise, east and west, and are highest at

the eastern end, whence they slope gradually to the west.

A fosse runs along each side, but is never continued round

the ends. These peculiarities were no doubt ordained by
some ritual use whose meaning is dark to us. The inter-

ments are found at the eastern end, laid on the level of the

ground beneath the whole superincumbent mass of the

barrow. Sometimes one skeleton, sometimes two are

8
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found, more often the bones of several, ''huddled together"
in a miscellaneous heap. The skulls very often appear to

have been violently cleft, and sometimes one whole skeleton

or one intact skull is found surrounded by fractured skulls

and other human fragments, which has led to the supposition
that the wives and slaves of the dead man were sacrificed at

his funeral, after the manner prevalent among primitive

people, in order that they might accompany him and minister

to his needs in the unknown country to which he was
bound. The custom may also have been for protection

against treachery in the household. The skeletons that are

complete lie crouched on the right side, with knees drawn

up to the chin, in the general fashion of early burial

throughout the world. The charred bones of animals, refuse

perhaps of the funeral feast, are found mingled with the

other remains, and occasionally, but only rarely in the

Long Barrows of Salisbury Plain, rude stone implements
and vessels of clay have been placed with the dead.

There is little, indeed, in the great green tombs either to

guide or restrain conjecture about the nature and story of

the earliest forefathers of the human race in Britain. All

that can be inferred for certain from these grim human relics

of so long ago may be told in that epigram which sums up
the whole of human history, "They were born, they

suffered, and they died."

Archaeologists describe the Long Barrow men as small

and slight made, with remarkable long and narrow heads

and aquiline noses
;
a race of immigrants, undoubtedly of a

Mediterranean stock. They are often called Iberians. It

is not known when this oldest neolithic people gave way
before the pressure of another race from the European
Continent, and to what extent they were exterminated by
the new comers. By far the greater number of the mounds
on Salisbury Plain are round in shape and smaller than the

Long Barrows, and belong to people of quite different

physical characteristics. Round Barrows do not invariably
stand in conspicuous spots or alone, but are often grouped
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together in cemeteries. They are of different shapes and

are usually classified as Bowl Barrows, simple mounds shaped
like a bowl set upside down

;
Bell Barrows, which are sur-

rounded by a platform and a ditch lising into an outer bank
;

and Disc Barrows, which consist of a flat circular space
enclosed by a ditch, and having sometimes a small
"
tump

"
of earth in the middle, and sometimes no tumulus

at all.

There are said to be nearly two thousand Round Barrows
still existing in Wiltshire. A century and a half ago, an

observer standing near Stonehenge counted one hundred and

twenty-eight within his view. These mounds contain the

record of an infinitely long and slowly progressing civilisa-

tion in the articles of daily life which are found within

them. Bowl Barrows, which are by far the most common
and numerous of the Round Barrows, are apparently the

most primitive, though they continue on through the later

ages as well. The oldest interments found in them are

broad-headed, beetle-browed and prognathous. Who these

apparently ill-favoured but big and sturdy-framed roundheads

were is a matter of endless inquiry and argument among
the learned. All the Round Barrow people were once

loosely called Celts, but it is now generally thought that

this early race was really, like the older Neolithic men,

pre-Aryan, and that the term Celt, whatever it may exactly

mean, ought properly to be applied only to much later

immigrations.
But the record of racial characteristics is interrupted by

the practice of cremation, which is pretty general in the

Round Barrows of Salisbury Plain, though inhumed bodies

are sometimes found in them
;

in some cases burnt and

unburnt bones lie together, sometimes a whole skeleton is

found heaped round with cremated remains, and this has

been interpreted as another indication of the sacrifice of

wives and slaves. What memories of awful rites and scenes

of human anguish and terror do these silent mounds cover

over ! Yet the air is sweet and clean above them, the larks

lO
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have sung there through all the ages since, and the sheep

crop around unconscious of sorrow.

When the first Round Barrow people came to the Plain

Britain was still in its Stone Age, and the introduction of

drinking cups of clay seems to have been their chief con-

tribution to progress. But the tumuli soon begin to show
the presence of bronze, which was introduced into England
about 1 200 or 1400, or, according to some authorities, as

early as 2000 B.C. From this time onwards the contents of

the Barrows show a gradually progressing civilisation
;

flint

implements still persist, but others of the more precious
material are also found buried with them, perhaps a cherished

axe or dagger, some instrument familiar to the dead man's

hand placed with him for use in the strange future life.

The objects found become finer in workmanship and of

more beautiful shape, the rude unbaked cups of the earlier

Round Barrows are succeeded by vessels skilfully moulded

and fired. Great urns of pottery contain the ashes of the

dead. These things are of such graceful form and pro-

portion, such exquisite curves, and are often worked with

such elegant patterns, as to make one believe that art is

really a primitive instinct which men forget in later ages and

only reawaken in themselves with conscious pains. Daggers
and knives improve till the art of the bronze caster arrives

at producing those slender tapering blades that astonish one

in museums by their beauty. Linen shrouds and woollen

garments wrapping the dead imply knowledge of the arts of

spinning and weaving ; pins and buttons of bronze and ivory
and bone for use in dress appear in the later Barrows of

the Bronze Age, and abundant ornaments, beads, bracelets,

and whole necklaces of glass and ivory and amber and gold.

The people buried on Salisbury Plain were richer than any
others that have been found in Britain, and the precious
materials discovered in their graves must have been brought
from far oiF to this region of the sterile chalk. The secret

of this wealth belongs to the general mystery of these

tombs
;

it seems to point to the likelihood that the people

II
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buried here were, as already suggested, princes brought
from afar to burial in a place of peculiar sanctity. The
monument which casts the strangest and most significant

of all the shadows on the Plain—Stonehenge—was built

some time in the Bronze Age, and, whether or not this

mysterious Circle was itself a sepulchre or a temple for

sepulchural ritual, there can be no doubt that its meaning
was religious. It is around Stonehenge that the Round
Barrows are strewn in such numbers that the country seems

there like a city of the dead.

But Salisbury Plain was certainly the home of the living

also, and the strongholds whose enormous ramparts, moulded

into soft outlines by the thick turf which coats them, still

encircle the steeper summits of the downs or crest the most

conspicuous ridges and slopes, suggest a dominant population
who acquired by conquest a wealth which their own soil

could not yield them. How far back into the primitive ages
of the Plain these so-called "

camps
"
go has not yet been

decided. The little excavation that has up till now been

made in them has chiefly uncovered evidences only of the late

Celtic and the Roman periods, but there seems every reason

to suppose that they had been inhabited for long ages earlier

for the sake of safety and advantage in warfare. The

digging of the fosses, the piling up of those walls of earth,

some of them sixty to a hundred feet high, must have been
a gigantic labour needing multitudinous hands. On the

outbreak of war after a long period of peace, when the

population living around hastened back in terror to the

shelter of the citadel, there must have been restoration and

new fortifications.

It was probably during the latter part of the Bronze

Age that the Celtic races flooded in upon the original in-

habitants, conquering and mingling with them, and forming
that conglomeration of blood which filled the island when
Caesar came. In the Iron Age, which began in England
about 400 B.C., civilisation advanced more rapidly. There
was communication and trade with the Continent. Some

12
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authorities affirm that the export of tin from Cornwall had

begun long before, and it is certain that during this period
a flourishing trade in that metal was carried on with the

Carthaginians of Spain and the Greeks of Marseilles. Britain

began to suffer the influence of the Romanised culture of

Gaul, and the existence of these islands was vaguely rumoured

in the centres of the civilised world. In the fourth century
B.C. Pytheas made his famous voyage, and from him the

ancients derived their first specific information about the

Pretannic islands. Somewhat later, probably, the last Celtic

immigration took place; the powerful Belgae drove the

older Celtic and neolithic inhabitants of the parts west-

ward and occupied Wiltshire and other parts of southern

England.
There are abundant traces of the late Celtic period on

Salisbury Plain, in the contents of the Barrows, and in those

many places, marked out by low banks and circles in the

turf, where the spade of the antiquary uncovers the dust

heaps of ancient villages. The broken pottery and the other

relics usually found show that most of these settlements

belonged to this latter time, when the country was under a

settled rule, and that they continued on through the long

period of the Pax Romana, undisturbed by fear of enemies,

living a still primitive existence in their pit dwellings.
The Romans themselves, great diggers as they were,

have left comparatively little mark upon the Plain; their

presence may be traced chiefly in passage, as it were, by the

broken tracks of their great military roads, and these are

now obliterated in most parts of their course. But the

comfort and luxury which they introduced into the life of

the natives is shown by the objects found by excavators in

the more important of the buried settlements on the downs,

especially in those on the long ridge to the south of the

Wiley valley, where a whole chain of flourishing villages once

stood on either side of the great highway to the West which

ran along this ridge. Quantities of red Samian ware imported
from the Continent, fragments of hypocausts and flues for
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the heating of houses and baths, titles, coins in abundance,

including those struck by British princes before the Roman

conquest, and those of all the Roman Emperors from Claudius

to Theodosius, show that these places were inhabited for

some centuries at least by a Romanised and prosperous popu-
lation. There are signs that in those days the downs were
much more cultivated than they were in later times up to the

last century ;
the thin soil was made to yield what wheat it

could for the support of all these inhabitants.

On the ridge before mentioned the soil is deeper and
richer than elsewhere on the Plain

;
some deluge of geo-

logical times left upon it a fine gravelly deposit which
nourishes a more fertile vegetation; the old unnumbered

generations of humanity that lived upon it must, no doubt,
have enriched it still more. In these days it is crested with

a wild woodland growth in the midst of the treeless chalk

expanse ; primroses and bluebells, which will have nothing
to do with chalk, sheet it in turn in the spring time.

Certain other spots upon the downs, the summits of little

isolated hills such as Sidbury and Old Sarum are capped in

the same way with a richer soil and covered with a thicket

of trees and brushwood and patches of bramble. Wherever
this fuller and wilder growth comes one may be pretty sure

there has been some ancient home of man.

There is nothing in the simple records written on the

surface of the Plain to throw light on the new struggle and
confusion of races which followed the departure of the

Romans from Britain. But enough of the history of that

time has been preserved to make us realise the pressure
of the strong barbarian Saxons driving the softened and
civilised British of these parts in their turn the same way
which the older peoples had fled before, over the edge of

the open corn-producing country into the dark forests and

swamps of the west. It is very probable that in their

bitter distress the Britons recalled their forgotten tradition

of warfare, and betook themselves into the shelter of the

old entrenchments on the hills which had been abandoned
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during the long Roman peace. The huge earthworks and

defences were perhaps renewed and strengthened at this

time.

The actual events of the struggle as it affected the Plain

cannot be properly known. Dim mythical figures and events,
the meeting of Vortigern and Hengist, the treacherous

massacre of the British by their Saxon guests, Arthur and

his victories over the invaders, all that strange rainbow-

coloured edge of history, a far-off, half-imagined, half-tradi-

tional reminiscence, perhaps, of what really happened, has

its uncertain scene in this part of the country. The invasions

of the Saxons were intermittent, and it was not till the

middle of the sixth century that Wiltshire was subdued by
Cynric's victory near Old Sarum.

From that time the Saxon dominion extended over this

whole neighbourhood, but for many years it stopped on the

western edge of the great chalk plain, leaving the dark

encumbered country beyond to the conquered race. The
Saxons have left hardly any record of themselves on the

downs. Sometimes close to the surface, in a long existent

Barrow, beneath which some Stone Man has lain for thousands

of years, an interment is found, which the position of the

skeleton, stretched at full length, shows to belong to these

new invaders, the last to be buried, heathen fashion, in

Barrows. This Teutonic race did not love the high open
country ; they were a people of the sea, the forest, and the

stream, and made their homes in clearings in the valleys,

hewing down the trees instead of piling up the earth. But
when they in their turn had to suffer the attacks of the

Danish invader, the old mounded strongholds seem to have

been again occupied, and the Plain was once more the scene

of the vital struggles of races. Some of Alfred's fiercest

battles were fought in this neighbourhood
—the battle near

Wilton just after his accession in 871, and his decisive

triumph in 878, when, emerging from the swamps ot

Athelney, he surprised the Danes in Bratton Camp on the

north-western edge of the Plain, above Westbury, and won
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the famous victory of Edington, by which the tide of invasion

was checked and beaten back for good.
It was probably after the coming of the Saxons—though

the process may have begun in the peaceful Roman times—
that the villages on the Plain slipped bit by bit down from

the hilltops and the high places into the valleys and hollows

where they are now situated. The population gradually
abandoned the open downs altogether, leaving behind them

only these tombs, and ridges and dust heaps which, smoothed

over by the soft herbage of many more than a thousand years^

hump the surface of the downs to-day.
It is significant that later times should have made no

enduring mark upon the Plain. The Normans were as

mighty diggers as the ancient Britons, but except for their

huge earthwork at old Sarum, the '^ mottes
"

or moated
mounds on which they built their castles have either dis-

appeared or left only inconspicuous remains. This part of

the country must have suffered much in the confusion and

horrors of Stephen and Matilda's time. The West was the

stronghold of the Empress' party, and some of the fiercest

episodes of the struggle took place in this neighbourhood ;

the protagonists themselves appear upon the Plain, at Old

Sarum, Wilton, Ludgerstall, and elsewhere—Stephen pursued

by Matilda's brother and champion. Earl Robert of Gloucester—Matilda in her turn fleeing across the downs to Devizes
after the fall of Winchester. But all trace of these distracted

days is eflfaced. As soon as history began to be recorded in

books, it ceased to write itself in the huge characters of the

turf. In later ages, during the civil wars of the seventeenth

century, the Plain was the scene of a certain amount of

fighting and skirmishing, chiefly between the local forces on
both sides; there was constant marching to and fro, and

troops were quartered in the villages. The year 1644
was the most critical of the war in this neighbourhood.
Edmund Ludlow, a South Wiltshire man, and one of the

most prominent characters in the great struggle, was com-

mander for the Parliament in this county. He was defeated
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near Warminster, and driven with loss beyond Salisbury.
To restore the depressed fortunes of the Roundheads in

Wiltshire and the West generally, Waller and Cromwell

appeared later in the year and swept the whole of the

central part of the Plain westward in a rapid march of two
or three days. After this the Royalist cause was virtually

lost in Wiltshire, though there was some fighting between

local troops later. Of these things there
is, however, no

record on the turf; the graves of the heroes of these latter

days are hidden in leafy churchyards.
But among the people of this neighbourhood a vague but

strong tradition persists of warfare and battle on the downs
;

a living memory, probably descended from remotest ages
and enriched by later events, as a stream is swollen by
tributaries, merging ancient and modern together in that

perspectiveless antiquity which all time behind what our

fathers could "mind," is in the popular idea. Ask a shep-
herd why and by whom the great ramparts round some hill-

top were made
;
he will answer,

''
Ah, that was when the

wars in England were up there," and will tell you of mounds
filled with the bones of men killed in battle. The older

has absorbed the later past. We think in milleniums on
the Plain

;
there are no landmarks of time between us and

the Barrows and the Stones and the earth-built " Castles
"

and "Camps." As you lie upon the fresh turf at the top of

some old mound, the ages roll up, as it were, and you feel

the oneness of what was and what is. All that has been
seems still to be. The bones beneath the Barrow may have
been dry these thousands of years, but something essential

in the being which they framed has escaped imprisonment
and lives still

;
it is here, around you, in you. Lovers of

the Plain recognise and greet their real forefathers here.

Howsoever Indo-European their name and tongue may be,

they feel that the main stream in them derives from the

profundity of pre-Aryan ages, from those ancient men of
the Mediterranean shores who wandered into this country
when the last deluge had subsided and the land stood high
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above the shrunken waters, one continent with Europe,
before it began to sink again in the eternal systole and

diastole of earth and sea.

There are days and hours when this mystic sense of an

infinity without dimension, timeless, spaceless, possesses one

strongly. Very early in the morning of a fine June day,
the long back of a down stretching between you and the

rising sun, all one sweep of soft mist with smooth and

solemn outline drawn against the light sky, and just lifting
in the middle in the curve of a Long Barrow

;
in that

solitary brightness of the new day over the bare slope, the

agelessness of the earth strikes sharply upon the mind. At

high noon in summer weather the Plain often withdraws
itself into a brooding dulness of heat, the sun stands still

above the heavy quivering atmosphere, and there is no reality
in objects, no near or far

;
all things seem to be arrested in

an eternal musing dream. At such times, seeing Stonehenge
a little blur upon the shadowless down, one is aware of the

weary toiling of innumerable builders and the lifting up of

the undying sacrifice.

Again, there are days when the distance widens to the

farthest verge of the horizon, time unrolls, eye and mind
see clear and far over the immensity. Days of swiftness

and glory, when the clouds and the sunshine race over the

swells, and the captains and kings leap out of their graves,
and one knows that death is but a recurring episode in the

eternity of life. These are the days of resurrection.

In the last hundred years or so, plantations have been
made upon the Plain, and have somewhat changed the look

of the landscape, where, in Aubrey's day, there was " nil nisi

campus et aer^ not a tree or rarely a bush to shelter one from
a shower." The trees now make dark spots and strokes

upon the expanse of grey down and pale coloured tilth.

They grow slowly and with difficulty, starved on the thin

soil that overlies the unkind chalk. The winds, sweeping
over the open, undulating surface of the downs, break with
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full force against them. They have taken on the wild and

melancholy character of their surroundings. Nothing seems

more proper to the scene than a dark clump of beeches

rounding upon the edge of a lonely swell.

Much of the downland has been broken up for cultivation,

too, in modern times. In the 17th century, the Plain was

still a continuous extent of "maiden" turf, grazed over by
innumerable flocks. Defoe, a hundred years later, remarks

upon the vast flocks of sheep which are seen everywhere
upon the Plain, as a sight truly worth observation. But he

also says,
^' A great part of these downs comes ... to be

not only made arable, but to bear excellent wheat and great

PLOUGHING

crops too." This process has gone on ever since, until quite

lately; at the end of the i8th, and in the 19th century,
after the abolition of the common field system had made
individual enterprise possible, there was a "rage

"
for plough-

ing up the sheep-downs ;
farmers were too ready, for the

sake of the profit of the good crops obtainable in the first

few years, to sacrifice the more permanent virtue of the turf,

and so the great sheep pastures became more and more
restricted.

But the immense open ploughlands upon the Plain, round-

ing hedgeless and undivided against the sky, seem for us

to-day, who have always known them so, an essential part of

the down landscape ;
the operations of tilling and reaping,
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the quiet figures of the labourers moving in slow rhythm
upon the wide expanses, enhance the effect of largeness and

solitude. The chalky tilth, variegating the slopes, merges
into the grey-green and russet of the unbroken down,

producing that paleness of colour which is a peculiar charm
of this country of the Plain. One grieves to see the tendency

to-day in some parts to turn the ploughed land back

to pasture. It is impossible within more than a lifetime to

restore the old turf, which the nibbling teeth of countless

generations of sheep had produced, and the new down pastures
are but a poor substitute. Moreover, the new fashions bring
in wire fences, and the practice of grazing cattle on the downs,

foreign to the old pastoral ways. Where enclosure comes

and the feet may no longer wander as they will, the sense of

freedom goes.
There are still, however, miles and miles of open down

and arable upon the Plain
;
the larger part is unfenced. And

whatever change may be made upon the surface, for the eye
there must be always freedom here. The large configuration
of the land remains, the rounding lines, the low horizon, the

vast hollow of the sky.
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CHAPTER II

THE STONES

** The wiser sort rather marvell at than tell why or how they were set there."

Sir John Harington.

In a solitary part of the Plain, where the wide-spreading
downs sink in a slight depression, a group of enormous hewn
5tones appears upon the brow of a Httle swell. Their

presence, in the midst of the immense gently undulating

plain, in whose sea-moulded surface such stones as these

were never quarried, surprises, exciting the question
—Why

and how are they here ?

On a nearer approach, the remains of order and meaning
is perceived in their confusion. The upright stones stand

interspaced like the pillars of a giant aisle, with cross stones

forming an architrave
;
the row curves, and is evidently the

fragment of a broken circle. There must once have been
an inner circle of much smaller and quite different stones, a

few of which remain in place. In the middle of the space
enclosed by these circles other monoliths, taller than all the

rest, rise up; they are arranged in trilithons, consisting of

two uprights with a cross stone joining them at the top.
There were once, it may be seen, five of these trilithons,

making an oval or horse-shoe figure, open to the north-east
;

two and two facing each other, and one, formed of stones
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mightier than all the rest, standing at the head. The two
on the east side alone are left complete, though sorely
battered by the ages ;

those on the west lie shattered on
the ground, all but one single pillar. Of the mighty trio at

the head, one stands alone ^
;

its fellow lies across a flat stone

on the ground beneath, and the cross block is prone near by.
Some of the smaller stones, like those of the inner circle,,

stand within the trilithons.

A space round the ruins is enclosed by a low bank and

fosse, almost worn away in places. Within the area, a few

yards to the north-east of the circle, a monolith Ues alone,
one of four great stones which stood at corresponding dis-

tances around the main group ; only the stumps of those on

the north-west and south-east remain of the other three.

In a line with the one on the north-east, at a little distance

outside the enclosure, a single stone stands, isolated and

conspicuous ;
it is roughly worn into the shape of a flame or

tongue. From this stone a way, indicated by low banks^
now almost obliterated, leads in a north-easterly direction

across the down.

When the Saxons first came to the Plain, they found

this strange thing here, already empty, mysterious, in-

finitely old. The hands that had made it were forgotten.

They knew no name for
it, so they called it Stonehenge, or

the Hanging Stones. But the remnant of the Britons,

driven into Wales, call it in their literature Choir Gaur^
which later writers translate to Chorea Gigantum, the

Giant^s Choir, or Dance. For the people of the Plain it is

simply "the Stones."

Through many centuries a stream of travellers has come
down the long opposite slope and mounted the rise to visit

this place, and to ask the questions, how and why ^ Some
to answer them in various ingenious ways. But the people
of the Plain have their own way of regarding the stones

;.

they are of Sir John Harington's
" wiser sort

"
that rather

marvel at than make theories about them. One summer
1 This is the old **

Leaning
"
Stone.
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day, about a hundred years ago, a shepherd, leading his

sheep to feed here in the early morning, found a stranger
at the stones. He was sitting on a fallen block, motionless,

and had been there already a long time, in the ''
still hour

"

of dawn. The sun was shining full in his face above the

tall stones of the eastern side. The noise of the bells, as

the sheep browsed round the circle, seemed to rouse him

from deep meditation. The shepherd greeted him, and a

conversation followed.
* '' A strange place this, sir," said the shepherd.

" Heard

of the stones, I suppose ;
no wonder—all the people of the

Plain talk of them."

What do the people of the Plain say of them ?
"

^'

Why, they say
—How did they ever come here ?

"

'^Do they not suppose them to have been brought."
Who should have brought them ^

"

I have read that they were brought by many thousand

men
Where from?"
Ireland."

'' How did they bring them ?
"

I don't know."

'And what did they bring them for.^"'

'To form a temple, perhaps."
What is that?"

''' A place to worship God in."

A strange place to worship God in."

"'Why?"
It has no roof."

'Yes, it has."
'

Where," said the man, looking up.
' What do you see above you ?

"

•'The sky."
Well ?

" '

After a little more talk, and the repeated question,
"How did they come here?" the stranger lifts a magician's
wand and recedes with the stones into a "sort of timeless
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and shadowless mystery, from which the shepherd stands

out as the one material reality, supporting himself with

humorous good sense on immediate things, just as one sees

him so often on the Plain—a dark figure, leaning on his

stick, alone in the incomprehensible void of earth and sky.
^
'^l wonder whether they are here?"

"These stones?"

^'Yes."

"So sure as the world," said the man, "and as the

world, they will stand as long."
"

I wonder whether there is a world ?
"

"What do you mean?"
" An earth and sea, moon and stars, sheep and men."
"Do you doubt it?"

"Sometimes."
"

I never heard it doubted before."
'

They talk on a while, and one and both end as they began.
* '^ With respect to the stones, I say with yourself, How

did they ever come here ?
" ' i

In the Middle Ages, when tradition was long-lived, and

some memory of pre-Christian gods still lingered on about

pre-historic places in the fear of evil spirits, and in super-
stitious ceremonies, the country people looked on Stonehenge
as the haunt of devils. Whenever they had to pass that

way they said their prayers with assiduity. It is related

that one day as a friar was going by devoutly telling his beads,
the Devil flung one of the stones at him in a rage. But
it was powerless against the good man, and did but graze
his heel, burying itself firmly in the ground, where it stands

to this day, with the mark of the heel upon it. It is the

isolated stone on the north-east, and has been called the

Friar's Heel ever since.

Even the wise regarded Stonehenge as a superhumaov
w^ork. Henry of Huntingdon, a twelfth-century chronicler,

who is the first writer known to have mentioned it,
describes

it as one of the four wonders of England :
''

Stanenges, where
1
"Lavengro," pp. 304-6. Everyman's Library.
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stones of a wonderful size have been erected after the

manner of doorways, so that doorway appears to have been
raised upon doorway. Nor can anyone conceive by what
art such great stones have been so raised aloft or why they
were there constructed." Soon after this writer Geoffrey
of Monmouth's history appeared, in which the whole mystery
of Stonehenge is told : How Ambrosius Aurelianus, the

great British chieftain, desired to set up a memorial to

Vortigern and the three hundred and fifty ^'consuls and
barons

"
slain by the treacherous Saxons at the banquet in

the monastery on the Mount of Ambrius (Amesbury).
How he sought the aid of the enchanter Merlin, who by
his magic art conveyed these stones in one night from
Ireland and set them up on Salisbury Plain to be a cenotaph
of the dead. Geoffrey's romantic work has now, of course,
no sort of credit as history, yet some echoes of tradition

may be preserved in it. A great conflict between British

and Saxons at some ^^nawt" or sanctuary is mentioned in

older Welsh literature, and the theory that Stonehenge was

originally a sepulchural monument is held by some of our

latest archaeologists. Anyhow, Geoffrey's account held

good as history, and was repeated by all writers on the

subject up to Tudor times. Even Camden gives it, with
the qualification of as fame has it or report goes.

But the Renaissance age rejected the fables which had
satisfied its forefathers, and set a spirit of inquiry to work
on the monument. The Duke of Buckingham, James I.'s

favourite ''Steenie," seems to have been the first person to

regard Stonehenge with really scientific curiosity. He had
some excavations made for the purpose of examining it from

beneath, and it was at his instigation, in 1620, that King
James employed Inigo Jones '^in a manner very unworthy
of his genius," says Horace Walpole, ''setting him upon
discovering, that is guessing, who were the founders of

Stonehenge." The great architect took observations and

measurements, and pronounced it to be a Roman temple !

Like many another great man, he fitted his observations to
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a preconceived theory; ''while he pleases himself with

retrieving a piece of architecture out of Vitruvius,"
observes Aubrey, "he abuses the reader with a false

scheme of the whole work !

"

The new curiosity could not free itself, however, from

superstition in the presence of these great ruins. There
was a popular idea in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries that some necromancy in the stones made it impos-
sible to count them. The story went that a baker once set

a loaf on each stone, but as often as he "told" them a

different number always came out. Charles II., who, during
his escape after Worcester, spent a day at Stonehenge while

waiting till nightfall to be secretly introduced into the

hiding-place at Heale House, whiled away some of the hours

in this occupation of telling the stones. The mysterious

problem could not apparently daunt the bright and sceptical

spirit of the grandson of Henri Quatre. "The King's

arithmetic," says his companion, Colonel Philipps, "gave
the lie to the fabulous tale that these stones cannot be told

alike twice together."
Another idea was that the stones were factitious, and

people used to bring hammers to try and break bits off.

Evelyn speaks of the " stone being so exceeding hard that all

ray strength with a hammer could not break a fragment.'^
This hardness he imputes, however,

" to their so long ex-

posure." It was already well known, indeed, to observers

familiar with Wiltshire, that the stones were of the same kind

as those that lie in a valley of the downs near Marlborough,
where at that time they were " sown so thick that travellers

in the twylight at a distance take them to be flocks of

sheep," whence their name of the Grey Wethers. These
stones are really enormous masses compacted together out of

the deposit of gravel and sand with which some deluge of

geological times once overlaid the chalk. When the looser

and lighter parts of the deposit were swept away by later

floods these enormous and immovable lumps were left behind

upon the denuded chalk, where they have lain for countless
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ages, half burying themselves gradually in the ground.
The presence of the Grey Wethers not more than four-

teen miles away naturally abated some of the wonder
about Stonehenge, and Aubrey's suggestion that the

stones were brought upon "rowlers" was an explanation
of how they

"
got here

" which commended itself to prac-
tical minds, more than the old tale of Merlin and his

diablerie, which now passed completely into the sphere of

folklore and legend.
The intention and meaning of the great ruin also

exercised the seventeenth-century inquirers. John Aubrey,
fertile in ideas, was the first to throw out the suggestion that

it was a temple of the Druids. This idea of Aubrey's was

taken up and elaborated in the next century by the ardent

and imaginative antiquary, Dr Stukeley, who made very
careful and accurate plans of the building and of its surround-

ings. He traced the avenue of approach from the north-east,

and pointed out the line of its direction to the Friar's Heel,
and thence through the outer circle and between the ranks

of trilithons, to the flat slab which lies at the head of the

horse-shoe figure overlaid by one of the ruined pillars.

From these observations he inferred an orientation of the

building to the sunrise at the summer solstice, and suggested
that some influx of Egyptian influence reached Britain in the

fifth century B.C., and induced the Druids to build this

temple. The recumbent stone, at what his observations

indicated to be the centre of the temple, he concluded to be

the Altar. Other observers also noticed that the arrange-
ment of the trilithons, and the position of the Altar Stone in

relation to the Friar's Heel, showed an apparent orientation

of the building to the north-east.

Out of these observations and theories has arisen the folk-

lore of the present day : imaginings of mystic Druidic rites,

of sacrificial processions advancing in pomp along the Via

Sacra from far over the down
;
of the white-robed priests

offering up the human victims upon the Altar Stone.

Every year on the 21st of June at daybreak people go in
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thousands to Stonehenge to await the rising of the sun in

the expectation of seeing the mystic ray slant over the Sun-

Stone or Gnomon—otherwise the Friar's Heel—and enter

between the great pillars of the Circle to fall upon the Altar

Stone, staining it as with blood. This is the supposed moment
at which the priests offered up the human sacrifice in honour

of the sun. It is said that every year, on this particular

morning a bird alights on the Gnomon and flies away just
before the sun appears over the stone, and that no bird is

ever known to rest there at any other time of the year.
As a matter of prosaic fact the devotees are rarely

rewarded by the sight of the sunrise at all. The horizon

is,
on most occasions, shrouded in cloud or mist, even at this

the clearest season. Nor does the first sunbeam that reaches

the sanctuary pass over the Gnomon, but a little to the north

of it. It will be a long time yet before the slow precession
of the equinoxes brings the sun into the necessary position
on the 2 1 St June for this effect. Three or four thousand

years ago it would have risen considerably farther to the

north. Notwithstanding this discrepancy in the popular

theory, the probability of an intentional solstitial alignment
in the building is generally allowed. Sir Norman Lockyer,
the astronomer, has indeed built up a most elaborate

argument as to the age and meaning of Stonehenge from

observations which he has made of its apparent orientation
;

calculating from these, on the basis of the known rate of

movement of the equinoxes, he comes to the conclusion that

the building in the form of which we now see the remains

was set precisely to the point where the sun rose on the 21st

June 1680 B.C. Allowing, however, for a possible error of

two hundred years either way, he places the date of

its erection between 1900 and 1500 b.c. But besides

this, he argues from certain other observations that there

was an older Stonehenge, which consisted only of the smaller

stones—the Blue Stones, as they are usually called, which

are of a quite different nature from the big grey Sarsens,

and must have been brought from a much greater distance—
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and of the four monoliths which stood outside the Circle at

equidistant points. These four Stones, and the Friar's Heel

also, are not chiselled and dressed like the great monoliths of

the temple itself, and might belong to a ruder age. Accord-

ing to the theory this earlier Circle was set not only to the

summer solstice, but also to various points of the horizon

where the rising or setting of the sun or of certain stars at

fixed times indicated the cardinal points of the old agricultural

year, and was intended to be the hands, as it were, of the

great seasonal clock of the heavens, by means of which the

priests, watching from the sanctuary, could announce to the

people the arrival of the proper times and seasons for those

necessary actions on which all primitive ritual is based, the

agricultural processes.
It is an interesting idea. But how, in this country of

mists, was it possible to depend upon the guidance of the

stars, almost always veiled in their rising and setting ;
or how

could it have been necessary or practicable for the husband-

man to await a fixed moment, signalled by the priest, for

beginnmg his work ? The countryman of to-day reads the

changes of the heavens and the corresponding signs upon
earth with a rough accuracy which tells him well enough of

the approach of seed-time and harvest
;
how much more he

of those ancient days, before any sort of mechanical time-

piece had been invented to spoil his powers of observation

by disuse ? What farmer to-day would look at the almanac

when his wheat was golden for the reaper and a fine weather

wind blowing, or when the spring winds had at last dried

the tilth enough for the sowing of the barley ? It is objected,

moreover, that the astronomer's observations of the align-

ments of the temple depend upon arbitrary positions and

assumptions, and with respect to the deduction of its date from

the orientation to the sunrise on June 21st, that it is unhkely
that people in this barbaric island, nearly two thousand years
B. c.

,
should have been able to d etermine by observation the exact

moment when the sun is at its farthest point to the north.
^

^ See T. R. Holmes, Ancient Britain, art. Stonehenge.
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Many archaeologists consider, however, that such evidence

as excavation on the site has so far afforded supports the

astronomer's contention as to the date of the building in

what he considers its second or restored form. The
skill with which the great monoHths have been dressed and

the balls and sockets by means of which the cross stones

were fixed to the uprights, show that it belongs to no very
rude age ; yet, that the work was done entirely with chisels

and implements of stone seems to be implied by no bronze
tool having been found in the diggings. They argue from

this that the temple was set up either at the close of the

Stone Age, or very early after the introduction of bronze,
when the new material was so precious that no implements
made of it would have been carelessly cast away in the

workings. The beginning of the Bronze Age is put by
some authorities as far back as 2000 and by others as late

as 1000 B.C.

Again there are other experts who deny these conclusions

and read the evidence of Stonehenge to mean that it was
built no longer ago than a few centuries before our era.

They declare that the absence of bronze proves nothing,
since stone implements continued in use after the introduction

of metal, and they point out that the great number of barrows

which strew the downs in the neighbourhood of the Stones,
and are evidently placed in relation to the Circle, have been
shown by their contents to belong to the latest prehistoric

age of this island. This, indeed, proves nothing, since

people may well have been buried near this presumably
holy place many centuries, or even milleniums, after it was
built.

But there is no end to the theories. A thousand books

have been published on the subject of the Stones, and still

there is no certain answer to the real inwardness of the

question :
" How did they get here ?

" Some minor points
of that mystery have indeed been cleared up. Nobody now
sees any superhuman wonder in the actual "

getting here
"
of

the sarsen stones, huge as they are, or doubts that they
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were moved on Aubrey's
^^

rowlers," by strength of oxen or

of numberless men. The manner in which the monsters

were set up was made clear by the excavations of 1901.
Each one was evidently slid down the sloping side of

a deep hole dug to receive it, and gradually lifted up by
levers until it rested against the straight side, the cavity
was then filled in with rubble and compacted and made
firm. They were planted in this way six or eight feet

deep in the ground. The lifting and placing of the huge
cross-stone upon the uprights must have been a work of

greater difficulty, and the way in which it was done can only
be conjectured. The most probable explanation seems to

be that they were pushed or dragged up inclined mounds of

earth. There are people still living in an Age of Stone on

the earth to-day who demonstrate by their works how

gigantic weights may be moved and lifted by the simple
means of human strength and patience without any
mechanical help.

But in spite of this amount of information the heart of

the mystery is still dark to us
;
the Why and When and

Who ? What far-oif race made it ? What was their speech ?

What thoughts were theirs, and what gods did they bow
down to here? Was this a cenotaph to the spirits of

ancestral heroes, Vortigerns or Arthurs of the remotest

ages of man? What were the Druids and what their

mystic rites?

After all, it is the things we don't know about it which
make the interest of Stonehenge. The broken mysterious

Circle, standing there upon the grey interminable plain,

reminds us that in this world, whose surface has now been
charted from Pole to Pole, horizons still lie beyond the

horizon which we know. Against that confusion of

tumbled and battered old stones, with the few stark

survivors in their midst, an infinite amount of human
wisdom and ingenuity has beaten again and again like

waves upon a rocky shore, and fallen back, often covered
with ridicule. And still they stand, an image of Time, while
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the mornings, noons and nights come again for ever and ever.

The imperceptible change of their slow decay is mocked by-

all the illusive changes of the sky and the seasons. On
certain mornings of spring and autumn, when the north-east

wind sweeps across the Plain, and a thin intermittent sun-

shine plays upon the pallid green and russet landscape, you
see the stark blocks whiten and grow dark against the blue

eastern cloud, as if with a ghastly pulsation of life. But
seen from the other side, standing upon the low ridge in

front, they appear fixed fast in rigid immobility, gaunt, black

and hollow, barring and cross-barring the western sky, in

which, as the day grows late, the sun throws down misty

rays between the soft grey cloud upon the long sombre

folds of the Plain. Stonehenge has its tremendous and

dramatic moods, as painters have shown us. It is, perhaps,

strangest in the moonlight ;
the low golden plenilunar

light of late summer. Coming over the endless swells

of the grey, softly-illumined plain, in which there is no
near or far, you are suddenly aware of the Stones quite
close beside you, towering dim and unsubstantial in the

faint moonlight. There is no terror or grimness in them
at this hour—vast brooding presences, faded into unreality
and dream.

But however dark the meaning of Stonehenge may be to

us, inquirers, theorists, and the simple folk that '' marvel at
'*

without questioning, all alike know that it expresses an Idea.

It was for no utilitarian end, no purpose of earthly con-

venience that thousands of human beings toiled to bring
these immense stones here and set them up in ordered form.

They are a Temple, a Sacrifice to the Unknown. Far

around, upon the slopes and low edges of the downs, are

many Barrows, the remains of hundreds which once lay

within view of this spot; they sweep round on the south

side in a sort of arc, a segment seemingly of a great circle

once surrounding the sanctuary, only visible in the mono-

tonous expanse when the shadows mark them out. To the

north there are two groups, planted now with round clumps
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of trees, and others again lie to the south-east. The

presence of all these tombs shows this to be a
peculiarly-

holy place. This ruined building, which repels our ques-

tions, is itself a form of the question forever addressed by-

man to the Great Silence
;

and the flood of Time which

sweeps away all lesser riddles into the limbo of the solved,

has left it here, shattered but immovable, casting its shadow

upon the shadeless Plain.
'' In the place where the tree falleth there it shall be,"

said the Wise Man. Through long ages, reaching beyond
any record of this place, these great millennial stems have

fallen slowly one by one before the greater and more endur-

ing forces of nature, and have lain where they fell. Of
these that have fallen in comparatively modern times, the

recumbency of the Leaning Stone and the collapse of its

huge fellow are attributed by Aubrey to the Duke of Buck-

ingham's "under-digging" in 1620. It is said that another

upright belonging to one of the trilithons on the west side

fell in consequence of some gipsies digging a hole beside it

to make their fire in, and the subsequent action of the winter

rain which collected in the hole rotting the scorched stone.

It is well known that this kind of stone is easily cracked

after being heated and then wetted, and some of the

sarsens here were wilfully broken up in former times for

repairing roads or building bridges. But the distance

from any village and the difficulty of moving them has no
doubt saved them from much of such wanton destruction.

As old Fuller puts it :

" Stand they there in defiance of wind
and weather (which hath discomposed the method of them),
which if made of any precious matter, a bait to tempt

avarice, no doubt long since had been indicted of supersti-
tion

;
whereas now they are protected by their own weight

and worthlessness." It was alleged as a reason for putting

up the present barbed wire fence round the area that the

Stones had suffered much damage from the destructiveness

of tourists, but when one looks at their huge adamantine

bulk it seems absurd to suppose that the puny scratchings
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of a comparatively few idle persons could have made any real

impression upon them. Even the deliberate hammers of our

seventeenth and eighteenth century forefathers could have

done httle harm, if we remember Evelyn's evidence. It is

to something infinitely greater than human assault that this

mighty fabric has yielded, to the immense slow working
cosmic forces, in comparison with which it is itself frail and

mortal and ephemeral. It has fallen before the snows and

the tempests and the thunder-storms of thousands of years.

Look at the side exposed to the south-west gales. Every

giant there lies prone.

Surely this thing unknowably old, of whose very form

and purpose we have no sort of certainty, belongs to Time
and Nature, and should be left to the pious operation of

natural decay. Up to 1900 it was so left. When the

young Charles sat among the Stones with a price upon his

head, and meditated perhaps upon the shortness of the glory
of kings, when Lavengro and the shepherds philosophised
at sunrise, when Turner and Constable painted here. Nature

in her wild beauty was still supreme. Alas the '^

pedant
bent on restoration

"
has been here since. On the last day

of the nineteenth century two of the uprights of the outer

Circle fell. There is an old saying that the fall of one of

these Stones foretells the death of a Sovereign. In

January 1901, however, just before the seeming fulfilment of

the omen in the death of Queen Victoria, the two newly
fallen Stones were raised and set up again. At the same

time a worse thing was done amid the protests of all

the old lovers of Stonehenge. The great Leaning Stone

which for nearly three centuries had reclined on the top
of a short blue stone in front of it,

and in this posture was

the central figure, so to speak, of the Stonehenc^e known to

all who had ever visited Salisbury Plain, and to the whole

world beside through the drawings of Turner and Con-

stable—this hoary monster, bowed under the weight of

innumerable years, was dragged up from its recumbency,
bolted, concreted, and stiffened into an unnatural upright-
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ness, and now stands rigid and awkward as an aged man

stayed up into an affectation of youth. It appears out of

all relation to its fellows, each of which has some venerable

stoop. This violent intrusion of modern science and methods

into this work of ancient hands has destroyed much of the

old illusion of Stonehenge. The fence which now prevents
free access to it is another grievous change which has

accompanied the restoration. Lavengro will sit no more
within the circle in the Still Hour, and meditate until the

sun rises over the eastern stones. Merlin will visit it no

more, or the shepherd lead his sheep to browse between
the stones.

Further " restorations
"

are advocated by some. Is it

not enough to have models of "'

Stonehenge Restored
"

in

all our museums .f^ There is one in the British Museum
which a former guardian of the Stones laboured for many
years with infinite pains to make

;
and when it was finished,

trundled it himself on a hand-barrow all the way from

Stonehenge to London, and deposited it in Great Russell

Street.

Meanwhile the spell of the Stones is living and potent

yet. Some cryptic order in them perhaps defies the ap-

parent manipulations of the archaeologists. They absorb the

most incongruous elements into their profound and ancient

thought, and discover the undying mystery of ordinary

things. The last time we were at Stonehenge was on an

autumn afternoon, drawing in to dusk. The sky was a low

even grey, and the wind that came sighing over the downs
was bringing rain. There was no one else upon the bare

white road, that ran on and on, rising and
falling. The

stones were solitary, too, except for a woman, who was

pacing to and fro in the vast hollow aisle, hushing within her

shawl a crying baby. It was the wife and new-born child

of the policeman-caretaker. A strange and melancholy
cradle for a babe, it seemed. In that gaunt cenotaph of

ancient men and dead beliefs, shattered by the eternal winds
and rain, the tiny wailing voice took on a sad significance.
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It seemed to lament the homeless interminable life of

man, stretching from out of the measureless ages to

this new existence, and going onwards from it in a

possibility of infinite generations, under the grey sameness

of the sky.
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CHAPTER III

TO OLD SARUM

" Where are those barrows and great walls of earth you were speaking of ? . . .

are there any near where we are ?
"

"Not within many miles; the nearest is yonder away. . . . It's a grand place
« . . and from it you have a sight of the finest spire in the world."—Lavengro.

Had Lavengro, after his talk with the shepherd, stepped
out of the circle on the north-east side and looked south-

wards, he would have had the Stones before him, and to the

left of them he might have already descried, far away, ''the

finest spire in the world
"—a faint grey finger pointing in

the sky^ beyond the misty blue folds of the Plain.

This wide view, comprehending the two temples, so far

apart in time, is very impressive
—
you realise the length and

continuity of faith in the divine. The fire is dead upon the

altar here, the shrine is hollow, but yonder it burns anew in

that fine flame. Even in idea there is probably an unbroken

chain between the two, though we cannot follow it.

"There seems no human thought so primitive," it has been

said,
''
as to have lost its bearing on our own thought, nor
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so ancient as to have broken its connection with our
own hfe."

But how different the old and the new address to the

Unknown
;

this gaunt and broken anatomy, this spectre of
cruel strength slowly disintegrating upon the desolate Plain

and that lovely jet springing out of the low and sheltered

valley and rising so high into the blue. Symbols of the

merciless dead gods, and of the living Thought come out of

Nazareth—of the Against and the With.
Between Stonehenge and the Spire stands Old Sarum^

both actually and historically. It is about eight miles from

the Stones, on the other side of the Avon. It may be
reached by a long faring over the downs. A track leads

southward over the turf, passing through the semicircle of

tumuli already noticed, and over downs strewn with round
barrows of every shape. On Lake Down, to the west, is a

whole group of the rare Disc Barrows. From the ornaments

found in them, it has been supposed that this kind of barrow
are women's graves ;

but in many of them no interments have

been found. Some suggest that they are connected with ritual

usages ;

" there is no sharp line to be drawn between the

temple and the tomb." Another group of barrows on Lake
Down used to be called the Prophets' Barrows, not from

supposed prophets buried in them, but on account of a

company of Hugenots, exiles from their native land,

who in 1710 set up a standard upon the largest of the

group
—a huge flat-topped mound—and preached from it

to the country people, who named them the French

Prophets. It is interesting to think of the grave voice of

the coming Methodism lifted up here in this large down

country, where there is little to distract the mind from the

great issues of life
;

with Stonehenge on the one hand

and the spire on the other. The preachers are said to have

roused the listening crowds to enthusiasm, but what abiding

impression they made is not told. According to Aubrey,
on the downs, where the shepherds labour hard, the people
have not " leisure to contemplate of religion, but goe to
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bed to their rest, to rise betime the next morning to their

labour." Whereas in North Wiltshire "
(a dirty, clayey-

country) where the people feed chiefly on milk meates,
which cooles their braines too much," they

" are more apt
to be fanatiques."

The track descends a long slope, and turning to the

left emerges into the valley at Lake
;

there is no bridge
across the Avon here, but at the top of the hill beyond the

village a path descends steeply to the river, where a foot-

bridge leads across to Durnford. From this village a road

A DROVE ON THE DOWNS

turns off eastwards, and passing under the green ring of

Ogbury Camp, presently comes out upon the unbroken

down. After ascending gently for a mile or two, you
strike the high road from Amesbury to Salisbury, a long,

solitary road running directly southwards along the back-

bone of the Plain between the valleys of the Bourne and

the Avon. Far away in front, the grey finger of the Spire
soon appears between the distant folds of the downs. A
low, round, isolated hill is seen nearer, a little to the right,

rising out of the midst of the Plain
;

its notched and rugged
profile shows dark against the misty distant hills

; you might
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fancy the massy thickets on its summit were the broken
battlements and towers of a ruined

city. It is, in fact, the
hill of Old Sarum—desolate seat of an ancient city.

The road climbs the eastern side of the hill, and, near to

an old roadside inn, the one dwelling-house still left at Old

Sarum, a rough track leads to the right on to the hill and to

the eastern gateway of the Castle. On this side and on the
south the natural slope of the ground is fairly easy, but on
the west and north it falls almost precipitously to the Plain,

giving great advantage for defence. A wide and deep fosse

is drawn all round the hill
;

the outer bank was crested

apparently at some time, probably long after it was first

made, with a wall of masonry. The inner side of the ditch

is formed by a stupendous wall of earth, which springs almost

precipitously to a height of over a hundred feet and encloses

the hill-top, an oval-shaped space of about twenty-seven acres

on which the old city stood. In the midst of this rises the

high mound of the Norman citadel, defended by another
wide and enormously deep fosse and rampart. An entrance

opens through the outer rampart, on the east side, with a

causeway crossing the fosse and defended by hornworks.
There was another gateway on the south side of the hill.

Old Sarum is by far the greatest and most impressive as

well as the most famous of these grassy Castles of Salisbury
Plain. In its huge earthen walls we see what is probably the

handiwork of one nation after another, piled up and up.

Upon a foundation built perhaps by the oldest people comes
the Celt, the Roman above him, the Saxon next, and lastly
the Norman, building his hawk's nest topmost of all. So far

there has not been enough investigation to prove the pre-
historic existence of the stronghold ;

the diggers busily prob-

ing the secrets of the hill have not yet penetrated through
the upper layers of its story. But there can be no doubt

that its position and natural advantages made it a place of

defence long before the days of the Romans, probably from

remotest times. The Romans, who named it Sorbiodunum,
made it their chief military station in the south of England,
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a nexus of the road system by which they kept the conquered

country under control. East and west, and north and south,
their military ways radiated from this point over the Plain

towards Silchester, towards the Severn sea, to Cunetio, near

to the modern Marlborough, and to Winchester. When the

legions were finally withdrawn from Britain, Sarum remained

in the hands of the natives, one of the strong places of

defence against the oncoming Saxon flood. Its natural

strength must have made it an effective barrier to the

progress of the great
*^

ealdormen," Cedric and Cynric, and
it was not till more than fifty years after their first landing
in Hampshire that Cynric overcame the stronghold by his

victory here in 552, which drove the Britons westward, and
enabled him to extend the kingdom of the West Saxons over

Wiltshire. Looking eastward from the hill upon the cham-

paign that sinks gently to the hollow where the Bourn runs,

you are looking down upon
" the place of carnage," where

fourteen hundred years ago one of the most deadly embraces

in the marriage of Saxon and Celt was enacted. From the

time that the Britons finally fled from it, Sarum probably lost

much of its importance. The Saxons had no love of high

places, and abhorred walled towns as ^' the defences of slavery
and the graves of freedom." In the course of the process by
which during the period of their rule the population of

Salisbury Plain slipped down from the summits into the

valleys and hollows, Wilton on the river below grew up and,
favoured by the Saxon kings, must have drawn the life away
from the old Roman city on the hill-top. Yet it remained a

town of consideration, and when the Saxons in their turn had
to suffer the bitter pressure of the invading Danes, it was

again used as a military stronghold. The waves of the new
invaders broke, like the earlier ones, often upon this part of

the Plain. One of the most desperate battles between Alfred
and the Danes was fought near Wilton in 871, and during
the truce which followed Alfred ordered the walls of Sarum
to be repaired and strengthened, setting all the inhabitants

of the countryside to work upon them.
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The later Saxon kings assembled the Witenagemot here

sometimes. It was when holding his court at Salisbury that,

according to the old chronicler Gaimar, King Edgar, by a

cruel deed, obtained the fair Elfrida for his wife. The

story goes that the king, hearing of the wonderful beauty of

this Elfrida, daughter of Ordgar, the great ealdorman of

Devonshire, had sent an ambassador, iEthelwulf, to confirm

the report and to convey to her the royal suit, ^thelwulf,
as soon as he saw the lady, became violently enamoured and

resolved to have her himself He returned to Edgar and

declared the fame of her beauty to be false, and that she

was utterly unfit to be the queen, and only good enough for

a humble person like himself. The good-natured king,

easily deceived, gave him permission to marry her, which he

did. Elfrida did not love her husband, and being as ambi-

tious as fair sought the first chance of being seen by the

king. One day Edgar came to their castle, and though
Ethelwulf tried by every device to conceal his wife she

insisted on appearing and doing honour to the king, who
was instantly inflamed by her charms. He meditated how
he might be revenged on Ethelwulf and possess the lady
himself While staying at Salisbury he found a pretext for

despatching Ethelwulf on a mission to the north and gave
secret orders to have him slain on the way, and having thus

got rid of him he made Elfrida his wife.^ She turned out

a ^Luther queene," as an old chronicle calls her, for she

murdered Edgar's son and successor, the young King
Edward, and set her own offspring, the unready ^thelred,
on the throne in his place.

In the eleventh century Sarum was evidently a place of

importance; it had a mint, and coins of Cnut and of the

Confessor, struck there, are in existence. With the coming
of the Normans it increased in honour and dignity. Here
William the Conqueror sat in 1086, and called before him
all the great prelates and barons and all tenants of land of

1 It has been shown that Edgar did not marry the Queen till two years after

Ethelwulf's death, which is a practical disproof of the old story.
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any consequence, and compelled them to swear fealty to him
as their King. The Red King also held his council at Sarum
in 1096, when William d'Eu, accused of conspiracy against

him, underwent the trial of battle here, and was vanquished

by his accuser, Godfrey Baynard, and condemned in the

cruel Norman fashion to be blinded. Here Henry I. fell out

with the great Archbishop Anselm about investitures, a

subject which was to be so fruitful of royal and ecclesiastical

quarrels later on. And hither in 1 1 16 he summoned all his

lieges to do homage to the young Prince William, his son.

The Normans greatly added to the strength of the city.

The huge inner vallum, with the high platform and citadel

which it encloses, is their work. William the Conqueror

gave the charge of the Castle to one of his chief nobles,
Edward d'Eureux. But another power besides the military
was now established upon the hill. It is at this time that

the connection between Salisbury and the Church begins.
In 1075 Bishop Herman, who held the two dioceses of

Ramsbury and Sherborne, extending over Wilts, Berks, and

Dorset, united them in one, and fixed the seat of the

bishopric at Sarum, or Sarisberie, as the place was then

called. Three years later he died, and Osmund, Lord of

Seez in Normandy, was made Bishop in his stead. This

appointment was the beginning of the great position and

fortunes of the See of Salisbury, for Osmund, who was

nephew of the Conqueror and also his Chancellor, was a man
of great wealth and consequence. The King bestowed upon
him the manor of Sarum, which from Saxon times had been

royal property, and Osmund endowed the See with it, and

with many lands besides in Wiltshire and other counties.

He built a Cathedral on the hill and enriched it with books
and treasures and founded a body of clergy for its services,

giving them land for their houses and gardens. Osmund
has left behind him a name of great holiness and learning.
The famous order of ritual known as the Use of Sarum,
which was generally followed in England in the middle ages,
is attributed to him, and it is possible that the tradition was

*
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derived from his time, though the form now preserved is not

earlier than the beginning of the thirteenth century.

Legend quickly enshrined and adorned his memory. Many
miracles are said to have been performed by him and are

related in the evidence given in favour of his canonisation,
which took place in the fifteenth century. One of these

stories tells how a certain pilgrim belonging to Salisbury was

returning from Jerusalem, and while he was waiting for a

ship to bring him home, a beautiful woman appeared to him
in his sleep and gave him a letter, bidding him carry it to

the good Bishop Osmund with these words :

"
Thy mistress

salutes thee and has sent thee this letter from Jaffa." She
touched him with her fingers upon his breast, where the

marks remained during his whole life. And when he awoke
he found himself, through the merits and prayers of the holy

Osmund, in his own country, near to Salisbury, whither he

hastened to the Bishop and delivered to him the letter and
showed him the marks upon his breast.

This dim, spiritual, half-legendary figure of Osmund

gave a mystical sanctity to a See which, in the hands of his

successor. Bishop Roger, became associated with worldly

power and guile. Roger is as real as Osmund is misty, and

his origin appears to have been as obscure as Osmund's was

great. He is said to have been a poor priest of Caen—
whence the name of Pauper or Poor which history has fixed

on him, though it is doubtful whether he ever really bore it—and to have gained the favour of Henry, William the

Conqueror's third son, by the rapidity with which he got

through mass on some occasion when the Prince was im-

patient to start for the chase. Henry took him into his

household, and raised him quickly to the highest trusts, and

on succeeding to the throne he appointed Roger Chancellor,
and finally committed to him supreme administrative power
with the grand title of Justiciar of England. Roger of

Salisbury was indeed an epoch-making character in the

history of English civil government. He was the first of

the great officials with whom Henry I. and Henry II.
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replaced the service of the hereditary nobles
;
the creator of

the remarkable system associated with the symbol of the

chess-board, forerunner and arch-type of all Chancellors of

the Exchequer.
Clerk and civihan as Roger was, it was by mihtary means

that he supported his position. Having been appointed to

the Bishopric of Salisbury, he persuaded the King to grant
him the custody of the Castle also, and so for a time the

ecclesiastical and military command of this important place
was held by the same hand. He expended immense wealth

and personal care upon the Castle
;

in fact, the chief part of

the gigantic work there is probably due to him, and he built

other strongholds in different parts of his diocese. The

magnificence of mind of this man of humble origin expressed
itself in these buildings. His Castle at Devizes was so

strong and splendid that it was called the glory of Western

Europe.
The Cathedral which Osmund had built on this exposed

hill of Sarum had been struck by lightning five days after

its consecration and greatly damaged. Men looked upon
this event as ominous that the Cathedral was not to stand

for long. Roger, however,
" made it anew "

and as

beautiful as any in England, so that he had cause to say,
^^

Lord, I have loved the glory of Thy house." In these

works the Bishop spent the great wealth which he had

used his power without scruple to amass. "If there was

anything contiguous to his property which might be

advantageous to him he would directly extort it, either by
entreaty or purchase, or if that failed, by force," says
William of Malmesbury. It was natural that Roger should

be both envied and hated. The great feudal nobles, against
whose reactionary spirit he had upheld the centralised power
of the King throughout Henry I.'s reign, were his bitter

enemies. When Henry died and all authority was relaxed

under Stephen, the nobles snatched back their old power
and independence, and the position of the old minister be-

came very perilous. Though he had sworn fealty to Henry's
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daughter Matilda in the King's lifetime, Roger gave his

support to Stephen, who, alive to the importance of such an

adherent, did all he could to propitiate the Bishop. ^'By
the birth of God, were he to ask of me one-half of my
kingdom, I would give it him," he declared. But trouble

soon began. It was easy for Roger's enemies to instil

suspicion of his loyalty into the King's mind. The fear,

perhaps justified, that he would carry the enormous weight
of his influence and his impregnable castles over to the side

of Matilda, was ever present with Stephen. Now, in the

moment of the Bishop's great need, all the mighty for-

tresses which he had raised were of no avail to protect him.

In obedience to the King's summons to a council at Oxford
in 1139, Roger set off from Sarum, heavy with forebodings
of evil. There an affray which broke out between his

servants and those of another noble gave Stephen a pretext
for anger against the old man. He seized Roger and his

nephew, the Bishop of Lincoln, and threw them into prison
until they agreed to surrender their castles to the king. One
account says that Roger was confined in a rack in a cowshed,
and kept fasting for three days until he yielded. He was

deprived of all his oflJces and of nearly all his possessions ;

disgraced and broken, a text for the reflections of the

chroniclers upon the instability of fortune, he returned to

Sarum, where, upon his death a few months later, the small

remnants of his treasure, which he had intended for the

completion of the Cathedral, were stolen from him. Never
was there a greater or more tragic fall.

The See of Sarum remained vacant for three years, and

the town was involved in the warfare and confusion of the

dispute over the Crown. Its sympathies seem to have been

with Matilda. The Castle, now divided once more from the

ecclesiastical authority, was nominally in the custody of

Patrick of Salisbury, who, as the descendant of Edward

d'Eureux, was hereditary Castellan and Sheriff of Wilts.

Patrick was a staunch partisan of Matilda, who created him

Earl of Salisbury. In 11 40 the Empress's half-brother and
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champion, Robert of Gloucester, warrior, rhymer, and patron
of letters, occupied the town with his army and skirmished

with the troops of Stephen, who was at Wilton in the valley
below. One night, under the cover of darkness, Earl

Robert swooped down from the hill upon Wilton, and

Stephen barely escaped capture by headlong flight. But
Sarum had to pay for its partisanship. A little later Stephen
entered the town, and in his wrath commanded castle,

church, and canons' houses to be destroyed, and it was only

by payment of a heavy fine that the citizens were able to

save the place from complete destruction.

Joceline de Bohun, who became Bishop in 1 142, a man
of very noble lineage and of high distinction in the State,
was also a partisan of Matilda's, and later on he stoutly

supported Henry II. in his dispute with Becket, by whom
Joceline was twice excommunicated, a sentence which

weighed so heavily upon him in later years that, although he

obtained papal absolution, he gave up his See and spent the

remainder of his life in penance. At the same time, this city

supplied Becket with a faithful adherent in John of Salisbury,
the greatest scholar of his age, a man of lowly birth, whose
abilities raised him to highest influence in the Church. At
the death of Theobald, Archbishop of Canterbury,

^' the

charge of all Britain as touching Church matters was laid on

me," he says himself. John of Salisbury was much at Rome
with the English Pope, Adrian IV., crossing the Alps ten

times. He was the devoted friend and champion of Becket,
and suffered disgrace and exile in his cause. When Becket

was murdered John was with him, and is said to have been

dyed with the blood of the martyr
—though one of the

knights present unkindly describes him as taking refuge
with the other monks and clergy under the altars.

Bishop Joceline was succeeded by Hubert Walter, on

whose promotion to the Archbishopric of Canterbury, in

1193, the See of Salisbury was given to Herbert Poore, a

name which brings the end of the Church upon the Hill

first into sight.
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Meanwhile, Earl Patrick of Salisbury, a faithful friend

of Henry II., had been slain, on his return from a pilgrimage
to Compostella, by Guy de Lusignan

—
sacrificed, no doubt,

to the deadly feud between Lusignan and Anjou. His son

William, the next Earl, died in 1 196, leaving the dangerous

heritage of his titles and vast estates to his daughter Ela,
nine years old. The story of the little Countess Ela is a

romance. Immediately on her accession, her mother carried

her secretly across the sea and hid her in a convent in

Normandy, lest she should fall into greedy and unscrupulous
hands. A knight named Robert Talbot was sent in quest
of her. He disguised himself as a minstrel and wandered

through the country, singing in castle and monastery, until

at last he discovered her retreat and brought her back to

England to King Richard, whose ward she was by feudal

law. The King bestowed her on his half-brother, William

Longespee, one of the first men in the kingdom, great both

in the field and in the Court, and versed, apparently, like

Richard himself, in the romantic culture of the time
;
he is

said to have been the patron of the famous woman trouvere^
Marie de France. Longespee was not, it appears, the son of

Fair Rosamund, as was long supposed, but of one of Henry
II. 's earlier amours, and at the time of the marriage he was
of mature years

—
forty-seven, one good authority says, and

Ela no more than eleven ! William was created by
the King Earl of Salisbury, SherifiT of Wiltshire, and Lord

of the Castle upon the Hill. In his strong keeping Ela and

her htritage were now safe. She appears to have been an

exemplary wife, but she can have had little of her husband's

company ;
he was occupied in war and politics, and often

absent in the King's dominions abroad, and she had the

woman's lot and sat lonely in her castle hall. Like all great
ladies of those days who were not famous sinners, she was

remarkably pious and charitable. Longespee supported

John in the struggle with the nobles
;

later on, however,
he deserted his brother, and did homage to Louis of France,
and Sarum Castle was for a short time held in the name
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of a French king. On the death of John, and the accession

of Henry III., William returned to his allegiance, and was

afterwards high in the councils of the young king. In

1225 he spent some time fighting in Gascony, and returning
home in the autumn he was shipwrecked. We are told

that, while tossing in a small boat in peril of his life, he

suddenly saw a beautiful maiden at the prow, who promised
him safety, and he knew that it was the Virgin Mary, to

whom he had kept a lamp burning through all the years
that he had been a knight. He was cast ashore upon an

island belonging to one of his enemies, and was forced to

take to the stormy sea again. His return being so delayed,
it was rumoured in England that he was drowned. The
reversion of the Countess' hand was immediately sought by
the Justiciar Hubert de Burgh, for his nephew, Reimund,
who, with the King's consent, was despatched to woo her.

Now Hubert, splendid patriot though he was, had the

repute of avarice, and was hated by the old nobles, who

regarded him as an upstart. The Countess received her

suitor with great scorn. Her answer was that even had her

lord been dead, she was too noble to wed such a one as

Reimund. Longespee had, in fact, landed safely in Cornwall

at that very time, and news of him had reached the Countess.

On his arrival he hastened to Hubert de Burgh's castle at

Marlborough, where the King was staying, and loudly
denounced the Justiciar for sending a low-born person to

woo his wife while he was still alive. Hubert appeased
him with presents and fair words, and finally made a feast

of reconciliation, of which the Earl partook, and returning
to Salisbury, immediately fell sick and died. Worn out by
his sufferings on the sea, he was no doubt ripe for the

grave, but the suspicion of poison was natural to the times,
and the murder of the Earl of Salisbury was actually one ot

the charges brought against Hubert a few years later, when

Henry had determined on the ruin of his old minister.

When Longespee felt himself dying, he sent for the

Bishop, Richard Poore, and, dragging himself half naked
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out of bed, knelt before him, with a halter round his neck,
and confessed his sins. By this time the Church of Salisbury-
was no longer on the hill. This same bishop, successor of

his brother. Bishop Herbert Poore, had removed its seat to

the low ground to the south. There a new and greater
cathedral was rising, and thither William Longespee was
carried to burial on a stormy spring day in 1226—the

torches burning steadily, we are told, all the way of the

long procession from the Castle, in the midst of wind and rain.

The real life of Salisbury was bound up with the Church,
and after the transference of the See the old city rapidly

decayed. The Castle continued for some time to be an

important fortress
;
but the age of war was passing and

giving way to the business of peace. Trade deserted to the

new city,
which flourished more and more at the expense of

the old. Complaints and appeals to Sheriff and King against
the encroachments of New Sarum are heard from the hill, but

they were powerless to check the natural course of things.
Half a century later the old town was still struggling to

maintain its markets in the face of overwhelming competition,
and the Citadel rose as proudly as ever upon the hill-top.

But as time went on the garrison found themselves more

and more solitary in the midst of silent streets and empty
churches and houses. The inhabitants became fewer and

fewer. Early in the reign of Edward III. the Dean
and Chapter obtained royal licence to carry away the

stone of the old ecclesiastical buildings on the hill, and

use it for the repair of the Cathedral, and for building
the new wall of the Close. The old Cathedral and

Canons' houses were now delivered over to the destroyer.
The Castle remained almost alone amid the fast encroaching
wild. By the fourteenth century it had practically outlived

the need for its existence
;

it served chiefly as a prison,

entertaining such sad guests as the widow and children of

the Earl of Kent, Edward ll.'s brother, who was beheaded

by Isabella and Mortimer. The Earls of Salisbury continued

to hold the office of Castellan, but their connection with the
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place had become little more than nominal. The Earldom

and hereditary trust had soon passed away from the line of

William and Ela. Their son, a second William Longespee,
had followed St Louis to the Crusade at the head of a

company of English knights, and had been slain in battle

near Damietta in 1250. The Countess Ela Hved to mourn

him; she had founded the Abbey of Lacock for Austin

Canonesses after her husband's death, and had herself taken

the religious habit, and become Abbess there, where she

died in old age. Neither the second William nor his son

and successor bore—for some unknown reason—the title of

Earl of Salisbury, but the latter's daughter, who married the

Earl of Lincoln, transmitted it to her own daughter, who
carried both the earldoms of Salisbury and Lincoln to her

husband Thomas Plantagenet, Earl of Lancaster. After

Lancaster's attainder, the earldom of Salisbury was created

afresh by Edward IIL in the person of William de Monta-
cute. The Countess of Salisbury, of the Garter story, was
the wife of the second Earl of this new line. Through
the daughter and heiress of the fourth Earl the title

passed by marriage to the house of Nevil, and was in-

herited by her son, the King Maker, who was Earl of

Salisbury as well as of Warwick. Warwick's daughter and

heiress married Clarence, of the butt of malmsey, and their

son Edward being executed by Henry VIL, the Earldom of

Salisbury became vested in their surviving child, Mary
Plantagenet, a lady royal in spirit as in blood. Her faithful

adherence to the old Church gave Henry VIIL an excuse for

getting rid of the last representative
—outside the Throne—

of the House of York. She was attainted at seventy years
of age and condemned to death. She refused to stoop her

royal head upon the block, and the executioner smote it off

as she stood.

But these holders of the earldom had no part or power
in the new city, whose only Lord was the Bishop, and with

the decay of Old Sarum they disappear out of the story
of

Salisbury.
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In 1446 the Castle of Sarum, described as "now fallen

into decay," was granted to Sir Charles Stourton. In course

of time it was demolished by seekers for stone, and became
a heap of ruins overgrown with grass and thicket. Leland

records, about 1535, that "much notable ruinus Building of

this Castle yet there remayneth." There was ''aChapelle
of Our Lady yet standing and maynteyned," and "ther hath

beene houses in tyme of mynd inhabited in the suburbe ot

Old-Saresbyri : but (now) there is not one house nother

(with) in Old Saresbyri, or without inhabited." A century
and more later Pepys travelling across the Plain one evening
to Salisbury saw "a great fortification and there light, and

to it and in it
;
and find it prodigious so as to fright me to

be in it all alone at that time of night, it being dark. I

understand since it to be that that is called Old Sarum."

After the attainder of Charles, Lord Stourton, the pos-
session of Old Sarum returned to the Crown

;
it was

granted by James I. to Robert Cecil, in whom the extinct

title of Earl of Salisbury was revived. The third Earl of

this new line sold it, and with that all connection between

the place and the title ceased.

This dead city returned two members of Parliament till

1832. Cobbett, that fierce denouncer of political corruption,

called it the Accursed Hill, and when he rode by it in

1826, he turned his head away as from something rank and

offensive. The one " free
"
burgess, of whom the borough

consisted, recorded his votes beneath an old tree near

Stratford Church, on the south side of the hill.

Up to the last year or two, this ancient city lay under

the thick green pall which the centuries had spread over it.

As in all places which have once borne human crops for

perhaps thousands of years, so in this case the enriched

earth had broken out into a rankness of herbage and wild

boscage which overspread and hid the humps and un-

evennesses of the ruined masonry. It stood like a great
mounded tomb, so old that people had almost forgotten
who or what was buried in it. Only the enormous ramparts,
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coated with soft perennial turf, still remained visible evidence

of the handiwork of robust men in some early unsophisticated

age. Trees and brushwood filled the depth of the fosses, and

made that dark, broken edge upon the summit of the hill,

which looked in the distance like the jagged ruins of towers

and walls. The ground within was covered with thickets

of bramble and briar and thorn, threaded through with

honeysuckle and briony. Countless generations of rabbits

had succeeded to the generations of men
;

it was the home
of the fox and the hare, of the plover and the lark. If you
sat up here upon the hill-top, you felt you were an intruder,

your fellowship was only with ghosts ; man, the short-lived,

was dead, and the place had returned into the possession of

the sweeter, slighter, more eternal things.
But now the archeologist with his spade, eager for the

romance of hard facts, has marched up the hill, leaving a

dreadful, bare trail behind him, and has ruthlessly torn off

the green pall of the buried city. The remains that he has

uncovered are, in truth, of thrilling interest. Beginning
with the latest and topmost stratum of the city's story, the

work has been engaged so far upon the high central mound.

The upper part of this is an artificial platform piled up, no

doubt, by the forced labour of the conquered Saxons.

From the top ^'much notable minus building" of the

Norman castle has been unearthed
;
the eastern gateway, a

structure of great strength and solidity, with its hall and

guardrooms, in one of which there is a large fireplace, first

came to light. From this a wide archway led into the

inner court or bailey of the castle, within which, on the

north side, the keep has been discovered, consisting of a

central tow^er, in which were the hall and chapel and prin-

cipal chambers, with lesser towers, and other buildings,

containing ofiSces, clustered against it on the north and east.

The well which supplied the citadel is just outside the

keep, in the middle of the bailey. At the western end,

against the great outer wall of the fortification, stood

another strong tower guarding a postern gate through the
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defences, and between this postern tower and the keep are

the remains of a separate building, probably a chapel. The
stone has been almost entirely stripped off the walls by the

spoliations of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, but in

places some of the ashlar facing remains, and most interest-

ing fragments of architectural ornament have been found,

zigzag mouldings and patterned cornices, showing the

sumptuous character of this great castle. The enormously

deep
"
garderobe

"
pits, of which there are several in

each of the different parts of the building, some of them

thirty and forty feet deep, are a remarkable feature.

These places, fearful to look down into, may, no doubt,
have served on occasions as ''oubliettes"; the workmen on

the hill, with the love of the general for horrors, show them
now to visitors as the "

dungeons." Though they had been

covered up for centuries and their existence utterly for-

gotten, they are, perhaps, the origin of legends lingering
still among the country people of underground passages at

Old Sarum, communicating with distant places.

From the style of the work the main part of the Castle

appears to be of the early twelfth century, the period of the

great builder. Bishop Roger; certain parts belong to the

restorations of Henry ll.'s time, after Stephen had partly dis-

mantled the building, and to later repairs, temp, Henry III.

The Cathedral, which stood on the west side of the hill,

below the Citadel, is now being excavated. Here also little

but the rubble core of the walls has been left by the

depredators of the fourteenth century; bits of the lowest

courses of masonry remain in places. It is on the usual

plan : nave, transepts and choir
;

the nave had been con-

siderably lengthened, doubtless by Bishop Roger, to whom
must also be attributed the alteration of the original apse to

a square choir. There was no west entrance. A doorway
in the south transept has been unearthed, and there are

indications of another in the east wall of the north transept,

a most unusual position. Many very interesting fragments
of decorative sculpture of the twelfth century have been
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found in these excavations, relics of Bishop Roger's embellish-

ments. Also, very unexpectedly, objects of the Stuart period—a glass bottle and bits of clay pipes
—

showing that either

the greed of treasure seekers, or the new curiosity of that

age, was exercised here
;
the bad condition of the remains

in the part where these things were found shows also that

clumsy diggers have been at work. Perhaps Buckingham,
who was so interested in Stonehenge, was the moving spirit

in this search also. The foundations of some considerable

houses have been laid bare, evidently those of the Canons;
so close to the Cathedral as to seem like a monastic estab-

lishment, but this position was necessitated by the small space

upon the hill. The Cathedral body founded by Osmund was
of secular clergy, then and always after. Another interesting

discovery is the existence of a high and enormously thick

masonry wall on the edge of the hill, cresting the great
outer rampart ;

this has been traced for some distance on
the west side, as far as the western gateway of the city,

which has also been dug out
;

it had been completely blocked

up at some late period in the history of Old Sarum, probably
for defence when the Castle had fallen into bad disrepair.
On the southern side of the hill another well has come to

light, close to the great fosse dividing the city from the

Castle, and the sense of romance is flattered by the exposure
of a subterranean passage, leading from the well in the

direction of the fosse, and probably communicating with the

Castle above.

These huge walls and buildings of Old Sarum—now

utterly ruined and vain—speak significantly of the con-

ditions of men in those stark Norman days. All was, no

doubt, the product of forced labour, of the toil and sacrifice

of obscure multitudes. So are thrones built up.
And what a throne this is ! raised just enough above the

surrounding Plain for supremacy. Looking out over the

immense landscape spreading away all around to the dim

verge of the horizon, and the white roads radiating from

beneath in all directions, you realise its fitness to be a seat
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of empire
—of a conqueror receiving the homage of his

vassals.

Crested with its array of lofty towers, and ringed with

gigantic earthworks, the hill must have looked a proud thing
in the midst of the wild and melancholy Plain. There had

been a time when every high and conspicuous point upon

Salisbury Plain was an inhabited place. But in the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries, when Sarum stood with all its

towers, it was alone
;
the old ''

Camps
"
had been long aban-

doned, and the rest of the inhabitants of the Plain had

hidden themselves in the hollows. It is strange to think

of this now solitary hilltop crowded with dwellings and with

sanctuaries
;

the lights within burning perpetually to the

Blessed Virgin and the Blessed Nicholas, and throwing their

tiny beams across the downs at night from beneath the dark

Castle towers. No wonder that later it seemed a place of

ghosts, and that Pepys, groping about in the darkness, was
"
frighted

"
finding himself all alone there late at night.

Besides the sculptured fragments from the Cathedral, the

little temporary museum is full of interesting things found in

the Castle—bits of ornamental stonework, and of stained

glass, glazed roof tiles, and a quantity of relics of mediaeval

domestic life which have been sifted out of the immense

masses of rubbish lifted from the garderobe pits
—

glazed
earthenware ewers and pots and vessels of all kinds,

scissors, pincers, hammers, keys, and every sort of small metal

implement, chessmen, draughts, tiny dice, hawks' bells, spurs,

tokens, a pewter feather, one of the badges worn by the

king's attendants, with the pin to fasten it into the cap, a

flageolet made of the bone of a swan's wing, and most precious
find of all, a piece of narrow braid or ''lace" of gold thread,

woven with silk in a pattern of various coats-of-arms alternating
with the royal lions and leopards.

Not only the things of their intimate daily use, but the

very bones of some of the old denizens of the Castle have

been found. Wandering among the bared ruins one day, we
chanced upon an excavator crouched upon the ground busily
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scraping. With his clever fingers and tool he deftly un-

earthed close beneath the surface the bones of a man, one

by one, and fitted them together with practised eye and hand.

The skeleton of a man in early middle life, of good height
and with splendid teeth, some soldier of the twelfth century,
he opined, shot upon the ramparts by a besieger's arrow, or

hanged from the wall, perhaps, for some misdeed, and laid

here in a hastily-scratched hole just within the rampart.
Several other skeletons have been found so placed. What
old tragedies of the sudden death of strong men do these

things signify. Earth makes all sweet. The green sod has

lightly covered them up through all these centuries, and we
who used to walk unawares over them upon the hill-top were

only vaguely conscious of their presence by some peculiar

lightness and peace in the air, as of sorrow and pain long
cleared away.
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CHAPTER IV

FROM OLD SARUM TO SALISBURY

'' Hue si venisset expulsus de paradise,
Exilium preposuisset Adam.
Nux utrobique gravat siivus, odor aflficit auras

Carmine ludit avis, flore superbit humus."
—Henri d'Avranches.

By the end of the twelfth century the canons and clerks of

the Church of Salisbury had become deeply discontented

with their situation upon the hill. Their complaints are made
vocal by the learned Peter of Blois, who had himself held a

prebend in the Cathedral before he became Archdeacon of

Bath. " Like the Ark of the Covenant in the Temple of

Baal," he cries,
'^ so is the Lord's House captive in the

Castle. There water lacks and only chalk is in plenty; there

the wind rages, but the nightingale is still."

A papal mandate ordering an enquiry into the matter

states the unhappy case of the clerks in more detail. It is

said that they could hardly hear one another sing for the

noise of the wind
;

the wind, moreover, gave them the

rheumatism, and the site being of chalk without trees or

grass upon it,
the glare had blinded many of them. Water

had to be brought from a distance, at a heavy price. But
their worst grievance was the tyranny of the Castle. ^'In
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the city stood a towre like that of Siloem, which oppressed
the townesmen with the burden of long servitude," to quote

again the poetical Peter of Blois. A continual feud prevailed
between the Cathedral and the Castle. It is said that such

brawls arose between the soldiers and the canons, that they
often fell at last to ^'sadde blowes." The Church of Salisbury,

triumphant and all-powerful in the days of the great Roger,
who had reigned supreme both in citadel and cathedral was

now at the mercy of the secular authority. For the sake of

defence the gates were strictly guarded, and the clerks were

unable to go in and out without licence of the Castellan, nor

might the faithful outside visit the church when they wished.

These restrictions were no doubt often exercised to annoy.
The governor inflicted a crowning outrage by shutting the

whole Cathedral body out of the city one night on their

return from a Rogation procession to a distant church.

The townspeople had already begun to desert the city,

the area of which had become too small and inconvenient

for their growing life
;
the suburbs stretching down the hill-

side into the plain were more extensive than the actual city,

and the people by a natural impulse were flowing more and

more into the flat open ground to the south. The priests,

imprisoned on their arid height, within the huge rampart of

the hill-top, looked down upon the pleasant meadows in which

the streams of the Avon and Wiley made a silver net-work,
and longed to go down there too.

The removal of the See was already seriously contemplated
at the end of the twelfth century. Bishop Hubert Poore

obtained the consent of King Richard to the change, but in

the troubles of the Church in John's reign he was involved

in many misfortunes and was not able to carry out the great
scheme. The glory of its accomplishment was left to his

successor, Richard Poore, and it is the name of this, the

younger of the two brothers, which is enshrined in " the most

graceful Cathedral in England."
Herbert and Richard Poore were sons of Richard of

Ilchester, Bishop of Winchester, a man of great ability, who
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had been deeply engaged in affairs of State under Henry 11.

No connection of blood has been traced between these

brothers and the great Bishop Roger, supposed also to

have borne the surname of Poor. In their case the

name may have come from the Latin word Puer—in Saxon,
Child—often applied to the younger son of a noble house.

However that may be they were wealthy men. Herbert is

described as wise and active in temporal aifairs. But the
''

very gentle and pacific
"
temper of Bishop Richard, who

meddled as little as possible with the contentions of politics,
was more helpful for the advancement of the long delayed
Cathedral scheme.

There is an old narrative, preserved in a fifteenth-century

copy, among the muniments of the Cathedral, which relates

how the canons came one day to Richard Poore, soon after

his appointment to the See on the death of his brother in

1217, with bitter complaints of the outrages and indignities
which they suffered from the King's officers in the Castle.

The Bishop wept, and said,
" When they persecute you in one

city flee ye to another." And comforting them with promises
and words of hope he betook himself first to the King and
then to the Pope, and obtained the licence of both for the

removal of the See. As he was returning from Rome a

messenger met him with the news that the King was dead.

The Bishop began to be very heavy, fearing that he had

spent all his labour in vain, but when evening was come and
he laid himself down to sleep the glorious Virgin appeared
to him and told him to fear nothing but to carry out his

intended purpose, and promised she would be his aid in all his

diflSculties. Whereupon the Bishop, not a little comforted,
hastened to the new King at Westminster and obtained his

permission for the work, and a charter and many privileges
for the new city. Then there was the question of a site, and
over this the Bishop cogitated a long time. At length he
determined to obtain a place from the Lady Abbess at Wilton,

by reason of the advantages of that vicinage, viz., the water,

woods, and the good town well supplied with all good things.
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One day when he went on this business to Wilton, a certain old

spinning wife said to her gossip: "I marvel," said she, '^of-

this Bishop, that he goeth so often to Wilton
; perhaps he

means to marry the Abbess. Thinkest thou," said she,
" that the Pope hath granted a dispensation that he may take

her to wife ?
" To which her neighbour replied,

'' Not so,

thou thinkest falsely of this holy man. But he means to

remove the Church and Close from the Castle of Sarum to

Wilton." Then said that old wife, ^'Hath not the Bishop

any land of his own that he must rob the Abbess," and

added,
" God loves not him who grudges of his own."

Having overheard these words, the Bishop resolved to

choose a place in his own domains. But being in perplexity,
he commended himself to God and the Blessed Virgin Mary.
The following night he was comforted by a vision, for

the Blessed Virgin appeared to him, telling him that he

should choose a place named Myrifeld. A few days after

he was meditating upon the church, but the name which

had been revealed to him had gone out of his mind. As he

walked along, one of his servants happened to point out an

ass feeding in a meadow which he called Myrifeld. Im-

mediately the Bishop remembered, and began to inquire of

those around concerning the name of the place. Having
made himself sure of it, the Bishop in this very place
founded the Church of the Blessed Mary at Sarum in the

year of grace 1220, viz., the day of St Vitalis the Martyr, in

the month of April.

Myrifeld, which devout people quickly turned into

Mary's Field, is said properly to mean a " mere "
or boundary

field, being the meeting-place of three Hundreds. It bor-

dered upon the Avon, for whose clear streams the Canons

upon the dry hill-tops had so long thirsted. To them it

seemed the Promised Land was at last in sight. They
went, however, from one extreme to the other, as Thomas

Fuller, himself a Canon of Salisbury four hundred years later,

points out : ''Now as the place whence he (Bishop Poore)
came was so dry that as Malmesbury saith,

' miserabili com-
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mercie ibi aqua veneat
'

(by sad chafFer they were fain to

give money for water) ;
so he removed to one so low and

moist, men sometimes (upon my own knowledge) would

give money to be rid of the water." From which the Sage
draws the moral *' that all human happiness, notwithstanding
often exchange of places, will still be an heteroclite, and

either have too much or too little for our contentment."

For this wide hollow, where New Salisbury sits, in the

lap of the low chalk hills, is as Leland describes it :

" The
Pan or Receyver of moste part of the water of Wiltshire."

The Bourne, and the Wiley, with the Nadder in its bosom,
here commingle their streams with the Avon. The place

chosen, according to the legend, by such gracious counsel,

was, in those early days, a marshy swamp, and it must surely
have needed a miracle to determine the Bishop to pile the

enormous masonry of the Cathedral upon such uncertain

ground. Yet even he never contemplated such an act of

faith as that which, eighty years later, loaded it in addition

with the huge weight of the spire. The faith of both

builders has been justified by time. There to-day the

Cathedral stands, firm upon the quaking ground, lifting its

wonder of a Pharos spire high into the air, as it has lifted

it for six hundred years and more, for a beacon and a guide
to the wayfarer over the weary leagues of the Plain.

In the old saying that the Cathedral was founded on

wool-packs, there is perhaps an allusion to the soft nature of

the ground on which it was set, besides the obvious refer-

ence to the fact that the sheep of Salisbury Plain chiefly
furnished the means for the (milding. Bishops, Canons, and

Cathedral clergy of every degree, poured out all the money
drawn from their prebends and private rents upon the great

undertaking, and the rich wool-staplers of the neighbourhood

helped with liberal contributions. The foundation stones of

the Church were laid in 1220 with great solemnity. Bishop

Poore, putting off liis shoes, led a long procession of clergy,

chanting the Litur^^y, to the chosen place, where he laid

three stones—the first in the name of the Pope, the second
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for the Archbishop, and the third for himself The Papal

Legate, Pandulf, laid the fourth for William Longespee,
and the fifth for the Countess Ela. Two men, of great
fame later, must have been amongst the clergy on this

occasion—one, Robert Grossetete, who was then Archdeacon
of Sarum

;
the other the lately appointed treasurer of the

Cathedral, Edmund Rich of Abingdon, the poor young
Oxford clerk, who was destined to become Archbishop of

York and a saint of the Roman Church, and to have an altar

raised to him within fifty years in this very Cathedral and a

great church in the city close by.
Five years later the east end of the new Cathedral was

finished, and the three first altars were consecrated with a

second and grander ceremony, at which Stephen Langton,

Archbishop of Canterbury, and the Papal Legate, Otho,
assisted. Henry III., splendid patron of church building,
came twice that same year to visit the building, and made
rich offerings. Hubert de Burgh, the Justiciar, accom-

panied him, and gave a golden gospel book, enriched with

relics of divers saints. In that same year, 1225, William

Longespee, Hubert's supposed victim, was carried to his

tomb in the new Church, first of the noble dead that were
to be housed within its walls.

Meanwhile the new city, founded at the same time as the

Cathedral, was growing up fast beside it on the north-east

side. The Bishop had himself defined its bounds, and laid

out the area in squares, divided by streets, and granted
them to the citizens to build upon. This original arrange-
ment of squares, or "'

chequers," remains to this day.

Salisbury is a rare instance of a mediaeval city laid out on
a regular plan in straight, definite lines. Cathedral and

town, both remarkable for unity of design, were in fact the

work of a single mind, and practically of a single moment,
the most fortunate, perhaps, in the whole history of English

building. The Bishop, to whose manor the city belonged,
endowed it with a charter and many privileges, and pro-
cured for it from the King a grant of special trade facilities
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and a decree declaring it a free city for ever. These

advantages, as well as the convenience of position, quickly-
attracted a large population. Merchants of the staple
settled here, and they and other well-to-do citizens built

substantial houses of brick and stone, around which
clustered the mud and wattle cots of the humbler inhabi-

tants. In the privileged space allotted to the Cathedral

body itself, close around the rising Church, the handsome
houses of the Canons quickly began to arise. Bishop Poore
built a palace on the south side, part of which still exists,
embodied in the present building. Another house, called,
from its costly roof of lead, ^'Aula Plumbea," the Leaden

Hall, was built by the Bishop's dear friend and adviser,
Elias de Derham, a rich Canon, who shared his tastes and

interests, and was one of the most zealous promoters of his

great work. According to tradition, Elias was the actual

designer of the new Cathedral.

Not ten years had passed since the beginning of the

enterprise, when Richard Poore, its creator, was translated

to Durham, a See whose princely revenue and importance
could not console him for having to abandon the work of

his heart while it was still unfinished. "
I would rather my

soul had migrated from my body," he says, announcing his

translation to his clergy. His friend Elias went to Durham
with him, and, no doubt, helped him to build there the'

famous Chapel of the Nine Altars, which has the same
beautiful arcades and mouldings as those in Salisbury
Cathedral. Robert Bingham, who succeeded at Sarum,
carried on the work there, as did his successor, William of

York, and it was finished during the episcopate of Giles de

Bridport, though the cloisters and the tower and spire were

not built till later. On the 20th September 1258, the

Church was hallowed by the Archbishop of Canterbury in

the presence of the King and of many prelates and nobles

and distinguished persons. There was a vast concourse of

common folk besides, attracted by the indulgence of a year
and forty days granted by Pope Innocent IV. to all who
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visited the Cathedral on that day and for eight days
after.

It is easy to imagine what riches and prosperity this

spiritual advantage brought to the new Church and city.

The latter was growing apace. Bishop Bingham had en-

couraged its progress by diverting the great western high-

way, and bringing it through the city, to the damage of the

old towns of Sarum and Wilton, whose former traffic now
flowed to New Sarum. The same Bishop built the still

existing stone bridge over the river at Harnham, just outside

the town. Churches and religious houses were springing up.
In 1231 the friars of St Francis were busily constructing a

group of rough huts with oaks granted to them from the

Royal Park at Clarendon, and before 1235 the Dominicans

were settled at the adjoining hamlet of Fisherton. St Thomas'
Church was founded in 1 240, and the Collegiate Church of

St Edmund of Abingdon in 1 270.
The rise of Salisbury is a good instance of the extra-

ordinary activity, both spiritual and material, of the thirteenth

century. By the beginning of the next century it had

reached its present size—leaving out the modern suburbs—
and was a full-grown city with all the privileges and dignity
of a self-governing borough, ruled by an elected Mayor and

Council, whose authority was limited only by the prerogative
of the Bishop, as Lord of the Manor. The long and stately
traditions of the old city, where the Conqueror and his sons

had " worn the crown "
so often, were inherited by the new.

It was here at Salisbury that Edward I. held the Parliament

of 1297, famous in constitutional history, when the nobles,
led by the Earl Marshal Bigod, refused to follow the King
in an expedition against France, declaring that their feudal

service was limited to this kingdom. ''By God, Earl, thou

shalt go or hang !

"
said the King.

"
By God, King, I will

neither go nor hang !

"
said the Earl. The King lost the

match, and so a great and far-reaching policy was wrecked,
and the obstinate English insularity had its way.

The nearness of the royal palace of Clarendon, which
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stood a few miles to the south, made royal visits and great
State ceremonies frequent in the city. Tournaments were
held here from time to time, as they had been since the days
of Richard Coeur de Lion, who had appointed a place a little

west of Old Sarum, where the downs sink in a long smooth

hollow, as one of the five Fields which he licensed for this

purpose. It is still called the Tournament Stead. The
immense crowds of people drawn to Salisbury by these occa-

sions of chivalry and ceremony brought wealth, and with it

danger and vexation to the citizens. The armed and riotous

followers of the nobles often conducted themselves as if in a

conquered place. They would break into the houses, take

possession of them, and plunder them. The nobles them-

selves preyed shamelessly upon the city. In the thirteenth

century even persons of the royal household thought it no

shame to rob fat burghers and comfortable priests of their

portable goods. The complaints of the Canons invaded in

the Close were loud and piteous, and when, in 1 307, Edward I.

ordered a Tournament to be held here he issued letters

patent forbidding any attack upon the houses of the clergy.
In the first year of Edward III. the Chapter obtained the

royal licence to surround the Close with an embattled wall,

and about the same time the citizens were allowed to fortify

themselves within a rampart and fosse.

Apart from these petty vexations, which was the price

it had to pay in those lawless days for its prosperity. New
Salisbury has, on the whole, a very peaceful story. Its situa-

tion in flat and marshy ground was its protection. "The

strength of this city," says Fuller, ^'consists in the weakness

thereof, incapable of being garrisoned, which made it in our

modern wars to escape better than many other places of the

same proportion." Not only the civil wars of the seventeenth

century which Fuller is speaking of, but the more desolating

struggle of the Roses long before passed comparatively

lightly over Salisbury, which indeed, unlike its small strenu-

ous ancestor upon the hill, plays little part in the general

history of England. But it was the seat in the Middle Ages
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of a strong commercial community, full of activity and with

a self-contained life and individuality, now completely lost

with the overthrow of all the barriers of distance and custom

and self-defence, which shut the old provincial towns into

themselves. The energy of the citizens showed itself in the

heat of internal politics and in a constant struggle that went on

against the prerogative of the Bishop who, in the person of

his bailiff, exercised supreme jurisdiction in the Courts, and

ST ANN S GATE, THE CLOSE, SALISBURY

had the right of levying certain taxes, a fruitful cause of

trouble. Early in the fourteenth century the citizens chose

to renounce the liberties granted to them by Bishop Poore's

charter, of markets and freedom from tolls, etc., rather than

submit to Bishop Simon of Ghent's demand for tallage.

Their trade suffered so rapidly in consequence of the with-

drawal of the protection which had hitherto nursed
it, that

they were glad to come to terms with the Bishop, and agree
to pay all rents and service due to him, according to the
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charter of Bishop Poore, and to abstain from encroachment

upon his rights.
In spite of this settlement there were from time to time

outbursts of revolt against the episcopal over-lordship. In

1450, when William Ayscough occupied the See, a tragedy-
ensued. The unrest in the city was aggravated by the

general state of the country, where the discontent of the

poor had broken out in the rebellion of Jack Cade. Bishop

Ayscough held a high office of State, and was one of the most
influential of the Court party, which was bitterly hated by
the people. It is possible that he was actually considered

responsible for the death of the popular idol, Duke Humphrey
of Gloucester. There are some old verses in the Bodleian

which attribute the fall of the Duke to an utterance which
he made to a certain Bishop, under the seal of confession,
who betrayed it to the King :

—
**
Upon a tale made by a bishop, a brybor,
A wretched priest as deefFe nere as a stoune

Which he shulde have harde as a confessor,

And to the King he uttered itt anone."

This was no doubt a popular legend, and Ayscough, who
was the King's confessor, is very probably the Bishop exe-

crated in it.i It is easy to understand how such a belief

would have aggravated the fury which arose against him in

Salisbury when he announced the levy of a special tax. A
mob of the poorer sort, led by a brewer ^nd a few other

tradespeople, besieged him in the palace, whence he escaped
and fled to the Priory of Edington, on the north-west edge
of the Plain. They pursued him thither, dragged him from

the very horns of the altar, and stoned him to death upon
the hill outside. This Salisbury outbreak was evidently
looked upon by the authorities as part of the general rebellion

that had taken place in the country, and though the city

fathers earnestly disclaimed all responsibility for it, they were

condemned to the disgrace of having a portion of Jack Cade's

1 See "Wiltshire Notes and Queries," No. 74.
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body sent to them, to be exposed in the Market Place as a

warning to the inhabitants. The King himself came shortly
after to Clarendon, and did justice on the murderers.

The city, however, was not to be deterred from further

encroachments on the rights of the Bishop. During the

reign of the next Bishop, Richard Beauchamp, and the

mayoralty of John Halle, a long and exciting struggle took

place. The protagonists were both notable characters.

Beauchamp a man of proud spirit and great ability, a

member of one of the most powerful houses in England ;

Halle the wealthiest wool stapler in this part of the country,
owner of most of the fleeces on Salisbury Plain, one of the

new men from whom sprang the strong England of the

Tudors. Halle had been the victor in a fierce fight with

William Swayne, another woollen magnate, for the highest

place in the city councils. The wordy encounters of these

two rivals are an amusing example of the manner in which

municipal politics were conducted in that day : '^I defy thee.

What art thou ? I am as rich as thou, knave, harlot. I am
as rich as thou and greater beloved than thou." *^

I am
better of birth than thou, and have borne the worship and

estate of this city and kept it as well as thou." And so forth,

until the municipality was obliged to decree a fine against
invective to escape being deafened.

The ostensible cause of the quarrel with the Bishop was
a question of rights over a piece of land in the city. But it

was the time of the Wars of the Roses, and the feud was

undoubtedly complicated and exaggerated by the general

political confusion, of which each party took all the advantage
it could. The Bishop, during the early part of the war,
adhered to the Red Rose, and it was after the accession of

Edward IV. that John Halle openly defied and scorned his

authority. The dispute was submitted to the Royal Council

in London, before which Bishop and Mayor were summoned,
and duly appeared. It may be that Beauchamp had com-

pounded with the new order of things, and that the young

Xing wished to secure the loyalty of so powerful a prelate.
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Halle, who was bold and not very nice of speech, and too-

little a respecter of persons, managed to give offence. He
was committed to the Tower, and a letter was sent to the

citizens of Salisbury declaring that he had shown himself

''right seditious, hasty, and of a full unwitting disposition,"
and bidding them elect another Mayor, "of sad, sober, and
discreet disposition." But the citizens stoutly refused to

replace John Halle, and after repeated orders to elect a new

Mayor, which were still disobeyed, Edward, on his shaky
throne, thought it well to propitiate them and let them have
him back again. He was welcomed with triumphant joy,
and the King came himself in state with the Q^ueen to visit

the city and ingratiate himself with the people.
But the unrest in the city continued. Shortly after an

attempt was made to rouse the people for Henry VI., but it

was suppressed. Sir Thomas Hungerford, of the great
Wiltshire baronial House, and Henry Courtenay, the leaders,
were beheaded at Bemerton, just outside the city. The citizens,

however, led by John Halle, were still refractory towards

the Bishop—who was now on the Yorkist side—and in

1470, when Clarence and Warwick landed in England in

support of the Red Rose, they threw off their allegiance to

the Bishop altogether, and sent men to swell the forces of

Warwick, whom Halle joined in person. But the Mayor's
triumph was short. Edward, deposed by the King-Maker,
soon after reseated himself upon the throne. The Lancas-

trians were overthrown, and Salisbury, now all in a confusion

of fear and tumultuous party feeling, was finally compelled
to submit absolutely to the Bishop and to surrender to him
all the privileges which it had appropriated. Halle dis-

appears from history, but his blood and his wealth were
carried by the marriages of his son and daughter into noble

houses.

Salisbury was again disturbed a little later by the

political factions of the kingdom Lionel Woodville, who

occupied the See from 1482 to 1485, was the brother of

Edward IV. 's queen, and was involved in the Duke of
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Buckingham's attempt to overthrow Richard III. in 1483.
Richard came in person to Salisbury. Buckingham, betrayed
to his pursuers by the old retainer with whom he had taken

refuge, was brought here and carried before the King, who
condemned him to immediate death. On All Souls' Day,
with the "moody, discontented souls" of "

holy King Henry,'*
and all those others whom he had helped to ruin, mocking
his destruction, Shakespeare shows him to us, led to the

block of shame. He was beheaded in the Market Place.

A number of people in the city and neighbourhood were

charged with complicity in his treason
;
and the Bishop was

attainted and deprived of all his possessions.
Side by side with the busy and restless city the Cathedral

and Close made a little world apart, in which the Dean and

Chapter exercised an entirely independent jurisdiction. The

clergy formed a sort of exalted corporation, ruled by its own
strict constitution and laws. Lay benefactors were admitted

into this fraternity, a custom peculiar to Salisbury, and

among these Brothers and Sisters are many illustrious names:

John of Gaunt and Blanche of Castille, Prince Hal and his

mother Queen Joanna, Cardinal Beaufort, Edward IV., be-

sides a number of obscurer people, rich wool staplers and

others, who had given money to the Cathedral. The visits

of royal personages for these and other great ceremonies

seem to have been very frequent. When Bishop Chandler
was enthroned in 141 7 Henry V. himself, with the Duke of

York, was present at the solemnity. These were occasions of

brilliant pageantry, both in the city and Close.

But with all its great and venerable traditions and its

dignified constitution, the condition of the Church of Salis-

bury in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries was lamentable.

The Bishops, engaged in great offices of State, were constantly

absent, and the Deans, following their example, were also

occupied as a rule in the political arena, preparing themselves

for higher preferment. The richest offices and prebends of

the Cathedral were presented by the Pope to foreigners
who never set foot in England. The Canons that did live
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in the diocese preferred to stay comfortably on their pre-

bends, and a few poorly paid priests were left to serve the

Cathedral in as slovenly and perfunctory a manner as they

pleased. There are many complaints in the fifteenth century
of the conduct of these vicars : how they attend matins in

coloured jackets instead of copes and surplices, keep hawks,
and are followed by dogs to church, play at pile, and

squabble there, and interrupt the offices by their '^babbling

garrulations." The building itself was neglected and defiled.

Satire and contempt were plentifully poured upon the Church,
and Lollardry took strong hold of the sad and serious-minded

among the population.
In the fifteenth century there was some revival of energy

in the Chapter, inspired probably by the orthodox zeal of

the Lancastrian Kings, and by the challenge of the Lollard

heretics. A succession of good and strong Bishops remedied

some of the abuses in the services of the Cathedral. With
the object of restoring and enhancing the reputation of the

Church of Sarum an old project for obtaining the canonization

of Bishop Osmund was revived. Several years were spent
in difficult diplomacy at the Court of the Vatican over this

business, which cost the Chapter very great sums, for ^'when

the sound of money ceases the dispatch of business ceases

also," writes one of the procurators at the Papal Court. Not

only were large gifts necessary to induce influential ecclesi-

astics to push the cause in the Curia, but the representatives of

the Chapter had themselves to live expensively, and keep up a

grand appearance in the brilliant renaissance ante-chambers of

the Vatican. They wrote piteous home-sick letters reporting
their tedious progress, and always asking for more funds.

The sordid circumstance accompanying the transaction of

this religious negotiation makes strange reading.
At last the patience and efforts of Sarum were rewarded.

Nicholas V., entirely devoted to his books and the new

learning, died, and his successor, the Spaniard Calixtus III.,

more successfully worked on by a new procurator, who
endeavoured " to spare money and lavish prudence," lent a
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favourable ear to Osmund's claims, which rested on the old

tales of miracles performed by him, a sort of simple and

credulous evidence that adds to the paradoxical nature of the

whole business. A Bull of canonization was eventually issued

in 1457 and received with immense rejoicing in Salisbury;
a shrine was set up to the new saint in the midst of the

sanctuary of the Cathedral and drew crowds of worshippers
from near and far, bringing rich offerings with them. An
annual feast of St. Osmund was instituted and became the

most important holiday of the Church of Sarum. It was

preceded by a solemn Watch which was strictly enjoined

upon the citizens.

The city had its own special day, the feast of St. George,

patron of the great Merchant Guild, which embraced all the

principal citizens and was practically identical with the

Corporation. The Riding of the George was one of the

great solemnities of the year, at which all the citizens

were expected to attend upon the Mayor to and from Church
in scarlet or crimson robes, according to their office and

degree. Keeping the Watch on the Eves of the principal
feast days

—Midsummer day, St. Peter's day, and St. Osmund's

day—were the other chief religious pageants of the City
Guilds. On these occasions the Mayor and Corporation on

horseback, in scarlet robes, led the procession, preceded by
torch-bearers, henchmen, trumpeters on horseback and

minstrels, and the banner of the Merchant Guild. The
Tailors' Guild, the richest and most powerful of the Craft

Guilds, came next, and before them was carried the Giant,
escorted by sword bearer and mace bearer, and accompanied

by Hob-nob and the Morris dancers, the rest of the Guilds

following after in order of importance.
^ But as time went

on these old mediaeval usages began to lose hold upon the

people, and many of them were dropped. St. George's day,

however, and the Watch of St. Osmund continued to be

observed, but in the latter days before the Reformation they
had to be enforced by repeated orders of the magistrates.

iSee '' Trade Guilds of Salisbury," by C. Raskins.
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When the Dissolution came in the early part of the six-

teenth century, great was the change and displacement in

this old ecclesiastical city, crowded with religious foundations.

All, with the exception of the Hospital of St. Nicholas, were

destroyed, and their revenues, including the provision they
had afforded for the poor and sick, were appropriated by the

Royal Commissioners. Even the Grey Friars and the Black

Friars were dissolved though they had no rents, merely for

the sake of the materials of their churches and buildings and

the few bits of plate they possessed. The chantries in the

Cathedral and elsewhere were suppressed, and all the

furniture belonging to them was seized and sold, or wantonly

destroyed. An inventory of these goods
—

vessels, hangings,

vestments, and other possessions
^—

gives an idea of the loss

which the country suffered from an artistic point of view in

that lamentable spoliation. An additional blow to the city

was the seizure of the property of the Guilds in the first

years of Edward VI., on the ground of their religious
dedication. This property had been largely devoted to the

widows and orphans of members and the apprenticing of boys.
The Guild of St. George, and the Weavers and Tailors,

recovered later those of their lands and possessions that were

not chantry endowments, but the less powerful corporations

perished altogether in the general spoliation.
The new holders of the confiscated lands cultivated them

by improved methods, which meant economy of labour, and

much land hitherto under the plough was enclosed for

pasture. The result of these changes was a vast amount of

unemployment and want without any provision for its relief.

There was a rising in Salisbury and the neighbourhood

during this period, but it was suppressed by Sir William

Herbert, and beyond an "
uproar

" on Harnham Hill in 1549,
we hear of no other disturbances. Salisbury seems to have

endured its wrongs patiently.

In 1538, even while the chantries and chapels were being

suppressed as a remedy against superstition, certain poor
1 " Wiltshire Archasological Magazine," vol. xxii, pp. 320-325.
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men were burned at the stake in the Market Place of

Salisbury for heretical opinions on the doctrine of the Mass^
of which, as we know, Henry VIII. was the ardent champion.
The unstable mind of the times is typified by Bishop Shaxton

( 1 535-1 539) whose zealous efforts to reform the Church of

Sarum gained for him imprisonment in the Tower. Being
condemned to death for heresy he recanted to such good
purpose that we find him later, in 1546, when no longer Bishop
of Salisbury, preaching the sermon at the famous burning of

Ann Askew and her companions at Smithfield. In Mary's
time there were great holocausts in Salisbury, all of men of

humble circumstances, a husbandman, a tailor, a mason.

Three strolling players were huddled together into the

flames because one of them had denied the Real Presence,
an instance of how doctrinal controversy had infected even

people of such a seemingly frivolous profession. Fuller tells

a tale of a certain Alice Coberly, wife of the aforesaid tailor,

who was herself also condemned to the stake. '' The gaoler's
wife of Salisbury, heating a key fire hot and laying it in the

grass, spake to this Alice to bring it to her, in doing where-
of she piteously burnt her hand and cried out thereat.
"
Oh," said the other,

^^
if thou canst not abide the burning

of a key, how wilt thou endure thy whole body to be

burned at the stake ?
"
whereat the said Alice revoked her

opinion."
The See of Sarum declined greatly in reputation in these

troubled times. Under the Tudors the Bishops were no

longer great statesmen, powerful in the royal council

chamber. Bishop Salcot or Capon (1535- 1567), a time

server, brought Sarum into contempt and alienated its

property for his own benefit. "A capon hath devoured

all," his successor Jewel would say. But after his time the

See made up in sanctity and scholarship for its loss of power
in state affairs. Jewel, Bishop from 1560 to 1571, wrote

here his Apology for the Church of England, which Eliza-

beth ordered to be chained to the reading desk of every

parish church in the kingdom. Here he entertained and
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partly educated the poor young student Richard Hooker

who, while holding a living in the diocese, composed a great

part of the Ecclesiastical Polity, which is not only the

great argument of the. Anglican Church, but one of the

noblest examples of English prose literature at its grandest

period. Hooker became also a prebendary of the Cathedral.

In earlier days Colet had been one of the Canons of Salis-

bury, and among other distinguished personages in the

Elizabethan period Camden, the historian and antiquary,

figures for a short time among the prebendaries. In the

next century the delightful Thomas Fuller, and Foxe,
author of the ^'Book of Martyrs," both held prebends in

this Cathedral.

Salisbury was visited more than once by the Tudor

monarchs, in honour of whom the citizens were bidden,

according to old usage on such occasions, to array themselves

in rich colours, each after his degree. The Mayor, in

scarlet, with the twenty-four greater councillors in scarlet

or crimson, and the forty-eight lesser councillors in green
dresses, were to ride forth to meet the Sovereign. The
rest of the respectable inhabitants were to be attired in

violet. Henry VIII. came in 1516 with his queen,
Catherine of Aragon, and again in 1535 with her successor,
Anne Boleyn. In 1574 Q^ieen Elizabeth stopped here on
her Royal Progress to the West. She was presented with
a golden cup filled with gold pieces, and showed herself
" both merry and pleasant." The wealth of the city, drawn
from the cloth and woollen manufactures, which, in

Henry VII.'s time had taken the place of the export of

wool, to the increased profit of the producers, attracted the

always needy Stuart Kings. James I. visited Salisbury
several times, and was always graciously ready to accept
the gifts with which the citizens signified their sense of

the honour of a royal visit. In 1618 he made a prolonged

stay. At the same time Sir Walter Raleigh, broken and

disgraced in consequence of the ill-success of his voyage in

Guiana, was staying in Salisbury, delaying, under pretext of
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illness, his journey to London, where he had already been
ordered to the Tower. Here at Salisbury he wrote his
"
Apology

"
for his last Voyage to Guiana, which failed,

however, to soften the obstinate King in his favour. He
was executed in London in the autumn of the same year.
Charles L also came to Salisbury and borrowed money of

the city. On the occasion of one of his visits, a boy of

fifteen was hung, drawn, and quartered, for saying he would

buy a pistol to kill the King.
After the war between King and Parliament broke out,

each party fell in turns upon Salisbury and exacted a heavy
fine for its quite involuntary crime of having supplied the

other side with money. In trying to keep itself neutral the

city pleased nobody, and on one occasion the Mayor, in his

robes of state, was taken prisoner by some of the Royalist
leaders for not having assisted the King. The town was

occupied from time to time by parties of the combatants.

Charles himself was there for a few days in 1644, and

during the following winter some sharp skirmishes took

place in the streets between different bodies of troops.

Though the city was spared any siege or actual part in the

war, it suffered a good deal from the troops quartered upon it.

Goring's Horse, which were there for two months, committed

^'such horrid outrages and barbarities, without distinction of

friends or foes, that those parties which before were well

devoted to the King, worried by oppression, wished for the

access of any forces to redeem them," says Clarendon.

They are said to have plundered the town to the extent of

£30,000. In 1645 Waller and Cromwell made Salisbury
their headquarters for a short time while they swept the

country round, and next year Fairfax and Cromwell returned

from a triumphant campaign in the west, and led their army
into Salisbury and rested there for a day or two. This was
the last the city saw of the warfare. But in 1655 the

citizens were awakened early one March morning in the

darkness by Colonel Penruddocke and his little band, who,

entering the town, seized all the horses in
it,

threw open
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the gaol, arrested the Judges and Mayor in their beds, and

proclaimed Charles II. King at the Market Cross. Thus

was begun that premature and abortive rebellion, the so-

called Rising in the West. Their summons to the citizens

to join them fell on purposely sleepy ears. No one stirred

in answer to it, and, disappointed of recruits, the gallant

little band rode on westward to failure and death.

The Church of Sarum was brought very low during the

Commonwealth. Its estates were forfeited, the clergy,

sixty in all, Thomas Fuller among them, were ejected and

their houses sold. The city, which was still subject to the

overlordship of the Bishop, hastened to obtain a new
charter from the Commonwealth at large expense, granting
to them all the episcopal rights and dues, with a power of

taxing and exercising jurisdiction in the Close, and for the

first time in its history Salisbury had an independent civil

Court. But all this was again changed at the Restoration.

The clergy were reinstated in their benefices, and the

energetic Seth Ward, appointed to the bishopric in 1667,

persecuted the puritan non-jurors in their turn. Cromwell's

charter was revoked, and the city lost its new liberties,

and the Cap of Maintenance and Sword of State which had

been presented to it as symbols of its dignity were igno-

miniously destroyed, the one burnt and the other broken

over the Whipping Post. The Bishop resumed his old

rights of jurisdiction and the dues attached to them, and
continued thenceforward far into the nineteenth century

—
a rare instance in the history of English boroughs—to hold

a half-yearly Court Leet, at which every inhabitant was
bound to appear and do him fealty. When necessary he
held also a fortnightly Court Baron, which all freeholders

were obliged to attend if summoned, paying an annual quit-
rent for their holdings. He appointed a Bailiff and Deputy-
Bailiff, one or other of whom represented him at the courts,
and also a Coroner, a Clerk of the Market, and a Gaoler.

The office of Bailiff was usually held by a local nobleman or

gentleman of high position. The Bishop had also the right
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of holding a Court for all civil actions, and claimed all fines

and amerciaments under the name of Green Wax Money.
^

In 1688 James II. came to Salisbury, at the head of his

army, to intercept the newly-landed Prince of Orange on his

way to London. The King was entertained in the Bishop's

Palace, and here it was that, as he stepped into his coach

to follow his vanguard to Warminster, an attack of nose-

bleeding befel him, which lasted three days, causing a delay
which his officers and nobles made use of to desert him and

join the invader. James finally fled back to London, and his

very lodgings in the episcopal palace at Salisbury were

occupied a week later by William, whom the Mayor and

Corporation received with the same honours and rejoicings
with which they had welcomed James a few days before.

It is said that the crown at the top of the Council House
fell down at this time of the ruin of a line of monarchs.

Bishop Ward lay dying in the palace while these things were

happening, and the first benefice which fell to the disposal
of the new King was the See of Sarum. He conferred it

upon his chaplain, Dr Burnet, the famous Whig historian.

Nothing of historical importance happened in Salisbury

during the century which followed the "Revolution." It

continued to enjoy great prosperity from its trade and
manufactures. " The best white cloaths in England are

made at Salisbury," says Aubrey, and in the eighteenth

century Salisbury flannels had a great name. There was
also here a celebrated manufactory of cutlery, which Nell

Gwynn had once visited, buying a pair of scissors for a

hundred guineas. As the chief town of Wiltshire, one of

the wealthiest counties in England, Salisbury had also much
social importance. In the latter part of the eighteenth

century especially it was the centre of a lively and fashion-

able society.
But the great industrial revolution of the nineteenth

century passed this old and settled community by. Untouched
1 These ancient privileges, enjoyed by the Bishops of Sarum from Richard Poore

onwards, were finally abolished by the Municipal Corporations Act of 1835.
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by the new life, it could but decay. The good old manu-

factures, literally hand-made^ were superseded by the machine-

produced stuffs of the north, and both city and county lost

their high position in the provinces. With the introduction

of railways, much of the old social life of the city was drawn

away to London. Salisbury enjoys to-day a comfortable^

dignified, untroubled existence, with little activity beyond
the weekly markets, and dependent for its trade upon
residents and visitors. Its interest and significance for the

world lie now in the beautiful Cathedral, in its ancient

associations, and in the mellow charm which the centuries

have given to the old streets and buildings.

\ ^
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CHAPTER V

THE CATHEDRAL

*<I have been credibly informed that some foreign artists beholding this building
brake forth into tears . . . grieving that they had not the like in their own land."—Fuller.

Standing upon the ruined hill of Old Sarum, you look down
over the fields below to the new city, lying spread out in the

wide hollow to the south within the grey-blue veil of its

smoke. The Cathedral seems to float high in the midst, hke

a huge ship with one tall tapering mast, against the blue

sweep of the distant downs
; pigmy towers and steeples and

thickly clustered roofs and chimneys crowding at its base.

The way from the old city is the historic approach, so to

speak, to New Salisbury ;
the way followed by the first

inhabitants, streaming down from the hill—by the dignified
Canons escaping from their long ''captivity"

—by the bones

of the holy Osmund and the mighty Roger, carried from the

old to the new Cathedral. Descending the long slope of the

road, you see the beautiful shape of the Spire in front, rising

large and grey against the sky. There is an untidy, sprawl-

ing edge of new houses and railway lines on this side, beyond
which you enter the city proper by Castle Street, a charming
vista of peaked gables and irregular roof lines, with the

always-present Spire hovering at the end, immensely lofty.

One of the fourteenth century gates of the city stood in this
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street : its place is marked by an old stone sculptured with

the royal arms and set in the wall on the right-hand side.

Castle Street leads to the Market Place, beyond which

on the south is High Street with its beautiful old houses,

abutting against the grand fourteenth century gateway of

the Close. The Cathedral precincts lie beyond. There,
lifted upon the spreading grey pile of the immense church,

in the midst of the silent green, the Spire, which has led one

from so far, rises now close above, its point seeming to swim

high up in an eternal calm and loveliness.

Mary's Field is no longer the plain open meadow ot

Bishop Poore's time, but a rich lawn of close-shaven sward,
shaded by one or two cedars and by many elms. The
Cathedral stands enisled in

it,
surrounded at some distance

by the houses of the Close. The clouds sail overhead

around the Spire ;
the cawing of the rooks and the sound

rising up of the few footsteps which seek the quiet sanctuary
make a fitful harmony. This dreamy communion of the

Cathedral with the sky and the things of nature, and with

rare solitary souls, contrasts with the intimate relation with

common humanity of churches which stand in the market-

places of old towns, enclosed by narrow bustling streets and

always in the people's view as they go about their worldly
affairs. Here the sounds of daily life are hushed into awe

;

around those other sanctuaries the trodden pavement shouts

a continual Amen to the Te Deum of stone in its midst.

This aloofness is at one with the noble architectural

character of Salisbury Cathedral. It is built in the purest

Early English style. A hundred years or so ago the de-

structive Wyatt stripped off the few excrescences which
the church had put forth in the course of its existence :

structures of a later and more florid style which must have
broken with a rich and picturesque irrelevance its almost too

great perfection. But he left the main building untouched.
Seen from the north side the immense ribbed flank of the
church extends along the green, perforated with great double
and triple lighted windows, tier above tier, and broken
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towards the eastern end by the projections of the two tran-

septs, and at the western by the beautiful North Porch.

The windows are especially beautiful, the slender lancet

lights, and the large cusped rounds of the tracery, enclosed

within a slightly pointed arch of exquisite form. All the

ornamentation of the building is used with extreme restraint

and in subordination to the main purpose, seeming to enrich

and deepen the architectural lines. Multiple mouldings
enframe the windows

;
a small ornamental arcading runs

under the eaves, and the favourite dog-tooth moulding is

sparingly used. The general effect of the building is of

<:learness, simplicity, and grace ;
the aspiring spirit of Gothic

is still tempered in it by something of the large serenity of

the old Romanesque tradition—a character recognised and

appreciated by the clear mind of the Renaissance, as shown

by Wren's admiration of the Salisbury windows, because they
were not obstructed ''with many mullions and transoms of

tracery work."

The Early English building
—the work of Bishop Poore—ended with the first storey of the tower. It is not known

how the tower was to be finished in the original plan. A
steeple, perhaps of wood, may have been intended, but it is

certain that the addition of so enormous a burden as the

present spire was never dreamt of. The difficulty which the

builders had to insure the foundations of the weighty mass

of the church upon the marshy ground, would have made
the idea untenable in a design which was governed by a

perfect reasonableness. Yet eighty years or so later the

unreasonable astonishing thing was done. There are

no records apparently of the planning or building of the

Spire. It seems to have sprung up as if by a miracle,

and by a miracle to have stood to this day. Some new
vision of Madonna must have come to the unknown builder

in his sleep and bidden him crown Richard Poore's act of

faith by a yet bolder act
;

to crown the church which the

old bishop had built at her command in a quagmire, with this

stupendous steeple.
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His faith was at bottom faith in humanity. It was a

bond upon the devotion and craft of future generations,

whose task the maintenance of the fabric would be. How
wise he was, and how nobly the bond has been fulfilled, the

Spire testifies to-day, propped and bound and clamped, inside

and out, but still soaring upwards.^
From close by the difference of style between the main

building and this later addition is very apparent. The rich

decoration of the tower upon which the spire rests shows

the later development of Gothic, tending in its mysticism to

narrowness and acuteness, and divided in spirit by a deep

gulf from the Early English style.
In Bishop Poore's work

the curve of the arch is but slightly broken. In the tower

the point is all dominant. Instead of the plain and exquisite

mouldings of the earlier building, the later is ornamented at

all its edges with the ball flower typical of the Decorated style.

But one has to remember that the spire was built to be seen

from a distance. The delicate ornamentation, dotting the

edges of shafts and arches, giving a softness and mistiness

to the long outlines adds to the aerial eflect of the

wonderful slender structure, so that, far off, it seems to

poise above the solid earth, insubstantial, a thing of the air.

To understand the full meaning of the Spire one must re-

member the vast open expanse all round, where landmarks,

especially in the old days, were few. It is the Spire which
makes Salisbury Cathedral the Cathedral of the Plain, our

Lady Church—as the earlier generations always called it—
pointed out with pride by dwellers far away. How many a

traveller must have guided himself by that distant pharos.
"And so all over the Plain, in sight of the steeple," says

Pepys, describing his journey to Salisbury in 1668. Sixteen

miles away, to the north, from Red Horn Hill,
" which is the

limbe or beginning of Salisbury Plain," one may discern, in

1 A charming explanation of the preservation of the spire was afforded in 1762,
by the discovery, during some repairs at the top, of a leaden box containing a bit of
woven stuff. This is supposed to be a fragment of the Virgin's robe, and by its

miraculous virtue to have kept this beautiful fabric, erected to her name, safe from alL

perils. It was put back in the place it was found in.
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Aubrey's words, ^^our Lady Church steeple at Sarum like a

fine Spanish needle.''

The best view of the Cathedral as a whole is from the

north-east corner of the Close, whence the long flank is seen

foreshortened and broken up into various parts, and the

building shapes itself into a grand and lofty pile sweeping
out upon the meadow with the Spire broad based upon it.

The West Front is the least interesting part of the

church. The design is too much cut up and too elaborate,

resulting in an effect of smallness; one resents its purely
ornamental intention. It does not follow the structural

lines of the building, but is a mask designed, no doubt,

chiefly for the display of sculptured figures in the niches.

These statues must once have been of great beauty,
but now the lost or mutilated originals have all been

replaced with bad modern substitutes. They represent the

hierarchy of the Church, with the Bishops and benefactors

of Sarum in the lowest row. Here and there a survivor

of the old population still fills its place, supplied, alas !

with a new head set on at a simpering angle. One only,
in the second tier, on the north projection of the fa9ade, is

complete with head and figure, though much battered and

defaced, a bishop bending forward in the act of blessing ;
Ald-

helm perhaps, or Osmund, who can tell? In the same tier, on

the projections on either side of the central space, there are

original figures of the Virgin (i^),
and St John the Baptist, and

in the corresponding niches above them St Peter with the

Keys and St Paul with the Sword. All four have new heads.

The bishop in the extreme niche of the last row on the

northern-most turret is also an old figure, and the grace and

simplicity of the drapery are very striking. Another on the

north side of the same turret is said to represent St Birinus,
the first apostle of Wessex. The West Front was the last

part of the Cathedral to be built, with the exception of the

Spire and Cloisters, and was not finished till the end of

the thirteenth century. The work, where it is original,
lias all the beauty of detail of that period.
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It is Thomas Fuller who remarks that the one thing

wanting to this Cathedral is an ascent, ''seeing such who
address themselves hither for their devotions can hardly say
with David, I will go up into the House of the Lord.'' It is

not even lifted up upon a flight of steps. This want of any

pomp or stateliness of entrance, of any large and generous
invitation to come in, is a curious characteristic of most

English cathedrals. Here at Salisbury, as nearly always
elsewhere, the west door is a miserably insignificant feature.

The middle entrance is often shut, and one creeps in through
wooden eyelet holes in the side doors, as though it ought to

be as difficult to get into the church as for a rich man to

enter into the Kingdom of Heaven. On sunny days in

summer, however, the middle door is thrown wide and the

eye looks from the brilliance outside into the rich gloom of

the lofty interior, crossed with misty golden shafts of light
and up the close-pillared aisles, which pass away and away,

narrowing into the dimness of the east end. Stepping in

one sees more clearly the graceful clustered pillars striped
with slender columns of dark polished stone and the spring,

high up, of delicate shafts that ray out and intersect to form
the groinings of the roof

;
the pointed arches of the nave,

the beautiful wide arched triforium above with its low dark

pillared openings and quatre-foil tracery, and high up the

lofty triple windows of the clerestory ;
the clustered mould-

ings which enframe windows and arches and make a continual

ripple of light and shadow. Ornament is very sparingly used,
and only for necessary details, such as the finials of the arches,
which are carved into heads and foliage forms with great
boldness and delicacy. The multitudinous pillars and
"
pillarets

"
and arches account for the old saying that the

Church had as many doors as months, as many windows as

days, and as many pillars as hours in the year. Fuller tells

of a countryman he met one day walking in the church :

"'I once,' said he to me, 'admired that there could be a
church that should have so many pillars as there be hours
in the year, and now I admire more that there should
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be so many hours in the year as I see pillars in this

church;
"

The whole interior gives the impression of a noble

clearness, simplicity, and unity of design. In its very
slenderness and loftinet^s there is the elasticity of strength,
and with extreme purity and reticence it achieves an effect

of richness. The Norman tradition is still perceptible in
it,

as in the exterior
;
the broad triforium and the horizontal

division of the nave into three storeys, breaking the upward
spring of the Gothic lines, gives the latitudinous effect

which shows the old Roman descent. Yet the Gothic

character of narrowness is carried to an extreme. This is

not wholly the fault of the original builder. In his desire

for a lofty and mysterious effect, he went as near as possible
to the limits of the beautiful. But it is later alterations

that have overstepped the mark. The church which he

built, and up which Henry III. proceeded in solemn page-

antry to the dedication in 1258, had a stone screen which

bore the Rood, flanked on one side by the altar for the

Morrow Mass, and on both by ambones and by singing

galleries, a high barrier which completely cut off the

east end from the body of the church. This, or rather a

later substitute, made up by Wyatt from the fragments of

the Beauchamp and Hungerford chapels, and topped by the

organ, was taken down in the restoration of last century
and replaced by the present open metal screen, which

exposes the whole length of the interior to view, an effect

never apparently intended by the original plan. Then, in

the thirteenth century, the nave would not have been
choked up with chairs as it is to-day, and the wide vista of

the paved floor would have given an effect of space and

breadth, spreading a quiet expanse beneath that endless

ripple of the mouldings of window and arch. Richard

Poore and Elias de Derham did not foresee a generation
that would need chairs and hassocks for its devotions—a

bare stone to prostrate themselves upon was all that broken

and contrite hearts needed in their day. The mean and
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fidgety rows of seats not only break the completeness of

the noble building, but their yellow colour disturbs the cool

grey harmonies of the Chilmark and Purbeck stone. It is

interesting to find that protests were raised in the early

seventeenth century against the bad custom of seats which

had lately crept in, no doubt with the Puritans. In Laud's

visitation of the Cathedral in 1634, one of the complaints made

to him by the clergy themselves is : ''The body of our church

is much pestered with divers ranckes of moveable seats not

many years since erected, and too much roome is taken up,'*

with other details,
"•

by all which the bewty of the church

is also much blemished." One need only glance at any

engraving of the interior before the Victorian restoration,

when the stone screen was still there and the chairs were

not, to realise how much " blemished
"

the ''

bewty
"

is

now.

The loss of the old stained glass is, of course an irreme-

diable misfortune. All the side windows seemed to have
been filled with patterned

''

grisaille
"

glass, of neutral

colour, which must have been in exquisite keeping with

the stone. Remains of it are collected in the great window
of the south choir transept ;

it is of lovely grey, green, and

tawny hues, interspersed with bits of richest purple and

deep blue. The great west window is now filled with

fragments, of stronger and brighter colour, from windows

representing figures and subjects ranging from the thirteenth

to the fifteenth century. Much of the glass was destroyed
by the Protestant zeal of the sixteenth century. Bishop
Jewell, of the ''

Apology," ordered the '' idolatrous
"

windows in all the churches of Salisbury to be taken down,
and those in the Cathedral not included in this definition

were done away with later by Wyatt.
But the Cathedral has fortunately escaped structural

change inside. Wyatt swept away chapels and shrines and
all the accidental incrustations of the ages, but left the

body alone. The changes which have taken place are

mostly due to early considerations of safety. The stone plinth
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on which the columns rest is a curious feature, probably

designed to distribute better the great weight of the build-

ing upon the yielding ground. The arches, of Perpendicular

style, which fill the lofty openings between the great tran-

septs and the nave were inserted in the fifteenth century to

give extra support to the tower and spire, and at the same
time the space beneath the tower was roofed in. Above
this roof, and hidden by it,

is an Early English arcade of

Purbeck stone shafts, running around the interior walls of

the tower, which must have been originally open to the

church. The inverted arches between the smaller transepts
and the choir are an earlier addition. They were built in

the fourteenth century to resist the enormous thrust of the

tower and spire, which was already telling very seriously

upon the eastern part of the building. From the earliest

times there were chapels along the east walls of the tran-

septs, filling in the bays of the aisles and shut off by stone

screens. Of those in the great north transept, one was to

St Thomas of Canterbury and another to St Edmund of

Abingdon. Wyatt cleared these all away. Wyatt also

removed the fine porch of the north-west transept door,
and that which was called St Peter's Porch, on the south

side of the east end, which must have been the first door

built and used in the church. There was a door in the

south-west transept also, but both this and the north-west

transept door had already been closed up. Long before

Wyatt's time, indeed, other changes had come to the

Cathedral which, though they left no marks upon the actual

structure, must have completely altered it in general aspect
and atmosphere. The religious revival of the early six-

teenth century over all Catholic Europe put an end to the

old familiar social use of the church, in which the citizens

had combined religious service with gossip and often with

business
;

where artisans and errand boys had passed

through as a short cut, and women had rested going to and

from market with their heavy baskets. Then to Salisbury,
as to the other English churches, came the Reformation.
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The rich and elaborate ceremonial of the Use of Sarum

was suppressed. Candles and censers, and the lamps that

had burned continually before the altars were extinguished,

the gold work and paintings and stained glass destroyed,

the dim religious light banished. In the present day, swept
clean of all abuses and vulgar superstitions, the lofty and

quiet English service substituted for the old pomp and

emotional appeal of the Catholic ritual, the careless, often

ribald crowds, replaced by the decorous, quiet devotions of

the well-to-do citizens, Salisbury Cathedral is indeed noble

and beautiful, and yet, withal, a little cold and empty. The
exclusiveness of decency, and the absence of the old appeal

to the tastes of the common folk, have thinned some of the

humanity out of it.

The North Door, with its beautiful porch, is now the

only entrance besides those at the west end. It is said to

have been the Galilee, a porch to which penitents were con-

fined from Ash Wednesday to Maundy Thursday. A galilee

should be, however, at the west end
;

this is rather the Porta

Speciosa
—the Beautiful Gate of the Temple.

The tombs and effigies now ranged along the stone bench

between the pillars of the nave originally occupied either

chapels, or honourable places in the choir. Their shrines

were destroyed by Wyatt and the monuments displaced,
and those which escaped destruction were given later their

present place in the nave. The most beautiful and inter-

esting is that of William Longespee, the first on the south

side next to the transept. The stone efiigy lies on a
wooden tomb, decorated with an ornamental arcade of Early

English style within which there is a fine diaper pattern

painted in gold and silver, but now almost entirely effaced.

The knight is in chain mail with a silken surcoat
;

his pointed
shield is charged with the Leopards of England. The figure,

lying in a simple attitude of repose, is a fine work of art
;

it

shows the sincerity and skill and the feeling for form which

distinguished English sculpture in the thirteenth century,

qualities lost later on. It was once richly coloured and
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gilded. Further down the south side there is a tomb, with

three curious apertures on either side of it, belonging, accord-

ing to old tradition, to Charles Lord Stourton, who was

hanged with a silken halter in Sahsbury Market Place for

murder in 1556. The halter is said to have been hung
above the tomb, where Defoe saw it in the eighteenth

century. An odd trophy ;
but the distinction of being hung

in silk apparently overrides the shame which sinks mere

hempen villains into unmarked graves. The identification

of the tomb must, however, be wrong ;
it is based upon the

six apertures, which are supposed to signify the six sources

of the Stour, the cognizance of the Stourtons
;
but it is more

probable that they are intended to exhibit some objects such

as relics, and this may possibly be the lost tomb of Bishop
Osmund. It

is, anyhow, by its style, many centuries too early
for Lord Stourton. ^ Next comes the alabaster effigy of

Robert Lord Hungerford, who died in 1549. He wears a

complete suit of fifteenth-century armour and a collar of

S.S., and his hair is polled in the fashion of the day. Lord

Hungerford formerly lay in a magnificent chantry chapel
built and endowed for the repose of his soul by his wife,

Lady Margaret, on the north side of the Lady Chapel, one
of the two pulled down by Wyatt. Some fragments of the

stone carving from the chapel decorates the present tomb.

Bishop Beauchamp's bones occupy the next tomb down the

nave. The case of this superb and powerful prelate shows
how vain are a man's most careful provisions for his remains.

He built a chapel on the south side of the Lady Chapel,

opposite the Hungerford one, and embellished it with richest

architectural ornament, and arranged for himself " a playne
marble tombe" in the middle thereof. Wyatt not only

destroyed the chapel, but turned him out of his plain marble

tomb, which was apparently thrown away. The Bishop lay
about till some compunctious soul found an empty tomb of

which the original occupant had been lost, and laid the house-

less bones within it. It is horrid to think that the good man may
1 See "Wilts Arch. Mag.," June 1912, p. 340.
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have got into the murderer's case, by chance. What a to-do

there must be among the ghosts of the Cathedral of a night

since Wyatt played his lamentable game of hide-and-seek

there.

Below the cross passage, still on the south side, two

twelfth-century slabs lie upon a plinth, each carved with the

figure of a Bishop. They must have been removed here

from the old Cathedral of Sarum, and are usually supposed
to represent Bishop Roger and his successor, Joceline de

Bohun, but which is which cannot easily be decided. The
first has upon the edge of the vestment the words, Affer

opem devenies in idem^ and the following inscription round the

sides of the slab:—
** Flent hodie Salisberie quia decidit ensis

Justitiae, pater ecclesiae Salisbiriensis

Dum viguit, miseros aliut, fastus que potentum
Non timuit, sed clava fuit terrorque nocentum

De Ducibus, de nobilibus primordia duxit

Principibus, propeque tibi qui gemma reluxit."

"
Salisbury weeps to-day because the Sword of Justice is

cut off, father of the Church of Salisbury. Whilst he

flourished he fed the poor and feared not the pride of the

mighty, but was a scourge and terror to the wicked. He
drew his origin from captains and high nobles and shone

beside thee like a jewel." Now Roger, Justiciar of England,
answers to the epithet of Sword of Justice, but the high

lineage here described does not agree with the story of his

low birth and his supposed name of Poor. Joceline, on the

other hand, was of very noble Norman blood, and the rest

of the inscription might apply to him also, if we take into

consideration the power of these mediaeval Bishops and the

hyperbolical style of the epitaphs of the great. The second
slab has a flowing design of flowers and birds along the edge,
but no inscription. The head appears, from the form of the

mitre, to be a thirteenth century restoration.

On the north side of the nave at the bottom of the
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Church lies the second William Longespee, the fellow

crusader of St Louis, cross-legged, in complete chain mail.

This is the very valiant knight, who, called by Robert of

Artois to fly with him from the overwhelming assault of the

Saracens at the battle of Mansourah, cried, ^'Please God,

my father's son will not flee from any Saracen," and sustain-

ing the brunt of the battle almost alone, was slain. It is

related that his mother, the Countess Ela, sitting in her stall

in her Abbey at Lacock, saw him enter heaven in full

armour. He was regarded by the people as a martyr. The
monument is very poor as a work of art, in conspicuous
contrast with the finely-carved figure of the elder Longespee.
Next to him is a miniature effigy known as the Boy
Bishop. The theory that it represents one of the chorister

Bishops who died during the period of his mock office is now
discredited. It is no doubt the effigy of one of the actual

Bishops of Salisbury in the thirteenth century. Such monu-
ments in small were not uncommon in the middle ages, and
either meant that the cost of a life-size one was too great,
or in the case of distinguished persons, who were often buried

in more than one place, that only a portion of the body lay
in that particular tomb. But it is well to be reminded here

of the Boy Bishop and that canonical mockery of reverend

things which he typifies. Every year, on the day of St

Nicholas, the children's friend, the Choristers of the Cathe-

dral formed themselves into a sham Chapter and elected one
of their number as Bishop and allotted the other offices in

order. Then in their assumed characters they went in

pompous procession through the Cathedral,which was crowded
with spectators. The real Bishop himself was present and
saw his pride rebuked by the boy travesty of himself and all

his rich wisdom and learning set at naught, as the choir

chanted "out of the mouths of babes and sucklings Thou
hast ordained strength," according to the order of Service

actually prescribed by the Use of Sarum for this ceremony.
The Boy Bishop held his office until the following Twelfth

Day. This custom, in its strange mixture of deep serious-
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ness and of whimsicality, is full of the spirit of the mediaeval

Church, which, in the midst of its wealth and pride and

corruption, thus played at humility; enthroned in Rome it

never forgot its origin in the manger at Bethlehem. The
inwardness of this festival of the Boy Bishop was no doubt

quite forgotten, and it had degenerated altogether into riot

and frivolity when it was abolished in 1542.
Further up the north side of the nave lies a fine effigy of

a knight in armour, Sir John de Montacute, who fought at

Crecy and died in 1389. He was the second son of the

first Montacute Earl of Salisbury, fie left directions in his

will that a black cloth of woollen was to be laid over his

body and about his hearse, and the ground underneath

spread with cloth of russet and white, of which every poor
man attending his funeral should have enough to make him

a coat and hood.i The almost complete suit of armour in

which he is clad is an interesting example of the war panoply
of Richard II's time. On three sides of the tomb the

original ornamentation remains, but the fourth has been
made up of fragments of the demolished Beauchamp Chapel.
Both tomb and figure were once painted and gilded. The
twin monuments that come next, going upward, formerly
bore the effigies in brass of Walter Lord Hungerford and
his first wife Catherine Peverill, and were enclosed within

an iron-grated chantry chapel ;
the brasses have long gone,

and the chapel was moved into the choir in 1779. Walter
Lord Hungerford, father of Robert who lies on the south

side, was a renowned warrior and fought with Henry V. at

Agincourt. His House is closely connected with Heytes-
bury, in the Wiley valley, where we shall hear more of him
and his family. The last monument on the side of the nave

represents Sir John Cheyney, who was famous for extra-

ordinary height and strength. His thigh bone, measured at

the time his remains were removed from the choir to their

present place, was above twenty-one inches in length. This

knight fought for Richmond on Bosworth Field, where despite
iSee " Wiltshire Notes and Queries," vol. 4, page 532.
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his size he was "manfully overthrowen
"
by the hunchback

King himself.

The roof of the choir was formerly covered with thirteenth-

century frescoes which were still existing, at least in part, until

the restoration of last century, when it was found necessary
to remove the priceless remains with the wash which had

been laid over them. They were ''

reproduced
"
by a firm of

church decorators, in a style hardly worthy of this noble build-

ing; the modern paintings are, however, a record of the original
idea and sequence of subjects, showing Christ in Glory sur-

rounded by the four Evangelists in the midst of Prophets
and Saints. At the east end there was a most interesting
series of the twelve months of the year, represented by the

circle of the husbandman's occupations ;
the enforced idle-

ness of January, when he warms his hands at the fire
;

February, drinking wine (there were vineyards in England

then, making very sour wine) ; March, digging ; sowing
the seed in April ; hawking in May ;

in June picking
flowers

; reaping in July ; threshing in August ; gather-

ing fruit in September ; brewing in October
; cutting down

trees in November
;
and in December killing the Christmas

pig. The presence of these representations in the Cathedral

shows a much closer connection than nowadays between the

life of the town and the country in the thirteenth century,
when indeed most of the inhabitants were still tenants and

tillers of the soil and went out daily to cultivate their strips

in the common fields of the Manor of Sarum around the city.

The east end of the Church with its pointed arches and

lofty vaulted roof supported on tall and amazingly slender

pillars was the first part of the church, built under Bishop
Poore's own eye, and is the key-note as it were of the

whole building. It is called the Lady Chapel; but is not

the whole Cathedral our Lady Church? Until Wyatt's
time it was divided from the choir by a stone screen. Here

against the eastern wall the three first altars were placed,

that of the Trinity in the middle, with St Peter's or the

Apostles on the north side, and St Stephen's or the Martyrs
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on the south. The whole of this part and of the Choir became
filled up in course of time with chapels and shrines and altar

tombs which, being deprived at the Dissolution of their

endowments for masses and offices for the dead whom they

commemorated, fell into neglect and ruin, and were
finally-

swept away in a heap by Wyatt. Where is now the

magnificent shrine set up in the midst of the Choir to the

holy Osmund, prince and saint, founder of the glory of

Sarum, to which pilgrims used to throng. The only stone

which conjecture now connects with Osmund is a flat slab

carved with the date MXCIX, lying on the stone plinth on
the south side of the Choir. Where is Roger the Great,
once more feared than any man in England ? A stone at

the bottom of the church may, as we have seen, be the

tomb of him who sat in the seats of the mighty ;
but some

think he lies in a plain stone sarcophagus, with a cross in

relief upon it,
which occupies an obscure niche in the north aisle

of the Choir. The only chapel now remaining in its original

place in the Choir is Bishop Audley's, a late Gothic structure

with fan tracery and remains of rich colour and decoration^
built early in the sixteenth century. Lord Radnor's pew
on the north side of the choir is the old chapel of Walter
Lord Hungerford, moved here from the nave

;
it bears the

sickle and other devices of that family. The upper part
is of beautiful fifteenth-century iron work.
A great many old monuments are collected in the aisles and

transepts of the Choir, but they have been so shuffled about
that hardly any can be identified with certainty. In the
south choir aisle there is a most beautiful Early English
tomb, much broken and defaced, that of Bishop Giles de

Bridport, who died in 1263. The canopy is supported by
clustered pillars and arches with rich mouldings and traceries,
and in the spandrils are sculptured reliefs, apparently scenes
from the bishop's life. Those on the south side are said to

represent his birth and youth. On the north side he is seen

doing homage for his see; taking part in a procession,

supposed to be that of the dedication of the Cathedral in
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1258; lying on his bier; and in the last, his soul being
carried up to heaven from the Judgment Seat by an angel.
In spite of their spoilt state the grace and beauty of these

reliefs is still apparent
—the last one especially, in which the

figure seems to be drawn up by the wide-winged angel, is

singular for beauty of feeling and freedom of idea. The
recumbent figure on the tomb is very finely expressed, and

all the ornament is exquisitely carved
;
the finials of the

gables are of especial interest, graceful curled things, half

animal, half leaf. The pillars and tracery on the north side

and the recumbent figure are of Purbeck, and it is interesting
to notice the beautiful colour of this stone when unpolished,
in combination with the light stone of the rest of the monu-
ment. The tomb was formerly enclosed in a chantry chapel
to which the double aumbry on the east side of it belonged.
The lofty and devout beauty of this mediaeval work is in

strange contrast with the pomposity of the seventeenth-century

Mompesson monument a little further west. What centuries

of change in thought and feeling lie between them ! Must
we not say also, what a decadence ? The Mompesson knight
in his best armour, his Lady in her handsomest robe, repose

stiffly beneath a canopy with black marble columns wreathed

with vine leaves and grapes. Yet this tomb has a rich and

decorative effect. These late Renaissance monuments, baroque
and extravagant as they often are, are finely proportioned ;

and they have style, a quality sadly lacking in the modern
tombs in this aisle. The great Hertford monument which
fills up the east end of this south choir aisle is a very fine

example of the Renaissance. The ample architectural lines

carry with ease the lofty pyramidal canopy and the heavy
details of the ornamentation, and the rich and gorgeous effect

of the different coloured marbles and the gilding and painting
is very satisfying. The Italian character is emphasized by
the two columns beside

it,
decorated with military trophies.

" The best work that ever I saw," says the discriminating

Captain Symonds, a Royalist officer who combined his military
activities in the Civil Wars with some very intelligent sight-
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seeing. The figures which the tomb enshrines are Edward
Earl of Hertford, son of the Protector Somerset and his wife

Catherine, sister of Lady Jane Grey, who, by reason of her

royal blood, lies considerably raised above her husband.

The story of this couple, whom we shall hear of at Amesbury,
is something of a tragedy.

The Gorges tomb, which occupies the corresponding

place in the north aisle, was erected in 1635, and is an

example of ostentation, bad taste, and ugliness. The

persons w^hom this "
dormitory

"—the seventeenth century
sound of that word in the inscription almost redeems the

monument—encloses, are Sir Thomas Gorges, a courtier of

Oueen Elizabeth, and the lady whom he was fortunate

enough to marry, a beautiful Swede, widow of the Marquis
of Northampton, and a very great favourite and intimate of

the (^een's. At the instance of his wife, Elizabeth granted
him the hull of one of the wrecks of the Armada, which

turned out to be so full of treasure that he became enor-

mously rich and was able to build Longford Castle on a

most costly scale. This tomb half-masks a window in which
there are some remains of sixteenth century glass. It was

here, out of the north side of the Lady Chapel, that the old

Hungerford Chapel used to open, in which, besides its

ornate architecture and decoration and the fine tomb of Lord

Hungerford, there were some exceedingly interesting wall-

paintings, apparently a Dance of Death. An engraving
exists of a portion, known as " Death and the Gallant," with

a dialogue in verse beneath it. Captain Symonds describes

these paintings as representing two sons of Lord Hunger-
ford :

" Death pictured a talking with them and telling them

they must dye, etc." He also mentions other paintings on
the wall, of " St Christopher and the Lady Mother, very
well done."

Close to the Gorges' tomb, in a niche in the north wall,
lies the plain stone tomb which may be Bishop Roger's.
The recumbent figure of a bishop, enshrined within the fine

Gothic monument between this aisle and the choir, repre-
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sents, according to good old tradition, Richard Poore, who,

though he was buried at his birthplace, Tarrant in Dorset,

may well have been thus commemorated in the Cathedral

which he founded. ^

Hereabouts, unmarked by any memorial, many of the

House of Pembroke are buried—among them ^'Sidney's

sister, Pembroke's mother."

Marble pyles let no man raise

to her name for after dales.

There is a beautiful fitness in this obscure repose of one
whom the world will never forget. The " atchievements

"

of her husband, the second Earl, used to hang on one of the

pillars on the south side of the altar, and close by on
another were the sword and golden gauntlets of her son

William, the Pembroke of the sonnet
;

so Captain Symonds
tells us. The huge oaken cope chest which stands in the

north aisle is thought to be coeval with the earliest days of

the Cathedral. The great Hd used to be lifted by a rope
and windlass.

In the choir transept on this side a most interesting
fourteenth century brass is let into the floor, commemorating
Bishop Robert Wyville (1330-1375), who recovered Sher-

borne Castle for the See. Sherborne was one of the castles

which Stephen had seized from Bishop Roger two centuries

earlier, and Wyville brought a writ of right against William

Montacute, Earl of Salisbury, to whom it had been granted

by Edward III. The question was adjudged to be tried by
battle. When the champions of the two parties presented
themselves in full battle array before the judges, clad in

white leather nearly to the thighs and a coat of red sendal

above, they were searched, according to the custom, for for-

bidden arms, and upon the Bishop's man several rolls of

prayers and charms were found
;

this sort of armour being

pronounced against the rules, the duel was put off. Eventu-

ally the King interfered, and the matter was compounded,
1 See '< Wilts Archaeological Mag.," June 1912, p. 343.
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the Bishop receiving possession of the Castle on payment of-

a large sum to the Earl. The brass shows the Bishop

standing at the door of the upper ward of the Castle,

blessing his champion, who issues forth fully armed from

the gateway below. The trees and hares and rabbits in the

scene symbolise the Bishop's acquisition of the Chase of

Bishop's Bere for the See. It is a very elaborate piece of

work, in fine preservation. A beautiful Gothic stone screen

stands against the west wall of this transept ; probably the

old chancel screen removed by Wyatt. It is divided by a

canopied stall of the fifteenth century. The aumbries and

piscinas of beautiful Early English work are relics of the

altars which formerly occupied the eastern side of the

transept.
The monument with a flat arched canopy, surmounted

by an ornate finial, which stands between the pillars opposite
this transept, is usually identified with Bishop Bingham

(1229-1246). If it is really his tomb, the half-length brass

effigy upon it, of which the matrix only remains, is the

earliest instance of a brass in this country. Other tombs of

bishops and dignitaries fill this aisle further down. There

are two skeleton figures, those common mediaeval reminders

of mortality ;
the usual legends attach to them, that they

are effigies of persons who attempted to fast for forty days.

Bishop Jewel is commemorated by a Purbeck marble slab^

with a restored brass.

Outside the entrance to the north choir aisle stands a

large canopied tomb of Purbeck stone, which is supposed to

be that of Bishop Woodville, brother-in-law of Edward IV.,

who was involved in Buckingham's conspiracy against
Richard III. In the corresponding position, beside the

entrance into the south choir aisle, is the fine fifteenth

century tomb of Bishop Mitford, with shields on its south

side bearing the Lilies and Leopards of France and England,
and a cross surrounded by martlets, the badge of Edward
the Confessor. There are many other monuments in the

great transepts, mostly of the eighteenth and nineteenth
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centuries, among them a memorial bust of Richard JeiFeries,

and a monument to James Harris, the author of a once

famous philosophical work,
^'

Hermes," and long an inhabitant

of the Close. ^' Moral philosophy is represented mourning
over a medallion head of the deceased," in characteristic

eighteenth century style.

Nor must we miss the decorative seventeenth century
monument of Dame Sadler, on the wall of the south aisle of

the nave, a lady in Tudor ruff and head-dress kneeling in

prayer within a marble niche, with the legend above :

No better thought to thincke on God and dayly Him to serve,

No better guift than to the poore which readie are to sterve.

^' A memorial of the trulie vertuous and Religious Elihonor

Sadler . . ." is inscribed underneath, with the names and

styles of her two husbands, Hugh Powell and Thomas Sadler

the Elder, Esquire of the Body to James I., both tenants of

the beautiful ''

King's House "
in the Close, where the lady

lived throughout her two spells of married life, often

entertaining King James there. ^'

Aged upon 80 years she

died Jan. 30, 1622, and was interred under this her pew,
wherein with great devotion she had served God daily almost

fifty years." The picture of this devout constant figure,

kneeling in her pew—as she kneels for ever on the wall now—
gives a touch of life and perspective to one's idea of the

Cathedral.

A small door in the south transept leads up by a wind-

ing staircase to the Library, a long chamber of Tudor style,
built by Bishop Jewel over part of the cloisters. Here some

precious illuminated MSS., remains of the former abundant
treasures of the Cathedral, are shown in glass cases. A
tenth-century Psalter, interlined with an Anglo-Saxon gloss
and with illuminated capitals of delightful design, is very

interesting, and there are several other early MSS. and also

a fine fifteenth-century Breviary richly decorated. A copy of

Magna Charta, thought to have belonged to William

Longespee, who was one of the signatories, is also shown
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ribs and mouldings and pencils them with numberless lines,

and throws into relief the foliated bosses of the roof.

Through the traceried openings a bright pattern of sunlight
is thrown on to the pavement. The beautiful curves and

cuspings of the stone-work stands out against the green
sward and you look through to the old grey wall of the

quadrangle opposite, its beautiful piercings filled with shadow,
and brushed by the black wings of cedar trees. The
Cloister was not built till the end of the thirteenth century
and was enlarged a little later, but in style and feeling it

matches the earlier work of the Cathedral, though the form
of the arches and the more open tracery show perhaps a

later development of Gothic. It is still quite unlike the

Spire, which you see from between the clustered columns of

the arcade on the south side, in very steep perspective.
The enormous tapering shaft seems to sway almost dizzily,

high overhead. The beautiful details of the ornamentation,
the bands of diaper work that encircle the spire itself, the

florets close set up the long ribs, the lofty slender arcading
of the tower and all its innumerable points and pinnacles and

crockets are well seen from here.

From the Cloister you pass into the Chapter-house under
a vaulted porch, which is enriched round the arch of the

doorway with a series of small reliefs of the Virtues trampling
on the Vices, unfortunately deprived of much of their

character and interest by restoration. The figure of Our

Lady, once in the niche at the top, is missing. The

Chapter-house, which was built early in the fourteenth

century as a substitute for the old meeting-place of the

Chapter in the presbytery of the church itself, is a great

octagonal chamber, very lofty, with one slender clustered

column ascending in the centre, from which the vaulting of

the roof springs and rays out* in many ribs. All the upper
part of the wall space is filled in by the great windows with

their foliated tracery, flooding the room with light. Below
the windows a canopied stone bench runs round, divided by
delicate pillars into the seats in which the Canons sit in chapter,
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each in the place appropriated to his prebend. The canopy
of the seats is decorated with sculptured reliefs, which form

a continuous series all round the room, beginning from the

doorway, in the tympanum of which there is a quatrefoil

panel, with the four Evangelic Beasts in the cusps, which

is supposed to have held a lost figure of Christ in Glory ;
a

modern statue now occupies the place. These reliefs have

been '^

completely and accurately" restored, as the guide
book says, heads and limbs, and in places whole groups,
have been renewed. But the beauty of the decorative

design, the flowing arrangement of the lines, rising and

falling along the scalloped edge of the arcade with admirable

grace, still remains. The original figures and groups are

vivacious and expressive, some of them beautiful, and the

heads at the cusps of the arches show great skill and feeling
for character. Some are portraits of contemporary types

—
the Monk, the Lady, the Merchant, the Husbandman, the

Sailor, each hooded or capped after the fashion of the day ;

others purely grotesque and facetious. The Chapter-house
was formerly paved with Norman tiles, probably from Old

Sarum, but these being worn, as well they might be, and
in bad condition, were replaced by a " new encaustic pave-
ment "

by Minton, when the chamber was restored last

century.
A door, in the corner of the Cloister, gives a glimpse

into the Bishop's garden, where green lawns spread up to

the ancient grey walls of the church. We see what
centuries of careful tending and trimming have made of the
meadow chosen of the Virgin, setting in it Cedars of Lebanon,
hanging fig trees and magnolias and roses upon the high
cloister wall. Here the builder and the gardener have
worked side by side, nature gently mocking them all the

time, staining the laboriously hewn and fitted stone with
her damp humours, spreading her wilful mosses upon them,
breeding small wild things in the crevices, ever pulverising
and disintegrating. The long and quiet interplay of human
and natural forces in this corner, beneath the immense pile
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of the building, gives a peculiar charm to the place. A
conduit from the Avon flows through the garden, and the

grass is always green and damp.
The Bishop's palace was originally built by Richard

Poore in the early days of the Cathedral. It consisted then

of a Hall, a private chamber or bedroom, a kitchen, and

ofl[ices. Part of this first building still exists embodied in

the present house. The undercroft, a low vaulted chamber
beneath the thirteenth century hall, has been lately restored,
and there is little doubt that the walls of the present drawing-
room are in part those of the old hall. A parlour on the

west side of the drawing-room is probably the old "solar."

Bishop Beauchamp built a new and magnificent hall and a

fine tower, with sundry other additions, in the fifteenth

century. But at the time of the Commonwealth the Bishop—Brian Duppa—was ejected, and the palace was sold to a

certain Hayles or Vanding, who almost completely destroyed
the great hall, and used the larger part of the house as an

inn, letting out the rest in tenements to working people.

Bishop Seth Ward repaired the house after the Restoration,
and rebuilt the hall, which was spoilt, however, by Bishop

Barrington, the patron of Wyatt, at the end of the eighteenth

century. The Palace is now a rather incoherent but

picturesque medley of diiferent styles, pleasantly ruddy and

mellow, and dignified by the fifteenth-century tower with its

richly decorated turret.

The Bishop's garden, a close within the larger close,

occupies the south side of the precincts. On the west and
north are the goodly houses belonging to the Dean and

Chapter, a rarely picturesque assemblage, almost every one

is of architectural interest. At the south-west end,
hidden within a garden, stands the modern version of the

old Ledenhall of Elias De Derham. Near by, along the

west side, are two late seventeenth or early eighteenth

century houses; the first, of red brick with a little stone

introduced, is of very good design, simple and restrained. It

has a stone doorway with carved ornament. The second
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has a fine stone front. The beautiful old gabled building
which comes next, with its hoary face of flint and brick,

and great mullioned and transomed windows is the King's

House, so called because James I made it his ''usual residence'^

when he stayed in Salisbury. Its traditions go back, how-

ever, much farther. Richard III. is said to have lodged here

on the occasion of the Buckingham rebellion. A certain

plank in the floor wears, according to a firm belief, the

ineffaceable stain of Buckingham's blood, whose head was

presumably carried here and exhibited to the vindictive King,
after being struck off in the market place. The house was

apparently in existence much earlier still—traces of thirteenth

century building have been noticed in
it,

and a document
of 1445 speaks of it being repaired or rebuilt. The fine

stone vaulted porch, of Perpendicular style, belongs to the

later period, and there are indications that part of the exist-

ing building was then a great hall, reaching to the roof.

The large brick gable with the oriel windows was presumably
built, and the rest of the house altered by Hugh Powell, to

whom the property was granted in 1596. It passed from
him to Thomas Sadler, who built a great Kitchen at the south

end, and whose son made some alterations, to which the

date 166 1 on one of the west windows refers. In the

eighteenth century it was a young ladies' boarding school.

The house has been much altered—some parts pulled down,
and enormous additions made at the back—for its present
purpose of a Training School for Teachers, in which
character it is known to readers of Hardy. But the

splendid upper chamber in the Elizabethan addition remains

unspoilt; it has a beautiful moulded piaster ceiling, with

pendants and fanciful devices enclosed within the convolu-
tions of the design

—a sun with rays, animals, grotesque
heads, and a portrait of Queen Bess herself. The recess of
the great oriel window is raised a step above the room.
A smaller chamber adjoining has a ceiling of the same style,
and in the window are the arms of Henry Prince of Wales,
James I.'s eldest son, who must have lodged here at some time.
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Beyond is the Deanery, standing back in a garden—a

pleasant-looking house, also of the William and Mary or

Queen Anne period, which represents the house given to the

Chapter by Dean Robert Wykehampton, when he became

Bishop in 1 277, to be the Deanery for ever. The stately stone

house called the North Canonry with a gabled projection
and angle turrets, and deep arched entrance, is a late fifteenth

century building. Richard Hill, a Canon in the latter half

of the seventeenth century, made some alterations in the

windows beneath the three timber gables, and his are the

initials carved upon the shields. The house is built over a

large thirteenth century undercroft, contemporary no doubt

with the Cathedral. Some of James I.'s Court are said to

have been lodged here, when the King was in Salisbury.
Near by stands the Wardrobe, a picturesque gabled house,
some part of which goes back to the early times of Salis-

bury ;
it is so-called from having been occupied by the

gentlemen of King James' Wardrobe. The Choir School,
next to it on the north side, is a good early eighteenth-

century building. Adjoining stands a curious house, also of

the English Renaissance style, of one storey only, raised high

upon a basement and surmounted by a blind parapet ;
it

forms one dwelling with the much older house which stands

back at the corner, and has a beautiful little window with

late Decorated tracery. This house is extremely interesting
inside. It consists almost entirely of one great central hall

divided now into two storeys, with a grand open timber roof,

supported on three enormous arched cross beams
;
the slopes

of the roof are filled in with plaster, between the arched and

foliated woodwork, with very ornamental effect. Round
the room a massive moulded oak cornice runs

;
the name I.

Fidion is carved upon it in Gothic letters
;
above the cornice

is a border decorated with various emblems.^ At the north

end of the hall is a little projecting upper chamber, which

has the Gothic window noticed from outside. Some very

1 This beautiful hall has only recently been cleared of the rooms and attics into

-which it had been divided up.
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fine linen pattern panelling of Tudor date surrounds a newly-

inserted fire-place in the hall.

On the north side of the Close, facing the Choristers'

Green, are some charming late Renaissance houses. The
finest is Mompesson House, a beautiful example of the

William and Mary time. It stands behind a wrought-iron

railing and gates. The date 1701 and the initials G. M. on

the heads of the leaden rain-water pipes indicate, no doubt,
the date of the building, and the name of the builder,

one of the important family of Mompesson, which once

owned great estates in the Wiley valley. The house has

the steep roof peculiar to the English style of Renaissance

building and the usual sy metrically arranged long sash

windows, with a large central window and a stately doorway
beneath, with a coat-of-arms—now much defaced—and a

decoration of military trophies carved in strong relief upon
the pediment. Pendants of fruit and foliage ornament
the window above. The finely-proportioned rooms of the

interior, quite unspoilt, are decorated with extraordinary
richness and completeness, beautiful panelling and carving,
and moulded plaster ceilings of graceful designs and ex-

cellent workmanship, showing classic heads and wreaths
and medallions, grotesques, and other fanciful devices in the
taste of the period. The beautifully carved and decorated
staircase is a very important feature of the house and shows
excellent workmanship. There is a splendid carved oak

chimney-piece in the drawing-room. Mompesson House has
been attributed to Christopher Wren himself, but it is more

probably the work of one of his pupils.
This row of houses abuts on the passage leading to the

North Gate. This beautiful old gateway was built in the
fourteenth century; its massive arch is crested with an
embattled wall, in which are some of the carved stones

belonging to the demolished Norman buildings of Old
Sarum. A statue of Edward VII. now occupies the niche
on the south side, which till recently held a figure of one
of the Stuart kings. The archway enframes a charming
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vista of the old peaked roofs of High Street, with the grey
tower of St Thomas's Church in the distance.

Just within the gate, on the east side, is the Matrons'

College, a long low Renaissance building with a central

clock turret and decorated doorway, built and endowed in

1682 for poor widows of clergymen by Bishop Seth Ward,
in whom this tenderness for widows is the more touching
because he himself lived a bachelor all his days. This was

only one of his many benefactions to Sarum. Seth Ward
was a favourite of Fortune. It is said that he owed his

advancement in hfe entirely to his "
learning, prudence, and

comity
"

;
he was, besides, a tall and handsome man. He

obtained his first bishopric, Exeter, through the influence of

friends in Parliament, and Aubrey says that the old bishops
were '^

exceedingly disgruntled to see a briske young bishop
that could see through all their formall gravity, but forty

years old, not come in at the right doore, but leape over the

pale." Ward was translated in 1667 to Sarum, where he

showed ''a most magnificent and munificent mind," spending

pains and money without stint to repair the damage done to

Cathedral and palace during the Commonwealth. He was a

man of great acquirements and many interests, and one of

the original members of the Royal Society.
A long line of fine old houses continues along the north

side of the Close to St Ann's Gate at the eastern end. At
the edge of the green, facing the North Porch of the

Cathedral, is a small picturesque house, with bow windows,
of the William and Mary or Queen Anne time. Close to

it is the site of the old Bell Tower, which Wyatt pulled
down. This separate campanile

—a thing so rare in England—was necessitated by the delicate poise of the Spire, which
could not have endured the vibration of bells within. It

was a fine buttressed building, rising into a steeple, of the

same period as the Cloisters and Chapter House, and con-

tained ten bells, one of the finest peals in England. Wyatt
cast them out, and they were apparently sold and melted

down, all but the sixth, which is now the bell of the
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Cathedral clock, and booms over the town at every quarter
of the hour.

Of the houses on the way to St Ann's Gate, most have

been rebuilt or altered in the stately and comfortable Renais-

sance style of the late seventeenth and the eighteenth
centuries, of which Wren was the great exponent. The
house which stands back behind a fine stone gateway and

iron gates, and is now the Theological College, is a very

good example of the style, excellent in proportion and

design. A tall brick house of earlier date, with mullioned

and transomed windows—the third from St Ann's Gate on

the north side—belonged to Robert Cecil, the great minister,

son of Burghley, and afterwards first Earl of Salisbury of

the modern creation.

A gabled house opposite, called the Vicar's Hall, is said

to be the old Community-house of the Minor Canons, or

Vicar's Choral, in the early days when those subordinate

members of the Cathedral body had a common board and

dwelling. The large house which stands last on the north

side, and adjoins the Gate-house, was the residence in the

eighteenth century of James Harris, of " Hermes "
fame, and

passed from him to his son, the first Earl of Malmesbury.
The vista of high garden walls and rich varied buildings is

closed in with picturesque effect by the hoary old archway
and crooked turret, and fine Gothic windows of the mediseval

gate at the end of the roadway.
Between St Ann's Gate and Harnham Gate at the southern

end of the Close, the fortified wall with which the Chapter
was permitted by royal Hcence to enclose the Cathedral pre-
cincts in the early years of Edward III. still stands, though
it has now quite disappeared upon the north side. Many
stones, carved with devices in the Norman style, may be
noticed in this wall, visible evidence of the source from which
its material came—the abandoned ecclesiastical buildings of
Old Sarum, which the Dean and Chapter had been given
leave to pull down.

It is hard to think of the lovely green, grey-walled Close,
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steeped, as one sees it so often, in golden sunshine and after-

noon peace, as anything but the immemorial stage of a

gracious, calm, and refined existence. A space swept clear

of all the nuisances and troubles of the untidy outer world
;

the soft protected base, out of which, hke an embodied

paradox, that high Spire springs, whose upward flight and

quivering poise seems to scorn all comfortable content. The

present aspect of the Close, however, venerable elms and

cawing rooks and all, is not so old as it seems. In so damp
and mossy a place as Salisbury, a hundred years gives enough
antiquity for the imagination to swim in. The neatness and

quiet seclusion are of the nineteenth century. As late as

1800, the old Whitsuntide Fair, established in Henry lll.'s

reign, the tolls of which were taken by the Dean and Chapter,
was still held, according to custom, in the Close. Gipsy
caravans, wild beast shows, strolling players, stalls with all

sorts of wares, took possession on Whitsun Eve of these

reverend precincts. In one part the cloth fair was held, in

another the horse fair. The dancers danced and boxers

wrestled, and jugglers and all the charlatans and rascalry of

an English fair in those days plied their trade upon the green
round the Church. It was a survival of the old mediaeval

sympathy between the sanctuary and the people in their

frolics, which had a good as well as a scandalous side. But
the modern sense of decency has now long abolished the

good old crusted abuse.

More serious disturbances, even bloodshed and murder,
have happened within these walls since they were built in

Edward Ill.'s reign to exclude plundering nobles and other

robbers. The defensive possibilities of the Close were

utilised in the Civil War of the seventeenth century, and

though Salisbury had no serious part in the warfare, one or

two lively passages-of-arms took place here. In 1644, two

regiments of Cavaliers quartered at Salisbury were surprised

by the Roundheads under Major Wansey, a Warminster

man, and put to flight. Some got into the Close and

barricaded the gate, but the assailants burnt down the gate
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and forced their way in, and killed and captured many of the

Royalists. A little later Ludlow, Colonel of the Wiltshire

Parliamentarians, occupied Salisbury and used the Belfry of

the Cathedral as a guardhouse, fortifying and garrisoning it.

In December of the same year. Sir Marmaduke Langdale and

a strong body of Royalists made a surprise attack upon him

in the darkness of early morning. Ludlow repulsed their

advance troop, according to his own account, but hearing
that they were in greater strength behind, he retreated to

the Close. Very soon the whole force of Cavaliers came

trooping in through the North Gate, and Ludlow was com-

pelled to
fly.

The garrison left behind in the Belfry made
a vigorous resistance, and it was not until the besiegers
" forced a collier to drive his cart loaden with charcoal to

the door of the belfry (where he lost his life), and with it

burnt down the door," that the Roundheads surrendered.

But times and scenes more consonant with the character

of the place are best to remember. Those days when the

first Stuart kings, James and Charles, visiting here, and the

Earls of Pembroke and Hertford, from Wilton and Ames-

bury, waiting on them, brought into the Close all the

brilliant culture and gaiety of the Renaissance
;
the masques

and music for which the time was celebrated in England.
The Cathedral and the Canons' houses were a centre of

music in the seventeenth century. Henry Lawes, a famous
musician of that age, was a Salisbury man, son of one of the

Vicars-Choral. He was born in 1596, and became a gentle-
man of the Chapel Royal of Charles L The best poets of
his time were ambitious of having their verses set to music

by this admirable artist. He composed the music for

Milton's "
Masque of Comus," and is celebrated in the poet's

verse :
—

"
Harry, whose tuneful and well-measured song,
First taught our English music how to span
Words with just note and accent."

Lawes lost his fortunes with his Master (of blessed memory)
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as he tells us, but was restored to his appointments at the

Restoration. He died soon after. His brother William was
also a good musician, composer of masques and fantasias for

viols, and was in the service of King Charles, for whom he
took up arms. He was killed at the siege of Chester in

1645, ^^^ th^ J^^^g was so grieved that he wore special

mourning for him.

It was at this period
—from 1630 to 1632, the year of

his early death—that George Herbert held the living of

Bemerton, just outside the town, whose ^'chiefest recreation

was music, in which heavenly art he was a most excellent

master," says his biographer, Izaak Walton. "• He went

usually twice every week to the Cathedral Church in

Salisbury, and at his return would say, 'That his time spent
in prayer and Cathedral music, elevated his soul and was his

heaven upon earth.' Before returning, he would usually

sing and play his part at an appointed private Music-

meeting."
Later in the century, after the Cathedral had recovered

from the disorders of the Commonwealth time and the

intrusion of the city magistracy into her ancient privileged

privacy and self-government, and Bishop Seth Ward had
restored the old atmosphere of learning and culture, Izaak

Walton, among other fine spirits of the day, often visited

the Close, where his son, a younger Izaak Walton, was one

of the Canons, and occupied the house which stands next to

the Ledenhall. Bishop Ken, who was Piscator's brother-in-

law, most narrowly escaped being killed by the fall of a

tree when sitting in the garden of this house one day.
The Close was enlivened for a short time in the next

century by the strange menage of Fielding the novelist, in

which wild extravagance and gorgeous velvet suits alternated

with rags and the company of the bailiffs. Fielding's first

wife was a lady of Salisbury named Craddock, one of three

sisters of independent means
;
she was the original of his

Sophia, and also, according to Richardson, of Amelia, at

least in the '^ noselessness
"

of that heroine, an accident
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having destroyed the gristle of her nose. The Fieldings
lived in a house near St Ann's Gate for a short time, but

soon moved, first to one, then to another, in the town,
which they quitted after a few years. The novelist was a

devoted husband, but Mrs Fielding died early, overcome

apparently by the hardships and irregularities of their

precarious existence.

A good deal of the distinguished and lively eighteenth

century society of Salisbury was lodged in the Close,
where the number of handsome late Renaissance houses is

evidence of the fine laste and wealth at that time. A
conspicuous member of the social circle in the later part of

the century was James Harris, who gave concerts and

theatrical performances in a room over St Ann's Gate, to

which all the fashion of Salisbury and the neighbourhood
flocked. Of this very learned and ingenious personage,
whose philosophical and philological work,

'^

Hermes," had a

European celebrity in its day, Dr Johnson unkindly remarked
that he was " a prig and a bad prig," and did not under-

stand his own system ;
but Boswell declares that he is at a

loss to understand this rough criticism of the amiable

philosopher.
With the improvement of communication with London,

and then the coming of railways, the social character of

the Close, as of the city, suffered change. It lost its

vivacity, and sank into the quiet and refined somnolence of

the Victorian age, in which its somewhat small preoccupations
and emotions are supposed to be shadowed forth in Trollope's
famous novel,

" Barchester Towers."
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CHAPTER VI

THE CITY OF SALISBURY

<' A fair old city, situated amongst verdant meadows, watered with streams."—
Lavengro.

The old town of Salisbury lies close up against the Cathedral

precincts on the north and east, in lowly and tranquil comfort

under the high hovering presence of the spire, in which all

the strenuous endeavours of its life seems to have been
absorbed and petrified for ever. That arrest of time and

change which a Cathedral seems to impose upon its sur-

roundings, measuring out the recurring sequence of the

hours with its reiterated chimes, is visible in the city as in

the Close. In plan it is still as Bishop* Poore made it

seven hundred years ago. The streets follow the lines he

drew out, in regular parallelograms, enclosing the "
chequers

"

on which the houses are built. Islets, Fuller calls them, for

in his day and till much later the buildings were actually
enisled in the water courses which ran down the streets.
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Few towns are so rich in old houses, from the fourteenth to

the eighteenth centuries. In some streets hardly a modern

one is to be seen
;
the sharp gables of Gothic roofs, inter-

spersed with stately Georgian parapets, make delightfully

irregular and picturesque lines against the sky. The red

tiles with which many of the houses are faced, and the

mellow red brick of others give a pleasant ruddiness and

warmth of colour to the streets, in combination with the

grey stone, or dark timber of neighbouring buildings ;
all are

enriched with the weather stains and lichens of a damp climate.

Many of the houses probably embody the remains of the

substantial stone dwellings built by the wealthy woolstaplers
in the thirteenth century. Some have been advanced with

modern fronts since the water courses were filled in.

One is still aware of wateriness in Salisbury. The meadows,

chequered with streams and often flooded in winter, spread
close beside the city, and in the streets one finds oneselt

often crossing a bridge and looking down on a clear walled-

in current, in which the trees of bordering gardens dip
their boughs ;

flowers strayed from some carefully tended

plot have rooted themselves in the crevices of wall and bridge.
Beside such a spot in Crane Street, near the Cathedral,
stands a fine late Gothic house with a grand stone arched

entrance. It is now the Church House, and has been much
restored. It was the dwelling of John Webb, a rich

merchant of the Staple in the late fifteenth century ;
he and

John Halle, we are told, bought up all the wool of the " Salis-

bury Plaines." There is a popular idea that the name of the

bridge and the street is derived from the crane with which
the wool was lifted from barges on the stream into his

warehouse. The house belonged later to Mervyn Touchet,
Lord Audley and Earl of Castlehaven, the head of an old

Wiltshire house, and a conspicuous example of the evil

manners of the early Stuart days. He was solemnly tried

for vice before his peers and beheaded on Tower Hill in

1631. His Salisbury house escheated to the Bishop, who

gave it to the town, and it was used later as a workhouse.
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High Street, into which Crane Street leads, is full of

picturesque and interesting old houses. On the east side of

the street is the Old George, a timber and plaster house of

the fourteenth century, with two steep gables, ornamented

with barge boards of flowing design, and oriel windows.

The fine entrance archway is now partly blocked by a

wooden shop window, through which we must peer to see

the richly panelled corner post, a good example of fifteenth

century woodwork. The George is noted in Salisbury

history as a flourishing hostelry five hundred years ago, and

in the seventeenth century it was the first inn in the city,

both luxurious and expensive, as we learn from Pepys, who

put up there in 1668. ''Lay in a silk bed, and very good
iiet" he notes, and the next day, ''paid the reckoning,
which was so exorbitant . . . that I was mad and resolved

to trouble the mistress about it and get something for the

poor." Whether he succeeded in subtracting his charities

from the bill he does not say. The confectioner's, next
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door, is also an Interesting old house, which has evidently^

been much altered and divided up to suit the purposes of its

tenants. The tea room upstairs has a moulded plaster

ceiling, and oak panelling
—both of Tudor style. At three

of the corners where the street is crossed by Crane Street

there are old Gothic houses. The seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries are also represented in High Street,

and charming details of decoration may be noticed on

doorways.
A little north of High Street, at the west end of the

Market Place, stands the church of St Thomas of Canterbury ;

a broad, grey, square towered edifice, its walls filled with

great windows. It stands in a little green close, shut in by
old red tiled houses with sharp pointed gables. The
interior gives a most agreeable impression of breadth and

spaciousness, and sober richness of colour
;
white stone, and

grey glass, and dull dark oak, and the deep hues of fresco

Dain:ing on the chancel arch. St Thomas' was founded

about 1240 by Bisbop Bingham; chapels were gradually
added on, the tower was built about 1404, and about a

century later the whole church was enlarged and raised by
the addition of the aisles and clerestory and great mullioned

windows, which give it its present general character of a

Perpendicular church. The carved and richly ornamented
oak roof is of this period. The addition of the south side

aisle joined the church to the tower, which till then had been

separate from it. A rare survival of mediaeval decoration

exists in the wall painting of the Doom upon the chancel

arch
;

it shows the conventional arrangement of the subject,
Christ seated on a rainbow with the Virgin on his right
and the Apostles in a row beneath his feet, and the City of

Heaven represented behind in the form of Gothic portals
and towers. The dead rise up out of their tombs below
at the call of trumpeting angels ;

on the right hand of

Christ the good are being led up by angels, and on the

other side the wicked are embraced by devils and flames.

The two full length figures in niches below are said to^
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represent St Thomas a Becket and Henry 11. The artistic

character of the painting, which appears to be fifteenth

century, is not high, and it has been very much restored
;

but as a decoration it has a fine effect.

The peculiar charm of this church is in the richness of

human interest and association which it seems to possess.

St Thomas' was pre-eminently the church of the city, the

guild and the market place in the great period of the
"
Commonalty

"
of Salisbury, the shrine and sanctuary of

the trader when there was romance in trade, when merchants

were Merchant Adventurers, and had argosies sailing in the

Levantine seas and caravans travelling through the deserts

of the East. It is not certain where the great Merchant

Guild of St George had its chapel, but it is believed to

have been in this church. It is, however, the Fraternity of

the Tailors which has left most mark upon St Thomas'
;

their chapel, dedicated to their patron St John the Baptist
—

whom one would hardly have expected to be interested in

the sartorial craft—was that on the north side of the choir,

usually known as the Swayne chapel. William Swayne, the

rival of John Halle for civic honours in the fifteenth century,
was the special benefactor of the Guild

;
it was he who

built and endowed this chapel, in which the elaborate

funeral ceremonies of defunct guild members were celebrated

and annual masses were said for their souls. The Tailors

Company used to hold three great
"
Myndes

"
or obits here

on three different St John's Days in the year
—St John in

Laterano in May, the Nativity of St John Baptist on Mid-

summer Day, and St John's Day in Harvest (the Beheading,

Aug. 29th). On Midsummer Day they used to go afterwards

in procession, bearing the lights of the journeymen, a special

ordinance, to St John's chapel on Harnham Bridge, and thence

to the Cathedral, returning late to their Hall, where the

regulations prescribed ''a drynkyng in the moste Godely
wise

" 1

The broad and spacious Swayne chapel, built in

1 See «« Trade Guilds of Salisbury," by C. Raskins.
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Edward IV. 's reign is a very interesting and picturesque bit of

the church. The east window is filled with fragments of old

stained glass, in which the figures of the Annunciation may be

distinguished at the top, and in the panes below, among other

devices, appears the Merchant's Mark of William Swayne.
There are some rare and graceful remains of fifteenth-century

paintings on the north wall—the Annunciation, the Salutation,

and the Nativity; in the last, which is almost ruined, the

buildings in the background must be taken from the Salisbury
of that day. The fine Renaissance reredos of dark stained

oak, and the dark-coloured alabaster monuments of Jacobean
date on the walls add a sombre richness to the dim, lovely
colour of the painted walls, the light grey stone, and the

gilded and embossed oak ceiling in this Chapel, and in the

rest of the Church the painted shields, and the dull, faded

hues of the Royal Arms suspended upon the walls of the

aisles enhance the rich and pleasant effect of colour.

The monuments in the Swayne chapel were placed there

only in a restoration about a century ago, when they were
removed from their original place in the chancel. The

kneeling efSgies on the south side, in ruffs and robes, represent
Thomas and Elizabeth Eyre, of a great merchant house in

Salisbury, their sons and daughters in miniature kneel below
;

the other monument is to their fourth son, Christopher, a

Merchant Adventurer, and an " alderman of the honourable

cittie of London," and his wife.

The organ, which was given by George III. to the

Cathedral, was removed to this church about fifty years

ago. There is a curious wood carving in the South Porch

epresenting Abraham and Isaac, Jacob's Dream, and Jacob
and Laban's bargain over the sheep, the work of one

Humphrey Beckham, a citizen of Salisbury who carved this

as his own monument. He died in 1671, at the age of

eighty-eight.
The Market Place of Salisbury is still picturesque, in

spite of modern changes. It has been enlarged on the

north side, where formerly Winchester Street continued
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down to Castle Street, and Blue Boar Row which now
borders it consists mainly of tall and quite recent houses

;

the name only preserves the memory of the old Blue Boar

Inn, which used to stand on that side of the Market Place.

The present Council House, of the ugliest and heaviest late

Georgian style, replaced at the end of the eighteenth

century a building of 1579, and the still older Guildhall

adjoining it, both of which had been pulled down. The
Guildhall was associated with the ancient jurisdiction of the

Bishop, whose Courts were held in it by his officers. The
old prisons were beneath the hall. In the demolished

Council House many civic solemnities and festivities had

taken place. Salisbury races were instituted soon after it

was built, and on the occasion of the first meeting in 1584,
the King of Portugal and his son, and the Earl of Pembroke,
with whom they were staying at Wilton, dined in it with

the Mayor.
On the south and west sides of the Market Place there

are some old houses left; their fronts of mellow red brick

and clustered gables, overtopped by the grey tower of St

Thomas' behind, are an accordant background for the

picturesque scene of the Tuesday market, an institution

which has continued unbroken from the earliest days of

the city in the thirteenth century. The beasts tied up to

the wooden raihngs, the calves with great eyes of terror

straining at their ropes, the sheep and pigs penned within

hurdles, the bleatings and bellowings and squealings ;

horses, their manes and tails stuck full of porcupine straw

ornaments, and bright coloured streamers falling over their

eyes, being run up and down
;
the rows of covered carriers*

vans, drawn up at the edge of the causeway, the stalls, the

cheap jack, the drovers in their dirty linen coats shuffling
about

;
the shifting, loitering crowds, the gossipings and

chaiferings
—these are things that seem to defy change.

There is also a market on Saturdays, which is a very busy
scene of housewifely bargaining. On the occasion of the

great October Fair the place is crowded up with paste-
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board theatres, and booths and shows of all sorts, and

stalls of various wares. But little is now left of the old

mountebank element.

There must have been much more excitement and

spectacle
—often grim and cruel—in the Market Place in

the old days. It was here that justice was done upon
offenders; here stood the Pillory, the Stocks, and the

Whipping Post. The chroniclers make this the scene of

Buckingham's execution in 1483. "Upon All Soules Day
without arraingnment or judgmente he was at Salisbury in

the open market place on a newe Skaifolde behedded and

put to death," says Hall. Another account describes him

as "appareled in a piled black coat." The stone on which

he is supposed to have suffered stands in the yard of one

of the shops in Blue Boar Row. According to tradition he

was buried in the Church of the Grey Friars, afterwards

pulled down. Some years ago, however, a headless skeleton

was dug up in the kitchen of the Saracen's Head—an inn,

now long gone, which is thought to have formed part of

the old Blue Boar—and this is conjectured to have been the

remains of the beheaded Buckingham.
It was here also, according to tradition, that Charles

Lord Stourton was hanged with a silken rope in 1556.
This strange, enraged person, and fanatical devotee of the

old manners and old religion which the new England of the

sixteenth century was sweeping away, was condemned for

the murder of a father and son named Hartgill. The elder

Hartgill had been steward to Lord Stourton's father, and
the quarrel had begun over some property which had been
alienated to the widow. Lord Stourton's stepmother. It

was probably aggravated by the difference of religion, the

Hartgills being Protestants. Lord Stourton had persecuted
these unfortunate people for years with ceaseless ferocity ;

he had besieged them in their house, and hired ruffians to

assault them at every turn, until they succeeded in getting
him imprisoned in the Fleet and condemned to a heavy
fine. On being released he decoyed them to a meeting
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under the pretext of paying the money ;
and there had

them seized and carried to his house and bound fast. The
same night they were dragged out on to a terrace and cruelly
murdered by his people, while Lord Stourton himself

looked on from the doorway. He and four of his

accomplices were tried at Westminster for this atrocious

crime, and having been sentenced to death, they were

brought back to Salisbury in grim procession, their legs
tied beneath their horse's bellies, and hanged together in the

Market Place.

There are some very interesting pictures in the Council

House, chiefly portraits of personages connected with the city
and its story

i—Mayors and Recorders of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries
;
the earliest, stiflT and conventional

in pose, and painted in the flat style of the period, are very

interesting for costume and for their generally decorative

effect. One of these represents Giles Tooker, Recorder in

1 603, when James I. visited Salisbury. A portrait of the great
William Cecil, Lord Burghley, shows more characterisation

than usual in English paintings at this period ;
an old severe

face, with white pointed beard and ruff. William Herbert,
third Earl of Pembroke—Mary Sidney's brilliant and

fascinating son—hangs close by, but it is a quite character-

less portrait by a local artist, who was paid £6 by the City
for this picture and two others of the King and Queen. A
curious picture of a gentleman in very stiff attitude represents
one William Windover, alderman and benefactor of Salisbury,
and one of the Merchant Adventurers of Hamburg. The

painting gives his biography in brief. In three of the

corners there is a coat of arms, and in the fourth a merchant's

mark with the date 1633; the first arms are those of his

family, with the legend / bredd him^ the second those of the

Merchant Adventurers of Hamburg, with But 1 fedd him^
the third, the Drapers Company of Salisbury with / made
him free^ while the Merchant's mark has the words Tet

known by me.

1 For a full account of these, see '•
Salisbury Corporation Pictures," by C. Haskins.
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There are some good examples of the more advanced and

realistic school of Lely and Kneller, and the later seventeenth

century. The Duke of Somerset, by Lely, is a fine work
;

it has great distinction
;
a mingled character of arrogance,

foppery, and real dignity, the very spirit of the Restoration

period, is finely expressed ;
the pale face and thick curling

golden hair and rich draperies make up a delightful harmony
of colour. There is a strong and able presentment of

William ChifEnch, who is known to most of us as Charles II. 's

master of the backstairs in '' Peveril of the Peak." He was
a native of this city, which he benefited in many ways, and

was much respected here
;
both he and his brother held

confidential posts at Court. The portrait is attributed to a

Salisbury artist of considerable fame, named Greenhill, a

follower of Lely ;
he was a brilliant dissipated fellow, who

died by falling into the ditch when reeling home from the

tavern one night, while still young. He is interesting as one
of the meagre number of English artists who " count

"
at this

time. The portrait of Charles II. is also supposed to be his

work; Bishop Seth Ward is certainly by him, and also a

curious juvenile portrait of his uncle James Abbot, who was

Mayor of Salisbury in 1627. Greenhill is said to have

painted this at fifteen, stealing a view of his aged model

through the keyhole, as he would not consent to sit.

Among the noteworthy people here is Sir Robert Hyde
in his robes of Lord Chief Justice, a cousin of Clarendon,
and one of the family who sheltered Charles II. at Heale
House after Worcester. The picture, by Christopher
Gardiner of Bristol, is able, but heavy in style ;

the robes
are lumpy and ill-arranged. Another portrait represents Dr
Henchman, one of Charles' most active assistants in his

escape after Worcester. Henchman, a Wiltshire man, who
had been a Canon of Salisbury until ejected by the Common-
wealth, was made Bishop of Salisbury at the Restoration,
but was soon translated to London. He seems to have been
of the best type of the Laudian School

;
it is said that his

"grave, comely, and reverend aspect" impressed even his
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enemies. He was learned and of high character, and cared

greatly for the beauty of the Cathedral and its service.

There is a full length portrait of Queen Anne by the

Swedish painter Dahl, and representations of various Kings
and Queens, and of many Bishops of Sarum. Among late

eighteenth century portraits are some by Hoppner ; Jacob,
second Earl of Radnor, an attractive picture ;

and William

Hussey, M.P. for the city from 1774 to 1813, also a

pleasant portrait. Another attributed to Hoppner represents

Captain John Wyche, an old seaman, who set up as a wine
merchant in this town. One or two seventeenth century
portraits hang upon the stairs, and there are a few other

works upstairs
—among them one of Thomas Chubb, the

Deist, a Salisbury tallow chandler's assistant, and a philo-

sopher, whom Pope called "a wonderful phenomenon of
Wiltshire." Chubb scandalised the world and delighted the

Duke of Queensberry and a few audacious spirits by his free-

thinking doctrines
;
he is said to be Square the Philosopher

in ^'Tom Jones." He was in reality a very modest and
inoffensive person, and in spite of his opinions, always went
to church.

Just to the south of the Market-Place is the old Poultry
Cross, which during many centuries sheltered a scene oi

busy chaffering over poultry, and fruit and vegetables on
market days ;

it is a hexagonal stone building, with massive

buttresses and arches
;

a great central pillar supports the

roof and has angels carved round the top, holding shields.

The present canopy is modern, and the pinnacles and parapet
are restorations. A low, stone wall and bench formerly
made a little enclosure round the Cross, and afforded a

resting-place for the market women and their wares. An
interesting story is associated with this Cross. A certain

heretic knight in the time of Bishop Ralph Ergum (1375-
1388)

—some say the Earl of Salisbury,^ others a certain

Laurence de St Martin— committed a dreadful act of

1 More probably the Earl's nephew, Lord Montacute, a zealous Lollard,
" the

greatest fanatic of them all."
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sacrilege ; meeting a procession of the Host one day in the

street, he attacked the priest, seized the holy wafer and

carried it home and ate it with an onion for supper. For

this he was ordered by the Bishop
" to make in Salisbury a

Cross of Stone, in which all the matter should be written
;

and he every Friday during his life, to come to the Cross

barefoot and bareheaded in his shirt, and there kneeling upon
his knees to do penance for his deed." The inscription of

the "
matter," if it was ever there, has now been quite

obliterated from the Cross. There is, however, record of

the existence of the Poultry Cross half a century before the

date of the story, which may nevertheless refer to a re-

building of it. These Market Crosses are said to have

originated in the custom of monks and friars preaching at

the places where people were gathered together for buying
and selling, and marking the spot by a Cross, to which later

some shelter was added
;
an illustration of the concern of

the mediaeval Church in the daily life of the people, into

which religion intrudes no more nowadays, except under a

Salvation bonnet.

Butcher Row, which runs east from the Poultry Cross,
is one of the most picturesque of the old gabled streets oJF

Salisbury ;
the name recalls the mediaeval custom of each

trade having its own quarter, which still prevails to some
extent to-day. To the south of Butcher Row is the Canal,
a broad street extending east and west between High Street

and Catherine Street, and forming one of the principal lines

of Bishop Poore's chessboard plan. A main cut of the river,

carrying off the water from the channels in the other streets,
ran along here, and was not closed over until the nineteenth

century. Hence the name of Canal or, as the street was

always popularly called, the Ditch. On the south side

stands the well-known Hall of John Halle—the remains of
the dwelling-house of that great fifteenth century merchant.
It is masked by a modern shop with an appropriate Gothic

front, built after the Canal was covered in. The back part
of the shop occupies the old hall, built in 1470—a large and
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lofty chamber, with three great mullioned windows on one

side, and a magnificent open roof of oak or chestnut, the

slopes of which are filled in with white plaster between the

foliated woodwork. The massive stone chimney-piece remains,
and shows in the quatrefoils of the panels the family arms

of John Halle, and his merchant's mark, an emblem very
familiar in SaHsbury to-day. In the corner of the room

opposite the fireplace there is a small Gothic doorway, the

original entrance to the Hall. After the great merchant's

time a part of the house appears to have been turned into an

inn, and the whole place suffered alterations, and had fallen

into decay, when the hall was rescued and restored in 1834,
and various embellishments added.

Towards the east end of the street is the old established

printers and booksellers shop of Messrs Brown, whose pre-
decessor in the middle of the eighteenth century, one

Benjamin Collins, made Salisbury notable by the books and

weekly newspapers which he published here. Collins

printed the first edition of the Vicar of Wakefield in this

house in 1 766 for a bookseller in Paternoster Row
;

the

printing press from which it issued is still here. The

Salisbury Journal^ which still flourishes, was first published

by Collins in 1730.
The Market Place and the Canal both abut at the east

end on a street which runs the whole length of the town
from north to south, and which from Winchester Street

southwards is part of the London and Exeter road, that

great western highway which Bishop Bingham diverted from
Old Sarum in 1244, and brought through the new city.

This long thoroughfare is called in its middle part Catherine

Street, and further north becomes Endless Street, a name
which does not mean that it continues for ever, but that

formerly there was no outlet in that direction. Endless

Street, the Ditch, and the Poultry Cross all enter into the

exciting events which Edmund Ludlow relates in his memoirs
on the occasion when he and his garrison were surprised

by Sir Marmaduke Langdale in 1644. It was night when
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word was first brought to him that the Royalists were enter-

ing the city. He immediately mounted and rode out and

heard ^'a great noise of horses" in Castle Street, whereupon
he retreated "by the back side of the town-house, through
the Ditch" to join his guard in the Close—not much above

thirty horse—whom he led forth to meet the enemy.

"Passing by the chief Cross," says he, "where we were

forced to march one by one, and entring the market-place I

found the Cornet pickeering with the enemy." He and his

five or six men, according to his own account, quickly routed

the whole party, which "ran before us. We followed them
close in the rear, and though they made many shots at me,

yet I received no wound in the whole action. About a

hundred of them ran through Winchester gate . . . and about

twice that number fled up a street called Endless Street,
whom I pursuing, my horse fell backward with me, by a

check I gave him
;
but ... I soon recovered on horseback and

continued the pursuit, till I found the enemy to make a stand,

the street, according to its name, being walled up at the

farther end, and one of them breaking back upon me and

leaping the brook, but his horse losing his feet threw him
down ;

and he, perceiving himself to be at my mercy, desired

his hfe." Learning from his prisoner that the enemy were in

Tery considerable force, "I lodged my colours at an honest

man's house of the town, delivering my prisoner and wounded
men to the guard in the belfry and with five or six made my
retreat through the Close by one Mrs Sadler's

"
(the King's

House). Being joined by a few more of his men, he returned

and charged the enemy but "
it being now light they soon

perceived the smalness of our number and refused to run as

before, so that I was forced to retire as fast as I could."

Between fleeing, and turning at bay on his pursuers from
time to time, he managed to get safely away through
the deep snow—it was December—and finally reached

Southampton. The fate of the guard left in the Belfry has

been already told.

Winchester Street leads up hill on the London road, out
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of Catherine Street, and the Winchester Gate mentioned by
Ludlow was one of the four gates of the city built early in

the fourteenth century. It was pulled down in 1 767. Its place
is marked by a beer-shop, called the Old Gate House. This

street is full of delightful old houses. A turning on the left

leads to the large, quiet, leafy churchyard in which stands

St Edmund's Church. This church was originally a large
and wealthy foundation, with a college attached, consisting
of a Provost and twelve secular canons, and established in

1268 by Bishop Walter de la Wyle in honour of the new

saint, Edmund of Abingdon. How fat must the wool-packs
of Salisbury have been to sustain such a work as this while

the Cathedral was still abuilding ! The present church is no

more than the choir of the original building
—the nave and

transept were completely destroyed by the fall of the tower

in 1563. In recording this event, the churchwardens

describe how the whole congregation had been assembled in

the church the day before it happened, it being Sunday,
when the tower was in such a parlous state that " the

maine pillars did bulge out and sensibly shake
;
the cleftes in

the walles were seen to open and shutte with ringing the

Sermon Bell that day. ... So y^ nothing but the very
hand of God did keep the Stones and Timber from

falling untill the next morning y* his one people were all

Secure at home, and then hee so sweetly Ordered the

fall of the Tower y* (albeit many workmen were about it

y^ day) neither man, woman nor child, received any hurt

thereby."^
The old tower had a steeple, and must have been more

beautiful than the present late Gothic one, which is topped
with the usual four-legged table upside down, to use

Ruskin's simile for this style of pinnacled parapet. The
interior of the church, built of light-coloured stone, lofty,
and full of light from the great mullioned windows, which
almost fill the walls, is very fair and comely. It must have
been rebuilt in the fourteenth or fifteenth century, for it is

1 See " Memorials of Old Wiltshire," p. 192.
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now mainly Perpendicular in style. It was enlarged and

restored in the last century.
There was formerly in St Edmund's a stained-glass

window depicting the scenes of the Creation, almost the only
window in the churches of Salisbury which escaped the

iconoclastic decree of Bishop Jewel in 1567. Sixty years
later the puritanical parishioners, led by the Recorder of

Salisbury, a Mr Sherfield, wished to get rid of the window.

But it was the time of the Laudian revival, and Bishop
Davenant forbade its removal. One autumn afternoon in

1629, ^^ Sherfield went alone in the dusk into the church

and got upon a pew and broke the window in several

places with a pike-staif.
" In doing of which the staff gave

way and he fell into the seat and was so much hurt
"
(one is

glad to hear)
" that he was obliged to lay there some time

before he could get up and send for a horse to take him

home, and he was confined to his house for a month by the

injury." He was summoned before the Star Chamber to

answer for his deed. His defence was that the window and

the painting therein was not a true representation of the

Creation, ''for that it contained divers forms of little old

men in blue and red coats ... for the picture of God the

Father . . . whereas he conceived that this was false
;

for

there is but one God, and the window represented seven

gods," with various other objections, such as the way in

which the creation of woman was depicted, "from the knees

upwards rising out of the man, whereas the Lord God did

not so create woman as rising out of man, but He took a

rib of the man when he was in a deep sleep and thereof

made He the woman," and that he, a parishioner, had been
troubled therewith in conscience by the space of twenty
years. The Star Chamber, in which the majority of the

judges were fortunately cultivated men, ignored his un«

intelligent scruples ; they condemned his action very severely^
and fined him the good round sum of ^500.

Close to the churchyard, in the grounds of St Edmund's

College, which occupies the site of the ancient house built
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by Bishop de la Wyle for the priests of his foundation, may
be seen the porch which Wyatt removed from the north

transept of the Cathedral—a beautiful and much decorated

bit of late fourteenth century architecture. The popular

legend, that it was brought from Old Sarum, is of course a

mistake. The churchyard itself, so broad and peaceful,
overshadowed with limes, has been fixed on by local belief

as the scene of the great battle between Britons and Saxons

in 552. A number of human bones, with helmets and

fragments of other arms, were unearthed in one part of it in

1 77 1. The site of the battle is, however, more generally
held to have been to the east of Old Sarum, towards the

Bourne valley.

Beyond Milford Street, in which there are some good old

houses, Catherine Street merges into St John's Street. Here
stands the White Hart, the principal posting-house in the old

days, and still the first hotel in Salisbury. Further on is a

picturesque old house with a very steep gable, the King's

Arms, which had some part in the story of Charles XL's

escape after Worcester. Here the Earl of Wilmot and

Henry Peters lodged when they came to seek the help of

Doctor Henchman and Mr John Coventry, who were both

living in the Close at the time, for the king. It was by these

friends at Salisbury, with a few other faithful helpers, that

the successful escape of the king from his hiding-place at

Heale House—four miles north of Salisbury, in the Avon

valley
—to the Sussex coast, was planned and carried out.

In St Ann's Street, close by, is the interesting old Joiners'

Hall, with a steep gabled front and large mullioned windows
which project upon wooden corbels carved with grotesque

figures in Jacobean style. The carved frieze below is said

to be the work of Humphrey Beckham. The great hall

within, now converted into dwelling-houses, was entirely

panelled with oak of the Elizabethan or Jacobean periods, and
there was a great chimney-piece decorated with the Royal
Arms. In this same street is the Salisbury Museum, which
contains a very important collection of flint implements and
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other prehistoric objects, mostly from the neighbourhood,
and also a number of mediaeval curiosities, dug up in the

town when the drains were made. Here is now housed the

giant of the old guild pageants, the special patron of the

Tailors' Company, always carried before them in their

processions. It is said to have been in its origin a figure of

St Christopher, the giant saint, who seems to have had great

popularity in the Middle Ages. Beside the Giant stands

Hob-Nob, the little hobby-horse, which always accompanied

him, surrounded by the morris dancers, in the guild pageants.
At the bottom of the street is a lane called the Friary, a

name which alone preserves the memory of the Grey Friars,

whose church and convent stood hereabouts from the earliest

years of the city's existence till the dissolution of the

community in 1544. The lane used to be called Frerenstret.

The picturesque old buildings in it must date from soon

after the fall of the Friars, and probably embody some

remains of the conventual buildings.
A turning at the top of St Ann's Street brings one to St

Martin's, the oldest parish church in Salisbury, older in fact

than the city itself, for it was St Martin's that the unlucky

Rogation procession from Old Sarum had visited on the

famous occasion when the clergy were shut out from the hill

city on their return. It is doubtful, however, whether the

church was then in the same place as now. The present
church is probably the one referred to as lately built in a

deed of Bishop Poore's in 1228, though it has been greatly
altered since then. It is a gabled flint building, with a

steepled tower of hewn stone, and a low square vestibule at

the west end. A weighty oaken door opens into a dark

entry or porch
—

perhaps once a galilee. In the north wall,

just within the door, is a niche with an altar-tomb, from
which the brasses have been stripped. The interior of the

church is a testimony, like St Thomas's and St Edmund's, to

the wealth of the Salisbury woolstaplers and merchants of

the fifteenth century, and their expenditure on church building
and restoration. The slender columns and lofty pointed
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arches, the large side aisles and great perpendicular windows,
the oaken ribbed roof, the spaciousness, and a certain effect

of grandeur without real solidity, are characteristic of what
one may call the mercantile style of architecture.

Beyond St Ann's Street, and the gate of the same name
into the Close opposite, the main thoroughfare continues

under the name of Exeter Street, and leads on to the stone

bridge which Bishop Bingham built to carry the great west

road over the Avon at Harnham, a hamlet which adjoins the

city on the south—'^Harnham Bridge of vi gret Arches of

Stone, a mayne and stately thing," so Leland describes it.

^'Here is at the West Ende of this Bridge only a little Islet

distante betwixt a nother Bridge of 4 praty Arches and

under this rennith a good Streme as I take it of Avon Water
as an Arme breaking out a little above and sone after rejoyning,
or els that Wilton Water hath ther his Entery into Avon."

As it was in Leland's day, more than three centuries

after it was built, so the bridge is to-day
—except that it

has been widened on the west side. The "
vi gret Arches

"

are here, and the "
4 praty Arches

"
beyond the island on the

town side—massive, broad-spanned, and slightly pointed, in

the gracious thirteenth century style ;
and the river still

'' rennith
"
under them in two arms. It comes flowing down

to the bridge in a broad smooth stream between the wide

meadows that border the Close, and a group of steep, ruddy-
roofed old houses on the right bank. It laps the flowery

garden plot of a tall dwelling, faced with old red tiles, which
stands on the islet against the west side of the bridge. One

grievous change since Leland's day is on the east side of the

bridge. Here stood the chapel of St John the Baptist, to

which the Tailors' Company used to go in procession. Giant,
Hob Nob, minstrels and all, for their ^^mynde" on Mid-
summer Day. The chapel was suppressed in 1536, and

the building has been transformed into the plainest of

dwelling-houses, which shows its past only by the massive

masonry of its foundations beside the river, and by a Gothic

window on the east side, not seen from the bridge.
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The united streams of the Wylye and Nadder fall into

the Avon on the west side of the island. A cut must have

been made at some time to form the island. This is thought
to have been done by Bishop Poore, to moderate the force

of the water at this point, at which he built a bridge or

bridges of wood, replaced later by Bishop Bingham's stone

construction. Close beside the bridge, on the left bank,
stands the Hospital of St Nicholas. In the olden days, before

New Salisbury existed, there was a ford here, and beside it

a chapel of St Nicholas already stood, and some sort of a

hospice, which was intended first probably as a shelter for

benighted pilgrims and travellers on their way to the old city

on the hill from the south, and later came to be a refuge for

the sick and homeless, as well as for ^^

passengers and re-

sorters." As early as the thirteenth century, it had a Master

and chaplains and brethren living in a kind of semi-religious

community, and probably devoting themselves to the care of

the sick. The house consisted apparently of a hall or nave

open to a chapel at the east
;
the sick folk lay in the nave,

in view of the altar of St Nicholas. Both Countess Ela and

Bishop Richard Poore bestowed endowments on this hospital.
In 1245, when Bishop Bingham built the bridge, he rebuilt

the hospital on a larger scale. It now consisted of two aisles

divided by an arcade, and two chapels at the east end, the

cells of the inmates occupying the aisles. He also drew up
laws for

it, providing for a Master and four priests, who,
when going forth, were to be habited alike in russet coats

closed round the throat, and were to walk in step. The

charge of the bridge
—a thing still to the Middle Ages, as

to the Romans, semi-consecrate—was given to the hospital,
which doubtless had always had charge of the ford

;
the

priests served the chapel of St John on the bridge. There
were at this time and later both brethren and sisters, persons
in honourable poverty, who had themselves often given their

little all to the institution—a community of nine or ten

voluntary poor, still serving the sick and needy.

By the end of the thirteenth century, endowments and
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legacies had made the hospital wealthy. How and when it

lost its early purpose is not known, but two hundred years
later it had taken on the character of an almshouse. Bishop

Beauchamp, in Edward IV. 's reign, reformed it, forbidding
the inmates to beg, and ordering the Master, whose superior

position and education evidently at this time absorbed the

whole of the income for its support, to give them a weekly
allowance for commons, and to provide them with wood and

coal, and a barber and washerwoman ! In 1524 the innova-

tion of a lay Master was introduced, and it was to this that

St Nicholas owed its escape later from the hands of the

spoliators. It was passed over by the Commissioners of

Henry VIII. and Edward VI.—there was richer prey to be

had—but in 1573, two gentlemen prying about in quest of
^' concealments

"
for their own benefit, found out the hospital,

and managed to get its lands granted to themselves. Henry,
second Earl of Pembroke, being, however, Master at the

time, simply ignored their claims
;

his son. Earl William,
succeeded as Master, and by his powerful interest and the

energy of the Deputy-Master whom he appointed, one

Geoffrey Bigge, who actually succeeded in concealing the

''superstitious" character of the original foundation, the

many efforts of the informers to get possession were

defeated. They were finally bought out for ;^ioo, and

in 1610 James I. gave the hospital a new constitution, for

the maintenance of a Master, a Chaplain, and six poor and

infirm persons of each sex, which it has kept ever since.^

And there it still
is,

one of the oldest religious foundations

in the kingdom. It has been almost entirely rebuilt. Only a

part of the arcade and of the chapels
—one of which is now

a kitchen—remains of the thirteenth century building.
On the other side of the road, near the Harnham Gate

into the Close, is the place of the old College of St Nicholas

de Vaux, or De Valle Scholarum. A very picturesque house,
a jumble of uneven roofs and different parts, with an eigh-
teenth century front, and what look like remains of a mediaeval

1 See <'The Hospital of St Nicholas," by C. Wordsworth, pp. Ixx-lxxiv.
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dwelling at the back, stands now within a garden on part of

the old site
;
and in the wall of another building upon the

main road there are two ancient stone buttresses that probably

belonged to the thirteenth century college buildings. The

college was founded by Bishop Giles de Bridport in con-

nection with the neighbouring hospital. It provided for a

Warden and Chaplain and twenty poor scholars, and its teach-

ing appears to have been connected with that of the Scholars

of the Valley, a body founded by professors of the old school

of theology, who had been ousted from their chairs in the

University of Paris by the exponents of the new scholasticism

introduced by Aquinas and the Friars, and had settled them-

selves in a valley in Champagne. There had been some fierce

riots at Oxford about this time, and many peace-loving
students forsook their first Alma Mater and came to Salis-

bury, where they lived under the rule and care of the Bishop
and Chapter, in the quiet shadow of the Cathedral. The

college was not only for theology, but for all liberal arts,

and was, in fact, as Aubrey describes
it,

''in the nature of a
little University." It was apparently broad-minded enough to

admit women, since the admission of a lady as an inmate with

her husband is recorded early in the fourteenth century.

Harnham, which was " a pretty village, ere Salisbury waft

builded," is now a very modern suburb. At West Harn^
ham one or two good old buildings are left

;
the churchy

dating from the eleventh century, shows some interesting
remains of that and later ages.

From West Harnham a pathway leads northwards along
the meadows, following up the stream, on the outskirts of
the town. It passes by a picturesque old building, the lower

part of which was evidently once ecclesiastical
;

it is built of
the characteristic chequer work of flint and stone of the

country, and has windows and doors of late Gothic style.
The upper part is of old red brick, with a steep pitched

wavy roof. The path continues on, crossing the streams by
little wooden bridges, the great grey Church and Spire

always high in sight beyond the rough water meadows, over
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the trees —our Lady of the River now. Where the stream

bends and widens out, the Spire is repeated in the water,

piercing down into those spaceless depths where the ghosts
of things have a tremulous life.

By this way one may pleasantly and lingeringly reach

Fisherton—another ancient village, which has now become
an ugly and busy north end to the younger city. The

railway station is here, and the railway bridge, associated

with the tragic accident a few years ago to the boat-express
from Southampton, wrecked on the curve just beyond the

bridge. The main road from the town leads on through a

suburb which grows pleasant with gardens and comfortable

houses as it proceeds; but how different from the fields

and meadows between which it went, when George Herbert

used to tread it twice a week on his way to the

Cathedral and back three hundred years ago. The road

passes through Bemerton and beside George Herbert's

plain httle church, where he ''

appeared . . . twice every

day at the church prayers," Isaak Walton tells us, adding
that ** some of the meaner sort of his parish did so love and

reverence Mr Herbert that they would let their plough rest

when Mr Herbert's Saints Bell rang to prayers, that they

might also offer their devotions with him to God, and would

then return back to the plough."
Close against the church is the parsonage which Herbert

built—a gabled house, faced with chequer work in local

style. A fig tree and a medlar in the garden are said to

be of his planting. He only lived in the house a very short

time before bequeathing it to the successor whom he

addresses in the well-known verses,
'' writ upon, or engraven

in, the mantle of the chimney in the hall."

" If thou chance for to find

a new house to thy mind
and built without thy cost,

Be good to the poor
as God gives thee store

and then my labour^a not lost."
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The lines are now inscribed on the front of the house.

Herbert died at thirty-nine, two years after coming to

Bemerton; his frail body, ^'apt to a consumption and other

infirmities," worn through '^by too thoughtful a wit," or, as

he himself described it,
'^a penknife in too narrow a

sheath."

Here at Bemerton we must abandon this road, which

goes on to Wilton, the home of Herbert's kinsman. Lord

Pembroke, and a centre of that noble renaissance culture

of which the poet was a fine and delicate flower. To Wilton
we shall come later.
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CHAPTER VII

THE AVON VALLEY

Let me live harmlessly, and near the brink
Of Trent or Avon have a dwelling-place."

The great upland expanse of Salisbury Plain is broken

through its midst by two faults in the chalk, along which
the Avon and the Wiley have worn out shallow winding

valleys, and overlaid the barren subsoil with a fertile deposit.
The streams flow, slow and clear, in a broad band of rich,

vividly green meadows, beyond which the open cornfields

slope up on either side to the low backs of the downs. In

places the downs come close in to the meadows, making
green walls to the valley ;

elsewhere the ploughlands rise

gradually and pass away in long gentle slopes to the distant

ridges, or stretch back in slightly undulating flats, which run

in and are enfolded between the low flanks of the downs.

The prospect is always changing as one travels along ;
the

road winds now under green steeps hung with beech trees,

with the leisurely stream glinting through the willows and

lush reedy growth on the other side
;
now along the side

of a gentle slope with the verdant meadows spreading out

below, looped by the grey coils of the stream, and the

particoloured uplands rising beyond against the far blue

edges of the downs
;
now looking down upon a patch of

elms sheltering the clustered grey roofs and long barns of a
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village,
with a square church tower in its midst, and often

the gables and flint walls of an old manor house visible in a

grove near by ;
now passing under a dark canopy of trees,

beside gabled farmhouses, and deep thatched cottages with

stone or whitewashed walls, and bright garden plots. The

sight of these fertile valleys is a surprise in this bleak chalk

country. As one looks down from the brow of a hill

above after coming perhaps from far across the bare treeless

Plain, how lovely the scene appears; the wide hollow

stretching far along, still open and unhedged, spread with

rich green in which water sparkles here and there and

broken by long lines and clumps of massy trees, and by
patches here and there of purple roofs.

The Avon rises near Devizes, but not till it reaches

Rushall, where it
'^ takes

"
the stream from the Pewsey Vale,

can it be called a river. Rushall lies at the foot of a high
down to the west, near the northern edge of the Plain

;
a

tiny hamlet of whitewashed cottages glimmering under grey
hoods of thatch against a screen of tall elms. The bare

downs rise again on the east, but just here where the rills

flow there are wide park-like meadows set with round

clumps of beech trees and with avenues of chestnut and

beech leading apparently nowhere. A rough grassy track

is the only path to the little church, which stands apart in a

green yard crowded with grave mounds, and surrounded by
thin trees

;
a lonely, wistful place, under the tremulous

leaves, even at broad noonday. Much of the church was
rebuilt a century ago, but the fifteenth century tower

remains, with a fine panelled archway in the interior. In an

excrescent pew on the north side—now used as the vestry
—

are two little squares of fourteenth or fifteenth century
stained glass; one represents the Virgin and Child, the

other the Crucified with the Mother and St John—and
both are beautiful in design, and in richness and depth
of colour.

Twenty years ago the mould and dust of centuries still

remained in Rushall Church
;

the atmosphere of many
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generations 'quietly passing on from Sunday to Sunday,
between the three ceremonial landmarks of their lives,

christening, marriage, and burial, and leaving the aura of

their emotions behind them. The plaster on the walls was

green, and damp and cracked, cobwebs draped the corners

of the dulled window panes. A congregation that might be

numbered on one's fingers was dispersed in ones and twos in

the high grey mouldering pews ;
over the rail of the gallery

pew appropriated to the Manor House peered the lively

eyes of a young girl.
There was a white haired, very old,

old parson ;
his years approaching four score and ten.

How venerable his bowed black figure used to look slowly

passing along the avenue across the meadow from the

parsonage to the church. What his congregation lacked in

number and in fervour he more than made up for in himself.

The spirit burnt fiercely in its remote and contracted place
within the stiffening crust of the body ;

his eyes were red

hot coals behind their dull and glaucous panes. With a

dreadful ardour of prophecy he denounced our sins and

called us to repentance lest damnation should overtake us

suddenly. There was a scare of cholera in Europe that

year, and he foretold that it would come to England and
that three-fourths of us would die in atrocious agony, with

no time to call to God for pardon. This warning, uttered

with trembling tongue from the brink of the grave, was
awful and impressive to a strange hearer, but the congrega-
tion was used to it and remained unmoved. The round, red,

kindly face of the farm bailiff in the corner opposite did not

blench
;

his somnolent eyes, fixed upon a window behind the

preacher, had in them the vision of the constant fields
;
the

idea of cataclysm could find no place in a mind moulded to

the periodic processes of nature. The old man is gone now
and the cobwebs too. The gallery pew has been swept

away, and the church has suffered the inevitable "
reseating,"

and though still plain and bare, much of its old character has

been tidied out of it.

Beyond the church the rough meadow ground slopes to a
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hollow where the stream flows through a thicket of willows

and rushes and marshy weeds on its way to Upavon, half a

mile or so further down. Here the valley begins to take a

more definite shape. The village lies in the water meadows
under a steep eastern slope, and on the west the country

sweeps away, rising gently into a long smooth ridge against
the sky; vast arable fields divide it into stretches of

corn or stubble or chalky upturned earth, edging each

other without hedge or visible boundary. Upavon was
once a place of some little consequence. It was granted

by King John to Peter de Mauley as part of his reward

apparently for murdering young Arthur of Brittany. The
same Peter, a little later, gave the King a palfrey for

the privilege of establishing a market at Upavon. There
was a Benedictine Priory here; a ^^Cell" of the great

Abbey of Fontanelle in Normandy, one of the alien

religious houses whose appropriation of the rich English
fields was such a grievance to our countrymen in the Middle

Ages. All memory of lords and monks is now gone from

Upavon, and no market has been held here for centuries
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past ;
it is just a quiet agricultural village, one of the most

typical of the adorable villages planted in the valley folds of

the Plain
;
a long straggling street of low thatched cottages ;

here and there in it a gabled farm-house flanked by
generous barns and stables, all under a thick bulging
coverlet of thatch

; garden plots and orchards throwing out

apple boughs above old yellowing mud walls.

At the south end of the street, where the road turns and
winds away out of the village, is the old Antelope Inn.

The fine old stone bridge is at this end of the village, span-

ning the clear and shallow stream of the Avon, and just

beyond it stands the church, crowded round with graves,
where it has stood since Norman days. It has a very fine,

unusually broad tower, of the late thirteenth century ;
the

rest of the church is mainly, with some alterations, transi-

tional Norman
;

it has a triple arch between the nave and

chancel, with a broad band of zigzag ornament round the

lofty pointed opening in the middle
;

the low arches on
either side narrow curiously inwards to correspond with the

lesser width of the chancel. There is a beautiful thirteenth

century font, with low reliefs round the sides of the bowl
;

one panel has the Annunciation, carved in rude but express-
ive style ;

on the others are a lion treading upon a dragon,
a lion rampant above three fleurs de lys, and foliage designs
of large and noble style. The west doorway is Norman, and
above it, on the outside, are the remains of a sculptured
crucifix of the fifteenth century. This spacious church
was probably the church of the monks, as well as of the

parish.
A mile or so below Upavon lies Chisenbury Priors, a

tiny hamlet on the east side of the valley, with an old

manor house, the home of many generations of the Grove

Family. Hugh Grove of Chisenbury was one of the

leaders of the rising of 1655 and was beheaded with

Colonel Penruddocke at Exeter, keeping up upon the

scaffold " a gallant and heroick spirit." The manor belonged
in earlier times to the Priory of Okeford, whence the
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distinguishing name of Priors. The river here makes a

great bend westward, and on the opposite side a modern

farmhouse upon the high road and one or two cottages

represent the twin hamlet of Chisenbury de la Folly \
so

qualified probably by its neighbourhood to some grove

planted in mediaeval days to give shelter from the storms

which sweep down from the bare wilds of the Plain on the

west. The shepherds to this day call such a clump of trees

as one sees here and there conspicuously solitary in this open

country, or a wind-swept plantation cresting a ridge, a Folly.

These scattered cots and homesteads, with their big
ancient names, are relics of more populous times long ago ;

and reminders of the gradual emptying of our fields. Even

in the seventeenth century we find Aubrey lamenting
"
depopulations and enclosures

"
of Henry VII. and Henry

VIII. 's time, and in speaking of the older days
*' then were

a world of labouring people maintained by the plough,"

says he. But Chisenbury's most peopled days are still more

remote. The downs to the north-east are scored with the

traces of primitive villages, homes of the people of the

Plain in British times
;

there are many barrows
;

and a

remarkable earthwork runs for a long distance down into

the valley, crossing the avenue which leads to the Manor
House. It is known locally as the Gladiator's Walk.

Enford, the next village down the stream, also furnished

a hero to the Penruddocke rebellion, in one Captain
Thomas Hunt, who being condemned to death, succeeded

in escaping from his prison at Ilchester the night before his

execution, through the courage of his sister Margery.

Having been admitted into the prison to bid him farewell,

she gave him her clothes, in which he passed safely out of

the gaol. She lay herself in his bed all night, while the

scaffold was being made ready outside. When his flight

was discovered she was arrested, and a report that she was

to be executed in his stead is recorded. It is hardly probable
that this was done, but there seems to be no evidence ot

her fate.
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There is a very interesting church at Enford. The

tower, bearing a tall spire, was formerly one of the beautiful

objects of the countryside, rising high above the trees, and

seen far off along the valley. But in 1817 the spire fell

suddenly, destroying a part of the church. In spite of this

accident, and the fact that some of the masonry is new, the

interior of the church is little spoilt. The work in it is of

many different periods ;
the high and narrow nave, which has

M^'
^

ENFORD

low round-headed arcades and massive square pillars, with a

slender column recessed at each angle, is of the early
twelfth century. The chancel, which is very long, is of

rather later date
;
on the north side it has sedilia within a

shallow arcading of beautiful Early English style ;
the east

window is fourteenth century, and the south wall dates from

a Georgian restoration. A narrow passage on the north

side leads to a beautiful little thirteenth century sacristy,

octagonal in shape, with lancet window slits pierced in the

deep walls, and between them recesses for aumbries and for
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a piscina. A few Norman floor tiles are now inserted in the

wall. The north aisle of the church, with its beautiful

Decorated windows, is considerably larger than the nave^

and was evidently built as a chantry by some family of im*

portance in the fourteenth century, in place of the original

aisle
;

there is an exquisite little trefoil-headed opening,

serving both for a piscina and for a squint through which

the ringer of the sanctus bell could watch the High Altar in

the Choir. The south aisle was rebuilt in the Perpendicular

period, but the original Norman doorway in it remains, with

its worn ancient stones and half-defaced mouldings.
The ford from which the village takes its name has been

long replaced by a stone bridge. The cottages continue on

the other side, along the left bank of the stream, under the

descriptive name of Long Street; except for one or two

aggressively ugly houses at the bridge end, it is a most en-

chanting long street. On the left is the old Swan Inn with

yellowish white walls and bulgy roof of grey thatch and a

sign swinging high from the middle of a tall wooden frame-

work which bestrides the street. Beyond, low, white,
latticed cottages, with deep brows of thatch neatly scalloped
out to enframe the little upper windows, continue on either

side of the street and up a slight rise
;
at the top an arch of

dark holm oaks on the right encloses a glimpse of a pleasant
old Grange, standing on the slope down to the river, with a

walled garden behind it, opening on to the water meadows^
and the reedy edge of the stream.

A mile or two further on, on the same side of the river^

lies Fittleton, another picturesque cluster of cottages and

farms set in elmy meadows, under the eastern slope of the

valley. Here also there is a beautiful church tower of the

fourteenth century, with a slender spire and an octagonal
staircase turret

;
the interior of the church has a curiously

narrow and very pointed chancel arch oi late Norman date^
and some sculptured corbel heads of the same period under
the eighteenth century roof.

There is a road all along this side of the valley, linking
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together the many hamlets and villages by the riverside
;

it

is a steep and winding way, in summer very flinty, in winter

deep in mire, and little used in any season. The main road

runs on the other side, and gives the best views of the

country. From Enford it keeps along the slope above the

valley, looking down upon the green meadows and the stream

winding between the pallid willows
;

at some distance on the

river bends to the left and runs in a straight shining reach,
till it is lost to sight among the grey and ruddy buildings of

Netheravon, which lie thickly clustered upon it under a

wooded hill. The valley opens out here, and there is a wide

prospect from the road. To the north-east, beyond the

dark band of trees and the bright verdure of the meadows,
a low, bare slope of arable and down stretches back, the

edge is broken here and there by a solitary group of ricks,

and behind, far away, run the long grey backs of the downs.

The round aerial brow of Sidbury Hill appears in the far

distance, more to the east, and in the south, over the dark

scalloped edge of the Netheravon woods, the fair blue

outline of Beacon Hill sweeps long and undulating, against
the sky. The high ground on our right sinks and flattens

out, and spreads away into the great expanse of the Plain on
the west, and in front the road descends to the village in a

long gentle slope between hedgeless arable fields, and

pastures cropped by sheep.
Netheravon is one of the big villages in the valley. In

Henry III.'s reign Gilbert Basset was its lord; a great baron

and one of those who wanted England for Englishmen. He
fell out with the King on this point, and was deprived of

Netheravon, which Henry gave to Peter de Mauley, son of

King John's favourite. High names, Albericks, and Alma-
ricks de St Amand and Fulk, Lord Warine, follow in the

history of the manor
;

in later times it belonged to the

Beach family. Now the War OflSce owns it,
with all the

rest of the valley on the east side from Upavon down to

Bulford, and much of the west side also.

The Church, which stands on the rising ground on the
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south of the village, surrounded by the wooded park of the

Manor House, must have been there, if not at the Conquest,

from very soon after. The lofty tower is of the earliest

Norman period
—some think Saxon—anyhow it is one of the

oldest in England. It has two stages, the lower one of

great height; the broad surface, coated with apparently

contemporary plaster, grey-white in colour, is pierced only

by one small lancet opening near the top and by the noble

archway of the entrance. The church roof, though steep

pitched over a high and narrow nave, hardly reaches to half-

way up the tower. On the west door, which has a round

stilted arch, there are some rudely sculptured figures in very
low relief on the capitals

—a lion on one side and on the

other some beast—perhaps an ape. Some of the ornamental

details are evidently unfinished. This doorway was origin-

ally an opening into another building, probably a porch ;

there are low massive Norman doors on the sides of the

tower, which no doubt admitted into chapels no longer

existing. The opening between the tower and nave inside

the church is a noble piece of architecture, a lofty and

massive stilted arch resting upon tall triple-shafted columns.

The nave and chancel are of later date, the Transition

period. The whole interior is beautiful, but its fine pro«

portions are to some extent disguised by the inevitable pews
choking up the floor space.

Once upon a time, before the slope was planted with

trees, the fair white tower of Netheravon Church would

have been visible from far away over the downs to north

and west
;
one cannot doubt that these tall towers and spires

were built—as at Salisbury, the archtype of them all—with

the purpose of guiding travellers upon the Plain.

This parish, isolated from the world in the midst of the

solitary Plain, was, by ironic fortune, the first cure of the

brilliant talker, Sidney Smith. "To those who knew him

not," says his daughter,
"

it would be difficult to express the

famine of the mind which came over him when planted in

that great waste of Nature." Not only the spirit, but the
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flesh also, suffered privation here. " Once a week a

butcher's cart came over from Salisbury, it was then only
that he could obtain any meat, and he often dined, he said,

on a mess of potatoes sprinkled with a little ketchup." His

only relaxation was "long walks over those interminable

plains." Once he was overtaken "in the midst of the Plain

by a violent snow-storm and lost all means of tracing his

way, there being no trees or vestige of human habitation for

miles around." Only by good luck did he succeed in getting

home, late at night and fearfully exhausted. Fortunately
his qualities were discovered by the squire, Mr Beach, who
asked him often to dinner, and after a year or two appointed
him travelling tutor to his son and heir. That was the end

of country cures for Sydney Smith. The town was more
suited to his volatile spirit :

" The charm of London," says

he, "is that you are never glad or sorry for ten minutes

together ;
in the country you are the one or the other for

weeks."

The road sweeps on from Netheravon to Amesbury,
looking down upon the villages which succeed one another

at short intervals along the further bank of the river.

Figheldean, with an old red brick water-mill standing among
tall poplars beside a pool, and beehive cottages climbing the

slope above the river, and a much modernised Norman
church. Lonely Syrencot, hidden from the high road and

only to be approached from the road along the left side of

the valley ;
an eighteenth-century mansion standing against a

dark curtain of trees, in damp, shaded lawns level with the

stream; a strange, haunted place, with a sort of melancholy
fascination. A long avenue of old trees, much stricken by
storms, leads to the house

;
if a villager chances in it after

dark, he whistles loudly, to scare away what else may be

walking there. But on fine summer days the Park, with its

great beech trees and sweeping chestnuts, is one of the

pleasantest places in the valley. A little further on come
the tiny hamlets of Brigmerston and Milston, dipping down
the slope into the reedy water meadows. The simple little
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parish church of Milston is of the early thirteei>th century.
Lancelot Addison, father of the poet, and himself a divine

of learning and repute, was rector of Milston for some

years. His son, Joseph Addison, was born here in 1672,
and passed his childhood here. It is supposed that the old

flint and stone house, which stands against the churchyard,
with the date 1613 carved on a stone in the north gable,
was the home of the Addisons.

Brigmerston and Milston are hardly a quarter of a mile

apart, but the river makes a long loop westward and back

from one to the other, through idyllic meadows. On the

opposite bank the village of Durrington is scattered

picturesquely along a little ridge, with the grey church
tower in its midst. Durrington is an extremely pretty

village. In front of the church, in a little space at the Cross

roads, there stands the broken stem of a grand old stone

Cross, planted upon four steps. The living belonged of old

to the Abbess of Amesbury, who perhaps used to send a

monk to preach at the Cross and collect her dues at the same
time. The church, which has a fine fifteenth century tower,
faced with a chequer-work of flint and stone in the charming
old fashion of this country, is very ancient, though much
rebuilt. It has a Norman doorway, and a Norman arcade
within on the south side of the nave, and the chancel shows
remains of early thirteenth century building. There is

some interesting carved work of the eighteenth century ;

the panels of the pulpit have figures of the four Evangelists
on them, quaintly represented.

The stipend of the parson of Durrington at the time of
the Commonwealth was £20 a year, and ''a sacke of wheat
and a sacke of barley," and up to 1838 it was no more than

^40. The living was, of course, joined with others, and the
incumbent used to ride over from a distance to conduct an
occasional service, and, between while, the good old church,
coated with whitewash and draped with cobwebs, reposed
undisturbed.

Durrington lies close to the high road to Amesbury,
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which, just beyond the village, cuts through the site of a

large prehistoric ''camp" surrounded by a well-defined

earthwork, known as Durrington Walls. Here, upon the

bare slope, the pre-Saxon population dwelt, with their feet

drawn up out of the river swamp below, at the edge of that

wild and mysterious track of the Plain, where Stonehenge
stands amid the tombs. A drove way leads up westward

from here to Knighton Barrow, one of the best known and

largest tumuli existing on the Plain
;

it lies east and west

upon the ridge of the down, in view of Stonehenge, two

miles away to the south.

On the other side of the river, separated by a wide

slope of ploughed fields and meadow land from Durrington,
the village of Bnlford stands, tucked among the trees under

the once idyllic green downs of Beacon Hill, where the big

military settlement now spreads. A little stream, called the

Nine Mile Water, flows down through a slight hollow in

these downs, and joins the Avon at Bulford, where the low

thatched cottages and garden plots set with hollyhocks are

scattered along water lanes and beside shallow pools. The
main stream of the Avon borders the village on the west

side, flowing between the sallows through the boggy water

meadows. It is sad that this lovely survival of the old

English country should be intruded upon as it is now

by the traffic of military camps and all their discordant

accompaniments.
The picturesque flint-faced church, with its hipped and

stunted tower—once much higher
—has a chancel of Norman

date and a beautiful fourteenth century south doorway. A
charming five-gabled manor house, built in the seventeenth

century by a member of the Duke family, stands opposite
the church. In the early eighteenth century Richard Duke
was the squire here, a man of very genial and charming
character

;
it has been suggested that Addison, who used to

pass the house on his way to school at Amesbury, drew Sir

Roger de Coverley from his recollections of the squire of

Bulford.
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In the bed of the river, just above Bulford, a great Sarsen

stone lies, like those of which Stonehenge is built
;

hovi^ it

came there is not knovi^n. The traditional explanation is

that the Devil, having, by Merlin's command, bought the

stones from an old wife in Ireland, bound them in a withy
and flew hither with them, and as he was crossing the river

at this point the withy slackened and one of the stones

dropped out. There is another stone of the same kind in

an upland field to the west. They seem to show that we
are on the track followed by those ancient temple builders

as they slowly dragged their weighty materials from the

valley of the Grey Wethers to the chosen place.

It is but a mile or two away down the valley to the

woody hollow where Amesbury sits, in the midst of water

meadows, under the high downs.

The very name of Amesbury is romance. The place

belongs to the early twilight history of this country.

Romans, British, Saxons, all have a part in it, mythical or

real
;

it is closely associated with Stonehenge, a short two

miles away. The dark mount, ringed with a triple earth-

work and overgrown with trees, which rises above the river

on the west of the little town, was named Vespasian's Camp
by our Renaissance topographers, eager to discover classic

vestiges. But it was once without doubt the home of a

population far more remote than the Romans. It is the pre-
historic Amesbury ;

whether the Romans ever actually

occupied it is not known. But in the strange uncertain

times, full of struggle and bloodshed, which followed their

departure from Britain, this ancient Amesbury dimly

figures, in half-legendary part. It is said that there was a

monastery of the early British Church here, founded, some

say, by Ambrius the Abbot, others by
" the famous prince

Ambrosius (who was therein buried)." In Old Welsh

poems Amesbury is spoken of as one of the three great
choirs in Britain, where two thousand four hundred "

saints,"
a hundred for every hour of the day and night, perpetuated
the praise of God. It was at this monastery upon the Mount
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of Ambrius that, according to Geoffrey of Monmouth, King
Vortigen invited Hengist the Saxon to a great feast, in the

course of which, at a sign from their chief, the treacherous

guests drew the daggers concealed within their cloaks and

plunged them into the hearts of the Britons, so that three

hundred and fifty British nobles were slain that day. And
here legend has pictured (^een Guinevere mourning in

cloistered seclusion for her past life, and when death had

closed upon her sorrow, Lancelot, her faithful lover, now a

monk, coming to fetch her body and carry it to Glastonbury
to bury beside her lord, King Arthur. Mediaeval writers

derive the name of Amesbury from one or other of its

mythical founders—Ambrius, or Ambrosius Aurelianus, the

chief who, according to the story, revenged Vortigen ;
but

the eighteenth century antiquaries, contemning these old

fables, suppose an equally fanciful derivation from Ambres,

holy, because of its neighbourhood to Stonehenge ;
maen

ambres, the holy stones. A simpler and more probable

explanation, recently suggested, is that the name comes from

emrysj signifying an enclosure, a word which enters into

many Celtic place names.

Some time in those dark ages the people must have

deserted the hill, and settled in the present place upon the

stream. The old monastery, if it ever existed, had long dis-

appeared by the tenth century, but some tradition of sanctity
here probably influenced the Saxon Queen Elfrida in choos-

ing Amesbury for the nunnery which she founded in 980 ;

the dedication to St Melor, which the church keeps to this

day, is perhaps inherited from British times. Only one

church besides in Britain is dedicated to this Saint Meliorus,
whose legend relates that he was the eldest son of the Duke
of Cornwall, and was cruelly martyred by his pagan brother-

in-law, who coveted the dukedom. The British associations

of Amesbury lived on to mediaeval days, when the story
of Queen Guinevere became a favourite subject of

romance.

The existence of the nunnery was itself the consequence
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of a queen's repentance. Elfrida founded it in expiation for

the murder of her stepson, King Edward.

" Yet Alfred, the luther Queen that seynt Edward slough

Of hure trespass before hure dethe repentant was ynough
And rered two Nunnerys, Whorwell that one was

And Amesbury that othere, to beete hure trespas."

So Robert of Gloucester relates in his rhyming chronicle.

The community fell into dishonour in the twelfth century,

on account of the lively conduct of a beautiful and witty
Abbess and the noble ladies under her rule

;
the nuns were

expelled by Henry II., who was seeking funds at the time

for the religious house which he had vowed to found in

expiation of the murder of Becket, and probably lent a ready
ear to any scandal which gave him an excuse for spoliation.

He gave Amesbury to the great Abbey of Fontevrault in

Anjou ;
a prioress and twenty-four nuns were sent from

there, and the King went himself in person to evict the

old community and introduce the new. Under the reformed

order the aristocratic tradition of the convent was main-

tained. Kings' daughters took refuge here from the sorrows

of the world. Eleanor of Brittany, Arthur's sister, was

buried at Amesbury. Another Eleanor, widow of Henry III.,

retired here in her old age. She is said to have '' filled her

hands with good works," spending all her time in orisons

and vigils,
and in care for the poor. Her son, Edward I.,

visited her several times at Amesbury. She, too, was buried

in the church. Her grand-daughter, the Princess Mary,
took the veil at Amesbury, with thirteen noble maidens, her

companions. This royal nun appears to have enjoyed a free

and pleasant life under the protection of the '' bende

bianche"; her father, King Edward, endowed her with

many manors and with liberal allowances of wine and fuel,

and she travelled hither and thither, to the Court, or on

pilgrimages, or on journeys ^^for change of air."

Several other Plantagenet ladies were nuns at Amesbury.
In the fifteenth century the Convent had a notable guest in
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Lady Margaret of Botreaux, widow of Walter Lord Hunger-
ford

; during the misfortunes which the Hungerfords suiFered

for the cause of the Red Rose, she was banished from her

home and confined here by Edward IV. 's command. She
seems to have brought her moveable goods with her to the

Convent, where she lost them by
^' fortune of fyre

"
:

'' beddis

of cloth of goolde, beddis of aras and of silke, hangyngs of

aras for hallis and chambris, plate, money and other stufFe,

to the value of a Thousand pounds and more. . . . The
chief loggying of the same place where I was in cover'd

with lede, by the same misfortune was brent and pulled
downe of which the new bildying and amendying cost

me ^200."
Katharine of Aragon, newly arrived as a bride in

England, lodged in the Convent for one night on her

journey from Exeter to London. Not long after, this

famous Abbey, which, with its adjacencies, guest houses,
farm buildings, its garden, orchards and fishponds and

cemetery, covered twelve acres, was suppressed. All

efforts to persuade the Abbess, Florence Bonneve, to

resign her oflice had been met by meek obstinacy. "If

the King's Highness command me to go from this house

I will gladly go, though I beg my bread; and as for

pension, I care for none." Resign voluntarily she would
not. At last, however, she was got rid of, and Cromwell

appointed Joanna Darell in her place, who did as she was
bid and "surrendered" in 1539, and with all her nuns was
cast out from the home to which they had brought their

dowries and possessions in youth, and in which they had

passed their lives.

The care which the nuns had given to the sick and

needy, their careful education of girls
—all was lost with

them. Aubrey contrasts this old conventual education

with the schools of his day, where, according to him, the

girls learned only "pride and wantonnesse." In the Nun-

neries, he says,
"
they learned needlework, the art of con-

fectionery, singing (anciently no apothecaries or surgeons
—
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the gentlewomen did cure their poore neighbours ;
their

hands are now too fine), physick, writing, drawing, etc."

The Abbey was granted by Henry to his brother-in-law,

Sir Edward Seymour, afterwards the Protector Somerset,

who immediately demolished the fine old buildings for the

value of the material, the price of which he had to pay to

the King. He even laid hands on the church, pulling down
all but what he was obliged to spare for the needs of the

parish. The tower was surmounted by a fine spire, sixty-

one feet high, which pointed up out of the hollow, a land-

mark for travellers on the pathless downs around. Down it

came, for the sake of the lead which covered it
;
the lead

roof of what was left of the church was also stripped oflF,
to

the uttermost ounce. The mad greed for this metal was

skinning every fine building in England at this time. "I

would they had drunk it scalding," cried Sir John Harington,

describing how he had seen the spoliators toss the bones of

ancient bishops out of their leaden coffins in Wells Cathedral.

As for the nuns and the crowd of poor pensioners at their

gates, history turns its back upon their pale shapes ;
and

progress quickly overspreads their old ways, their gardens,

closes, and cemetery with new groves and landmarks,
so that even their revisiting spirits must soon have felt

themselves homeless.

The new lords spared a portion of the monastic buildings,
and made themselves a dwelling-house. Edward, Earl of

Hertford, son of the Protector and widower of Lady
Catherine Grey, lived much at Amesbury. He was a patron
of the art and learning of that Renaissance time, and

especially of music. Giovanni Coperario, a celebrated

musician,
" whose real name I have been told was Cowper,"

says Aubrey, and another named Alfonso Ferrabosco, were

among those who belonged to his household. Lord Hert-

ford married as his third wife a rich and beautiful young
widow named Frances How^ard. This lady had rejected a

certain Sir George Rodney, who was desperately in love

with her, for the sake of the elderly Earl. Rodney came
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to Amesbury, and, having shut himself up in a chamber of
the inn, he wrote in his own blood a long set of '' well-

composed
"
verses to the Countess, bewailing his unhappi-

ness, which he despatched to her, and then ran himself

upon his sword. He got no posthumous satisfaction out of

the lady in the shape of remorse
;
she is said to have taken

the tragedy as a natural and gratifying tribute to her

charms.

In 1 67 1 Amesbury, with other great estates of the

Somersets, passed by marriage to the Earl of Ailesbury,
It was sold later, and came into the possession of the Duke
of Queensberry in 1724, and thus became the home of the

fascinating Duchess, Prior's "Kitty, beautiful and young,"
whose patronage of the literary celebrities of her time has

kept her memory fresh. The poet Gay, a charming, shift-

less fellow, always in scrapes, was her especial protege.

Being forbidden the Court in consequence of the interest

she had shown in the publication of his satirical play,

"Polly," a successor of the "Beggar's Opera," she wrote
a delightfully "cheeky" letter to George IL, declaring that

"she never came to Court for diversion, but to bestow a great

chility upon the King and Queen^'' and withdrew to Ames-

bury, carrying her poet with her. " The Duchess is allowed

to have shown more spirit, more honour, and more goodness
than was thought possible in our times

;
I should have added,

too, more understanding and good sense," wrote the grateful

Gay to Swift.

The Duke and Duchess now gave Gay a permanent
home with themselves; they nursed him in his frequent
sickness and looked after his money matters for him, a very

necessary task, and the society of the delightful Kitty
consoled him for the coldness of the Court, and his absence

from the town. A correspondence passed between him
and Swift at this time, in which the Duchess herself often

interposes a lively pen. She had a great desire for personal

acquaintance with Swift, and pressed him to come to Ames-

bury. "I would have you come," she says ;

"
I can't say you
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will be welcome, for I don't know you, and, perhaps, I shall

not like you ;
but if I do not (unless you are a very vain

person), you shall know my thoughts as soon as I do myself."
And again, "Pray come, that 1 may find out something

wrong; for I, and I believe most women, have an incon-

ceivable pleasure to find out any faults except their own."
"
Pray, Madam, have you a clear voice," asks the Dean

in his answer to her invitation. '^ Can the parson of your

parish play at backgammon and hold his tongue ^ Is any-
one of your women a good nurse, if I should fancy myself
sick for four-and-twenty hours ^ How many days will you
maintain me and my equipage ? When these preliminaries

are settled, I must be very poor, sick or dead, or to the

last degree unfortunate, if I do not attend you at Ames-

bury ;
for I profess you are the first lady that ever I desired

to see. ..." The Duchess wrote that all his articles were

agreed to
;
Swift does not appear, however, to have visited

her at Amesbury. Gay died in 1732, and some letters of

the Duchess—again to Swift—show her grief for her poet.
''

It is not possible to imagine the loss his death is to me."
" Whilst I had that good, sincere friend I could sometimes

lay open all my rambling thoughts, and he and I would

often view and dissect them
;
but now they come and go

and I seldom find out whether they be wrong or right, or

if there be anything in them. I have lost in him the

usefullest limb of my mind."

The house built out of the remains of the monastery by
the Protector had been replaced in 1661 by a building

designed by John Webb, relative and artistic heir of Inigo

Jones, whose work here was so successful that the
"
Amesbury type

" became an established style of building.
In Duchess Kitty's time alterations were made, and two
new wings, designed by that celebrated amateur architect

and arbiter of taste, the Earl of Burlington, were added.

We hear of a grand new room and furniture, and a magni-
ficent chimney-piece of red and white marble, carved with

the fable of the Stork and the Fox, in allusion to her
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Grace's hospitality. The garden also was laid out anew.
'^ We are throwing down a parcel of walls that blocked us

up every way, and making a sunk fence round the house/'
the Duchess writes to Swift in 1733. "This will make
the place as cheerful again." Alas for those old walls—
survivals probably of mediaeval building

—and for the old-

fashioned garden closes. But the lady's taste was of her

time. It was the moment of the Chinese craze, and there

was a Chinese house and bridge, and Chinese canals in the

garden. A " Palladian
"

bridge, built in 1777, when the

Duke and Duchess were old people, still stands across the

stream which runs through the grounds, and there is a sort

of grotto cut in the bank, in which Gay is said to have

composed the "
Beggar's Opera."

One is sometimes startled by hearing an old inhabitant

at the present day remark that his father could ''mind"

talking to the Nuns of Amesbury. What old ghosts could

have walked here so late ? It seems, however, that early in

the nineteenth century Amesbury House was let to a com-

munity of French nuns whom Napoleon had expelled.

They occupied it for a few years only, and in 1824 the

property was sold to Sir Edmund Antrobus, who completely
rebuilt the house.

The high road, as it enters Amesbury from the north,
crosses the river by a bridge built in 1775, and closed on

the right-hand side by iron gates over the stream. In the

park within stand two picturesque old lodges, built of flint

in rather fantastic style ; one, usually called the Round

House, has over the door -'Diana, her hous, 1600"; the

other, built a few years later, is known as Kent's House.

There was a family of Kents at Amesbury, attached, appar-

ently, to the service of the Somersets. Amesbury, House

itself, on the site of the old Abbey, stands farther back,
hidden within the trees of the park.

The little town has a pleasant and comfortable face,

mellowed by a respectable length of years. The houses

appear to be chiefly of the eighteenth century. The old
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George Inn is very picturesque, with its bow windowed

upper storey projecting over the street, and its fine chimney
stack. Amesbury had at one time a certain amount of

quiet industry ;
in the seventeenth century it was famous

for its tobacco pipes.
" The best for shape and colour

(as curiously sized) are made at Amesbury," says Fuller.

''They may be called chimneys portable in pockets, the

one end being the hearth, the other the tunnel thereof.

Gauntlet-pipes which have that mark on the heel, are the

best." The clay of which they were made came from

Chitterne, we are told—the best in England. The pipe-

making family of Gauntlet flourished long at Amesbury.
In late times the little place had become nothing more than

an agricultural village, but it has now been roused out of

the sweet sleepiness of its old age in the last few years by
the military invasion.

The parish church is the only survival now of mediaeval

Amesbury. It stands against a curtain of trees at the

north-west end of the village, on the edge of the old Abbey
precincts. Beside it wide meadows, enchantingly green,

spread to the foot of the gloomy mound of Vespasian's

Camp, and wind away southwards under the long dark

wall of the western downs
;
the Avon, streaming smoothly

over a low weir, with a monotonous voice, flows through
them in a limpid current. This rich and lovely scene of

meadow, wood and water seems still the appropriate setting
for those far-off figures of real and legendary queens who
once walked here.

The church, though discrowned of its steeple and shorn
of Lady Chapel and north aisle, is

still, with its broad
tower and massive parts, a noble thing. It was built in the

late thirteenth century, no doubt in place of an earlier

church; alterations and additions were made in the four-

teenth, and a considerable rebuilding must have taken place
in the fifteenth, century. The interior is very spacious,
with large transepts and a long and very lofty choir, pre-

sumably the part appropriated to the use of the nuns. This
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has a modern roof, but otherwise keeps its early form
;

it has

a beautiful five-lighted east window of simple Early English

style, and some tall lancet side windows
;
and a large window

of the Decorated period, with beautiful flowing tracery, was

inserted later on either side. In the north one of these two

there are remains of old grisaille glass in the tracery, and

the top part of a woman Saint, in rich colour, with golden hair

and a red robe and wearing a crown
;
a lovely fragment.

Local tradition holds this to be a representation of C^een
<^inevere, but the halo makes the idea untenable. The

Xfe^^^Mlr'^ ; ^,^

AMESBURY CHURCH

due to its identity is lost with the remains of the picture.
A richly canopied niche on the north side of the choir is

also of the Decorated style, as well as the door, now jfilled

in, beside it. There is a stone credence against the south

wall.

A fifteenth century oak screen, with delicate moulded
rails and beautiful tracery of simple design, divides the

chancel from the nave. This screen was taken down in

1853, when the church was "restored," and became later

a partition in some stables in the village, from which base

use it was rescued and set up again recently in its old

place.
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There is a beautiful little thirteenth century chapel^
once a chantry, on the east side of the north transept ;

it

has a stone-vaulted roof, and there is a chamber above,
with a little window, seen from the outside, of exquisite

Early English work.

One of the finest things in the church is the fifteenth

century roof of the nave, of unpolished oak, almost white

with age ;
the great moulded arches and transverse beams

are filled in with elaborate tracery and featherings, and

enriched with great sculptured bosses and corbels carved

into strange human heads and demi-figures. The aisle and

transepts have plaster roofs with intersecting ribs of like

whitened oak, and the same sort of bosses and corbels, of

very varied and fantastic design, such as the Gothic builder

deHghted in; one boss, repeated several times, is a

Saracen's head, with white grinning teeth. In the south

transept a corbel on the west side has the form of a horrible

cat-like monster swallowing up the figure of a man or

child—perhaps symbolic of the soul—in its gaping jaws.
The fine old rectangular font was, like the screen, removed

in 1853 J
^^ ^^^ found later buried, in half a hundred pieces,

under the chancel floor, and was unearthed, put together,
and replaced in the recent restoration. The head of a fine

pre-Norman wheel cross of great interest, with interlacing

decoration, is preserved in a case in the church, with some
other objects

—old glazed tiles with the figures of animals on

them, a well-carved cherub head of Renaissance style
—all of

which were found during the work done a few years ago in

the church.

The great main road from London to Exeter crosses the

valley at Amesbury from the east, and keeps on westward

up and over the downs. The high road down the valley

joins it at the top of the village and parts from it again
lower down; turning southwards, and climbing up the hill

out of the village, it takes a direct course over the Plain to

Old Sarum and Salisbury. Another road parts from the

Exeter road about half a mile out of Amesbury, and pursues
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a leisurely way down the valley, passing through West

Amesbury, which consists of an old Jacobean house and a

few cottages. The river here flows at the foot of a steep

slope below the road. In Aubrey's day a place upon the

stream near here was known as Pitt's Pool, but where it was
has been now long forgotten. Aubrey relates that a king
or chief in ancient days was being pursued by his enemies,
and that he rode headlong down the '^

steep shoote"
here and plunged into the pool and was drowned. There
is a large solitary barrow on the downs above, towards

Stonehenge, called the King's Grave.

A mile or two farther down the valley is the tiny village
of Wilsford, with a new-built Elizabethan manor house. A
little beyond, the road dips beneath over-arching trees down
into the dark embowered hamlet of Lake, where low white-

washed mud cottages crouch beneath eaves of thatch, beside

the green-shadowed current of the Avon. On the right
hand of the road a long meadow stretches between the high
tree-fringed swells of the downs. The water of fitful springs
lies here in the winter, and one might well fancy it was once

the bed of a still lake in the dim days of Merlin and Vortigern.
Lake House, which stands beside the road just above the

village, is a beautiful example of a South Wiltshire manor
house of Elizabethan date—a broad, grey gabled house, faced

with flint and stone in the characteristic chequer work

pattern of the country. A stone shield above the doorway
bears the demi-griflin of the Duke family, who owned Lake
from 1576 up to 1896; the house was built soon after the

former date, and has remained unspoilt.
^

Two members of the Duke family, Robert and George,
were among the rebels in the Penruddocke rising of 1655.

^ On April 5th, 191 2, this'old house was completely gutted by fire. When we saw
it shortly after, the five gables of the beautiful fagade stood flat against the sky, no
roof behind them

;
the muUions of the windows in the gables showed the sky

through, and the bars of the oriels below gaped against a tragic background of
scorched and ruined walls, heaps of debris, blackened timbers leaning and fallen. A
huge beam, burnt black, still strode across in its old place, the skeleton anatomy of
a consumed floor, and a wonderful testimony to the stoutness of the chestnut, of which
the woodwork was composed. All the beautiful details in the interior have, of course,
perished. The house is being restored with the utmost care.
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Robert, an Oxford student who had exchanged his gown for

a sword in King Charles' defence during the Civil Wars and

had seized this chance of striking again for the cause, was
condemned to death. By the intercession of his sister Anne,
who petitioned Cromwell for his life, his sentence was com-

muted to banishment to the East Indies, where,
"
beinge

cast upon a desert Island, he dyed with the loss of all hee

had," as his widow and children piteously set forth in a

LAKE HOUSE

petition to Charles II. on his restoration, asking for the grant
of a small property to relieve the destitution in which they
had been left.^

Just below Lake, on the opposite side of the river, lies

Great Durnford. Of all these ancient pre-Doomsday
villages of the Avon valley, this impresses one as the most

rustic and typical, a very part and growth of the earth itself.

The cottages, which show in a grey and purple line along
1 See '< Wilts Arch. Mag.," vol. xv., pp. 58, 59. Neither of these two Dukes

was apparently the head of the family at Lake. They belonged perhaps to another
branch.
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the edge of the stream under the deep hanging beechen

woods on the east, are made of the chalk mud and the flints

of the soil they stand on, and the thatch which roofs them
is the straw from the surrounding wheat fields

; they are but

one step on from the round pit dwellings, dug in the chalk,

and thatched with boughs and reeds, or with the same

wheaten straw, in which the primitive forefathers of the

village lived, in the large open space of Ogbury Camp, now
deserted and solitary

—on the down above. The grey and

sunken church, broad set in the green meadow, is actually,

in still existing part, as old as the era of the Conquest. The
outer walls are of the early twelfth century, but they were

found in the recent restoration to be only an addition to

still older walls remaining on the inside. The north and

south doors are both Norman work of the early twelfth

century, with semi-circular arches and tympanums enriched

with zigzag mouldings and other characteristic Norman
ornament. The tower is of the thirteenth century, and has

a lancet window, defended by an old wrought-iron grille.

Inside the church is rich in work of different periods.
There is a beautiful Norman chancel arch. Above it are

traces of old painted decoration, and the ancient walls of the

nave were evidently once covered with paintings, probably
fifteenth century ;

the lower part of a huge St Christopher

may still be made out, and a boy in the corner beside him,

pointing with a stick, and fishes and a bird's nest in the

background, as if the artist had the local scene in his mind.

In the splay of a window there are traces of a painting of

the Virgin and Child. The windows of the nave are all

much later than the walls—none older than the fifteenth

century. Fragments of stained glass of that period, showing
Christ upon the Cross, and the figure of a Bishop, remain in

one of them. The beautiful font, decorated with an inter-

lacing arcade and fluted pilasters is Norman again, it has a

seventeenth-century cover. There is a recess for a tomb in

the south wall, with a beautiful canopy of the Decorated

period. The chancel has been largely rebuilt in modern
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times, but keeps a triple
-
lighted east window and lancet

windows of the late twelfth century. A stone tomb stands

against the south wall, with kneeling figures of a gentleman
and lady in stiff Elizabethian costume, and a train of six

miniature sons behind him, and eight miniature daughters
behind her. A brass let into the wall beneath the canopy
records the names of Edward Yonge, who died in 1607, and

Joane his wife, and a moral is pointed in the inscription :

" Beholde all yec, yt come to see

As we are nowe, so shall ye be."

The church is full of fine old oak fifteenth century benches,
and massive altar rails of the early seventeenth century ;

a

pulpit dated 1619, with a blue embroidered cloth upon it

bearing initials, and the date 1657. The paneUing behind

the pulpit is composed of some of the old pews. Upon the

fine carved seventeenth century lectern lies chained a stout

and ancient volume. Jewel's ''Apology for the Church of

England," for Durnford is one of the rare places which

has observed to this day Queen Elizabeth's order that

Jewel's great work should be chained to the desk of every

parish church in England. So little do the times change
here.

Durnford belonged at one time to some of the Hunger-
fords, and was often distinguished as Durnford Hungerford.

Evelyn records in his Diary :
'' We dined at a farm of my

uncle Hungerfords at Darnford Magna, situate in a valley
under the plain, most sweetly watered, abounding in troutes,

catched by spear in the night when they come, attracted by
a light set in ye stern of a boate." In the eighteenth century
Durnford was the country house of the Salisbury scholar,
*' Hermes" Harris. A pleasant, white-faced, steep-roofed
manor house, with a comfortable Georgian exterior, standing
in soft, deep lawns level with the stream, no doubt represents
the Hungerford and Harris dwelling.

Durnford is pocketed between the river and the downs,
with no outlet northwards. A rough road over the downs
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to the east joins the high road from Amesbury to Salisbury,
two or three miles away. But the only good road of com-

munication with the world is one which runs from the village

along the left bank of the river to Salisbury. Keeping
close beside the grey willow bordered current of the Avon,
it passes through the little hamlet of Netton—a ''new

town" very long ago. The high bank on the left rises

just beyond in an almost precipitous slope of down, hung in

places with grand old beeches and chestnuts. On the right
a road leads across a bridge, and through flat meadows to a

house with faded red brick walls and steep, tiled roof, planted
in a walled garden. Behind the house the ground on the

west side of the valley rises high, screened in thick woods.

Never did dwelling appear more solitary and recluse from

the world, a proper place for concealment. This is, in fact,

Heale House, one of the hiding-places of Charles II. after

Worcester. It was inhabited at that time by the widow of

Lawrence Hyde, one of the well-known Wiltshire family to

which Lord Clarendon belonged. The widow Hyde was
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known by the King's advisers to be " both as discreet and

as loyal as any of her sex." Charles had been hiding at

Colonel Wyndham's at Trent, about thirty miles away, and^

not thinking it safe to stay any longer there, "I went

directly away," says he, in his own account of his escape
dictated long afterwards to Samuel Pepys,

'^ to a widow

gentlewoman's house, one Mrs Hyde, some four or five miles

from Salisbury, where I came into the house just as it was

almost dark, with Robin Philips only, not intending at first

to make myself known. But just as I lighted at the door

Mrs Hyde knew me though she had never seen me but once

in her life—but she being a discreet woman took no notice

at that time of me, I passing only for a friend of Robin

Philips : by whose advice I went there. . . . While we
were at supper, I observed Mrs Hyde and her brother

Frederick to look a little earnestly at me, which led me to

believe they might know me. But I was not at all startled

at it
;

it having been my purpose to let her know who I

was
;
and accordingly after supper Mrs Hyde came to me,

and I discovered myself to her
;
who told me she had a very

safe place to hide me in. . . . But she said it was not safe

for her to trust anybody but herself and her sister; and

therefore advised me to take my horse next morning and

make as if I quitted the house, and return again about

night ;
for she would order it so that all her servants and

everybody should be out of the house, but herself and her

sister. ..."
So next day the King and the faithful Robin Philips went

forth upon the Plain and visited Stonehenge, returning at the

appointed time
;

" when I went up into the hiding hole, that

was very convenient and safe, and staid there all alone . . .

some four or five days." Being acquainted at the end of

this time that a ship was ready for him at Shoreham,
" at

two o'clock in the morning, I went out of the house by the

backway, and with Robin Philips met Colonel Gunter and

my Lord Wilmot together, some fourteen or fifteen miles ofF,

on my way towards Shoreham. ..." He went on foot the
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first part of the way, as far as the corner of Clarendon Park,
south of Salisbury, and taking horse from there happily
reached Shoreham, and accomplished his escape at last.

The owners of Heale House cherished the memory of this

romantic visit with almost religious fervour. Sir Robert

Hyde, a brother of Lawrence, and a distinguished judge,
succeeded to the estate, and made elaborate dispositions in

his will to ensure the preservation of the house in the Hyde
family. Having no son, he cut out his daughters, and

settled it on brothers and brothers' sons in succession
;
the

ironic sequel was that the property, coming to his youngest
brother's son, was left by him to his only sister, who in her

turn bequeathed it to the widower of her only daughter,
who had left no children. Thus, in little more than half a

century, house and heirlooms passed completely out of

the family. A little later it came into the possession of

a Canon Bowles, whose wife was a descendant of Oliver

Cromwell, and was exceedingly proud of the fact ! Dr
Johnson visited this couple at Heale in 1783 when he was
full of infirmities, in the hope that the air of the Plain might
do him good. Boswell and his notebook did not accompany
him, so there is no record of the utterances of the Sage on

this occasion.

The secret chamber in which Charles was hidden still

exists, we believe, but the exterior of the house, as it is

now, dates from about 1 700 ;
it is a charming example of

that period.

Just beyond Heale there is a bridge over the river leading
to Woodford, a parish consisting of three parts. Higher,

Middle, and Lower Woodford, upon the main road on the

right bank of the river. Woodford Church has been almost

entirely rebuilt, but has a late Norman doorway with a richly

decorated arch. The Bishop of Salisbury had ^*a propre
maner Place" at Lower Woodford in mediaeval days

—one

of the great Bishop Roger's grants is dated from Woodford
Palace.

A little further along the road you look down across a.
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low-lying park to the old manor house of Little Durnford,

standing on the other side of the stream, which represents a

dwelling-place existing there since the days of Edward II.

As the road approaches Salisbury the rugged hill of Old

Sarum rises out of the woody meadows upon the left bank of

the river. The little village of Stratford-sub-Castle stands

upon the road
;

it was originally a suburb of the old city

above, and its name is reminiscent of the Roman road from

Sarum to the West which crossed the river here. It is a

typical collection of thatched cottages and gabled houses of

flint and stone. The little chequer-work church dates from

the thirteenth century, but was rebuilt two hundred years

ago; beneath the tower we read: Built in 171 1, Thomas

Pitt, Benefactor. The interior has a comfortable, opulent

eighteenth century look, as of a glorified private pew ;
the

oak-ribbed roof and moulded cornice and gilded bosses, the

east wall panelled in oak with a great garland carved upon it

in high relief, the reredos of carved oak, the altar rails, pews
and gallery at the west end, the royal arms carved over the

chancel arch—all is oak. This rich furniture, in the massive

and rather secular taste of the period, is doubtless owed to

the above-named Thomas Pitt, otherwise Governor Pitt, best

known to fame as the grandfather of Chatham and great-

grandfather of Pitt. He was a parson's son who had made
a career in India in the early days of the East India Company.
He became Governor of Madras and founded the fortunes of
his family by the lucky purchase of the great diamond known
afterwards as the Pitt or Regent diamond, which he sold

to the Regent Orleans for ^135,000. It was the largest
diamond in Europe then and for long afterwards, and became
the most precious jewel in the French crown. Pitt settled

in England, and among other articles then in commerce he

bought the borough of Old Sarum; both he and his son,
Chatham's father, represented its grassy vacancy in Parlia-

ment. Governor Pitt lived in the picturesque old house
which stands beside the church and is now the rectory, and
here the great Chatham passed much time in his childhood.
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The doorhead bears the inscription : Parva sed apta domino,

1675.

Beyond Stratford the valley opens out into the wide

hollow in which Salisbury lies, and the road, crossing the

river and passing through the network of suburban building,
soon enters into the city.
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CHAPTER VIII

WILEYBOURN

*<
. . . Wileybourn with passage slye,
That of his wiliness his name doth take.

SPENSEit.

We speak ot the valley of the Avon, or the Wiley, but the

term is not native to the countryside.
'' As in some counties

they say, In such or such a vale or dale
;

so in South Wilts

they say. Such and such a bourn," says Aubrey. The word

is used both for a valley and for the river running through
it. It is of WileyZ'^wrw that Spenser sings; who remem-

bered, no doubt, the loveliness of the stream gliding through
the meadows at Wilton, and his patroness, the Countess

of Pembroke, walking beside it.

With playful fancy the poet derives the name of this

river from its
" wiliness

"
;

it has, in fact, a most crooked

and twisting course. But Asser, the biographer of Alfred

the Great, calls it by the Celtic name, Guilou, said to mean
the Clear Stream, and this, which is followed by the old

topographers, is probably the true original of Wiley.
The Wiley valley proper begins just east of Warminster,

at Boreham, where one or two insignificant tributaries join its
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upper waters, which come down from the south-west under the

name of Deverill. There is an old and pretty conceit about

this name of Deverill also, to which Camden gives his autho-

rity. ^'Dever-rill, a prettie small rill,
so-called for that it

•diveth (as it were) under the ground, and a mile off rising

up here again, hasteneth towards Verlucio." The stream

does indeed disappear into the ground not far from its source,

reappearing a few miles farther on.

" Which, when the envious soil would from her course restrain,

A mile creeps under earth, as flying all resort."

But this derivation is not scientific enough for the moderns,
who trace the name to the Celtic dev or dwy^ meaning water,

from which many of our river names come, the Dee, Der-

went. Dove, etc. The names of rivers never change, and

Wiley and Deverill had both acquired theirs long before the

English tongue ran in this country.^
The Deverill rises not far from the border of Somerset,

and comes flowing north-eastward through a quiet little

valley walled in by the high downs and remote from any
town. The villages that grow among orchards and withy
beds along the banks of the narrow stream were there

already in Domesday times. Most of the valley belonged
then to the rich Abbey of Glastonbury. There are five

Deverill villages, Kingston, Monckton, Brixton, Hill, and

Longbridge. The little valley has some far-off historic

interest from association with King Alfred and his famous

march from Athelney to Westbury before the battle of

Edington. At that time and long afterwards the great
forest of Selwood covered all the country on the western

edge of the Plain
;
and it was through the dark covert of

its uncleared wastes and woods that the dispossessed King

crept up towards the unsuspecting enemy, gathering his

adherents together on his way. He rode, says the Anglo-
Saxon chronicle,

"• to Ecgbryghts-stane on the east side of

Selwood, and there came to meet him all the men of Somer-

1 See "Wilts Arch. Mag.," vol. xxxiii. p. no.
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set and the men of Wiltshire. ... On the day following he

went from that station to Iglea and on the day after this

to Ethandum (Edington)." Many people have wished to

identify Ecgbryght's-stane with Brixton Deverill
;
but the

name of this village really comes from the Saxton Brihtric,

its pre-conquest lord. Ecgbryght's-stane was, however, in the

near neighbourhood
—and the tramp of all those gathering men

passing northwards must have thrilled the little valley with

excitement and expectation.
Each of the Deverill villages has an ancient parish

church, standing here from Norman days. The plain little

church of Hill Deverill, completely rebuilt, has some interest-

ing monuments in the chancel ;
a late Gothic altar tomb,

ornamented with shields, quartered with the devices of the

Ludlow family and of their many noble alliances
;
and upon

the wall . above a very curious monument, consisting of a

panel of wood, with a wooden shield fixed upon it, which

bears the painted arms of the Cokers and Ludlows
;
the

recumbent figure of a knight, in armour and wearing a mantle^
is carved below the shield in very low relief, and coloured.

An inscription on the side of the panel informs us that it

is to the memory of Sir Henry Coker, a "coronett" of

'^ifoot" in the army of the late Royal Martyr, and after-

wards '^for his Blessed Majesty that now is." This Sir

Henry Coker fought at Worcester. He married an heiress

of the Ludlows, lords at one time of Hill Deverill and of

large estates in this neighbourhood. The Ludlows' distin-

guished but paradoxical record begins with a king's butler,

Sir Henry Ludlow, who in that capacity served three

successive monarchs, Henry IV., Henry V., and Henry
VL, and ends with a Regicide, Edmund Ludlow, the

great Parliamentarian leader, who was one of the judges
of Charles L

Just beyond the church, and approached by a rough
lane and a bridge over the stream, stands the remains of the

Ludlow manor house—a very picturesque old stone house^
with mullioned and transomed windows, standing neglected
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and dilapidated in the reedy marsh meadows. It is a Tudor

building, with alterations of the eighteenth century. The
Cokers, to whom it passed from the Ludlows, lived here

until 1736. A strange memory of the last of this family
survives in the valley,

"• Old "
Coker, as he is called—the

adjective has the country significance of something at once

fearful and familiar, as when we say Old Nick, or Old

Harry. Villagers tell how he " walks
"
about the country-

side
;
lovers in the moonlight would come upon him sitting

on stiles; he is heard at midnight whipping his hounds
round ''Gun's Church," a barrow on the hill above, and

galloping down to his house, with chains rattling and horn

screaming on the wind. In the house itself his malevolent

influence would pluck the bed-clothes oiF the sleeper, and

play many pranks.^ He is said to haunt even the church

itself

The house is now quite fallen from its old seignorial

use, and is inhabited by working folk. Adjoining it is a

fine old barn, of great length, with a steep roof, dating from

about 1500.
At Hill Deverill the valley opens out

;
the chalk downs

fall away on the west and break into the low heavily-
wooded slopes of Longleat. To the east rise the long

rolling downs that form the southern edge of the Wiley
valley. In between the low broken hills the stream has

laid a wide level of marshy ground, through which it winds

slowly, brimming full and clear to the sedgy rim of the

meadows, with clusters of cottages set down here and there

beside it. Formerly this was all an impassible morass, and
a raised causeway built by the Abbot of Glastonbury led

from one part of the village to another, whence the name of

Longbridge, which, since the meadows were drained and
the causeway levelled, has lost its meaning.

Longbridge Deverill is one of the prettiest of all the

villages of the Plain, and most flowery. The low white

walls of the cottages are hung with purple clematis and pink
1 «' Folk Lore Notes from South-West Wilts," Folk Lore Journal^ vol. xii.
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and white roses, and bright flowers crowd the garden plots

from early daffodil time onward through the full summer of

lilies and sweet william to the red and white phloxes of

early autumn and the later blooming of purple daisies and

tall autumn sunflowers. At the upper end an old almshouse,
founded in 1665 by Sir James Thynne, lord of Longleat,
stands beside the road, a charming stone building with

three gables and a steep roof of heavy stone tiles, and three

porches ;
floors and stairs within are all of good old oak.

The house gives shelter to eight poor people of either sex,

with allowances for their maintenance.

The old grey church stands just beyond the almshouse,
a little apart, upon the rise of a wooded hill; its position
here upon the edge of the bare rolling plain, with the deep
woods behind, is suggestive of romance. In the great forest

which lay to the west in olden days, the Norman kings
hunted the wolf, the wild boar, and the stag; they flew

their hawks at heron and bustard upon the open downs.
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When they passed this way in the chase they may have

stopped here sometimes to hear Mass. Thomas a Becket is

said to have dedicated the church, which is known to have
been already standing early in the twelfth century. The
oldest part now existing is the Norman arcade between the

nave and the north aisle, with its square pillars and round
headed arches

;
there is also a beautiful Norman font.

The rest of the church, including the tower, is chiefly of

the fourteenth century, but the chancel is modern. In the

Thynne Chapel there is a monument of Sir John Thynne,
the builder of Longleat.

The main road passes the church, and runs along the

left bank of the Deverill stream to Warminster, passing

through the straggling village of Crockerton, the place of

pots, as its name denotes, where up till recently the manu-
facture of earthenware had been carried on certainly since

the thirteenth century, if not from much older, perhaps

prehistoric, times. Together with the potter's wheel, the

loom of the cloth weaver was busy along here on the strip
of wild broken ground

—now planted and cultivated—on the

edge of the marshes, in those happier days when the handi-

crafts were dispersed about the wholesome countrysides,
and the smoky chimneys and monotonous whirring wheels

and crowded tenements of our great factory cities did not

exist. Towards the end of the seventeenth century a party of

French silk weavers, exiled for their religious opinions,
settled at Crockerton. They are spoken of as religious

enthusiasts, who went about the neighbourhood everywhere
preaching to the people, who called them the French

Prophets. The old silk mill, a most picturesque building,
with a tall narrow gable, stands upon the stream a little

below the road on the right.
Crockerton still holds a summer "Revel." It is fixed on

the first Sunday after the Feast of the Translation of

St Thomas of Canterbury. A local legend declares

that the saint comes, or used to come, every year to

the Revel, "dressed like a gentleman," departing again
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through Sowley Woods in beggars' rags, having spent all

his money at the Fair. The origin and meaning of this

curious bit of folk-lore is not known, nor what the connection

is of Becket with this neighbourhood. Crockerton Revel

was once a great gathering from all around, but is now

nothing more than a little extra jollification of the villagers

in the pothouse.
To the east of Crockerton, on the other side of the

stream, lie Sowley (Southleigh) and Iley (Eastleigh) Woods,
clothing a low ridge, remnants perhaps of the old forest of

Selwood. Iley is haunted by the tradition of King Alfred

and his army on the eve of Edington ;
it claims to be the

Iglea of the Saxon Chronicle, the last stage of the march

before the final attack on the Danish camp at Bratton.

Whether Alfred came as far east as this may be doubted,
but his camping place, which has never been identified with

certainty, must have been somewhere not far
ofiF, probably

further within the covert of Selwood Forest, which then

flowed over all the broken ridges in which the chalk Plain

breaks upon the lowlands of Somerset.

In a lonely bottom in the midst of that wild Selwood,
about three miles to the west of Crockerton, a priory of

Augustinian Canons stood in mediseval days, surrounded by
still fishponds, in the shelter of the hills.

" Horner and Thynne, Horner and Thynne,
When the monks went out, they came in."

So runs an old distich in this borderland of Wilts and

Somerset. The plum which Little Jack Horner pulled out

of the Glastonbury cake lies to the west across the border

and out of our story. But the house which Sir John

Thynne built in the place of the Priory of the Black Monks—
though this also belongs properly to the forest and is out-

side our purpose
—is near enough to the Plain to allow of

mention here. " A faire, neat, and elegant house, in a
foule soil," so old Camden describes it. This famous
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Longleat House was built, burnt down, and rebuilt during
the years from 1547 to 1578, until in its completed form it

became one of the finest examples of the Italianate architec-

ture of Elizabeth's reign. It stands alone within the

wooded park, approached by a broad road which runs

between a level margin of smooth meadow, and makes a

long, straight vista to the great grey facade of the house
;

the heavy woods fall down the steep hillside behind, and at

their foot, beside the house, lie long bands of water, the

dammed-up flow of a little stream that runs along the

hollow. The building is rather a palace than a country
house—a palace of glass, all mullioned windows and panes
that reflect the dark foliage and the sky. There is some-

thing romantic, strange, and melancholy about it, standing
so solitary in that windless place, under the deep, hanging
woods

;
as if it had been raised by enchantment upon the

demolished altars and cloisters of the old house of religion.
The impression is deepened by the rather exotic style ;

the

long, straight roof and curious cupolas, which are out of

sympathy with the rotund shapes of the English woods and

hills.

Instead of following the direct road from Crockerton to

Warminster, one may reach that town by a circuitous way
through Longleat Park, skirting the little lake of Shear-

water, out of which one of the tributary streams of the

Wiley flows, and then climbing between glades of splendid
oaks and beeches to a hill-top known as Heaven's Gate

;

from this spot, through an opening in the woods the map
of the west lies spread out before one's eyes in waves of

purple and blue, ridge beyond ridge, mounting to a far

horizon. Thence the road descends, passing in view of the

clustered roofs and chimneys of the great House down
below. After a mile or two between woods thick set with

rhododendrons, it emerges from the park upon the Bath
and Salisbury Road, beneath a *'

natural, round and high

copt" hill, an isolated outcrop of the chalk, with a white

quarried side, which is conspicuous far away over the downs
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to east and north. This is Cley Hill—hills, rather, for

there are two, a little one beside the big one.

"
Big Cley Hill do wear a hat

Little Cley Hill do laugh at that."

So the country folk used to say when it was going to rain,

seeing the cloud rest upon the higher hill, the summit of

which is encircled by ancient earthworks, which, perhaps,
account for its connection in the local mind with the Evil

One. This is the story of the origin of Cley Hill. '' The
Devil was angry with the folk of Devizes, so he went
' down the country

'

(that is, into Somerset) and found a

big hump, and put it on his back to carry it and fling it at

them. On the way back he met a man and asked him the

way to Devizes. The man replied,
' That's just what I

want to know myself
—I started to Devizes when my beard

was black and now it's grey, and I haven't got there yet.'

The Devil replied,
' If that is how it is, I won't carry this

thing no further, so here goes,' and he flung the girt hump
oflF his shoulder, and there it is."

^

It is about three miles from here to Warminster, a little

country town straggling along the Bath and Salisbury Road,
under a range of downs which run out on the north in

short, broken hills and drop abruptly upon the lowlands to

the west. Warminster, now so quiet, was once of some
consideration. At the time of the Conquest it was a royal

possession and held by Queen Edgytha, wife of Harold,
from whom it passed to the Conqueror. It is called Guer-
minstre in Domesday Book. According to Camden, it

enjoyed at that time "great immunities and freedom." It

remained the personal property of the King until Henry II.

bestowed the manor on Robert Mauduit. in whose house it

descended until the time of Richard II., when it passed

through an heiress to another name. Later on it belonged
to the Mervyn family, and by the marriage of a daughter of
that house, it came to the Earl of Castlehaven, and was

^ " Folk Lore Notes from South-West Wilts," FolJk Lore Journal^ vol. xii.
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sold to Sir Thomas Thynne early in the seventeenth

-century.
Warminster has no great history. The town was full

of sympathy in 1685 for the cause of Monmouth, whose

beauty and attractive personality had engaged all hearts

when a few years earlier he had visited Sir Thomas Thynne
at Longleat in almost royal state. But though several

Warminster men went forth to join his banner and got
themselves hanged, the town itself took no part in the

rebellion, and was spared the Bloody Assize which desolated

the bordering county of Somerset. Three years after

this Warminster suffered considerably from the licence of

James IL's army, which halted here, under Kirke, on its

way to meet the advance of the Prince of Orange from the

west. The King, as we have seen, was prevented from

Joining it by a bleeding of the nose, which kept him at

Salisbury ;
a trivial circumstance on which big consequences

appear to have hung. There was some evidence afterwards

that a plot had been arranged to assassinate him at War-

minster, and James himself is said to have believed this

firmly, and to have regarded his infirmity as sent by special
intervention of his patron saint. Thus the little town
missed being the scene of an event which would have given
it a rare, if sinister, place in history.

After the gallant Cavalier fashion the army preyed
upon the unfortunate inhabitants, and Warminster, too

closely related to the Monmouth affair to have any sympathy
for James, must have heartily rejoiced when the troops
melted away after the example of their leaders.

The town was chiefly important in old days as an agricul-
tural centre. In the seventeenth century its corn market was
the biggest in the West of England. "Now only for a

round Corn Market," says Camden, "it is exceeding much

frequented ;
for hardly a man would beleeve what a mightie

deal of corn is weekly brought hither and quickly sold."

When Cobbett visited Warminster in 1826, its market

was still
" one of the greatest in this part of England, and
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here things are still conducted in the good old honest

fashion. . . . The corn is brought and pitched in the market

before it is sold
;
and when sold it is paid for on the nail

;

and all is over, and the farmers and millers go home by

daylight." Almost everywhere else, corn was sold by

sample, but in spite of the greater convenience of the

sample system Warminster stood out long against it and

against the evils of "juggling, drinking and middlemen"

which Cobbett declared to attend upon it. It is not more

than thirty years or so ago that the farmers ceased to

pitch their corn bodily in the market place here ; middle-aged

people in the valleys round can remember the rumble of

the great loaded waggons along the country roads all night

through between Friday and Saturday
—the latter being

market day. But the old fashion has been entirely

abandoned, and the market itself has now greatly declined.

Cobbett in his vehement way highly approved of War-

minster, chiefly no doubt because it was not a "rotten"

borough, like Westbury and Heytesbury on either side of

it.
" Warminster is a very nice town, everything in it is

sohd and good," he says. The town had formerly a big

malting industry, and clothing was also carried on here.

The clothiers and maltsters built themselves good roomy
houses in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and

these standing along the street, between the high walls of

their old-fashioned gardens, give a pleasant and dignified

face to the little town.

The big parish church stands at the extreme north-west

end of Warminster. Its foundation dates from the fourteenth

century, but, with the exception of the tower and part of

the exterior of the chancel, it was entirely rebuilt about

1887. There is little of interest inside. But the fine

old tower, the porch darkened by enormous yews, the

spacious churchyard surrounded by open fields and downs,
make a picturesque whole. The title of Minster, which

has been adopted of late years for this church, has no

historical grounds. There is no record of the existence of
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any monastery at Warminster, in spite of the name of the

town, the derivation of which has not been satisfactorily

determined. The popular habit of associating all old

mediaeval remains with monks and nuns accounts for an old

building, which was pulled down in 1790, having been

called the Nunnery ;
the more so as some fragments of wall

painting were found in
it, apparently a representation of

the Crucifixion. It was, however, in reality the old manor
house of the Mauduits, in which there was a chapel dedicated

to St Nicholas.

The Latin school which stands near the Church is an

interesting old house
;

the school was founded by Thomas,
Lord Weymouth, in 1707, at the instance, it is said, of

Bishop Ken, who lived the last years of his life in retirement

at Longleat. It was here at Warminster that Dr Arnold

of Rugby had his first schooling. It is a long fronted

house, with a steep roof and row of dormer windows, and

mullioned windows below. The fine doorway, with its well

carved ornament, is a very good example of the architecture

of that date, and one can hardly credit the local tradition

that it was an old doorway removed here from Longleat.
In Portway there is a charming manor house, built in

1715; the decorative features, of simple and dignified design,
are very good ;

the beautiful wrought-iron gates of the

fore-court, of delicate and elaborate workmanship, have

been disused since the addition of a drawing-room to the

front of the house, and are perishing from rust. There are

several very good houses in the main street and elsewhere

of the late Renaissance style; the best is No. 14 Vicarage

Street, a handsome house. The general view of the town,
with its irregular steep pitched roofs, covered with old tiles

of stone or brick, is very pleasant. The fronts of the

houses, in the main street, where the market and the shops

are, have of course been much modernised. Here, in the

middle of the road, where a poor little drinking fountain

now stands, there was formerly a timber-built Town Hall,

dating from 171 1. This good old structure, round which
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the much fuller traffic of Warminster's great corn market

days was content to eddy and wind, was condemned in 1832
as an obstruction and dragged down. Part of it had been a
" blind house," or gaol, and outside had stood a pillory and

stocks and whipping post, articles whose disuse and abolition

need not be regretted. Close to this spot stands the Chapel
of St Lawrence, an old chantry foundation of the late thir-

teenth century, which was suppressed at the Dissolution, in

14 VICARAGE STREET, WARMINSTER

spite of the earnest entreaties of the Warminster people,
who managed to get it back by purchase in 1575.
There is little of the old building left. When the bell,

which used to toll the curfew every night, was cast in 1657,
the townspeople threw silver money and vessels into the

furnace to give it a sweet sound.

Warminster tails out at the eastern end in the houses and

gardens of Boreham, once a separate hamlet, and now a

suburb of the town. Between Boreham and Bishopstrow,
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the next village, the high road meets the river, which comes

flowing through the meadows on the right. A rill called

the Were—from which probably Warminster is named—
joins it here. The river has been swollen by several other

little tributaries, and now bending into a south-easterly

course, it enters the main valley. To the south the country
still lies in low ridges, bosky with woods, but on the

northern side the edge of the great chalk plain breaks upon
the valley in a succession of short, round "copt" hills,

whose brows are wrinkled with the ramparts of ancient

strongholds. History and pre-history are deeply scored

upon this part of the neighbourhood. Hardly anywhere in

all the rest of Salisbury Plain are the traces of ancient habi-

tation so abundant as upon the downs on either side of the

Wiley. Battlesbury, the hill above Bishopstrow, is one of

the biggest and strongest of the old fortified places on the

Plain. Its huge earthen walls, mantled now in a close coat

of turf, follow the curving and irregular edge of the hill top,
almost sheer above the surrounding downs on north and

west. The chief rampart rises as high as sixty feet out of

the fosse. On the eastern side is the principal gateway, a

strong and elab'?rate construction, with an outer bastion

which commands the path as it winds beneath, and enters

between the out-curved horns of the inner rampart. A
great tract of country lies spread out around one up here.

East and west, along the wide level of the Plain, runs the

chain of little fortified heights. Arn Hill and Cop Hill

crop up out of the downs on the west above Warminster, and
in the distance beyond them rises the isolated hump of Cley
Hill. Eastward is little Middle Hill, whose slopes have been
carved out in a kind of steps, or "

lynches," and rising above

it, further away, is Scratchbury, another large
''

camp," en-

closed within a high single vallum, with a big tumulus lying

conspicuously upon the south side. The line continues east-

ward in Cottley Hill, above Heytesbury, where the broken

lines of old fortification and enclosure are very conspicuous.
One of the biggest tumuli on the Plain, King Barrow,
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lies under Battlesbury, in the garden of Bishopstrow
House.

On the opposite side of the valley, hidden in the woods

on the rising ground above the river, is a place called the

Buries, where there are extensive traces of old enclosures

and places of habitation, and in the meadows below, upon
the river between Bishopstrow Mill and Norton the remains

of two villas of the Roman period, of considerable size and

richness, have been discovered. From these things, and from

the number of Roman coins that have been found in the

neighbourhood, it was thought at one time that here at the

head of the valley there had been a station on a Roman

military way between Sarum and Bath
; Camden, indeed,

identified Warminster with the Verlucio of the Itinerary.
Verlucio has now, however, been located in quite another

part of Wiltshire, near Marlborough, and there seem to be

no indications that a Roman road ran along this valley. But

only a mile or two away, along the ridge of the downs that

extends on the south side of the Wiley valley, a great high-
road was already existing before the arrival of the Romans,
who used it in their time as a communication between Sarum
and the western sea, and it is evident that all this neigh-
bourhood was inhabited in Roman times by a civilised and

prosperous Romano-British population, and that it had had

importance in a still remoter past.

There is a popular belief that a great battle was fought
"once upon a time" on Battlesbury Hill; but unless this is

some traditional reminiscence of the fight between Hopton
and Ludlow in 1644 upon these downs, the idea must have

arisen from the name of the hill, which probably comes from

some older tongue than ours and has been corrupted through

similarity of sound to a familiar word. Yet the name is

appropriate enough, since this part was undoubtedly in ancient

times the battlefield of races. We are here at the farthest

verge westward of the Plain, where the open chalk country,
most desirable in the eyes of the prehistoric colonists, breaks

upon what was in those ages a land of uncleared forest and
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swamp. At this point the tides of invasion which flowed

westward one after another over the Plain must have stopped
short upon the brink over which they had forced the earlier

inhabitants, till they in their turn were pushed over by later

comers. This way went the Iberians and all the peoples of

the Stone Age ;
this way their dispossessors, the earlier

Celtic tribes, followed, fleeing before the advance of the

later Belgae. Even the unfaltering Romans paused, per-

haps, a moment on the edge before driving their way over

and onwards to the western sea. Here ended Cynric's king-
dom of Wessex, and a quarter of a century passed before his

sons carried it further towards the Severn. It is to that

mysterious region beyond the Plain that the tradition of the

great British victory of Mons Badonicus belongs ; only
in that wild dreamland could the legends of the defeated

people find a local habitation for the triumphs of their hero

Arthur.

Again and again the earth-walled strongholds above the

Wiley valley must have been the scene of the last stand of a

despairing people forced from their homes on the dry and

healthy uplands into the wilderness of the west. The final

and most desolating tragedy was when the remnant of the

long-settled British population, civilised and already Christian,
went the same way, driven out of their comfortable homes

by the fire and sword of the pagan Saxons, who established

the ^' buries
"
and '' tons

"
of the present day along the valley.

On one other occasion, the last in history, these primitive
fortresses played a part in warfare—in 878, when the downs

along the edge of the Plain as far as Edington, below West-

bury, seemed to have been occupied as a base by the Danish

army, which had overrun all Wessex. It was up this way,
as we have seen, that Alfred and his faithful men stole from
their refuge in the swamps of Athelney, and, climbing on to

the chalk plateau, defeated the invaders signally in the great
battle of Edington. Within the entrenchments of the ancient
^'

camp
"
on Bratton Hill the Danish king defended himself

for fourteen days before he surrendered to the victor.
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And here, at the entrance of the Wiley valley, where we

get such a long survey of the past and divine so full a history,

the shrunken life of to-day is contained within one or two
scattered hamlets. Bishopstrow consists of an old grey--

towered church, a few cottages and farms, and two or three

gentlemen's houses. Under its present name the village has

a story going back to remote Saxon times. Bishopstrow, or

treo^ as it is spelt in Domesday, means Bishop's Tree. Tree,
we know from our translation of the Bible, was Saxon for

cross;
^' Whom they hanged upon a treeT How this village

came to be so named is related by the historian William of

Malmesbury in his story of St Aldhelm, the great missionary

bishop of Wessex. '-'• There is a village in a valley to which
he is said to have come to fulfil his desire of preaching.

(They say) that while he was discoursing to the people he
had by chance fixed in the earth the ashen staiF upon which
he was wont to lean; the staff in the meantime, by the

power of God, grew up to a wonderful size, enlivened with

sap, clothed with bark, putting forth tender leaves and
beautiful boughs. The Bishop, who was intent upon the

Word, being admonished by the shouts of the people, looked

behind him, and having adored the miracle of God, left the

staff there as a gift. From the stock of the first tree many
ash trees sprang, so that, as I have said, that village is

commonly called Ad Episcopi Arbores—Bishop's Tree."

Ash trees there are to this day at Bishopstrow, but
whether of so distinguished a descent, who can say. The
charming legend has no doubt a mystical meaning. St

Aldhelm's tree was the Cross, which he was wont to plant
both spiritually in the hearts of his hearers and bodily in the

ground on every spot where he preached the Gospel—a tree

which grew and put forth branches and became a church.
The parish church of Bishopstrow is in fact dedicated to

St Aldhelm, and stands without doubt on the very spot
where he preached Christ to the people, baptising them in

the stream. It was characteristic of the new Word that its

gentle refreshment should be offered in the pleasant and
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sweetly watered meadow, in contrast to the wind-swept spots^^

upon the high downs where the shrines of paganism had

stood. This little village, clustered round its church here

in the soft valley, under the empty summits of the downs and

surrounded by the traces of the dead Roman age, is a type
of the double process going ou during the early centuries

after the Saxon conquest ;
the people gradually transferring

themselves from the bleak and arid uplands to the sheltered

hollows, and accepting the religion of love and kindness

instead of their old sacrifice of fear to the merciless heathen

gods.
Some say that Bishopstrow is one of the places where

St Aldhelm's body rested on its funeral journey to Malmes-

bury, each of which was marked by the erection of a Cross.

Thus it may be doubly consecrated. The church is certainly
of very old origin. Its present foundation is Norman, and

it had an apse formerly, a thing rare to find in this country.
This was, unfortunately, destroyed in 1757, when the church

was completely rebuilt, with the exception of the tower,

which, with its small, graceful spire, dates from the fifteenth

century, and is a very picturesque object in the landscape,

rising among the elm trees.

Bishopstrow is altogether a very attractive place. There
is an old water-mill a little below the church, and on the

opposite bank is the eighteenth century garden of the manor

house, with its deep shaded grassy walks and bosky depths,
and its pillard kiosk of stained and yellow stone, mirrored in

the dark, glassy stream. A little further down, in a field

called Pitmead, is the site of the Roman villa, excavated in

1787.
The main road from Bath to Salisbury keeps along the

left bank of the river
;

it was upon this road that Cobbett

jogged along on horseback one beautiful summer in 1826,
and was enraptured by the beauty of the country.

" There
are two villages, one called Norton Bavant and the other

Bishopstrow, which, I think, form together one of the

prettiest spots that my eyes ever beheld. ... There is a
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farm at Bishopstrow, standing at the back of the arable

land, up in a vale formed by two very lofty hills, upon
each of which there was formerly a Roman camp, in con-

sideration of which farm, if the owner would give it me, I

would almost consent to suffer the pretty gentlemen of White-

hall to go on without note or comment till they have fairly

blowed up their concern." This is Middleton Farm, the

pleasant homestead which stands under Middle Hill, between

Battlesbury and Scratchbury.
^^

Going along the turnpike

Toad," he continues,
'*

you see the large and beautiful flocks

of sheep upon the side of the downs, while the horn cattle

are up to their eyes in grass in the meadows."

A certain not very venerable-looking yew tree, close to

the road between Bishopstrow and Norton Bavant, is reputed

by local tradition to have been breakfasted under by Oliver

•Cromwell on some occasion when marching through this

part. Not long ago an irate farmer, whose heifers had been

poisoned by eating its foliage, was on the point of hewing it

down, but a timely intervention preserved its historic exist-

ence, and a surrounding fence now saves it and the heifers

from one another's baneful influence.

Norton Bavant is a mossy grey village set upon the edge ot

the stream, with a fine old church tower, carefully restored

in 1894. In the church, which was rebuilt in 1840, and is

very poor architecturally, there is a dark and disused

chantry chapel, floored with the tombstones of the Bennett

family, who have owned the manor for many centuries
;
the

most ancient memorial is a brass to ''
Johannes Bennett,

quondam pannar(ius) XIII. Oct. A. M.CCCCLXI," and his

wife. Another brass upon the wall is to Thomas Benet
und Margaret his wife, 1605. The fine old manor house,
which stands close to the church against a curtain of trees,
was built in 1640, and largely refashioned in 1720, to

which period the charming doorway belongs. Some of the

outbuildings are of the early Tudor time.

On the other side of the valley, beyond an open swell

of arable land, lies Sutton—the south town as Norton is the
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north town—a long and rather plain village, straggling under

the southern line of downs. It is distinguished as Sutton

Veny, or Fenny^ by reason of the marshy nature of the

ground at the eastern end, where the old church stands, now

disused, and partly pulled down since the new church was

built.

There is an interesting old manor house at Sutton Veny,
which till very lately had been used time out of mind as the

Rectory ;
the main part of it consists of a fourteenth century

hall, reaching to the roof, but now of course filled up with

modern floors and rooms. The old roof, with its great
arched timbers and cross beams, still remains, hidden by the

garret, and there is still the original doorway, with its

pointed stone arch and mouldings of Decorated style, and

the two arched openings once leading from the hall into the

buttery and kitchen. The house had once no doubt a walled

fore-court, after the fashion described by Aubrey,
'' the archi-

tecture of an old English gentleman's house," says he,
"
especi-

ally in Wiltshire and thereabouts, was a good high strong

wall, a gate house, a great hall and parlour, and within the

little green court where you came in stood on one side the

barnes
; they then thought not the noise of the threshold

ill-musique."
From the slope of the downs above Sutton Veny one

gets an idea of the geography of this western borderland of

the Plain. The long grey wall of the downs on the north

drops abruptly in chalky scarps to the blue lowlands
;
in front

the high ground on the south of the valley falls away to the

west, and discloses the wooded levels beyond, fading from

deep to pale aerial blue, and the white scarred hummock of

Cley Hill rising in the midst, like an island broken away
from the downs. Standing up here one seems to realise the

flux and movement which has composed this solid world, the

influence of ancient seas and currents working out these

soft hollows and wide embouchures, these bays and promon-
tories and cliffs. There are few landscapes where the

primitive structure of the earth reveals itself as in this bare
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and simple country
—or where the footsteps of Time have so

visibly printed themselves. Upon that line of furrowed

summits on the opposite side of the valley, populations have

come, and, after perhaps thousands of years, have gone ;
now

only the rugged defences of their old homes remain, while

down below, clustered under the thatch roofs beside the

stream, their successors still live on in the eternal recurrence

of birth and death. These slopes up here, too, were once

populated ;
there are traces of old habitation upon the brow

above the village, and further back the ridge that runs for

miles along on the south was of old thickly peopled, on

either side of the great road. From here the noise of

chariots and of legions passing along the road was perhaps
once heard. Now you may look around over the wide

swell and fall of the land and the long low ridges running
far along, over waving seas of barley and wheat, or immense

stretches of new turned earth to a hinterland of downs, and

hardly see a human being, only those light and insignificant

things that are before and after man, the lark, the plover,

and the hare, the wild thyme and the sweet blue scabious.

Half a mile beyond Sutton Veny lies the green and

mossy hamlet of Tytherington, with a tiny ancient church

which is said to have been founded by the Empress Matilda.

Tytherington was one of the prebends of the old collegiate
church of Heytesbury, whose broad tower is seen rising over

the fields against the hanging woods on the opposite side of

the valley. Heytesbury, which stands upon the Bath and

Salisbury road, also has vague associations wilh Matilda.

According to tradition she had a ^'palace" there, and

records of her benefactions to the church are preserved.
Other great names of the remote past are connected with

Heytesbury. Thomas a Becket granted special favours

to the church. The Princess Joan of Acre, daughter of

Edward I., owned the manor here at one time, inheriting it

from her husband, Gilbert de Clare, Earl of Gloucester and

Hertford, and lord of vast estates in Wiltshire, to whom she

was married at eighteen. This lady became a widow a few
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years later, and shortly after she secretly married one of her

late husband's squires, Ralph de Monthermer, and fell into

deep disgrace with her father, who confiscated her lands and

shut her up in Marlborough Castle. Her husband soon

succeeded, however, in winning the King's favour, and the

pair were reinstated in their possessions. She is said to

have been a very extravagant lady. John de Burge,
*'

parson
"
of Heytesbury, was her Keeper of the Wardrobe.

From the time of Edward III., Heytesbury was for some
centuries one of the principal seats of the Hungerfords, those

great barons who could ride, so the saying goes, all the way
from Bath to Salisbury on their own land. The Sickle and

the Wheatsheaf, which they bore as their devices, indicate

the source of their greatness
—the rich harvest fields of

Wiltshire. The Hungerfords owed their great fortunes,

not so much to valour, as to a talent for marrying heiresses.

They acquired Heytesbury in this way through a certain

Maud de Heytesbury, heiress of an earlier lord. The first

of the Hungerfords who won a name in history was Sir

Thomas Hungerford, a close adherent of John of Gaunt
and Henry IV., and the first person who held the office of

Speaker of the House of Commons. He died in 1398. His

son Walter, Lord Hungerford, was renowned for his valour

in tourney and in battle. When fighting in France in 1401
he is said to have overthrown the French King in single
combat. He was with Henry V. at Agincourt, and it was

he, according to contemporary account—Westmoreland, to

whom Shakespeare gives the speech, was not present at the

battle—who, by uttering a regret that ten thousand of

England's best archers were not there to aid their little force,

called forth a famous rebuke from the King :
—

** If we are mark'd to die, we are enow
To do our country loss ; or if to live

The fewer men the greater share of honour."

Nevertheless Henry put great trust in Lord Hungerford,
and made him one of his executors and a guardian of his
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young son. In the time of this Lord Walter, and of his son

Robert, the power and pride of the Hungerfords were at

their height. Robert, who also held high trusts under

Henry VI., married Margaret of Botreaux, a great heiress,

and it is this lady who is best remembered at Heytesbury,
where she passed most of her long widowhood, oppressed

by many griefs and cares. In 1452 her eldest son Robert,
known as Lord Moleyns and Hungerford, was taken prisoner

by the French when fighting with Talbot' in Aquitaine, and

she was compelled to mortgage her estates to pay the heavy

expenses of his maintenance in captivity, and the enormous

ransom by which he was redeemed at the end of seven years.
The troubles which issued in the Wars of the Roses had by
this time begun, and the Hungerfords, hereditary servants of

Lancaster, were regarded with suspicion by the Yorkists,
then uppermost in the state. As soon as Lord Hungerford
returned to England he was thrown into the Tower. He
escaped, and his anxious mother,

''

by gifts and rewards to

great Lords and others," got him safely out of the country.
But the lands of the family were seized, and she herself

arrested and confined for a time, as we have seen, in the

Abbey of Amesbury. By a heavy payment she recovered

the estates for her son. But worse days came. Lord Hun-

gerford soon returned to take an active part in the war, and
to meet an early doom. He fought at Towton Field, and
was attainted by Edward IV., and all his lands confiscated.

Two years later he was engaged in Queen Margaret's

desperate attempt in the North, and was taken prisoner at

Hexham and beheaded.

The unhappy mother at Heytesbury did her utmost now
to make peace with the ruling powers, and her grandson,
Thomas, Lord Hungerford, was persuaded to do fealty to

Edward IV. But five years later he was conspiring for the

Red Rose, and was arrested, and after some years of cap-

tivity he, too, lost his head at Salisbury. Lady Margaret, by
great efforts and sacrifices, redeemed a good part of the lost

inheritance of the house, and left it to her heir on condition
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of loyalty to the reigning king. In her will she gives an

account of her losses and of the monies she had been com-

pelled to expend, ''to the end that my kynne and frendes

shall neither have mervaille upon my poverte, neither upon
th* alienacions that I have made of parte of my lyvehode,
but thynke that I have governed me always honestly and as

it was convenyent to th' astate in wich God hath sette me in

this lyfF; and that therefore myne heires have none occasion

to grugge, for that I leve not to theyme so grete enheritance

as I might and wulde have done if fortune had not bene so

sore againste me." She outlived all her children. Her

grandson, Sir Walter, had the satisfaction of revenge upon
the House of York at Bosworth. He had been thrown into

the Tower by Richard III., but had escaped and joined the

invader Richmond. In a tremendous duel upon the battle-

field he slew his late gaoler. Sir Robert Brackenbury. His

adherence to Richmond arrested the ill luck of the family.
The attainders were reversed, and their fortunes to some

degree restored, though never to their old greatness. It

was no part of the Tudor policy to revive the power of the

Barons.

Trouble and shame shadowed the House in later days.
Sir Edward, son of Sir Walter, played a brilliant enough
part at the Court and in the field. In his old age he
married as his second wife a woman named Agnes Cotell,

the recent widow of a steward of the House, and died

shortly after, leaving her all his goods at Heytesbury.
Three months later this Lady Hungerford was arrested

and brought to trial on the charge of murdering her first

husband at Farleigh Castle, Lord Hungerford's Somerset-

shire seat. It was shown that she had induced two

Heytesbury yeomen, named Mathewe and Inges, to strangle

Cotell, whose body the three had afterwards burned in a

furnace in the kitchen. Lady Hungerford was found

guilty, and was carried to London and hanged at Tyburn
Tree, together with her two accomplices. All her ill-

gotten property was forfeited to the Crown, and there is
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an interesting inventory in existence of the furniture—
silken beds and hangings, silver vessels and utensils, Holland

sheets and fine damask, and so forth—of the Heytesbury
House of that time.^

Her stepson, Walter, Lord Hungerford, who was prob-

ably instrumental in bringing her to justice, was himself

destined to an evil end. In early life he was page to

Henry VIII., and high in favour at Court, but fell into

disgrace later. He was arrested in 1540 on charges of

vice and of high treason, one of the principal accusations being
that he had caused a priest named Bird and other persons
to practise sorcery in his house at Heytesbury against the

King's life. He seems to have been a sinister character
;
a

piteous letter is extant from his third wife, whom he had

shut up at Farleigh Castle, where she says she is
" a prisoner

alone, continually locked in one of my lord's towers—as I

have been these three or four years past
—under the custody

of my Lord's chaplain, Sir John a Lee, who hath once or

twice heretofore poisoned me." She was afraid to eat or

drink anything, only water, and would have died " had not

poor women of the country, of their charity, knowing my
lord's demeanour always to his wives, brought me to my
great window in the night such meat and drink as they had
and gave me for the love of God, for money have I none

wherewith to pay them." She implores Thomas Cromwell,
the great minister, to whom the letter is addressed, to get
her released and properly treated; ''let not his fair, crafty,
and subtle tongue longer defraud your good lordship in this

matter." What the upshot of this appeal was is not

recorded, or whether the unfortunate lady had to wait for

release until her husband met with the fate which he seems
to have deserved. He was found guilty of the crimes

alleged against him, and was brought to the block, where
his conscience perhaps reproached him,

" which certainly at

the time of his death," says Hollinshed, "seemed to be

very unquiet in his mind and rather in a frenzy than other-

^ "
Archaeologia," toI. xxxriii.
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wise." His execution took place at the same time as

CromwelFs. His lands and goods were forfeited to the

Crown, and thus the long line of Hungerfords of Heytesbury
came to an end, for though the attainder was reversed in

1554, and some of the estates were recovered by his

son, Sir Walter Hungerford, Heytesbury was not among
them.

In a report of the confiscated property after the execu-

tion there is a description of Heytesbury, where Lord

Hungerford was apparently building a new house at the

time of his death. "The sayde lordeship standeth very

pleasantly, in a very swete ayre and there ys begun to be
builded a fayre place whiche, yf it had been fynyshed, had
been able to have receyved the Kyng's highness ;

a fayre

hall, with a goodly new wyndow made in the same
;
a new

p'lor, large and fayre ; iiij fayre chambers, whereof one is

gylted very pleasant; a goodly gallerie, well made, very

long ;
new kitchen

;
new larder

;
and all other bowses of

ofBce belonging unto the same, moted round about
;
where-

unto dothe adjoyne a goodly fayre orchard w^ many plea-
saunte walks in the same. . . ."

There is nothing left of this great house now, if it were
ever finished. But the "

very swete ayre
"

remains, and

the fair site, now a well-wooded park in which stands the

mansion of the a Court family
—the present Barons of

Heytesbury
—built about a century ago.

Thus the Sickle which had reaped so far and wide

departed out of Heytesbury. Of mediaeval Heytesbury
—

Heghtredsbury, it was anciently called, after the uncouth
name of some Saxon Thane—nothing now remains but the

fine old church. This church is mentioned among the

possessions of the King in Domesday Book, where the

Norman scribe, tripping over the name, calls the place
Hestrebe. Henry I. made a gift of it with all its

lands to Salisbury Cathedral, of which it is the Dean's

prebend to this day. About 1130, Bishop Joceline of

Salisbury constituted it a Collegiate Church, with four
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Canonries. Besides Matilda's benefactions and Becket's^

who procured indulgence for all who visited and benefited

the church and whose episcopal slipper was later one of its

precious relics, the GifFards and other great nobles bestowed

estates upon it. It appears to have been rebuilt in the

late twelfth century, to which period, however, only the

arcade of the chancel now belongs ;
the rest dates chiefly

from a rebuilding about a century later on the foundations

of the old church. The arcading of the east end, with

the graceful lancet window, and detached shafts of Purbeck

marble, the great piers and arches beneath the tower, the

lofty pointed arcades of the nave, give richness and dignity
to the interior. The roof and clerestory of the nave are

fifteenth century, and the whole building has suifFered a

nineteenth century restoration. On the north side, occupy-

ing the transept is the Hungerford Chapel, founded by
Walter Lord Hungerford early in the fifteenth century, and

evidently once of rich style. It has a good east window,
but the lofty vaulted roof has been destroyed ;

the spring
of the arches at the corners only remains, with two corbels

carved with the Angel and the Lion, symbols of the

Evangelists Matthew and Mark. The fretted stone screen

with fan tracery is also left, and over the pointed arch

appear the intertwisted Sickles, much worn and defaced*

a broken stone panel now leaning against the wall—part

perhaps of an old tombstone—shows the almost obliterated

arms of the old house, enclosed within a very graceful
Renaissance design.

One other thing only in the church recalls the Hunger-
fords, and that is the procession of aged men in red full-

skirted coats that passes every Sunday and feast day up the

paved path under the yew trees to the porch, and in

through the church to a chapel on the south side. These
are the almsmen of the Hospital of St John, founded by
the will of Walter Lord Hungerford in the fifteenth century
for twelve poor old men, one old woman, and a Gustos. A
school-master and some sort of educational endowment was
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also partof the original charity, which was really established by
Lady Margaret Hungerford, who drew up the lengthy statutes

for its governance after her father-in-law's death. Through
the influence of Lord Pembroke and other powerful friends,

the Hospital was successfully
** concealed

"
at the time of

the Dissolution, only escaping suppression, however, by a

hair's breadth. The statutes have been reformed more
than once, and the dress prescribed by Lady Margaret
'*

gownys and hodes of white woollen cloth with Jhu. Xst.

in black letters sette upon their gownes, upon ye breste

before and upon ye shoulders behynde," has been changed.
But the present red coats, of a Georgian shape, with the

Greek letters of the Name now '^ sette" somewhat incon-

gruously upon the skirts at the back, have a pleasantly

antique appearance. They match the comfortable, mellow

eighteenth century house at the south end of the village
which has replaced the original hospital, burnt down in

1769, when the greater part of Heytesbury was destroyed

by a fire. It is a low, red brick house, built round three

sides of a courtyard ;
in the middle part is the big white-

washed kitchen, where the old men gather upon the

settles round an immense fireplace, smoking their pipes, with

the light from the windows falling on their bowed shoulders

and silver hair.

The rest of Heytesbury, like the Hospital, has a comfort-

able eighteenth century look. Though now shrunk to a

mere village, it still keeps the air of a little town
;

it was
for long a place of busy cloth weaving and of a considerable

population. In the middle of the village stands one of the

curious little Wiltshire "
blind-houses," a round stone build-

ing with a domed top, and a tiny loophole for light
—in

which oflFenders used to be locked up by the village

constable in the old days. The market and the two

yearly fairs, now discontinued, show the old importance of

the place. Heytesbury was, in fact, a borough from Henry
VI.'s time till 1832, returning two members of Parliament,

Cobbett, whose impressions always agreed with his political
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feelings, turned up his nose at Heytesbury, "a very miser-

able affair," says he.

In the water meadows about a mile below Heytesbury is

a tiny hamlet called Knook. Just a few thatched cottages,
a low white-washed farmhouse, and tiny gabled church set

upon a knoll, and beyond it, upon the edge of the stream, a

half-ruined Tudor manor house, built of stone, with gable
ends and a gabled porch, and low mullioned windows. The
moulded stones of the windows are decaying and dropping
to pieces ; great fissures zigzag down the walls

;
the forlorn

garden is invaded by the reeds and rushes from the river

bank. The road ends beside the house in the river, which
widens here in a pool, and floods far up in winter time

j
a

wooden footbridge crosses it into the water meadows on
the other side, whence one looks back upon house and

church and cottages, with one or two thins elms beside

them, and a great meadow sloping up behind to the bare

grey down. A place of strange melancholy charm.

This now forgotten little Knook appears in Doomsday
Book as Conoche

;
it was held by Leviet, a weaver of gold
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stuflF to the King and (^een, and had belonged to her
husband in King Edward's time. The little church has a

yery fine Norman doorway, with a design of two dragonish
creatures enwreathed in lacertine coils, carved in shallow

relief and in a flat primitive style
—a decoration which

appears to be pre-Norman and earlier than the rest of the

doorway. Within the church there is another pre-Norman
stone built into the east wall, and some interesting early

capitals.

The downs rise up close behind Knook and extend to

OLD MANOR HOUSE AT KNOOK

far solitary distances northward. Up there is an elder

Knook, Knook Castle, a humpy place in the turf, where the

existence of two British villages have been traced; they
were connected by a ditch and low bank, which continues

for many miles across the Plain. Not far off is a solitary

Long Barrow, crouched conspicuously upon the crest of a

swell. There are many barrows in the valley, as well as on

the downs. One of the richest finds ever made in a British

tumulus was in a barrow in the meadows near Upton Lovel,

just below Knook
;
numerous ornaments of gold, very neatly

and skilfully worked and highly burnished, a quantity of

amber beads, etc., and cups of pottery, whose make denoted
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the great antiquity of the interment with which they were
found. These things are now in the British Museum.

Upton Lovel is a small village with a square-towered

church, dating from the twelfth century. In the chancel

lies a stone warrior, one of the Lovels, who owned large
estates here in the fifteenth century, and gave the village

—
already named from a person far more remote, a Saxon thane

Ubba, Ubba's Town—its second name. There is also a

half-length brass of a priest in full vestments on the chancel

floor, a rector of the parish in the fifteenth century. There
seems to be no record in the church of the brave rector,
who raised a troop for King Charles and was ejected for

many years from this living. On the other side of the

river lies rustic Gorton, which belonged at one time to the

Monipessons, a great name long ago in the valley ; they had
a manor house here, some remains of which are embodied in

a pleasant-looking farm-house, standing on the road just

beyond the village. A chapel stood of old within a "coytes
caste" of the house, dedicated to St Modwena, an Irish

princess and hermit, who was reputed to have cured King
Alfred of a grievous infirmity, and after many pilgrimages
and wonderful deeds to have died at the age of 1 30. The
people called it Chappel Mudwyne ;

it was pulled down in

the sixteenth century. The road goes on beside the river,

past a spot which has the strange name of Sufferers' Bridge.
The story is that Lord Lovel, being besieged in his Castle,

escaped into Boyton Woods, and from thence into the river,

where he hid himself under the bridge. His pursuers

sought him everywhere in vain; at last they let loose his

favourite dog, who went straight to the spot and stood there

whining, and so betrayed his retreat
;
he was dragged out

and carried away prisoner, and that is why the place is called

Sufferers' Bridge. Whether this was the Lovel of the

rhyme,
" Lovel the Dog

Ruled all England under the Hog,"

or what Lovel, and when it happened, the story does not
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say. Just beyond, where the road climbs the slope above

the river under the hanging woods of Boyton, there is a steep

place on the left, where the ground breaks away abruptly
and forms a deep cavity, out of which a spring oozes inter-

mittently; it is called the Chettle Hole, a name evidently
derived from a fancied resemblance to a kettle or cauldron ;

the people say that here a chapel was once, and that the

devil caused the earth to open and swallow it up.
The village of Boyton, still and grey under the steep

woods on the edge of the slow stream, might itself have

been stayed by some spell in a dream many centuries long.
Low cottages, bordered in June with orange lilies and blue

larkspurs, long white cob walls, capped with grey thatch,

rough meadows veined with streams, and far across the

valley to the north the distant swells and long ridges of the

downs mounting against the sky ;
a loveliness that changes

only with the recurring changes of the seasons. There is

an old church, standing back a little from the road, and

behind it a charming grey-faced Elizabethan manor house,
set in a garden of paved walks and green terraces and

mouldering stone ornaments, defended from the winds by
broad yew hedges, a garden that edges away into the high

hanging woods behind in a half wild borderland where
the hares and rabbits come out and squat. The house,
which is of moderate size, is very good in design, and the

internal decorations, the oak panelling divided by delicate

fluted pilasters, the moulded plaster ceilings, the chimney
pieces, and rich oak staircases, are of admirably refined

character.

The church is very picturesque outside, and has much
interest. The fine thirteenth century doorway, bordered

with dog-tooth ornament, must have been rebuilt in its present

place in the tower, which dates from a century later. Of
the rest of the church the chancel, which has been much

restored, is Early English, and has lancet windows and

sedilia of that period. The most remarkable part of the

church is, however, the late thirteenth century chapel on the
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south side
;

the windows are very beautiful examples of

Decorated work
;
that on the west side is round—a form

rare in England
—and is filled with trefoil and quatrefoil

tracery. There are fine canopied sedilia also in this chapel.
It was a chantry, founded by the GiiFards, who held Boyton
for many centuries under Edward of Salisbury and his

successors, the Earls of Salisbury, and followed the banners

of those great lords to the wars. Early in the fourteenth

century the family was represented by John GifFard, whose

possessions were so great that he was surnamed Le Rych ;

he held many high offices of state. The Earldom of Salis-

bury had at that time become vested, through the female

line, in Thomas of Lancaster, uncle of Edward II., and

John GifFard, preferring his feudal allegiance before loyalty
to the King, joined in Lancaster's rebellion against the
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Despencers, and came, with his lord, to a tragic end. He
was taken prisoner at Burroughbridge and executed. In

1853 a skeleton, with the skull separate and placed beside

it, was found under the floor of the church, on the north

side
;
these were probably the poor remains of this John le

Rych, last of the Giffards. His mother, Lady Margaret
GifFard, continued to hold Boyton till her death, when it

passed to lords of other names, and was finally sold in 1572

by the last Earl of Arundel to Richard Lambert, whose
descendants own it still.

The beautiful knight reposing cross-legged upon a tomb

beneath the wide pointed arcade dividing the chapel from

the nave is Sir Alexander GifFard, who followed his lord^

William Longespee the Second, to the Crusade, and is

described in a French poem as " the trusty knight, who was

ever distinguished for his activity in arms." When William

Longespee fpund himself surrounded by the Saracens and

in mortal peril at Mansourah, disdaining to
fly,

he called

Sir Alexander and bade him make his way out and distribute

his—Longespee's
—

property to the poor English soldiers in

the army, and to lepers and orphans and poor sick persons
at home. Sir Alexander succeeded in escaping ;

it is said

that he swam a river with Longespee's written instructions

in his mouth, and the otter at the feet of the statue is

supposed to symbolise this deed. The head of the efligy

has, unfortunately, been renewed, and the whole surface of

the figure spoilt by scraping. The other Gothic tomb in

the chapel, decorated with a rich arcading, but without an

eflfigy,
is thought to belong to Lady Margaret GifFard,

mother of John le Rych. The north transept of the church

was also once a chantry chapel ;
it has a Decorated window

with flowing tracery, and a graceful piscina. The nave has

been rebuilt.

Sherrington, the next village down the stream, also

belonged to the GifFards, who held it in capite at the

Domesday Survey. They had a castle here, planted upon
a moated mound, or ''motte"; it was probably built of
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timber, and has long disappeared, but the high green mound

remains, rising up, still partly surrounded by a moat, among
the low cots and peaceful farmsteads and orchards, in the

reedy water-meadows by the stream. The little sunken

church, with its steep, uneven roof and open bell cot, is set

upon a slight rise close by, and still lifts the Cross and
welcomes the poor husbandman, though the

Castle and the proud knights of the bword

have long passed away. It has some 14th

century features left, but is now mainly

17th century, with some fine oak of that

period and later. It has a very unusual

dedication—dating from 1553, apparently
after a restoration—to the Greek physician

saints, Cosmo and Damian, whose cult was

always exceedingly rare in England. It is

strange to meet with the names of these

saints, the special patrons of the Medici

princes of Florence, in this remote place ;

some benefactor of the church was perhaps
a wool merchant, connected by his trade

I

with Florence, or perhaps a traveller in the

Levant, who had learnt in some sore sick-

ness to invoke those kind fairy doctors.

The thought of them opens out a wonderful

vista from this mossy English village into

far-ofF lands and climes.

The two villages of Codford St Peter and
Codford St Mary lie on the opposite side of the river, in one
continuous line along the Salisbury road. St Peter's Church,
which stands high and conspicuous over the valley, has a

very fine Perpendicular tower and porch, with some grand
gargoyles ;

the interior has lost its interest by restoration,
but there is a font of early Norman date, decorated with
shallow mouldings, a noble, massive thing which fills one
with admiration for the robust age which made it. In the

chancel, where some thirteenth century sedilia have been
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retained, there is also a very interesting stone built into the

north wall, apparently the shaft of a stone cross
;
the figure

of a peasant is carved upon it, holding up a branch in one

hand, and in the other a hammer and nail
;
a key pattern

runs round the upper part, and there are moulded patterns
down the sides of the stone, which is finished off at the top

by a piece of modern cement work. This stone is usually
considered to be of the tenth or eleventh century, but the

deep cutting and rounded surfaces of the carving looks like

rather later work. It was found built into the old chancel

arch when the church was rebuilt in 1864.
St Mary's stands a Httle apart at the other end of the

village, under a steep eastern slope, among grey headstones

and grassy mounds in the midst of quiet meadows. It has

been rebuilt and restored, but keeps a fine Norman chancel

arch, which is remarkable for being of two different periods ;

the eastern arch is of the earliest Norman time, while the

western side with the scroll pattern and inner zigzag

moulding is Transitional work of the late twelfth century.
^

The capitals of the shafts on the eastern and western sides

respectively show carvings characteristic of these different

periods. In the porch some very interesting and curious

fragments of carved ornament of early and late Norman

style may be seen
; they were found in the walls when the

church was restored, and are significant of the changes this

ancient building has gone through.
Close by St Mary's, a little stream, which comes down

from Imber and Chitterne upon the downs to the north,

passes under the high road, and mingles with the Wiley in

a wide, shallow pool, shadowed by the dark trees of Stockton

Park. A ford and a rough lane lead across to Stockton on

the south side of the river. On the left, within the Park,
stands the beautiful Manor House, built in the first years of

the seventeenth century, a square gabled house, with a low

tower on the north side
;

it is faced with stone, striped with

narrow courses of flint in a very ornamental manner. The
1 See " Wilts Arch. Mag.," vol. xxvii. p. 174.
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front is enriched with oriel windows, and a projecting porch
is carried up to the roof, and is decorated with pierced
stone-work and carved urns and a frieze of characteristic

Jacobean design. In the eighteenth century there was a

forecourt with a great stone gateway and a parapet adorned

with busts of the twelve Cassars, and under the terrace on

the west side was the great wine cellar
;
the ornate entrance

to this Cave of Bacchus was guarded by a figure of the god
astride upon a cask, with vine leaves and grapes in his hair

and a glass in his hand. All these glories were, however,

STOCKTON HOUSE, WEST SIDE

swept away with the old gardens a hundred years or so ago
to make room for *^a carriage approach and other con-

veniences," and poor Bacchus may now only be discovered

by pushing aside a thicket of laurel within which his un-

ashamed nudity has been hidden away. The present lawns

and terraced walks enclosed within yew hedges, the gay
parterres, and grassy glades swept by rare and stately trees,

are not more than about thirty years old.

The house is very interesting inside. The hall and

middle part were remodelled and the present staircase put in

about a hundred years ago, but the rooms upstairs were not

altered. They are very richly decorated in a rather
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exuberant and fantastic style. The great drawing-room has

a very remarkable moulded ceiling, of a flowing design, in

strong relief, with pendants at the intersections, and a

variety of ornamental figures, elephants, wild boars, unicorns,

hounds, herons, fishes, with fruits and foliage. The whole

room is lined with oak panelling with a slightly projecting

cornice, which rather curiously masks the edges of the ceiling ;

the panels are divided by fluted pilasters wnth pedestals

THE TERRACE, STOCKTON HOUSE

carved with arabesques. There is a great stone chimney-

piece, supported on columns, with a bold and florid arabesque

ornamentation, fantastic heads, and foliage, etc. A curious

movable porch of oak stands against one of the doors,
intended probably to stop the draught when the outer door

was opened ;
it is carved all over in heavy style, with

grotesques and fantastic motives
;
there are female figures

on it holding instruments, and some crowned, one of whom
is supposed to represent Queen Bess, and upon the top are
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figures of Diana, Minerva, and Apollo. The general elFect

of the room is rather spoilt by the want of height in com-

parison with the length, a disproportion aggravated by the

heavy decoration of the ceiling.

Many of the bedrooms are also panelled in oak, and

have fine moulded ceilings and carved stone chimney-pieces
in the same florid taste which prevails throughout the house.

On one chimney-piece is a quaint relief representing the

Three Children in the Fire, with Nebuchadnezar and his

Queen looking on from their palace window, a subject very

rarely seen in art. A large panelled chamber with modern
stained glass in the window is, according to old tradition,

the room in which Queen Elizabeth slept when she honoured
Mr Topp, the lord of Stockton, with a visit on one of her

Royal Progresses. If that be so, the visit must have been at

the end of her life and the house newly built—or this room
must be part of an older building embodied in the present
house. All the mullioned windows of the house have been

considerably lengthened in modern times, and the whole

building was restored in 1879.
Stockton seems to have been ecclesiastical property from

very early times, and was held by various lords under the

monks of St Swithin at Winchester until the Dissolution,
after which it came into the possession of the Topps, whose
fortunes were founded on the clothing trade, which in Tudor
times filled the Wiltshire valleys with rich men. John Topp,
who died in 1635, was probably the builder of the house.

A story is told of this John Topp, that one day he was lost

in a mist upon the Plain, and vowed if he got home safely
he would found an almshouse. He reached home, and

forgot his vow until eight years later, when he was taken

grievously sick, and was on the point of death. He then

renewed his vow, and promised to build the almshouse for

as many poor persons as the years of his forgetfulness. On
recovery he proceeded to fulfil his word, which he appears
to have done by leaving an endowment in his will for the

foundation, a vicarious form of gratitude. In pursuance of
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his instruction the almshouse was built for eight poor old

people, who were to be chosen from the nearest of blood

and kindred to the said John Topp, a provision which reflects

curiously on the social conditions in the olden days
—the

Squire living in the manor house and his old great-aunt

perhaps in the almshouse ! Failing any necessitous persons
of the Topp kindred, other suitable inmates were to be

found. The charity does not appear to have been properly
carried out until 1710.

The village is one of the prettiest and most typical in

the valley
—a long irregular street winding between the

water-meadows and the bare slopes of arable land
; cottages

arow under one continuous mantle of thatch, which lifts like

eyebrows over each little upper window, or set one alone, up
a bank, with a worn stone step to reach it, others endwise to

the road
;
some built of big blocks of stone, others with mud

walls, white or yellow washed. Under a canopy of elms at

the further end of the village street is the entrance to a sort

of green close, within which the old church stands a little
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back, with its square embattled tower. It is a Norman

•church, but so much rebuilt in later mediseval and in recent

times that little is left of the original work. The tower is

some of the oldest part; it is Early English, with a four-

teenth century parapet. Part of the arcade in the interior

is late Norman, and the font also is Norman. A very
unusual feature is the stone wall or screen, which completely
shuts off the chancel from the nave, and is pierced with an

arched opening in the middle and a small square aperture on
either side. Such walls, said to have been common in English
churches up to the thirteenth century, are rarely seen now

;

this one appears, however, by the style of the openings to

be not earlier than the fifteenth century, and there are indi-

cations that it once had a rood loft against it. A new wooden

screen, of elaborate perpendicular style, has been lately placed

against this wall, completely masking it, with an effect rather

damaging to the simple and venerable air of the old church.

In the north aisle, the greater part of which was rebuilt in

1842, stands the imposing seventeenth century monument of

John Topp and his wife, whose effigies, in handsome Jaco-
bean costume, repose upon the tomb beneath the canopy,
and upon the wall behind their numerous offspring are

represented, male and female, in two rows, stiffly kneeling
in their best clothes.

Another family of clothiers hved at Stockton in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, named Poticary, of

whom there are memorials in the south aisle of the church
;

an altar tomb, with a brass in the wall above it, to Elisabeth

Poticary, wife of Hierom Poticary, clothier, deceased at the

age of thirty-five in 1590; she is represented kneeling at a

prie-dieu^ with a son and four daughters behind her, and
there is an epitaph, ending with the lines :

—
" How long wilt thou forgett me. Lord ; This song
In greatest panges was her sweet harmony.
Forget thee ? No ! He will not thee forget ;

In booke of life for aye thy name is set."
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There is another brass to the clothier himself and a second

wife and their children, and a long Latin inscription in his

praise :
'' To whom snowy flocks rejoiced to yield their

fleeces
;
for whom a thousand skilful hands plied their tasks;

who made the wide world rich with his country's looms." ^

The pleasant looking old house beyond the church is the

old home of the Poticarys. From the Close a path leads to

the Topp almshouse, which stands back in the quiet fields
;

a charming old stone building round three sides of a court-

yard, with a wall and a fine gateway of Renaissance style on
the fourth.

A mile or two lower down the stream, on the north side,

is the delicious little village of Fisherton de la Mere, clustered

on the slope under the grey-towered church of St Nicholas,
another old Norman foundation, much rebuilt in the nine-

teenth century. The dreamy name of De la Mere, or Mare,
comes from no haunted pool here of old romance—but has

remained from the noble family of that name, once lords of

broad lands in Somerset and Wiltshire, who owned the

manor of Fisherton from Richard II. to Henry VI. From
them it passed from one to another great owner, each short

abiding. For the great names pass quickly away. De la

Mare, Giifard, Mompesson, and others, once predominant in

this valley, where are they now ? It is the humble and

nameless, those who plough and sow the fields, that remain,

according to the eternal law that the meek shall possess
the earth.

The Salisbury road runs beside Fisherton, and just

beyond descends a slope to Deptford, which consists now

merely of a cottage or two. Here the old coach road from

London to Exeter crosses it, and passes on over the river by
the bridge which now spans the Deep Ford. There is a

story that before the bridge existed the guard was drowned
one day when the coach was passing through the ford, and

that the passengers set up a statue to him in the midst of

the river, representing a guard blowing his horn. The
1 E. Kite, "Brasses of Wilts."
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figure, which looks more like one of the garden Tritons, dear

to the eighteenth century, still stands in the water beside

the mill at Wyley, the village on the south side of the

river, through which the London road passes. Wyley is

a considerable village, and, like its neighbours, adorably

picturesque. The church was rebuilt in 1844; it has a

seventeenth century carved oak pulpit. Cobbett, who had

known this valley in his childhood, recalls, as he rides

through in 1826, that when he was a boy he thought

Wyley "a gay place." He could remember seeing the

women carding and spinning wool in those pre-machinery

days, when handicrafts flourished along the country sides.

But in his later visit he noted already many changes ;
life

and jollity had disappeared with the decay of industry, and

things both good and bad had gone. He recalls an inn at

Deptford. ''This Deptford Inn was a glorious place in

the days of Peg Nicholson and her knights
—

strangely
altered now. The shape of the garden shows you what

revelry used to be carried on here." There is no sign of any
inn there now, and no place is more quiet than this once

lively corner at the cross roads.

A short distance beyond Deptford, on the Salisbury road,
is Bathampton House, the old home of the Mompessons.
It was here that Sir Giles Mompesson, in the reign of

James I, set up the manufacture of gold and silver thread,
for \^hich he had obtained a monopoly. It was discovered

that he was using, instead of real gold and silver, a deceitful

composition made of poisonous drugs. Parliament proceeded

against him in 162 1, his patent was recalled, he was degraded
from the order of knighthood, fined ^1000, and sentenced

to perpetual banishment. Philip Massinger is said to have
drawn Sir Giles Overreach, in a New Way to pay Old Debts,
from this dishonest gentleman. Bathampton passed from

the Mompessons in the eighteenth century. The lonely

looking mansion stands back a little from the road in a

plantation; it is a long, steep-roofed house, of the late

seventeenth or early eighteenth century.
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Steeple Langford, a mile or two further down the valley,

is a specially picturesque village ;
the grey hump-backed

church, with its broad stubbed tower, rises close to the

stream, surrounded by thatched cottages ;
an old gabled and

chequered rectory stands near by and behind the watery
meadows spread across the valley, while on the north the

village is sheltered by the long wall of the downs. Steeple

Langford was one of the many manors granted by William

the Conqueror to his chief huntsman, Waleran Venator,
whose descendants held it for many generations ; they had

perhaps some hereditary charge in the Royal Forest, as it

then was, of Groveley, which extends along the high ridge on

the south side of the river. There is an old Purbeck slab

in the church, set in the rood stair doorway, with a miniature

figure incised upon it, a man in a long robe holding in his

raised hands what is perhaps an escutcheon or a receptacle

containing his heart; he wears a horn slung round him.

This is supposed to be the Venator himself, but as it is not

earlier than the thirteenth century it cannot be he
; perhaps

it is one of his descendants, wearing a horn as a symbol of

office. Another tradition says that the figure represents the

man who slew the last wolf in these parts. The last male

Waleran died in 1200, and left Steeple Langford to his

eldest daughter ;
from her it passed to her son Sir John de

Monemue, who, in i 280, was hanged for slaying one Gilbert,

a clerk of Wells Cathedral. His forfeited lands were re-

granted to other members of the family.
The church shows its early origin by the chancel arch of

Transitional style and a fine late Norman font
;
the rest of

the building is of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

except the chancel and porch, which are modern. There
are some good old oak benches, a Jacobean pulpit, and a

reading-desk of oak curiously carved with figures. The
north aisle is known as the Mompesson aisle, and some

stone panels, belonging to old tombs, with the arms and

devices of that family carved upon them, are fixed against
the wall. A Jacobean monument, with a half-length figure
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of a parson, commemorates Dr Collier, first of four genera-
tions of rectors of this parish. His son and successor was

one of the sufferers during the Commonwealth
;

he was

compelled to fly
from the Rectory, and his wife and eleven

children were turned out into the snow, and for several

nights no one dared give them shelter
; they had to fetch

wood from Groveley on their backs, and had only a little

barley bread to eat. There was no help for the children

but for some to go into menial service and others to be

apprenticed to mean trades. Two of the sons, who became

soldiers, were among the Penruddocke rebels later. At the

Restoration, Dr Collier was reinstated in the living, which

belonged to the family. His grandson, Arthur Collier,

rector from 1704 to 1722, was forced at last by the

extravagance of his wife to sell it. This IVlr Collier was a

philosopher, and wrote a book demonstrating that there is

no world—no external visible world outside ourselves. This

premature Borrovian was probably not very well fitted to

manage his wife and his worldly affairs.

There is another Langford on the opposite side of the

river. Hanging Langford, a long straggling line of deli-

ciously picturesque old cottages of chequered stone and flint,

or white-washed mud, edging the water-meadows, and a mile

beyond comes Little Langford, which consists of hardly
more than a small, lonely church, lost in the water-meadows,
close under the steep slopes of the downs which the woods
of Groveley crest far along ;

a church, such as hunters and

knights-errant in old romances used to come upon suddenly,
and enter to hear a hermit priest say mass. Wayfarers
coming down to the ford from the Forest above knelt here,

perhaps, to give thanks for having escaped from the wolves

and wild boars. It is a Norman church, but was rebuilt
^' after the model of the ancient edifice" in 1864. The

original doorway, of the early twelfth century, has, how-

ever, been retained
;

it has a very remarkable decoration
;

upon the tympanum, enclosed within zigzag mouldings, is a

rude carving in very low relief of a figure in episcopal robes,
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lifting his hand in blessing, with three birds perched on a
tree on his left, and on his right a design of cross

|lines,

enclosing triplets of pellets or balls. The frieze upon^the
lintel below represents a wild boar hunt

;
a huge boar with

great tusks and its bristles erect, a hound seizing it by the

DOORWAY, LITTLE LANGFORD CHURCH

throat, other hounds behind, and a huntsman winding);^ a

horn, and holding a long boar spear. The shafts of the door-

way have capitals formed of strange creatures, a man half-

swallowed by a dragon on one, a snake-like monster on the

other. The episcopal figure is, no doubt, intended for St

Nicholas, the patron of the church
;
the three balls repeated
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in the pattern beside him represent his special emblem, and

it is possible that the three birds upon the tree symbolise
the three boys whom he restored to life, or, allegorically,

three souls rescued by him from the death of sin
; the tree

being the Tree of Life. In any case, the insistence upon the

number three must allude to St Nicholas' legendary defence

of the doctrine of the Trinity against Arius at the Council of

Nice. The frieze below carries on the symbolic idea
;
the

Boar is the figure of evil, pursued and overcome by the

powers of religion. But its great interest is in being a

representation of the real forest life of the time, such a

scene as went on continually in Groveley Forest above. The

country people have their own interpretation of this sculp-

ture
; they take it for a representation of a curious local

legend, the Maid and the Maggot. A certain maid, it is

related, went one day a nutting in Groveley Woods
;
out of

a nut came a maggot, which she kept and fed until it grew
and grew and bit her one day, so that she died. They
call the bishop the Maid, and the canopy the Maggot ;

the

pellets are the nuts and the birds in the tree stand for

Groveley Wood. The story is supposed to be concluded in

the frieze below
;
the Beast ate the Maid and the inhabi-

tants came with dogs and killed it.^

Btlow Little Langford the river makes a sharp bend to

the south. It is joined on the north side by a stream

which comes down through Shrewton and Winterbourne

Stoke from Tilshead far away upon the open downs, and

here at the mouth of the side valley, scattered in the watery
meadows between the slopes lies Stapleford, one of the most

charming and picturesque of all the Wiley villages. Staple-
ford was, like Steeple Langford, part of the broad lands of

the great Huntsman, Waleran, and his descendants, and the

mound upon which their Castle rose still stands, ringed with

the old moat or fosse, within the bounds of the Manor Farm,
on tlie west side of the little stream. At the entrance to

it is a gate, called Slay Gate, and there is a tradition that

» See '« Wilts Arch. Mag.," vol. xvii.
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here, once upon a time, the Lord of the Manor was hanged
for murder

; probably an unwritten record, preserved through
all these centuries of Sir John de Monemue's execution for

the murder of the priest in 1280.

The memory of Stapleford's Norman lords lives also in the

noble church, which stands upon the slope above the stream.

It has a grand doorway of late Norman style, with zigzag
and dog-tooth ornament, and within there is a magnificent
late Norman arcade composed of low round pillars of great

girth, and massive semi-circular arches of very wide span,
which are bordered on both sides with wide and deeply-
cut zigzag mouldings, and with an outer order of dog-tooth
and nail-head ornament alternately ;

the very wide and

shallow capitals are decorated with characteristic mouldings
and headings ;

on one human heads are carved at the angles.
A charmingly decorative eiFect is produced by the use of a

greenish stone in alternate courses with the white. The rest

of the church appears to have been rebuilt in the early
fourteenth century; the finely proportioned chancel has an
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east window with flowing tracery, and sedilia of beautiful

decorated work, with ogival arches and foliated crockets,

and finials carved into human heads. The crockets and

finials have been mostly renewed. On the south side of the

church there is a chantry chapel of the same Decorated period,

with a beautiful window, the tracery of which is fitted with

a strange unevenness and apparent carelessness into the arch.

Beneath this window is an Easter sepulchre with an ogival

canopy and beside it a very graceful piscina. A chantry

chapel, and a chamber in the tower beneath the belfry, occupy
the north side of the nave, and show interesting details of

Decorated work. The clerestory of the nave is an insertion

of the Perpendicular period ;
and the porch, on one side of

which stands an old coffin, made out of a single block of

stone, is also fifteenth century.
The great charm of this old church is in the impress of

humanity upon its stones. The individuality of the builders

survives in it through all these years, the touch of their hands

is preserved in the crookedness, the inequality of the work,
one bit done better than another, according to the variable

pulses of the human spirit, which machinery overrules. See

how delightfully unsymmetrical the moulding over the door-

way is
;
the unevenness of the ornament on the arcade within,

and of the tracery in the window of the chapel. Those great
barons who had the church built, and knelt devoutly in it,

their

name is forgotten, their castle is a rubbish heap under the

turf, but here the work they created lives on and honours

them. What lord of broad lands to-day will leave so noble

a testament of his manhood and his faith to endure to eight
hundred years hence ?

Here, too, are the marks of the many generations of

humble and nameless parishioners
—the much-trodden entrance

stones, the worn stone bench within the porch, upon which

are scratched curious signs, squares within squares, for the

old game of Nine Men s Morris, which record a familiar use

of the church precincts such as would be considered indecorous

now; perhaps the Church of those days felt that he who
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found the threshold easy and tolerant might be the more

ready to take the further step in to the foot of the altar.

Between Stapleford and Wishford, two miles further

down, the road climbs up a high slope above the river, whence
there is a lovely view far up over the wide meadows, streaked

with shining water, and the long ridges of the downs on either

side gradually converging till they overlap and enfold the

valley out of sight. To the south the downs are crested

with the dark coppices of Groveley, the old Royal Chase
which gave a tincture of the forest character to all the

villages in the valley beneath it. In mediaeval days wild boars

STAPLEFORD CHURCH

abounded there and were the terror of the countryside ;
there

is a legend that Wishford Church was built with the pennies
offered in thanksgiving by those who had come safely through
the forest. The harsh forest laws prevailed within and

around it, but the people on its borders had certain com-

pensating privileges, common pasture for their cattle and pigs
in the woods, and the right to pick up wood. Moreover, in

the words of a report made in 1 603, they
" have an anciente

custome and ever tyme out of minde have used to fetch and

of right may fetch and bring away bowes at their pleasure
from the woods of Groveley from Male Dale in the morning
until Whit Monday at night every Saturday and half holly-
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daie once, viz., in the evening, and every holledaie and

Sabeth daie twice, viz., in the morning and in the evening."

The privileges also included felling and bringing away, upon
'' Holie Thursday (Ascension Day) and upon Whit Monday,
one load of trees upon a cart, to be drawen by strength of

people." Also the villagers
" in auntient tyme have used to

go in a daunce to the Cathedral Church of our Blessed Ladie

in the cittie of New Sarum, on Tuesdaie (in Whitsuntide),
and there made their clayme to theire custome in the fForest

of Groveley in theis wordes— '

Groveley, Groveley, and all

Groveley.'
"

These old customs, with their picturesque rites to the

accompaniment of the mystic cry of Groveley, Groveley, and

all Groveley, are still kept up in a much modified form in

Wishford. The ceremonial consists now of gathering live

boughs on one day of the year only, and on this hangs the

right to pick up dead wood round the whole year in all parts

of the forest. At some time the custom got mixed up with

the celebration of Oak Apple Day, and now takes place on

the 29th of May, instead of Whit-Tuesday. The old pro-

cession to Salisbury, six miles away, and the dance round the

Cathedral, went on into the eighteenth century, but now the

procession is confined to the village, and those who can still

dance—they are the old ones—frisk and leap in a green field

at home.

Convinced that they would lose their privilege if once

they neglected the custom of the 29th of May, the villagers

are up at dawn on that day, climbing the rough drove ways and

down tracks that lead up to the woods. As early as five

o'clock they may be seen returning down the green slopes
and streaming into the hollow, looking at a distance like

moving trees. Now a single man or woman, walking very
fast and seriously, bent beneath the waving green brush of

the great bough, with the long stem resting on the shoulder.
" We are bound to do it," says one, with a sort of solemnity,
'' or we could not have the firewood." Now it is the father

of a family, carrying two boughs strung together, and
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children behind dragging their branches. A gay group of

women and girls comes down, all wreathed and mantled in

the bright greenery, with hook or hatchet in their hands
;

foremost steps out a little woman in the cotton hood and

sacking apron of the field worker, steadying the great green
bough upon her shoulder with one hand, and as she comes
near she lifts the other with the hatchet in it, and shrills out
the old cry, ^'Groveley, Groveley, and all Groveley."

" There's

nothing like it all around," she explains proudly, ^''tis Grove-

ley, Groveley, and all Groveley, we may go where we like all

over the woods. We winned our rights by the dance," says

BRINGING THE BOUGHS FROM GROVELEY

she, and then again,
" the cottage 'ooman winned them

;
she

went to gaol for them." It seems that an attempt was once

made to stop a custom which involves damage to the woods

and inconvenience to the owner of the forest. Perhaps some

composition was made
; anyhow the people were forbidden

to pick up sticks any more. The male part of the popula-
tion submitted meekly ;

not so the female. A poor woman
went bravely up as usual and began gathering wood for her

winter stock. She was taken up and carried to Salisbury

Gaol, but she had not been there more than a day when she

was hastily and quietly fetched out again, it having been

found that it was she who was in the right !
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For several hours they go up and down the steep slope.

Our friend of the hood tells us she has been up already
twice and is going again. A white-haired gaffer, bent and

slow, is on his way again
—he was there already at four

o'clock. A granny of over 80,
" the oldest 'ooman in the

parish," with a little child by the hand, creeps slowly up ;

no one will neglect this important ceremony. It is a day of

great festivity in the village. The tall green boughs are set

up outside every cottage and house, and decked with gay

flags ;
all Wishford seems wreathed in oak leaves and every

one wears oak apples. At midday a procession is marshalled

at the Town End tree, an aged stricken elm at the head of

the village street
;

school-children in clean pinafores and

Sunday hats, carrying little flags, in honour of Empire Day—a new celebration which has added itself to the old

festival
;
men and women in dull Sunday best, with bunches

of oak leaves
;
no smock frocks nowadays. It would be but a

poor httle show were it not that suddenly a little group issues

from one of the thatched cottages and puts itself at the

head of the train
;
three or four old women, some of the

very few that still work in the fields, dressed in the cotton

hoods and short white jackets, and big sacking aprons which

they wear for their work. They have bound red and white

and blue sashes across their breasts and hold staves with

flags and boughs of oak tied to them, or carry
" nitches

" of

wood decorated with oak leaves on their heads. Robust

jolly creatures that bear themselves bravely upright and step
with the fine freedom of the fields, a bit of the old Wiltshire

that is almost gone. Our friend of the morning is among
them, the shortest, roundest, and merriest of the party, wear-

ing a blue hood. According to the old custom of the fields,

and with a sort of travesty of May Day, they have chosen a

Queen, an aged dame, dressed for her mock part in a white

cotton dress and a big straw bonnet wreathed with an

enormous garland of grasses and ox-eyed daisies, and another

like garland hung across her. She holds a ridiculous little

white parasol over her head, and bears herself with a mock
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dignity and coquettishness in the midst of her " maidens." The
little company brims over with jollity; jogging and jigging as

they wait for the start, the Queen bridling with vanity. At
last the band strikes up and away they go, stepping to the

measure, the hooded and garlanded figures first and the rest

following, all lifting their boughs high so that they look like

a moving wood. The festive throng passes between the

thatched cottages and past the old grey towered church;
and winds round the old inn at the corner, where waggons
loaded with last year's hay are waiting in the shade beside

the sign, and up to a big field which lies above the village,

backed by the slope of the down, and the long dark fringe
of Groveley on its crest.

Here are the swing-boats and merry-go-rounds and all

the usual attractions of such an occasion. Now comes the

"vun o' the vair." In an open space between the booths

the " old ladies," as the spectators call them, place themselves

around their Q^een, who stands smiling graciously. They
heap their nitches, staves, and flags on the ground, the band
strikes up, and they begin to foot it round her, dancing to

each other in couples, setting, twirling, seizing each other

round the waist and dancing round and round, laughing and

panting till they stop, hands at sides, gasping for breath, and

drop exhausted on to their nitches. But Blue Hood cannot

stay long still
;
the excruciating steam organ of the merry-

go-round starts, up she bounds like a cork and begins pranc-

ing and jigging again, kicking up her feet, showing off the

steps of some old pas seul^ and anticking to the spectators ;

the real old style of dance, which is partly a mime. Pres-

ently the band begins again, and the Queen herself, spreading
her skirts, gravely joins the dance, jogging from foot to foot

to the time, and they perform a sort of quadrille. Then

suddenly Blue Hood seizes up her nitch, and sets off to-

wards the merry-go-round ;
the others follow, and they

mount upon the galloping horses. Bounding up and down
as they go round and round, holding on to the steeds with

one hand and waving their flags with the other, they have a
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strange wild look, seen against the grey distant downs and

the vast pale sky.
The interest of this Wishford merry-making is that it is

an unbroken tradition among the people themselves
;

its

origin is no doubt very ancient, and may very likely go back

far into prehistoric times. In its course down the centuries

it has absorbed into itself new motives of celebration, trans-

lating them all into this primal May festival, which is at root

the expression of a long descended instinct in mankind to

kick up its heels at this season of the year. The Wishford
celebration has, however, been kept alive—in an age when
so much of the original Adam seems to have died out—by
the extreme pride and jealousy with which the villagers
cherish their forest privileges. Whether it is a sense of

possession, having something of their own, which no one,
not '' the greatest lord in the land," can take from them, I

don't know, but some of these Wishford people have a

brightness and independence of bearing which one sees too

little among the country poor. In the autumn, when they
are making their stacks for the winter, it is a pleasant sight
to see the women come down into the village from the

woods in their hoods and white jackets, and short full skirts

of brown sacking, bravely stepping under a great burden of

faggots carried on shoulder or head—delightful russet wood-
land figures. With what a resolute energy they heap the

wood up in their little yards ;
a certain air of victory is

mixed with their satisfaction, and recalls the day when the

poor cottage woman " winned their rights
"

for them afresh

by boldly facing gaol.
Wishford is a large and very pretty village. The grey-

towered church, which stands picturesquely in the middle

of
it, was almost completely rebuilt in 1861. There is a

thirteenth century east window and a Norman font, but its

chief interest is its monuments. The north side of the

chancel is filled with the splendid Renaissance tomb of Sir

Richard Grobham, whose marble effigy, in full armour, be-

side that of his lady in a long black robe, reposes beneath
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an arched and cofFered canopy embossed with gilded cherub

heads and adorned with obeHsks on either side. The
different coloured marbles, the gilding, and the stately pro-

portions of the monument have a very rich and sumptuous
effect. An inscription states that the gentleman lived a

happie life for seventy years, and that he departed this

transitory Hfe 1627. This Grobham was steward to Sir

Thomas Gorges, to whom Queen Elizabeth granted the hull

of a Spanish galleon, which proved so full of treasure that it

enriched the servant as well as the master, so that he became
Sir Richard and left much estate, including Wishford, at his

death. In his will he left money to provide
^'

good canvas

or other lynninge cloth
"
for shirts and smocks, and ''

good
stronge woollen cloth

"
for clothes to be given yearly to the

poor on his estate ^*who doe their diligence to live honestly
and quietly by their labour and ... to learne and under-

stand the little Catechisme books which I have given them
. . .

"
;
also money for dwellings for honest poor people

" who
often and diligently and devoutly praye for mee and sale all

the prayers in the little Catechisme bookes." Another be-

quest was for ''

binding foorth of apprentices of my nearest

kindred (and others) to some good trades." Thus was that

difficult subject
—the poor relation—kindly dealt with in

those days.
In the north aisle, under a deep recessed arch of the

Decorated period, lies a figure in pilgrim's dress, which is

supposed to be Thomas Bonham, who died in 1473; it is

obviously not in its original place. The female effigy in

long robe and square head-dress in a niche close by is pre-

sumably his wife Edith. There is a quaint story about this

couple, which Aubrey relates as follows: *'This Mr Bonham 's

wife had two children at one birth, the first time, and he,

being troubled at
it, travelled and was absent seven yeares.

After his return she was delivered of seven children at one

birth. In this parish (Wishford) is a confident tradition

that these seven children were all baptised at the font in

this church, and that they were brought thither in a kind of
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chardger, which was dedicated to this church, and hung on

two nailes, which are to be seen there yet near the bellfree

on the south side. ..." Further picturesque details are

added by tradition to the story, that at the end of the seven

years the husband, being in a far-ofF country, heard from a

witch that his wife was going to be married, and straightway
came home, but was not recognised until he showed the half

of a broken silver ring, of which his wife had the other half.

A copy may be seen in the church of an entry in the old

register, made by the curate in 1640, recording that Thomas
Bonham and his wife were buried under the great marble

stone in the middle alley of the church, with an inscription
cut in brass upon the stone, and beneath it the small images
in brass of nine young children. The picturesque legend

very probably arose from the images of the children being

arranged in two and seven according to their sexes.

Wishford is a famous place for fishermen. The stream

is wide and shallow here
;

it comes down in a gracious curve,
and flows smooth and clear beneath a five-arched stone bridge,
beside a long line of tall thin poplars. On either side of the

meadows the arable fields slope up to the high downs. The

valley at this point is converging closely with the Avon Bourne
;

it is but two miles from Wishford to Woodford, by a rough
road which climbs between the open ploughlands to the top
of the ridge on the north, and thence dips down between
soft slopes of unbroken down into the neighbouring valley.

From Wishford the Salisbury road runs beside the stream

and past the hamlet of South Newton, and three miles further

on reaches the old Saxon town of Wilton.
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CHAPTER IX

WILTON

" Wilton faire

The ancient town of Wilton lies in the pleasant meadow

levels, enmeshed in limpid streams, at the point where the

long down ranges which divide the Wiley from the Nadder

drop and die into the valley, and the two rivers join in one.

It was the first place of note to grow up in the low ground
beneath Old Sarum, and it played its chief part in history

during the period of the Saxon rule. The kings of Wessex,

Egbert, Ethelwulf, Alfred, often held their court here, where

they had a palace ;
the Witenagemot is said to have been

assembled more than once at Wilton, and the town ranked

in importance next to the capital, Winchester.

In 871, the year of Alfred's accession, a time when the

Danes were pressing very sorely upon the English, Wilton

was surprised by the sudden appearance of these dreaded

enemies before its gates. In the words of an old chronicle:—
** But first quen the pepull sothe herd

that the Danys to Wylton yeomen were,
forsothe they were full sore adred

and cryeden and wept all in fere."
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In the general panic the inhabitants fled and hid them-

selves and a baby princess named Elfleda was abandoned by
her nurse in her bath in the palace, and perished. The

young king came to the rescue and a great battle was

fought upon a hill to the south of the town
;
the English,

though much fewer than the enemy and exhausted by many
battles, put the Danes to flight, who, however, recovered

themselves and returned, and in the end ''held the place of

carnage." But taught by this new conflict with him what
sort of a captain they had to face in Alfred, they consented

to a treaty and to quit Wessex for a time.

The town was again attacked by a Danish army in

1003, under Sweyn, during his campaign of vengeance for

the massacre of the Danes, and this time was plundered and

burnt. Nevertheless, at the Domesday survey it was the

wealthiest burgh in Wiltshire. But after the Conquest it

had to take a second place to the old town of Sarum, where
the great Norman Castle and Cathedral now arose. Wilton

was involved later in the struggle between Stephen and

Matilda, each of whom occupied the place in turn, and it

was here that Earl Robert of Gloucester, descending from

Sarum, surprised Stephen, who, fleeing under cover of

darkness, barely succeeded in escaping, leaving all his bag-

gage and treasure in the hands of his enemy.
The rise of New Salisbury early in the thirteenth

century was Wilton's death blow. ''Afore this Wilton
had a 12 paroch churches and was the hedde town of

Wileshire," says Leland. But the young city slowly
sucked away its life, as it sucked away that of Old

Sarum, and the brave struggles of Wilton to maintain its

trade were all in vain. There were continual disputes and

affrays between the two cities. The Wilton bailiflFs would

go forth and capture merchants and merchandise on the

way to Salisbury and drag them by force to their own
market. But the competition was too strong and the town

slowly decayed. Its name continued to be known to the

world chiefly by the fame of its Abbey and of the noble
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House which has taken the place of the Abbey in later

days.
The story of Wilton Abbey goes back to the ninth

century. The Saxon Earl of Wiltshire, Wulstan, who
died in 800 of wounds got in battle, founded an oratory here,

which thirty years later King Egbert, at the prayer of his

sister Alburga, Wulstan's widow, transformed into a priory
of nuns.

" And threttene Sustren he sette ther inne

To serve ther God both night and day.**

Alburga herself took " the mantell and the ryng
"

and

became the Prioress. Nearly a hundred years later, Alfred

is said to have refounded the monastery, bestowing upon it

the place of his own palace, where Wilton House now

stands, and to have given it lands and endowments in

memory of the poor little Princess Elfleda. The Saxon

kings of the tenth century enriched it with many grants and

the Abbess became ruler of vast estates.

King Edward was one of the chief benefactors of the

convent, for the sake of the beautiful Wulfryth and of

Edith, the daughter whom she had borne to him. Wulfryth
had been brought up in the Abbey, though she had never

taken the veil, and there it was that the King had seen

and loved her. When his Queen Elfleda died, Edward
would have made Wulfryth his wife, but she would not,

and retired instead to Wilton and took the veil, and became
Abbess there. The child Edith lived there with her and

expiated the sin of her parents by her extreme piety; she

took the veil very young. St Dunstan, looking upon her,

wept and prophesied her early death, she was so fair and

holy. With all her great humility, Edith did not forget
that she was a king's daughter, and she wore with the veil

of religion a royal dress. When a certain holy Bishop
rebuked her for this sign of worldly pride, she retorted

upon him, "I am the Lord's, who regardeth not the garments
but the heart." She died at 23, and a few years later
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she was canonised and became St Edith of Wilton and
the patron saint of the Abbey. She is said to have per-
formed many miracles after death. The church became a

shrine, which kings and princes visited and loaded with

jewels. Her mother also lay there in a marble tomb and
was looked upon as a saint. Here also were preserved the

precious bones of a Welsh saint, Iweg, which had come by
miracle into the possession of the Abbey ;

some priests,

who were carrying these holy relics in a casket on a journey,
chanced to stop for the night at Wilton, where they laid

the casket for safety on the High Altar, and when they went
to take it in the morning, it was firmly fixed in its place
so that no earthly power could move it, and they were

compelled to leave it behind.

Another princess connected with Wilton is Edith,

daughter of Earl Godwin, and wife of Edward the Con-
fessor. She, too, was educated at the Abbey, and is said to

have been very learned and very beautiful and good. Till

her time the convent had been of wood only, but when she

became Queen of England she transformed it into a noble

house of stone. Here she spent most of her time, being
condemned by her monkish lord to live mateless in one

convent or another. Christina, sister of Edgar Atheling,
was a nun at Wilton ^

later, and her niece, the little Princess

Matilda, daughter of Queen Margaret of Scotland, was

placed under her care. Later, when Henry I. proposed to

marry Matilda, it was objected that the lady had been dedi-

cated to religion. The princess herself vehemently denied

this
;
she declared that her aunt had compelled her against her

will to wear the veil to protect her from the rudeness of the

Normans. "I trembled under my aunt's rod. When I

threw off the veil she tormented and insulted me with sharp
blows and shameful words, so that in her presence I wore it,

groaning and shuddering, but whenever I could get out of

her sight I flung it on the ground and trod it under foot."

A synod summoned by Archbishop Anselm decided that she

1 Christina is spoken of as a nun both at Wilton and at Romsey Abbey.
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was not a nun, and the princess went forth to be Queen of the

England of her forefathers,
"
Mold, the good Queen," adored

by her subjects, and praised by the chroniclers, token of

reconciliation between the Norman and the Saxon.

She was the last royal inmate at Wilton. The Norman
and Plantagenet princes showed no interest in the old

Saxon Abbey ;
no new lands were granted to it after the

Conquest. But the community remained very wealthy and

important for some centuries. The Abbess was a great
feudal magnate ;

she was by virtue of her office a Baron of

England, and had to serve in the person of her knights in

time of war. She was summoned with her peers to Parlia-

ment in the early fourteenth century
—a fact which shows

that there was no sex disqualification in the early days of our

Constitution.

Wilton Abbey, like other monasteries, had periods of

laxity and easy discipline in its history, when the nuns were

allowed to taste something of the worldly joys which they
had renounced

;
and from time to time some severe authority

would arise and drive them back into their cells to fast and

pray. In 1286, while Juliana GifFard was Abbess, a knight
of her name, Osbert GifFard, ran oiF with two of the

nuns, Alice Russell and Alice GifFard—the last perhaps his

sister. One fancies them slipping out some early morning
and riding gaily away into the greenwood, the maidens

tearing off their veils perhaps and trampling them under foot

as the Princess Matilda had done, careless of the conse-

quences. The luckless young people had chosen a bad
moment for their adventure. There was a new Archbishop,

John Peckham, who was resolved to visit such offences

severely. The dire curse of excommunication fell upon the

culprit, and to escape from it he had to submit to a bitter

sentence. First, he was to restore the nuns to their

convent to be dealt with by the Abbess according to the

discipline of the order
;
he was then to be flogged three

times round the monastic church. He was also to go to

Salisbury Cathedral in mourning, wearing no cloak of lamb's
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wool, no spurs or knightly girdle, on the first day of Lent,
and was to be publicly expelled from the church with other

criminals, after which he was to be flogged round the Market
Place three times, on three different market days. The
same penance was to be repeated round the monastic Church
of Shaftesbury, and finally he was to go to the Holy Land
for three years, and in all his life he was never to enter a

nunnery again or speak with a nun without special episcopal
licence. What sore pains were laid upon the errant nuns

history does not relate.

Sir Osbert's severe sentence was perhaps calculated

according to the wealth of his family and may have been

compounded by a heavy fine. These outbursts of dis-

ciplinarian zeal were often prompted by selfish motives, and

the greed of Peckham was notorious. A pretended en-

thusiasm for religious purity was Henry VIII. 's pretext for

proceeding against Wilton and the other monasteries two

centuries or so later. There is irony in the spectacle of this

King and Ann Boleyn censuring the manners of the nuns at

Wilton, at a time when Katharine was still his wife and

Ann herself " no better than she should be." Ann it seems

disapproved of an Abbess whom Wolsey appointed in 1528 ;

the ground of her objection being the lady's levity of

conduct. The King wrote to Wolsey rebuking him severely,
and another letter is extant of the most affectionate descrip-
tion from Henry to Ann, in which he sets down his objections
to some of the other ladies who had been proposed for the

office of Abbess
; they certainly appear from his account to

have had too much ''

past
"
to be suitable. By the statutes

of the community from earliest times the right to elect their

Abbess belonged to the nuns themselves. But no law could

avail against the King's tyranny. It seems to have been his

and Wolsey's policy to enforce so severe a conventual rule as

to make life intolerable to the nuns. It was insisted that

they should live in strict seclusion within their cloisters.

One of his agents writes to Wolsey :
"

I repaired to the

monastery of Wilton where I have continually made mine
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abode hitherto and with all diligence endeavoured myself to

the uttermost of my power to persuade and train the nuns

there to the accomplishment of your Grace's pleasure for

enclosing of the same : whom I find so untoward and refusal

as I never saw persons, insomuch that in nowise any of them,
neither by gentle means nor by rigorous

—and yet I have put
three or four of the captains of them in ward—will agree
and consent to the same . . . which notwithstanding I have

closed up certain doors and ways and taken such an order

there that none access, course or recourse of any person
shall be made there." A pathetic letter from one of the

last Abbesses, Cecil Bodenham, shows how cruelly a long
obsolete discipline was now enforced

;
she prays

" that it

may please your mastership of your goodness to licence me,

being associate with one or two of the sad and discreet

sisters of my house, to supervise abroad such things as shall

be for the profit and commodity of my house," and also
'' that any of my sisters, when their father, brother, or sister,

or any such nigh of their kin, come unto them may have

licence to speak with them in the hall in my presence or my
prioress." No wonder after the shameless bullying which

they had suffered that when the demand for surrender came
the broken spirited community yielded up their house and

possessions without a struggle.
The Abbey ''and a countrey of lands and mannours

thereabout belonging to it
" were granted to Sir William

Herbert. An interesting coincidence that Wilton should

have fallen to a Saxon name. Herbert, though of noble and
ancient blood was in Camden's words " in some sort the

raiser of his own fortunes." " A mad young fighting fellow,"

Aubrey says he was, and tells how on account of his brawling,
and killing a mercer for "a want of some respect in compli-

ment," he had to fly to France. There he won great honour
in the service of Francis I., and returning later on he dis-

tinguished himself highly in the wars of Henry VIII., and
rose into great favour with the King. He had the good
fortune to marry Ann Parr, whose sister Catherine after-
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ivards became the King's sixth wife. Henry made him an

executor of his will, and he was one of the two nobles w^ho

had the grim honour at the royal funeral of
sitting in the

chariot with the corpse. He was a Counsellor to the young
King Edward VI., who created him Earl of Pembroke.

Herbert was pre-eminently the new man of that time,

strong, energetic, progressive. The old nobles and gentlemen
of Wiltshire, jealous of the great fortunes of this new comer

among them, pretended to regard him as an upstart. We
are told that Charles, Lord Stourton, that enraged, belated

spirit of the Middle Ages, who was afterwards hanged for

murdering his enemies by means of hired brayoes in the

good old gentlemanly fashion of the fifteenth century
—this

nobleman whenever he passed Wilton, attended by all his

retainers, on his way to and from Salisbury Assizes, would
'' sound his trumpetts and give reproachful challenging words."
" 'Twas a relique of knight errantry

"
adds Aubrey, who, as

a Wiltshireman, shows a touch of the old prejudice in his

gossiping tales of Lord Pembroke's humble beginnings
—how

he had been a retainer— '' worn the blue coat
"—of the House

of Worcester and how Aubrey's great aunt remembered

giving him a golden
"
angell."

Fortunately in the sixteenth century material progress
went hand in hand with the cultivation of spiritual things.

The Earls of Pembroke made a noble return to the world

for their great fortunes by their generous patronage of

scholarship and letters. Under them Wilton became a

home and centre of the English Renaissance
;

all that was

best in that splendid movement of the spirit found sympathy
and encouragement there. The new Wilton, was early
associated with the interesting figure of Mary Sydney,
who married the second Earl. The Countess of Pem-
broke was ^'the greatest patroness of wit and learning
of any lady in her time," and she made the groves of

Wilton into an '^ academe" of 'Mearned and ingenious

persons." There the poet whom she loved and honoured

most of all, her brother Philip Sydney, walked with her
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in 1680, when that grave and admirable young man was

for a time out of favour with the fickle Queen. Together the

brother and sister versified the Psalms, for she, too, was '^ a

most delicate poet," and it was at this time, to please her,

that Sydney began the Arcadia, delivering the rapid sheets

one after another for her perusal and comment. "You
desired me to do it and your desire to my heart is an absolute

commandment," he writes in that graceful dedication in which

he offers " this idle work " '' to his dear Lady and Sister, the

Countess of Pembroke."

Aubrey describes Wilton and the downs around it as an

Arcadian place of Paradise. "These romancy plaines and

boscages did no doubt conduce to the heightening of Sir

Philip Sydney's phansie."
" 'Twas about these purlieus," he

says elsewhere,
" that the muses were wont to appeare to Sir

Philip Sydney and where he wrote down their dictates in his

table book, though on horseback." Sydney himself speaks of
" Wilton sweet

"
and " Wilton faire

"
in his poems. Spencer

also visited Wilton, and he dedicated an edition of his

"Complaints" to "the right noble and beautiful Ladie, the

Lady Marie Countess of Pembroke." Another poet who
must have known Wilton is Sir Walter Raleigh, whose half

brother Adrian Gilbert was "housekeeper" there. Many
other less noted men of letters, scholars, and students of-

every description were protected by the Earl and Countess,
who appear to have kept a sort of college at Wilton, where

they had "choicely collected" a noble library of books.

One Walter Sweeper, a clergyman, in a dedication to the

third Earl remarks,
"

I gained the greatest part of my little

learning through my acquaintance with your honourable
father's house and family. And your famous Wilton House,
like a little Universitie, was a more excellent nurcerie for

learning and pietie than ever it was in former times when

King Edgar's daughter Edith had her residence and regence
there." John Gerrarde, the herbalist, was a "gentleman
scholar

"
at Wilton

; Philip Massinger, the dramatist, whose
father was a "servant" of this great House, and William
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Browne, author of the famous epitaph on the Countess,
" Underneath this sable hearse," were among the other

inmates. Lady Pembroke was deeply interested in the

scientific studies and curious enquiries into natural laws of

the day ;

^' her Honour's genius lay as much towards chymistrie
as poetrie." Adrian

*

Gilbert, the ''housekeeper," was a
'*

great chymist," says Aubrey
'' and a man of excellent parts,

but very sarcastic and the greatest buffoon in the nation."

The great house which the first Earl built on the ruins

of the monastery sheltered in turn many notable people.
Edward VI. visited it on his last Royal Progress ; Elizabeth

came in 1574; James I., flying from the plague in London
in the first year of his reign, spent some time at Wilton. The
third Earl, William, elder son of Mary Sydney, who succeeded

his father in 1601, was at the time of James' visit a young
man of twenty-three, handsome and of an admirable presence—a fascinating gifted personality, the true son of his mother

;

foremost among the young nobles whose good fashion it was
to worship the Muses and patronise the incomparable theatre

of the day. He was the lover of Mary Fitton, the supposed
" Dark Lady

"
of Shakespeare's sonnets, on whose account

he had been banished awhile from Court. Many believe

that he is the W. H. to whom the Sonnets are addressed—
a very controversial point. It seems certain that he knew
and patronised Shakespeare, for the earliest folios are dedicated
" to the most Noble and Incomparable pair of Brethren

William, Earl of Pembroke, and Philip, Earl of Mongomery,"
and the reason given is that they had "

prosecuted
"

the

Plays and their Author with so much favour. During
James' stay at Wilton, the King's Players were summoned
down to perform before him. Shakespeare was a prominent
member of the company at the time, and there is a confident

tradition at Wilton that he accompanied them on this

occasion and that it was one of his plays that was

performed.
Charles L " did love Wilton above all places, and came

thither every summer." Earl Philip, who succeeded his
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brother in 1630, shared the King's love for the fine arts.

He " did not delight in books or poetry, but exceedingly-
loved painting and building, in which he had singular

judgement," if we may trust our gossip Aubrey. The King
persuaded him to make a magnificent garden and grotto and

to rebuild the south side of the house ^'al Italiano." A
certain Solomon de Caux or his son Isaac was the architect.

Of this wonderful garden, its fountains, flower platts,

statues, groves, its alleys and covered arbours three hundred

feet long, its "turning galleries," and marvellous grotto,
there is a full account in Aubrey's Natural History of

Wiltshire.

The new south front was very soon burnt down, and

it was then rebuilt from the design of Inigo Jones and

completed in 1648—a strange moment for such a work,
in the midst of the confusion of the Civil War

;
the King,

who " loved Wilton," in prison and approaching his darkest

hour. But in spite of his old friendship and community of

tastes with Charles, Earl Philip had long fallen out of

favour at Court
;
he was a man of very violent temper and

course, unbridled tongue, who made many enemies. He
embraced the cause of the Parliament, but without firmness

or constancy, provoking some bitter satire from the royalist
wits.

" Pembroke's a Covenanting Lord,
That ne'er with God or Man kept word.

One day he'd swear he'd serve the King,
The next was quite another thing ;

Still changing with the Wind and Tide
That he might keep the stronger side."

So the author of *' Hudibras
"
writes of him. The world

may, however, well feel grateful now to a caution that saved

so beautiful a thing as Wilton from the destruction which
befell Wardour Castle and many another great house.

The Earl, who died in 1649, had much embarrassed his

estate by extravagance. He was a great collector of works
of art and kept an "

ingenious gentleman, who understood
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painting well and did travel beyond sea to buy rare pieces
for his lordship." These were all dispersed after his death.

But above all, Earl Philip was an ardent sportsman—in fact,

racing and field sports were his chief passion, and much of

his fortune was dissipated in this way. He was owner of

the famous barb Peacock, "the most beautiful horse ever

seen in this last age, and was as fleet as handsome.'^

His son and successor, a second Philip, inherited these field

tastes and cared nothing for art or letters
;
he and his two

elder sons, who each became Earl in turn, .squandered much
of the great patrimony of the House in racing and coursing.
In the youngest son, Thomas, who succeeded his brother, the

third Philip, in 1683, the splendid traditions of Wilton were
revived. He held many high offices of state, and in those

times of political intrigue and partisanship he managed to

win by his personality and manner universal respect.

Bishop Burnet said they had no man amongst them whom
all sides loved and honoured as much as they did the Earl of

Pembroke. His learning is said to have been profound.
A tall, thin, stooping man, his face good but his shape

indifferent, so he is described. He enriched Wilton with a

fine collection of antiques and paintings, chiefly brought
from Italy, and he rebuilt the north side of the house " in a

noble and sumptuous manner."

From the time of Earl Thomas onward, Wilton has

maintained its noble and stately character. The years since,

bringing new ideas and fashions, have wrought indeed some
lamentable changes. The worst wrong was done to the

house when it was delivered, at the end of the eighteenth

century, into the hands of the architect, James Wyatt, who

pulled down and rebuilt a large part of it,
and made

alterations in the remaining part. Yet with all that, it still

remains a beautiful creation of centuries of wealth and

splendid taste.

The great grey house stands low, in a green meadow

bordering the placid Nadder. Cedars brought from Mount
Lebanon in 1640, and now of enormous height and girth,
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spread beside it
; beyond the stream the park rises in green

slopes hung with coppices. On the north side the house is

screened by groves of trees from the closely neighbouring
town. Of the original house built by the first Earl, and

completed by the second, which tradition attributes to

Holbein, who, however, was dead before it was built, there

remains only the stately central tower of the east facade,

with its deep arched entrance flanked by ornamental niches

of Italian style, and three storied oriel projection above,
enriched with old stone shields and heraldic emblems. The

wings of this part are of later date, seventeenth century in

design, but the whole of this eastern fagade was mishandled

by Wyatt, who swept away beautiful oriel windows and by
various alterations successfully mongrelised it. The Gothic

battlement and the clock lantern are his work. The general
effect of this side is nevertheless grand; and its grey
weatherworn stone surface has a picturesque charm. A
broad walk borders it,

with smooth level lawns spreading

beyond.
But the fairest part of the hpuse is the long south front,

the unspoilt work of Inigo Jones and John Webb ; completed

by the latter in 1648. It is very simple, depending for its

effect upon beauty of proportion, and symmetry of detail.

There is a fine central window, flanked by columns, and a

double staircase was originally designed to lead up to this,

but apparently was never built. The fair colour of the

stone, warmed by golden lichen, and swept by the purple
black canopies of the great cedars, is very beautiful. This

facade used to look into the wonderful maze of alleys and

bowers designed by de Caux, long ago swept away. Now,
instead, across a broad margin of shaven turf the image
of the house falls into the stream, which, rounding dark

and smooth from under walls of willow and umbrageous
thicket, flows past in a wide and shallow bed, and curves

away again beneath the stone arches and portico of

^^Palladio's theatric bridge," as Horace Walpole calls it.

This bridge, arching over the glassy stream, is a bit of
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artificiality that nature has worked into lovely harmony with

herself. Columns and arches and moulded pediment gleam

pallidly grey against the green of the surrounding boscage ;

the delicate pierced parapet is outlined against the dark

growth behind, and the ball ornaments push into massy

foliage. The stones, carefully hewn in so called " rustic
"

style, are blotched with orange lichen and embrowning moss,
and the water, slipping between, leaves wet brown stains

upon the buttresses. The bridge was built in 1736 by the

ninth Earl, who made great changes in the surroundings of

the house. The present garden, a formal parterre en-

closed with low stone parapets, running over with roses, is

laid out on the west side, in front of the meretriciously
handsome west facade built by Wyatt early in the nineteenth

century. High walls of yew close in the garden on this side,

but a broad walk passing down and through them, makes

a long vista from the house, ending in the famous " Holbein
"

Porch. This Porch, though not actually the work of

Holbein, dates from the early times of the house, probably
the second Earl's

;
it was removed from the main building

by Wyatt. It is a beautiful example of the early Italian

influence in England ;
four square, double storied, with

rectangular openings and fluted columns, rich parapets,

cornices, and friezes. The upper part is decorated with the

shields of the House of Herbert on each face, and with round

niches enclosing busts of Edward VI. and members of

the Pembroke family. The delicate little structure—its

pale stone coloured and enriched by time and exposure, the

moulding ornaments suggestive of a great historic past
—has

the indescribable melancholy charm of old, proud, aristocratic

things abandoned to nature and decay. The rain drops upon
it, the leaves of the trees fall around

it, this noble entrance

way through which kings and poets
—

perchance Shakespeare
himself—once passed.

The north part of the house, where the great front

entrance is, by which the public is generously admitted on

Wednesdays to see the state rooms, was entirely remodelled
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in Gothic style by Wyatt, who built the double cloisters

round the court for the reception of Earl Thomas' collection

of statues and antiques.
The Hall is set round with suits of armour and trophies of

arms—among them the armour taken from Louis de Bourbon
Due de Montpensier, and Anne, Due de Montmorency, at

the battle of St Quentin, at which Sir William was in com-
mand of the English contingent. A few statues stand in the

Hall, but the chief part of the collection of marbles is now

ranged in the cloisters. There are some original and beauti-

ful antique pieces among them and others that have been

partially restored.^ together with many late Roman and modern

copies and adaptations of antiques. Many still bear false

names and assumptions, though corrections have no doubt
been made since the time of Earl Thomas, of whom Aubrey
remarks, in connection with these statues, "his Lordship's

caprice in ranging them and the liberty he has taken in

cutting such names upon them as his own fancy suggested
can only be excused by his having the property of
them."

The pictures are hung in the beautiful series of rooms
built by Inigo Jones and Webb, which remain practically
unaltered. Most of the chimney pieces in these rooms are

Italian of the same period, and there are some very fine

pieces of French and English eighteenth century furniture.

The pictures include some good works of Italian and foreign
schools. But of the early ones the most interesting is the

panel by an English artist of the fourteenth century, which,
if only for its

rarity, is perhaps the most precious possession
of Wilton. It is hung in the little ante-room, unfortunately
where it cannot be well seen. It represents Richard II. and
his Patron Saints

;
the King kneels before the Virgin who

is surrounded by eleven angels, each bearing Richard's

badges, the White Hart and the Collar of Brown Cods.
St John Baptist with the Lamb, St Edward the Confessor

holding the ring, St Edward with the arrow of his martyr-
dom, stand behind the King. The colour is very pure and
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clear and the painting has the fineness and delicacy of

miniature work.

Apart from this, the most famous picture at Wilton is

the great family group by Van Dyck, hung in the Double
Cube Room, as it is called, the splendid central room of the

Inigo Jones part of the house. Evelyn in 1654 describes

this great saloon as "
richly gilded and painted with story

by De Creete." This refers to the panels in the ceiling,
which represent the legend of Perseus and Andromeda.
The general scheme of decoration designed by Inigo Jones
is somewhat heavy and over florid. The picture occupies
the whole of one end of the room. In the middle of

it,

seated on a sort of dais, is Philip, the fourth Earl, sur-

rounded by his large family. He has the fine, aristocratic

melancholy cast of countenance so often portrayed by Van

Dyck, painter of types rather than individuals. Beside the

Earl sits his second wife. Lady Anne Clifford, a very
notable personage; whose dominant character was outside

Van Dyck's province and transpires in this portrait only in a

sour and aggrieved expression. She was a great northern

heiress and widow of the Earl of Dorset when she married

Lord Pembroke. In one of her many writings she mentions

her husbands. " These two Lords . . . were in their

several kindes worthy noblemen as any in the kingdom;
yet it was my misfortune to have crosses and contradictions

with them both ... so as in both their life-times, the

marble pillars of Knowle in Kent and Wilton in Wiltshire,
were to me but the gay arbours of anguish." After the

death of Lord Pembroke she lived in one and another of

her many ancient castles in the north in turn, dispensing

great hospitality, and managing everybody for their good.
She refused to attend Charles II. 's Court on the ground that

if she went " she must have a pair of blinkers, such as her

horses had, lest she should see such things as would offend

her." Next to her, on the right of the picture, stands the

EarFs eldest daughter, a young lady of conventional appear-
ance

;
her husband, the Earl of Carnarvon, of a gallant
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Cavalier type, is beside her. On the other side of the Earl

stand two young, lovely, and resplendent figures, his elder

sons, proud youths with full flowing golden and auburn

locks ;
their gorgeous raiment, contrasting with the dark

sombre hues of the older people, and their arrogant port,

make them the most conspicuous members of the group.
The elder and fairest of the pair died very soon after this

picture was painted
—in Italy

—of small-pox. On the steps
in front stands his betrothed. Lady Mary Villiers, daughter
of George, Duke of Buckingham; she has that exquisite

grace, innocence and refinement which Van Dyck renders so

wonderfully. The three boys in the corner are the Earl's

younger sons, and three other children, already dead, are

represented in naive style as baby angels in the clouds.

There are some other interesting Van Dyck portraits in

this room—one a fine dignified picture of the Earl Philip of

the great family piece
—and another of Lady Mary Villiers

late in life when she was Duchess of Richmond, with her

dwarf Mrs Gibson
;
and a portrait said to have been painted

by Van Dyck from a statue of William the third Earl.

In this room also is kept a lock of Queen Elizabeth's

hair with the following inscription : This Locke of Queen
Elizabeth's owne Hair was presented to Sir Philip Sydney
by Her Majesty's owne faire hands, on which he made
these verses and gave them to the Queen, on his bended
knee—Anno Domini 1573. ^^^ verses, of very adulatory

style, follow, in Sydney's handwriting.
In the next room, which is remarkable for the simplicity

and fine taste of its decoration—the best work of Inigo Jones
and Webb at Wilton—hang many portraits of the Herbert

family as well as of other people by Van Dyck, Lely, Kneller,

and later artists. There is a portrait in the Library of the

first Earl and founder of the House, by some unknown

English artist of the sixteenth century ;
a work of no great

art, but very interesting for its subject. The Earl appears
full length in stifiF and gorgeous Tudor costume, with the

jewelled Garter round his knee
;

at his feet is a queer
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looking little dog of which Aubrey tells a tale.
" This Wm. had a little cur dog which loved him and the

Earl loved the dog ;
when the Earl died, the dog would not

go from his master's dead body, but pined away and died

under the hearse. ^ Here is also a picture of Mary Sydney,
the famous Countess of Pembroke, by Marc Geerarts. In

the Dining Room are a few other pictures of Italian and
French Schools.^

In the old town of Wilton itself, little of interest is left

now. The parish church was pulled down in 1844, and a

very elaborate church of Italian style built in its place. The
well-known carpet industry here is of old standing. It was
started by foreign weavers towards the end of the seventeenth

century, and flourished greatly later through the protection
of the ninth Earl of Pembroke, who brought over French and
Walloon workmen. Machinery was introduced in the last

century, but the old handicraft still continues in the produc-
tion of the best and most costly carpets.

1
Aubrey,

" Brief Lives."
2 The sculptures and pictures are fully described in the <* Wilton House Guide"

by Sir Neville Wilkinson.
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CHAPTER X

ROADS OVER THE PLAIN

" A road . . . over downs where corn was growing, but where neither tree nor

hedge was to be seen."—Lavengro.

Before the days of coaches there were no hard roads upon
Salisbury Plain. The ancient Roman highways were obliter-

ated, and had become mere tracks across the downs, marked

only by the faint print in the turf of rare hoofs or wheels.

You passed over '' the sea of carpet
" when journeying across

the country ;
like Pepys on his way from Salisbury to Bath

you engaged a guide to point the indistinguishable way, who
often it seems went himself astray, for there were few land-

marks—a thorn tree, a rare windmill, or distant church

tower top
—and each long swell and fall of this undulating

landscape was, and is, most confusingly like another.

Even a hundred years ago only the main turnpike roads

were ''made." There was no way of approach except by
tracks over the turf to some of the remoter places. A net-

work of these green ways is still used between the villages.

They are often bordered by a line of chalk heaps which
show the way by a glimmer of white in the dusk and are

visible even on a dark night. Should mist settle down and blur

out even these faint guides, the belated traveller loosens reins

or bridle and is led by the wisdom of his horse, or if on foot
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kneels from time to time and assures himself of his path by-

fingering the ruts, reduced to the simple methods of primitive

existence. Mist and snow are complete obliterators of these

open ways. Hoare, writing early in the last century, speaks
of many lives being lost from want of roads.

But in fine weather no mode of progression is so delight-

ful as driving or riding over the close springy turf, with the

song of the lark overhead, in the freedom of these airy and

skiey spaces.
The hard highways, if they lack the peculiar ecstasy of

the grass, have a sort of romance of their own. Nothing in-

tensifies so much the impression of largeness and monotony
in the landscape as these white roads travelling endlessly on

over the low swells, in a swift solitary course now mounting
to the sky line, now descending a long slope and rising again,

disappearing, re-appearing, still descried far off, streaking the

distant ridge. Mystic lines, uniting things unseen
;

with

purpose as remote as the telegraph wires, stretched upon

poles beside some of them, along which messages are racing
between people hundreds of miles away. One rarely sees

any object moving on these roads. A waggon, growing from

little to large as it slowly approaches ;
a solitary wayfarer on

foot or bicycle ;
a meteoric motor car swallowed up as soon

as it is seen.

Of the old coach roads across the Plain the most important
is the great western road, which after dividing into two

at Andover—the other branch taking a more southerly
course to Salisbury

—runs westward across the southern part
of the Plain. Rising to the chalk uplands just beyond
Thruxton, some miles west of Andover, it crosses a windy

ridge fringed with blown spindly firs
; (parley Hill lying on

the left, a round green wrinkled hillock, whose dark juniper
scrub and crest of pines hide the old vestiges of prehistoric

habitation. The road dips down, and running on its bleak

unsheltered way past the racing stables of Park House, it

presently ascends in leaps the long southern slope of a line

of downs that rise to a conspicuous height above the level
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of the Plain
;
the highest summit is known as Beacon—or in

the local tongue Bacon— Hill. There is a wonderful view

from the top of the road over the airy immensity of the

Plain, delicate, vari-coloured as the blue of the sea, paling
into infinite celestial distances. Far away on the north the

long suave line of the Marlborough hills rises out of it, blue

and fair against the sky. Southwards the country spreads

away and away to the low broken rim of the horizon
;

Old
Sarum shows a dark shape in the grey misty waves of the

landscape, under the veiled sun, and a little further away to

the east the fine arrow of the Spire points up out of the

city hid in the distant hollow.

Beacon Hill is, as its name implies, the scene of bonfires

for Jubilees and Coronations, and such great occasions. Here,
no doubt, the watchers waited with flint and tinder beside

the heaped-up faggots, to flash on the line of signals from

the coast which was to announce the landing of '^

Boney,'^
and here the flames of rejoicing must have shot up for

Waterloo. Farther and farther back one sees those fires,

glimmering in the mists of a past reaching back perhaps to

remotest times. Beacon Hill looks across miles of airy

space to Tan Hill, on the Marlborough Downs, which is

thought to take its name from the Beltane fires lighted of

old there in honour of the bright Sun God
;
need we doubt

that Beacon Hill, thousands of years ago, responded with a^

flaming antiphon in that sacrifical hymn of the old earth

worship of this country.
The road descends, skirting the great military town that

now overspreads Bulford Down, crosses the Avon Valley at

Amesbury, and passing beside the dark mound of VespasianV
Camp, climbs up again on to the open Plain. From the top

you look down a long succeeding incline, and upon the brow
of the opposite rise you see the old grey Stones, the W^onder
of the Plain. The branch road, passing close on the right of

Stonehenge, goes due west towards Shrewton and War-
minster; the main line passes on the left and now travels,

over a seemingly endless stretch of open solitary country,.
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To right and left no homes of the living are to be seen, but
the turfy surface where it has not been ploughed up is

embossed with many barrows, for it is on this part of the

Plain that the prehistoric dead lie most thickly.
Three miles beyond Stonehenge the road dips steeply to

the village of Winterbourne Stoke, and makes a long ascent

on the other side to a ridge which shows on the right a

dark rugged crest
;

this is Yarnbury Castle, one of the

largest of the ancient British strongholds on the Plain,
encircled by a single rampart which ri-es to a considerable

height above a deep fosse. The prim ipal gateway, on the

east side, is defended by an outwork
;

it abuts on the old

road between Salisbury and Bath, a down trackway, used

from probably far pre-Roman days, but now untrodden and
almost obliterated. This camp, situated upon the highest

ridge between the Avon and the Wiley, must once have

been very important. It is one of the line of ancient strong-
holds stretching along the high downs on the north of the

Wiley valley and onwards to the western edge of the

Plain—a chain, probably, of amity and strength in the settled

age of the late Celtic peoples. At that time these quiet
downs must have been populous ;

now no place is more

lonely in its loveliness.

Once a year Yarnbury becomes reanimate, on the day of

the Horse and Sheep Fair, October 4th, held in this lonely

trysting place by immemorial tradition. Here, within the

rampart, the flocks which in the twilight of the autumn

morning poured with a loud multitudinous clamour across

the downs, weary and perplexed, stand clcse packed in pens ;

bunches of young ponies are tied up in one corner, their

wild manes streaming in the wind of the high downs, and

near by are the sober cart-horses, their plaited manes and

tails aprick with ornaments of straw. The vendor of sheep-
bells spreads his metal wares upon the ground and a group
of shepherds gathers round him, discussing the subject and

giving good advice to a would-be buyer, who tests the tones

of the bells with great care—for the purchase of sheep-bells
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is a serious matter, good ones costing as much as five shillings—and the shepherds have to '^ find
" them themselves. A

huckster of the big green cotton umbrellas that the

shepherds carry slung across their dinner baskets, wanders

about with his goods. In the old days, up to within the

memory of people still living, the fair was followed by horse

races next day, and sports of all kinds. But now the

pleasure part of the meeting has been abandoned
;

the

folk disperse quietly soon after noon, when business is done,

leaving Yarnbury to the silent occupation of its prehistoric

ghosts for another year.
From here the road drops rapidly to the valley, which it

crosses at Wyley, climbing up again on the other side over

the high range of downs known as the Great Ridge, which

runs east and west between the valleys of the Wiley and the

Nadder. The character of the country changes somewhat
in this southern part of the Plain

;
the downs rise and fall

much more steeply, with deep winding bottoms between

them, where the richer green of the turf shows that

moisture runs beneath it. The top of the ridge is crested

with shaggy, straggling woods, which thicken along the

eastern end of the range into the forest of Groveley,
and extend westward in Stockton Woods and the Great

Ridge Woods beyond. Here, where this wild vegetation
now springs in a wilderness inhabited only by rabbits, the

traces of ancient human population are thickly scattered.

Along this Ridge ran the old road between Sorbiodunum
and the western sea

;
its course can still be traced. This

road probably existed long before the Roman occupation ;

the lead from the mines of Somerset, worked as early as the

days of Belgae, would have come along this way, and upon
the edge of the road where the country was high and dry
above the forest and fens of the west, there were large

prosperous settlements at that time, which continued on

through the Roman era, and endured until the great

displacement by the Saxons. A mile or two to the left of

our road as it ascends out of Wyley lies Bilbury Ring, a
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large ^'Camp." Above it, near the edge of the woods, is

the ancient enclosure of Hanging Langford. But the most

populous part was around the spot where the road crosses

the prehistoric way, just to the east of Stockton Woods
;

here under the turf lie the vestiges of a large British town.

The signs of old settlements continue westward all along
the Ridge. Quantities of debris of pottery, fragments of

hypocausts, and other evidences of comfortable and civilised

existence, have come to light in these places, and an immense
number of coins of the Romano-British period. It is

VJSSrv:2"

LYNCHES

(See footnote)

probable that the downs around were largely cultivated at

that time.i

Our road runs for some distance through the rough
woodland and then over wild open downs. On the other

side of the Ridge a new world opens up before the traveller,
wooded and purple and rich, broken slopes that fall to

the valley of the Nadder and rise again beyond, over-

* There are extensive signs on this side of the Wiley Valley of old cultiyation,
no doubt medijeval, but originating perhaps in prehistoric times. In many places
it will be noticed that the steeper slopes are carved out into a series of terraces

;
one

sees these green stairways everywhere on the downs; lynches or lynchets, they are

called. They have most likely been formed under the old English open field system,
in which the land was cultivated in half-acre strips, divided by low banks, called

balks or linches; a system as old as the Saxon times, and perhaps much older.

Where the ground sloped, the strips, running always lengthwise, were gradually
flattened by the action of the plough, which according to old custom worked only
one way, returning idle, and always cast the sod on to the lower side

; by the same

process, the bank between the strips gradually grew up. Where, however, the

ground is very steep, the terraces may have been levelled or partly levelled by the

spade in very early times. See Seebohm, "English Village Community," p. 5.
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topped by the long grey backs of the Shaftesbury Downs.

Running along the southern slope of the Ridge, through
a part which is more enclosed and planted, one reaches

the tiny village of Chicklade. Two miles further on we
cross the road from Warminster to Shaftesbury. The
downs above Chicklade and over the Deverill Valley, and

on the north side of the Ridge above Sutton Veny, are also

marked everywhere with the familiar signs of ancient

occupation, along the line of the Roman road. Following

up the Warminster Road for about two miles, one may
find by some seeking, at a little distance to the right
of the wood, a strange little place, lost in the midst of

the downs. In a walled enclosure, hidden within a grove
of trees, there is an old manor house—now a farm—with

a large open court in front, surrounded by picturesque

barns, and one or two cottages opposite. Behind the house,
in a rough neglected close, overgrown with trees, stands

a little Norman church, which has been carefully restored.

This is Pertwood—the one surviving inhabited spot upon
this once populated Ridge. Pertwood appears in Domesday,
where it is rated for two ploughlands, which shows that

this high ground was then cultivated
;

it seems to have

been a considerable village later and up to a few years

ago it was still a parish, with a rector of its own. Aubrey,
in the seventeenth century, mentions Pertwood as an

instance of the dampness of places upon the high downs.

The rector had told him " that mists were frequent there.

There is no river or marsh near it, yet they do not live

long there ..." Aubrey explains this phenomenon in

language that reads quaintly nowadays.
"- Besides that the

hill country is elevated so high in the air, the soile doth

consist of chalke and mawme which abounds with nitre,

which craddles the air and turns it into mists and water."

Whether '^

they do not live long
"

in these days at Pertwood
I cannot say, but seeing it on a fine day one wonders why
they should ever die in so delectable a place, in that thin

sweet air, surrounded by the wide freedom of the downs,
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and with that immense landscape southward, dipping and

spreading away beneath the sun to the low blue distant

hills.

The western road, from which we turned off for Pertwood,
continues for several miles along the southern edge of the

Plain, up and down over lonely swells, patched with heather,

passing no village after Chicklade until sinking to the foot

of the downs it reaches Mere, and quits the Plain.

Of all the roads over Salisbury Plain, that between

Salisbury and Devizes is the most characteristic in its

directness and its loneliness. It crosses the Plain from

south to north, keeping along the high backbone of the

downs on the west of the Avon Valley. After leaving

Salisbury and its outskirts, it runs on for sixteen miles

without touching or even sighting a village, to the top
of Red Horn Hill, whence the great chalk plateau falls to

the wooded country on the north. It is strange, the

solitude of such a road as this in the heart of crowded

England. Yet once upon a time these open downs in

the middle of the Plain were also abundantly populated.
The road passes a little to the west of Stonehenge, crossing the

London and Exeter Road, and runs through the tract thick

strewn with barrows which surround the mysterious Stones.

Further on, to right and left of its line, many sites of British

villages have been found, marked by the humps and ridges of

their half obliterated entrenchments and connected by low

banks and ditches that wind over the downs. Midway along
the road there stands a lonely dwelling-house, formerly
the Bustard Inn and now converted into racing stables. The
name of this house is now the only reminder of the great
bird of the Plain, which used to sweep over the swells with

a flight majestic as an eagle's. The planting of coverts,

which these shy birds fear as the haunt of unseen enemies
;

improved cultivation, which disturbed their nests, and the

multiplication of guns drove them utterly away long ago.

They have not bred upon the downs for more than a
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hundred years and have only been occasionally seen since—
always pursued and mercilessly shot down. I think they
never come now.

A mile or two beyond the Bustard, the road forks, and

a branch goes off in a more westerly direction towards

Market Lavington. The main line continuing northward,

passes be^^ide Ell Barrow, a very big Long Barrow, visible

far and wide upon the low back of the down; its name

signifies in the Celtic tongue
*'

conspicuous." A traveller

alone upon this road, where almost the only incidents in the

wide expanse of earth and sky are these mounded tombs of

the ancient dead, might well feel oppressed with something
of melancholy and fear

;
the more so when a thunder-cloud

hangs heavy and still over the landscape, or when the dark

of autumn or winter is closing in. Where the roads divide,
a signpost points with its two arms, one to Lavington, the

other to Devizes
;

this must be the very scene of the

Ingoldsby legend, where the ghostly figure of the murdered
Drummer Boy is seen in a flash of lightning leaning against
the signpost to Devizes, upon Salisbury Plain. The wild

part which the road is now crossing is called Black Heath,
a place once also inhabited, whose name in the form of

Nigravre, that is nigrum arvum^ is found in Domesday Book,
by which time its population had probably migrated to the

valley. The Nigravre of Domesday is thought, in fact, to be
the present Netheravon.

On Red Horn Hill, whence looking back one may get a

last view of Salisbury Spire, "like a fine Spanish needle,"
the road crosses the last ridge of the downs, and dips down
from the Plain into the wooded country on the north-west.

These direct highways, racing from one distant point to

another, seem to have no relation to the unseen villages in

their neighbourhood. There is a road which runs with a

more rambling course more or less parallel with the Salisbury
and Devizes road, a little further west, following up a deep
fold or trough in the Plain, down which a winter bourn
flows to join the Wiley at Stapleford ;

one of those fitful
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streams peculiar to the chalk, which have a full current in

late winter and spring, and leave all the upper part of their

course dry for the rest of the year. A succession of old

villages cuddle under the elms along this hollow under the

slopes of the downs. From Stapleford the road runs beside

a margin of green meadow between wide arable fields to

Berwick St James, a village of old flint or mud-walled

cottages, delightfully situated in the meadows between the

grey uplands. It has a very interesting old church, with a

fine Norman doorway on the north side, and lovely lancet

windows in the chancel. Bevond Berwick the road rises,

and joining the London road at the top, dips deeply down
into Winterbourne Stoke, where the stream is narrowly pent
between the slopes, making an oasis of rich meadows and

orchards, sheltered from the winds. The church stands at

the south end of the village, on a rise above the stream, its

grey tower rising out of a grove of trees, and visible far out

to the west. This, too, is a Norman foundation, and has a

north doorway of the twelfth century, with several bands of

rich ornamentation round the head, and there is a south

doorway, now walled up, of the same style. It is a cruciform

church, without aisles, the tower supported on lofty pointed
arches within, curiously unsymmetrical. There is a window
with beautiful geometrical tracery in the south transept, and

a fine carved oak pulpit.

Our way from Stoke continues up over the downs, past
an old earthwork, called the ^'

Coney Garth
"

;
then crossing

the stream it keeps along the east side of the valley. The
thatched and whitewashed cottages of the little hamlet

of Rolleston appear in front down among the willows

and the stream, and in the midst of a rough grass

slope above, not far from the road, stands the short,

high-backed little church, a Norman building, painfully
restored and varnished inside. Rolleston is the first of five

villages set close together along the little stream, here in

the very heart of the Plain. The others are Maddington,

Shrewton, Orcheston St George, and Orcheston St Mary.
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The valley here, near its head, is wide and very shallow, and

in winter time the numberless springs which burst up out of

the chalk on all sides and run down into it, overflow the

little stream and spread out in wide pools. This yearly

flooding, together with some fortunate quality of the soil,

causes an extraordinary growth of very rich herbage. At
Orcheston St George, there is a long meadow, famous from

of old for the grass which it produces. Aubrey speaks of

this Orcheston grass as being in common years twelve or

thirteen feet high, and the villagers in these days tell of

having seen it as tall and taller. In the winter the whole

meadow is a shallow mere in which the grass grows so fast,

. n/

SHEEP ON THE DOWNS

even at that season, that it has been known to be eighteen
inches high at Christmas. The meadows all along the little

stream are extremely fertile.

In seasons of heavy rain or snow, the hollow becomes too

shallow a runnel for all the moisture which pours into it

from the surrounding downs. Up here in the midst of the

chalk Plain, so arid in summer, the peril of deep waters is

far from one's thoughts. Yet these villages have been

repeatedly visited by bad floods. The last and best

remembered of these calamities happened in 1841. The
snow lay very thick upon the Plain that winter, and the cold

had been severe. Towards the end of January came a

sudden rapid thaw and the melting snow flowed into the
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hollow, and mingling with the swollen springs, rushed down
in an enormous torrent of water upon the villages, in places
seven and eight feet deep. Numbers of cottages were swept

away. People cut off in their homes, crying vainly for help,
were swallowed up by the flood in the darkness and rain of

a wild night of storm. Others clung to fragments of their

falling houses ; one old woman near on seventy held on to

the chimney
—all that was left standing of her cottage

—for

seven hours. "
I did not forget to pray to God," said she

afterwards. She was rescued quite unhurt. So great was
the force of the water that a waggon and strong cart-horse

with which the rescue of a mother and a number of little

children was being attempted, was swept bodily away for

some distance. The poor things were at last saved, being

dug out of the ruins after the cottage had fallen upon them.

The flood was a huge wonder in the countryside, people

thronged from far and near to the scene, and old folks tell

one how the new born babies were left wailing in their

cradles while their mothers trudged for miles over the Plain

to gape at the destruction. A national collection was made
to relieve the sufferers and build dwellings for them

;
a part

of the rent of these new cottages is annually spent in fuel

and clothing for the poor of these parishes. New dykes and

drains were cut after the catastrophe and no serious floods

have happened since.

These villages should be seen in the early spring, before

the springs have shrunk back to their deep sources in the

chalk and before the appearance of the military camps, which
now through all the milder months of the year are planted

upon the surrounding downs. Fortunately the autumn rains

and winds soon obliterate the traces of these invasions, and

there are no signs of them in the spring. A mild moist day
in February, when the lambstails hang in pale gold clusters

upon the dark wintry twigs of the hazels and the snowdrops
are pushing thickly through the dead leaves and pallid grass
in garden coppices

—that is the moment to be here. Then
the meadows along the hollow are a track of emerald green
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between the bare brown and grey uplands. The water

spreads out in a wide pool at Orcheston, reflecting in its

glassy surface the old cottages and homesteads, and brims in

its wide ditch down the long street of Shrewton, bordered

by knotty headed pollards, and under the little bridges
which give access to the houses at Maddington, winding past

the long mud walls of gardens and orchards till at Rolleston

it spreads out again in the meadows, bathing the dark leaning
stems of the willows.

Rolleston is but a few scattered cottages. Maddington
and Shrewton are larger and more sophisticated, but there

are some picturesque bits. At the cross roads where the two

villages meet an old stone bridge crosses the stream, shadowed

by tall trees
;

this spot was evidently the village forum, and

here stands a round "blind house" with a domed top built

of great blocks of stone, nicely fitted together, and a low

narrow door set deep in the thickness of the walls and faced

with rusty iron
;

a grim little dungeon. Near by on a rise

stands the picturesque old church of Maddington, a very
ancient foundation, rebuilt and restored many times. The
manor of Maddington belonged in the twelfth century to

Radulphus Le Moigne, who held it from Henry I. for

the honourable service of larding the roast on the occasion

of the King's Coronation— "per les services d'estre achateur

del Kuysine de Roi, et Lardiner de Roy a temps de corone-

ments de Royes et de Reynes d'Engliter," as is set forth in

a claim of one of his descendants to the same privilege at the

coronation of James II. The Grand Lardner at Henry V.'s

coronation was the last male of the family who held

Maddington, which passed through the marriage of his

daughter to the Stourtons.

In the church register at Maddington it is recorded that

a certain William Lawne was "
barbarously slaine," one

September day in 1666. Lawne was returning from
Warminster Market with a large sum of gold, and the ostler

of the inn where he had put up followed him and
shot him dead upon the downs and made off with the
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On October 21st, 1839, as evening fell, Farmer Dean of

Imber was returning from Devizes Market, with his pockets
full of gold. As he reached this spot four men sprang out

of the dark upon the gig, seizing the horse's head. The

farmer, a man of spirit, laid about him vigorously with his

driving whip, shouting out lustily the while "George,

George," as if a friend were close at hand. The robbers,

deceived by this, let go and made off in different directions
;

and the farmer, singling out one of them, started in pursuit.

Then began a merciless chase. Mile after mile over the

open downs where there was no covert or hope of escape,
he kept his quarry on the run, this way and that, for three

mortal hours, until on Chitterne Down, the hunted man

suddenly dropped dead. Another stone, called the Robber's

Stone, marks the spot. The other assailants were captured
and transported. This part, where the villages are so few

and far between, seems to have been very unsafe in the old

days for solitary travellers. There is a grim record in the

register of Imber Church for 1716, of two robbers buried

there, both of them shot on the same day at different places
on the surrounding downs, by farmers whom they had

attacked. But the attempt upon Mr Dean was the last

conspicuous case of the kind upon the Plain. The in-

stitution in the last century of banks in the market towns,
in which farmers could deposit the money taken at the

market, instead of carrying it on the person, put an end to

the profits of the highwayman's profession.
To get to Imber we must leave the road we have been

pursuing at Gore Cross, and take the one which climbs

south-westward over the downs, and is for a part of its way
only a track in the turf. Imber—or Immere—meaning "on
the border," from the fact that it lies on the boundary of

two Hundreds—is the most isolated of all the villages on the

Plain, and the loveliest and most unspoilt.

** Imber on the down,
Five miJe8 from any town.'*
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So runs the old rhyme. A hundred years ago and later

there were no roads at ail to Imber. The village lies in a

deep fold of the Plain, on the track of another little winter

stream ;
on all sides the slopes of the high downs surround

it. It is just one straggling "street" of old cottages and

farmsteads, winding along the hollow under the sheltering
elms ;

the narrow stream brims fresh and clear through it

in spring, leaving its bed dry, to fill up with coarse grass
and weeds, in summer. The white-washed cottages, with

their leaning timbers and deep thatched roofs, are set down
in short rows and groups, the angles and nooks between

them filled in with garden plots full of flowers
;
rose bushes,

here and there a lilac, lilies, and tangles of everlasting peas.

There is an old timbered house about midway along the

street which cannot be younger than the fourteenth

century. Such barns too, there are, deep, lofty, capacious,

built of grand old timbers, with a thick cape of thatch

thrown over the long roof and two pockets in the thatch

bulging out over the big double storied doors. The long
walls of the orchards and gardens are all the old mud
built kind here, rustic and comfortable under their coping
of thatch.

The church, which stands very picturesquely above the

village on the south, its tall five cornered tower rising

against the background of the downs, is an old Norman
foundation, much altered in the late thirteenth and again in

the fifteenth century. The interior is small and rather

dark
; pushing open the heavy door one is startled by the

gleam of a white figure stretclied out in the gloom within,
but it is only a stone knight recumbent on a tomb between
the arches of the nave, with the light from a window falling
on him—a beautiful figure, in armour, with legs crossed.

There is another efSgy of a knight close by, in a low

canopied niche in the wall of the south aisle. Both are

presumably descendants of Richard le Rous, or the Red,
Chamberlain of Henry II., who granted him lands here.

Part of Imber, together with the church, belonged to the
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Abbey of Romsey, and the Le Rous family held this as well

under the Abbess. They continued here until the reign of

Henry VI., when the House came to an end with two

brothers, who left no heirs. John, the younger of the two,
is said to have been a great friend of the Lollards. It is

not known which of the family are represented by these

effigies.

The south wall of the church is covered with fifteenth

century paintings, but they are so much spoilt and obliter-

ated that the subjects are not distinguishable. Some dim,
uncertain figures, gallants in the costume of the day, can

just be made out. There is much good old oak, pews and

pulpit with Jacobean carving, and in the chancel two

beautiful sixteenth century chairs.

The little Imber stream runs south-eastward, and like

the Tilshead and Shrewton water, hollows out a shallow
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green pathway between the downs, full of pools in a wet
winter. A road, steep and rough and gritty, follows the

trend of the stream, and a few miles on reaches Chitterne,
a large village, with a modern church. Chitterne is a very

pleasant place ; the little stream, bordered by elms, runs

through it, beside the long walls of orchards and closes, in

which the comfortable gabled farm houses stand back.

A Tudor manor house, hidden in trees, a fine stone gate-

way and other relics of seventeenth century building,

suggest a certain stateliness of life here in the past. But
Chitterne has long lost its old manorial life

;
no squire lives

here now and the population wholly dependent upon agri-

culture, has greatly diminished of late years. It must have
been a more considerable place when Pepys and his party

passed a night here in the seventeenth century. They had

started forth one evening early in June 1668, to travel over

the Plain from Salisbury to Bath, unaware apparently of

the many shelterless miles that lay between them and any

resting place. The old road—or track rather—passes as

we have seen beside Yarnbury Castle and thence runs

northward, leaving Chitterne a mile or two on the left.

They had taken a guide with them, and as dusk came on
the guide missed the track and they were carried out of

their way to a ^* town
"

which Pepys afterwards mentions

as Chiltren, where they found an inn and beds. The latter

were "good but lousy, which made us merry," says Pepys;
they must have had good spirits in the seventeenth century !

They had reason to be glad of their mistake,
" because it

seems had we gone on as we pretended, we could not have

passed with our coach and must have lain on the plain all

night." Having engaged the landlord of the inn to guide
them on their pathway, they accomplished the rest of their

journey next day without mishap.
Chitterne lies now upon a good road, the branch which

diverges at Stonehenge from the great western road

and runs through Shrewton and Chitterne to Warminster.
Between Shrewton and Chitterne it passes over the mid-
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most part of the Plain, rocking up and down mile after mile

over the low swells
;
from the top of the ridges you see the

wide earth spread out around to the dim horizon, a grey
faint coloured sea, under the pale sky, with dark spinneys

lying in it here and there like lonely islands. The road

makes a long descent into the elmy hollow of Chitterne and,

rising again beyond, runs along the slopes of the downs
above the Wiley Valley and drops down into Heytesbury,
where it joins the high road down the valley to Warminster.

The eastern part of the Plain is traversed by a very

solitary road
;
one of the oldest track-ways upon the downs.

It runs out of Salisbury due north, past Old Sarum—being
for the first few miles one with the Amesbury road, which

parts from it about two miles short of that place. It keeps
on a direct course over Beacon Hill, skirting the new military
town and continues along the backbone of the downs
between the valleys of the Avon and the Bourne, out of

sight of human habitation till it reaches Everley, many miles

on. A branch parting from it under Beacon Hill in a more

easterly direction leads to Collingbourne Ducis on the

eastern edge of the Plain. The downs in this part are

much fringed with a rough growth of fir and beech, and

the chalky soil breaks through the turf on the slopes and is

tunnelled by hosts of rabbits. The tract to the west of the

road from about four miles north of Amesbury was once a

famous warren, where " there is great increase of hares for

gentlemen in the countrey there dwelling, to disport them-

selves with game," says Camden. It is still, or was up to a

few years ago, the haunt of innumerable ground game.
These wild tenants are the successors here, as elsewhere on

the Plain, of an ancient human population. The downs on

either side of the road are studded with barrows, which were

still more numerous a century ago, before the ground had

been so much ploughed up for cultivation. Old banks and

ditches cross the turfy stretches and many remains of British
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villages have been found. About two miles south of Everley
is Sidbury, a round hill which rises to a conspicuous height
above the surrounding plain ;

one of the high spots where

a gravelly deposit lies upon the top of the chalk, and where

there are springs of water. This place favourable to life

and apt for defence was one of the strong cities of the Plain

in ancient days ;
the area at the top, shaped like a heart, is

edged with a huge double rampart and deep fosse, above

the precipitous sides of the hill. Tradition associates

Sidbury with the Romans and with the Saxons. Ina the

law giver. King of the West Saxons, is said to have had a

hunting lodge at Everley. A causeway which can still be

traced led from the principal entrance of Sidbury, on the

north side of the hill, to Everley, and beside it is the

supposed site of the old palace. There can be little doubt

that Sidbury was inhabited from remote prehistoric times.

A lovely thicket of trees and brushwood and bramble now
fills the great fosse and riots over all the platform at the

top; the hollows and open spaces between are carpeted
with thick soft turf and bordered with masses of willow

herb. Standing on the rampart one has the sensation of

being lifted above the earth, enthroned in the air, so vast is

the prospect beneath one's eyes on all sides, a vast billowy

level, with the long rippling edges of the low hill ranges

faintly pencilled in the blue translucent atmosphere of the

far distance. On a clear day one looks southwards over the

rich Hampshire country as far as the Isle of Wight, and

away to the dim ridges of Stourton and Knoyle and into

Somerset on the west. On the north the view is bounded

by the lovely line of the Marlborough Hills, and to

the east of them lies the deep blue tract of Marlborough
Forest.

Everley, two miles on, is an old village, once a centre of

hawking and coursing and all the sports of the Plain. It

was the demesne of kings
—

always lovers of the chase—
from Saxon times onwards. The manor was held at one
time by Henry, Duke of Lancaster, great-grandson of
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Henry III., "a very perfect knight," and after him by his

daughter the Duchess Blanche, wife of John of Gaunt. It

came later, apparently by marriage, to Henry Sadleir, third

son of Henry VIII. 's and Elizabeth's trusted servant, Sir

Ralph Sadleir. The son no doubt inherited an ardour for

the "noble art" of falconry from his father, who, when

charged with the custody of Mary C^ueen of Scots at Tutbury,
incurred a reproof from Elizabeth for allowing his captive
to go hawking with him. Sir Ralph, described by a seven-

teenth-century biographer as a "compleat" man, at once

a most exquisite writer, and a most valiant soldier, not

only provided richly for his children in this world but also

in the next, for he procured a pardon at Rome for the sins

of his family for three generations; a sort of entail of

grace !

''

Though no use was made thereof, much mirth

was made therewith," remarks Fuller. There is, or was, a

portrait of Sir Ralph Sadleir in the manor house at Everley.
Mr Sadleir, the son, entertained James I. and Ann of Den-
mark here in 1603.

Hawking, which since the days of the Saxon kings had

been the favourite sport in England, declined as the country
became more enclosed and cultivated, but it is carried on

even now to some extent at Everley. And in the last

century Everley was still the most famous place for cours-

ing. Cobbett, who visited the place in [826, remarks

on the coursing here. " The ground is the finest in the

world, from two to three miles for the hare to run to cover,

and not a stone nor a bush nor a hillock." Everley pleased
Cobbett highly. "The inn is one of the nicest and in

summer one of the pleasantest in England." He describes

the garden and the tall sycamores, with a "most populous

rookery
"

in them. *' All the rest is bare down or open
arable. ... It is nearly sun-setting, the rooks are skimming
and curving over the tops of the trees, while under their

branches I see a flock of several hundred sheep coming

nibbling their way in from the down and going to their

fold."
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From here the country begins to fall on the north
;
the

road descends the slopes into the Pewsey Vale and leaves

the Plain, while another road, running westwards from

Everley, drops steeply down into the Avon Valley between
Enford and Upavon.
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CHAPTER XI

THE EDGE OF THE PLAIN

*< Heere by beginneth .

open.
"—Camden.

thorow the mids of the shire, the Plaines so wide and

The chalk downs extend on the eastern side of the Plain

to the border of Wiltshire, and penetrate in places far into

Hampshire and Berkshire. On the south-east of Wilts

there is a wild tract, traversed by two ancient roads from

Old Sarum, one to Winchester, the other to Roman Sil-

chester
;

at the edge of it, close to the great coach road

from London to Salisbury and the west, lies the bleak

village of Winterslow, where William Hazlitt spent much
time and wrote much of his work. For many years he

stayed several months every summer at Winterslow Hut,
where the only habitation was an old hostelry, the Pheasant

Inn, at which the coach stopped on its way to and from

London, and here in the complete solitude which divided

him in spirit from his country neighbours, he " lived to

himself," walking upon
" the wild bare heath

"
and in the

woods near by, and seeking in the evenings the company of

his favourite authors. Charles Lamb visited him sometimes

at Winterslow, but Lamb, we learn from the Essays, was
not the right companion for a walk: '^A good thing spoils

out-of-door prospects. . . . L is for this reason, I take it,
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the worst company in the world out-of-doors, because he is

the best within."

The valley of the Bourne may, however, be taken most

convt^niently for our purpose, to describe the eastern edge
of the Plain. The Bourne, which is intermittent for the

most part of its course, flowing only in winter and spring, is

the most considerable of the many winter streams of the

Plain. The hollow along which it runs is closely set with

villages and hamlets. Following it upwards from Salisbury,
one passes through a string of little places, all called

Winterbourne, and distinguished respectively as Ford, Earls,

Dauntsey, and Gunner
; charmingly rustic and picturesque,

set upon the shallow winding stream among the meadows
which rise gradually on either side into ploughed fields,

with downs beyond. Winterbourne Gunner takes its

curious name from a lady of the great De la Mare family,
named Gunnora, who held the manor in the fourteenth

century. This is an extremely pretty village, with a little

5hort towered twelfth century church standing alone in a

green field above the stream. Porton, the next place up
the stream, has been modernised by a railway station and by
the traffic to and from the military camps, and the church
there is new. A short distance beyond lies Idmiston,
sheltered under the high slope of the downs on the south,

against which the picturesque steeple tower of the church
rises up with noble effect. The church is a fine one, mainly
Perpendicular. The steeple which crowns the tower is

remarkable for being tiled with wooden shingles, a covering

rarely seen in this part of the country. There are some

interesting details of stone carving in the interior; and a

Renaissance monument of simple and very good design,

charmmgly decorative in colour, is placed against the wall at

the bottom of the south aisle, to Giles Rowbach, who died

in 1633.

Boscombe, a mile or so beyond Idmiston, the quietest
and most rural of hamlets, has historic distinction through
its association with the Judicious Hooker, who was rector
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here from 1591 to 1595. It was at Boscombe that he
wrote the first four books of his Ecclesiastical Polity ;

in

the midst of domestic discomfort and unhappiness. The
mild scholar, whose mind was ever abstracted in reflexion,
had somehow tumbled into matrimony with a vulgar, dis-

contented woman, who scolded and complained all day long
and dragged him from his study to rock the cradle and
mind the sheep—so at least his friends declare, to whom
this petticoat subjection made him painfully ridiculous.

Hooker's gifts were for immortality, not for immediate

popular applause
—"an obscure harmless man, a man in

poor clothes, his loins usually girt in a coarse gown or

canonical coat; of a mean stature and stooping"
—so

Isaak Walton describes him. Nor was he impressive as a

preacher. "His voice was low, stature little, gesture none
at all, standing stone still in the pulpit," says Fuller, who
nevertheless does homage to his "quiet and capacious soul."

His humble parishioners loved him, for he was always

sympathetic to them in their daily life.

Here is the same little church in which Hooker officiated,

and the wooden bell-cot from which the people were
summoned to hear him

;
the interior is very rustic and

simple, the high unpolished oak pews whitened by age
are fortunately not yet "restored" out of it. On the

south side stands a carved oak pulpit with a sounding board,
but the date 1633 on it proclaims that it is not that from
which Hooker preached. Otherwise the church appears to

have been little altered since the early Reformation days.
The chancel especially, with its plaster waggon roof and

great oak cross beams, keeps the character of a bygone
day. The carving of the pews and the pulpit is of very

good Jacobean design.
The parsonage house which Hooker inhabited still

stands, but has been altered and added to. It is rather a

gloomy house, in which two of his successors have committed

suicide; the second hung himself from the rafters of one
of the rooms in 1707, driven to despair by debt. Not all
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the parsons of those days were saints and scholars like

Hooker; some seemed to have lived wild lives enough in

these remote places on the downs, and to have had tragic
fates. It is recorded that in 1765 the curate of Alington,
the next parish to Boscombe, was murdered. There had
been a christening, and after it the christening party went to

Newton Tony and there got very drunk. On the way
back they quarrelled and the curate was flung over a wall,

and when they picked him up he was dead, so they threw

him into a well and gave out that he had gone to visit

friends. When he failed to appear people became sus-

picious, but no inquiry was made. Fifty years later an old

woman, who had been one of the party, lay dying, and desiring
to confess the crime, she sent for the parson. The parson
sent for a magistrate to accompany him to her bedside, Mr
Duke of Bulford, who had acquired in the countryside the

name of Devil Duke. When the dying woman heard this

man's voice as he approached she cried out '' that Devil

Duke shall never get anything out of my backbone," and

shutting her lips she refused to say anything more, and so

she died unassoiled.^

Alington has also an old church, rebuilt in 1851. The

country now becomes more planted and less open ;
the road

runs on up and down over the slopes, and after a mile or

two, a turning on the right leads down to Newton Tony, a

picturesque village, stretched along the dry bed of the

stream. The church is new. There is a Jacobean manor
house here, hidden within a park.

About two miles further on one reaches Cholderton, a

large and sophisticated village which lies on the extreme

edge of the county and has a new church. From Cholderton
the road follows the narrow bed of the stream and crosses

the London Road at Park House. Here the Hampshire
border makes a " cantle

"
westward, and for three miles or

so, between Tidworth and this point, the Bourne, coming
due south, runs through that county. Shipton, a mile

1 '' Wiltshire Notes and Queries," vol. for 1905-1907.
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beyond Park House, was but a few years ago the most rustic

and out of the world little hamlet
; to-day it is full of raw

new buildings
—sad evidence that we are in the military area

upon the Plain. There is an old church here with a curious

wooden belfry, surmounted by a small steeple. From here

onwards to Tidworth the road passes through a tract of

country given up to military camps and training. Tidworth,
a name well known from its association with the famous

hunter, Assheton Smith, and the hunt which he founded,

used to be a very picturesque and pleasant village. There

are two parishes, South and North Tidworth
;
the first has

a modern church, but at North Tidworth there is a good
church of the fifteenth century, with traces of older work in

it. The great mansion house in the Park stands on the site

of an old manor house of the Mompessons, who formerly
owned the estate, and who were subjected in 1661 to a

ghostly experience in the form of an invisible Drummer,
which created much sensation at the time.

The next village upon the Bourne is Collingbourne

Ducis, some miles on. The road to it runs over a bleak and

open down country, with Sidbury Hill on the left and

Windmill Hill on the right. A mile or so to the right, where
the downs edge into the old forest country on the east of

the Plain, is Ludgershall, where in Norman days there stood

a castle of some importance. To this castle the Empress
Matilda fled from Winchester in 1141, but the fear of

Stephen's Queen, close on her track, not allowing her to stay
here for any time, she "once more mounted her horse in

male fashion
"
and continued on over the Plain to Devizes,

where, in order to escape from her enemies, and being half

dead with fatigue, she was bound in cerements like a corpse
and placed upon a litter and so was carried to Gloucester.

The Plantagenet princes often resorted to Ludgershall for

the sake of the chase in the royal forests of Chute and

Savernake. In later days it was a borough town, and

returned two members, for which reason Cobbett in 1826

pronounces it
*' one of the most mean and beggarly places
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that man ever set his eyes on. The curse attending corrup-
tion seems to be upon it. The look of the place would

make one swear that there never was a clean shirt in it since

the first stone of it was laid." Some scanty remains of the

masonry of the old Norman castle still stand at one end of

the village, upon a mound surrounded by a rampart of earth

and a deep fosse. There is a fine old church, with a modern

tower. An old market cross stands in the village, with very

interesting carvings upon it, representing the Crucifixion, the

Three Maries, the Command to Peter, and the Ascension.

At Collingbourne Ducis, once a part of the great Duchy
of Lancaster, we reach the edge of the Plain. On east and

north the downs change into woodland and vale. The little

winter stream is here not many miles from its source. The

village is open to the wide arable and down on the west and

is rather bleak
; coming from that direction one has a charm-

ing view of the broad grey church tower and the old cottages
and farms clustered in the slight depression of the ground.
The church is an interesting old building of flint and stone,

chiefly of the Early English period.
From here we must turn westwards by the road through

Everley to Upavon in the Avon Valley, and thence continue

along the northern border of the Plain by a road which runs

for many miles under the bare slopes of the downs, skirting
a wooded country on the right. From Upavon the road

ascends along the slope of the hill and passes first above

Charlton, a little village with a very interesting small church,
which has a carved wooden rood screen with traces of paint-

ing upon it, and another fine oak screen, shutting off a

beautiful little chantry chapel on the north side of the nave.

There is a brass in the chapel to William Chauncey and
Marion his wife—''which Will""* edified this chapel and

decessyd the ix day of June 1524"—with charming figures

of the gentleman and lady. A squint between the chapel
and chancel, and a corresponding opening between the chapel
and the porch, where the bell is rung, must have been pierced
to give the ringer of the sanctus bell a view of the altar.
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Charlton was the birthplace and early home of Stephen
Duck, the peasant poet, who was born in 1705 and worked
here as a farm labourer, performing

—
" Those endless Toils, which always grow anew,
And the poor Threshers* destined to pursue.'*

His wages were 4s. 6d. a week, on which he kept a wife

and three children. The tale of how he worked for extra

time and managed to buy one or two books, and stole the

THE DINNER HOUR

hours from the night to study them in, is touching enough.
He learnt good English by studying

" Paradise Lost
"
and the

"
Spectator," which he used to carry with him to his work, and

by labouring harder than the rest he was able to snatch a

half hour in the day, and sit down, all over sweat and heat,

to read. Inspired by the verses he read, he began to turn

his own thoughts into verse
;

his accomplishments were

noised abroad and gentlemen in the neighbourhood gave him

encouragement and help. He was proclaimed to the world

as a wonder and Queen Caroline granted him a pension and

made him a Yeoman of the Guard, and so his simple
thresher's existence at Charlton was exchanged for the life

of the town and the Court. Pope and Swift, and other
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jealous aspirants for patronage, were very contemptuous of

him; his gifts, in fact, though remarkable for the circum-

stances in which they had been developed, were not for im-

mortality. He wrote a small quantity of pastoral verse, of

the artificial style in fashion at the time and curiously remote

from the real country life of his own experience. One piece,

in which he describes the life of the farm labourer, and the

monotonous round of his tasks from one year's end to

another, has the interest of reality and is a record of old

farming ways now long gone. Stephen was not happy per-

haps in his prosperity ;
his end at least was sad, for he became

melancholy mad and drowned himself in 1755. One of his

admirers, the Lord Palmerston of the day, gave a piece of

land in 1730, that the rent might provide a yearly threshers*

feast at Charlton, in honour of the poet ;
this dinner still

takes place every year in the village.

Marden, a mile or two further on, is one of the prettiest

villages of this countryside, with cottage gardens crowded

with lovely flowers in summer time. The beautiful church,
which is approached by a long narrow path between trees,

has a grand fifteenth-century tower, lofty and richly purfled
and pinnacled, and a very fine doorway of the early twelfth

century, enriched with star and zigzag mouldings. The wide

chancel arch is of the same period and is surrounded with

three bands of zigzag moulding. The nave is a rebuilding
of the fifteenth century, and has a fine wooden roof resting
on carved stone corbels.

At Chirton, the next village, there is another exceedingly

interesting church, a late Norman building, of about 11 70.
The south door has a rich moulding formed of beak heads,
and human heads and hands, and other grotesque motives,
and some lovely old stained glass fills the tiny windows of

the porch. Inside the church is broad and low and has

arcades of round columns and semi-circular arches. The

open wooden roof, decorated with a billet moulding, is

apparently as old as the rest of the building, and there is

a splendid font of the same Transitional period, upon which
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the twelve Apostles are carved in the niches of an ornamental

arcading, with flowing foliage designs above and below.

The south aisle is of later style
—Decorated. The uhole

eflPect of this little church is noble and impressive ;
it stands

back a little from the village street behind cedars and yews,
with its broad low tower, grey and sunken with the weight
of years.

These villages are hidden within the trees at the edge
of the Pewsey Vale, half a mile or so from the main road,
which pursues a solitary way between the open arable fields,

in which the far-stretching crops of wheat and barley edge
each other without visible di-

vision
;
the low slopes of the

down rise against the sky on the

left in a long flowing, solemn

line, dinted with soft hollows

and rifts, and bare of trees ex-

cept for a dark clump now and

again at long intervals, marking
perhaps a boundary, or the

crossing of a side track. At
a tiny hamlet called Conock
the road branches off towards

Devizes, five miles away in the

broken wooded country to the north-west. Devizes, or the

Vies, with its Norman churches and the rich and varied story
of its famous Castle, built by Bishop Roger of Salisbury, and

its part in the downfall of that great statesman, lies oflF the

Plain and must be omitted here.

From Conock the road along the edge of the Plain runs on

directly westward to Urchfont, a charming old village with a

fine church of the Decorated period. The porch is remarkable

in being entirely of stone, stone-vaulting within, and a stone-

ribbed exterior roof. The large chancel is also stone-vaulted

and like the porch is of very fine workmanship ; it has

sculptured bosses representing St Michael and the Dragon, St

Martin and the Beggar, a Pelican tearing its breast to feed
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its young, a Mermaid, and two Serpents. The church stands

charmingly upon a little green, neighboured by picturesque
old houses, and looking away to the open downs sloping
to the sky.

Our road bends now more to the south, still keeping
under the downs, and soon reaches Market or Staple

Lavington, a large village with some nice old houses in
it,

and a church originally Norman but rebuilt early in the

fourteenth century. West Lavington lies about two miles

to the south on the road to Salisbury and also has an old

church, in which there is a fine brass effigy of John Daunte-

say, in full armour. The Lavingtons were the centre of

the fighting on Salisbury Plain in March 1645, when
Waller and Cromwell came into Wiltshire and with their

seasoned troops made short work of the local royalist forces

under Sir James Long. Waller in his report of his opera-
tions to the Parliament states that Colonel Long lay with

his regiment about the Lavingtons, and that he himself

advanced from Amesbury in three parties, the first com-

manded by Cromwell,
" who fell in between their quarters

and Devizes. . . . With the third I fell in at Lavington. . . .

Cromwell lighted upon two troops at Potterne, Sir

Hardness Waller upon the rest of the regiment at

Westbury and Steeple Ashton; who beat the enemy in

upon my quarter, where my regiment lighted upon them.

Of four hundred horse there escaped not thirty. ... I was
inforced to refresh our horse here (West Lavington) after this

toilsome march and service in the worst ways and basest

weather that ever I saw."

A cruel incident in the war had occurred at West

Lavington a few months earlier and is related in the royalist
news sheets of the time. A party of Ludlow's troopers
invaded the house of a Mr Beckett in the village, and finding

Captain Penruddocke, a royalist officer asleep in a chair

after two nights hard duty, they most barbarously shot him

dead, though the mistress of the house and her three

daughters were all the while on their knees, begging with
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tears for his life. There is an inscription to the victim

in the church. It was this man's elder brother, John
Penruddocke, who was the leader in 1655 of the unfor-

tunate Rising in the West.

From Market Lavington the road continues westward

through Little Cheverell and past Erlestoke Park, on to

Edington, leaving some very pretty villages in the wooded

country on the right, notably picturesque Steeple Ashton
and Keevil, with its beautiful Elizabethan manor house,

guarded by the ''Twelve Apostles," a double rank of dark

clipped yews. A tragic tale is attached to this house
;
on

one of the leaded panes of the window, in a little room over

the porch, is engraved in delicate writing : Remember Ann

Beach, and the date 1740. Ann Beach was the only child and

heiress of the Squire. She fell in love with the curate,

and her father shut her up in this little chamber until she

should come to a wiser mind. Nothing could change her,

however
;

for two long years she endured close confinement

and at last her father set her free, and she married the

curate and was cut off with a shilling. The saddest

part of the story follows. Her husband, who had only
desired her fortune, treated her cruelly, and after a year of

marriage she died.

Edington lies high up on the slope of the downs. On
the right of the road is seen the long grey pinnacled flank

and high tower of the noble old Priory Church—one of

the most interesting in Wiltshire. It stands beautifully

upon the steep side of the hill in a grove of tall elms

and walnuts, looking down over the wide wooded landscape to

the north. William of Edington, Bishop of Winchester,
founded a college of priests at this, his native place, in

1347, and changed it into a house of Bonhommes, a form of

Augustinian Canons, at the request of the Black Prince, who

specially favoured this order. Only one other Monastery
of Bonhommes existed in this country. The Bishop com-

pletely rebuilt the church; it was begun in 1352 and

dedicated in 1361, and is very important in the history of
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English architecture, being a rare and perfect example oi

the transition from the Decorated to the Perpendicular style,

and the forerunner of the nave of Winchester Cathedral,
which was begun a little later by the same Bishop Edington
and continued by his successor William of Wykeham.
Wykeham, who was in Bishop Edington's service at the time,

is thought to have been the clerk of the works at Edington,
where the spirit of the coming style is seen in the large
clear proportions of the whole interior, and more particularly
in certain perpendicular lines introduced into the windows
and in the square label and the panelling of the west door-

way ;
the windows of the chancel and transepts are specially

interesting as indications of the transition. The church

is divided equally into chancel and nave by the tower, the

chancel for the monks, the nave for the people. The large
and lofty nave is simple and little ornamented

;
in the high

clerestory windows are remains of old stained glass, in which

the figures of bishops can be traced, and in the north aisle

the windows are also filled with old glass, showing shields and

heraldic devices. In the east window of the north transept,
Christ upon the Cross with the Virgin and St John can be

distinguished. The nave and north transept have ribbed

plaster ceilings of the seventeenth century, in a geometrical

design, and very rich in effect. In the south transept is the

beautiful tomb of one of the canons, with a rich vaulted

canopy ornamented with a vine pattern and with figures of
St Peter and St Paul in niches at the angles. The
recumbent figure, in the dress of an Augustinian Canon, has

a barrel at the feet, and the device of a barrel with a sprig

growing out of it is repeated all over the monument
;

it is a

rebus, thought to indicate the name ofJohn Bayntun, the tun

being repesented by the barrel and the sprig perhaps in-

tended for bay. The monogram—I B—also appears upon the

tomb. The Bayntons of Bromham were a great family in

the neighbourhood in the fifteenth century. This rich

and ornate tomb, with its vine leaves and barrel, suggests a

character at once stately and pleasant in the monastery, a
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wealthy, comfortable house, where bachelors ot peaceful
tastes might live in a dignified ease, untroubled by the cares

of the world. There is a rather later fifteenth century
tomb in the nave, of Sir Ralph Cheyney and his wife.

A magnificent rood loft and screen shuts off the chancel

from the rest of the church, very fine carved work, probably

early sixteenth century. The chancel has more decoration

than the nave; there are canopied niches between the

windows, two of which are still occupied by statues—
apparently Evangelists

—but unfortunately headless. Rows
of stalls are placed under the rood loft, facing towards the

east, where instead of the rich altar, which no doubt stood

there in mediaeval days, there is now an oak altar piece of

Jacobean date. The Priory was suppressed at the Dissolu-

tion and its lands were granted to the Seymours. The
monastery was on the north side, below the church, where
some remains of the old masonry still exist

;
a very

picturesque manor house now stands in the old monkish

precincts.
It was at Edington that Bishop Ayscough was slain in

1449 by the rioters from Salisbury, upon the hillside near

the church. A spot used to be pointed out as that which
had been watered by the Bishop's blood

; people said the

grass grew there so rank that cattle would not eat it.

A mile beyond Edington we come to Bratton, a village
now chiefly of new houses, snugly ensconed in a deep
furrow in the side of the downs. The church, with its

beautiful tall tower, topped with a spire, is very prettily
situated alone on the steep hillside on the opposite side of

the hollow
;

it is now surrounded by a grove of trees, but

formerly must have been visible from far along the slopes of

the Plain, which runs out on the north in a round headland,
all wrinkled and rugged along the top with ancient

earth-works. The church, a small cruciform building, is in

its present form almost completely fifteenth century.
The road from Bratton keeps still along the slope of

the down south-westwards, to Westbury. The long green
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ridges of the downs rise on our left and on the other side

the wooded lowlands spread below into the blue distance.

Upon this wide landscape around us is written the story of

tremendous events
; struggles and despairs and triumphs in

dim far off times
;

the continual passing, passing of the

peoples westward, pressed by new invasions off the Plain

into the wild forest beyond. We are on the scene of the

great battle of Edington, in which Alfred defeated the

Danes a thousand years ago. The high summit of the

downs up there where they round southwards above

Westbury is ringed by the huge earthworks of Bratton

^'Castle"—an ancient stronghold, believed to be that in

which Guthrun, the Danish king, held out for fourteen days

against the English after the battle, until at last compelled
to yield to the Conqueror and to be baptized a Christian.

A great and decisive day in our history
—marking the

complete defeat and end of paganism and assuring the

enduring heritage of this country to the English race. The
White Horse, conspicuous far and wide upon the southern

slope under Bratton Castle, is believed to represent some
ancient memorial of the great battle carved out in the turf

;

it was cut or re-cut in its present shape in 1778, and has

been renovated in recent years.

Westbury sub piano
—under the Plain—is an ancient

town, important at one time for its cloth manufacture, which
still continues in a small way. It had already greatly declined

in 1826, when Cobbett rode through the town; "a nasty,
odious rotten borough, a really rotten place," he describes

it. It returned at that time two members of Parliament.

The town is rather new and well-to-do looking and not

interesting. There is, however a fine old church, a Norman

foundation, but now mainly Perpendicular, standing in a

quiet close among great chestnut trees. A fine Renaissance

monument, with effigies of Sir James Ley and his wife,
stands in the south transept.

At Westbury we reach the extreme western edge of

the Plain, which we now follow southwards. The downs
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sink in a wide depression, a lovely champaign of arable land,
covered with stretches of wheat and barley and oats, which
descend in short slopes to the wooded country on the west.
The road to Warminster passes up and down over this open
tract; at a little distance on the right is the high lying

village of Upton Scudamore, which in Norman days was part
of the wide lands held by the House of Escudamor. The
church remains a memorial of those robuster days ;

it has
a fine Norman doorway and a font of the same period.

From Warminster our road traverses the little Deverill

Valley, and climbing steeply up from Kingston Deverill it

MERE CHURCH

pursues a wild lonely way over the high downs. After
about three miles the road drops by a very steep crooked

descent down into Mere. The little town lies close against
the high billowy downs in which the Plain here at its south-

west verge breaks suddenly upon the lowland vale. Mere
means boundary; it is a word constantly used in old descrip-
tions of the limits of parishes, etc., in Wiltshire

;
the town

lies, in fact, close to the borders of the three counties of

Wilts, Dorset, and Somerset. It has the feeling of a border

place, so remote and apart it seems in its corner under the

bleak bare downs, looking far out southwards and eastwards

over the deep wooded levels. For many centuries Mere
has been an appanage of princes. Henry III. granted it to
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his brother Richard, Earl of Cornwall, and it belongs to this

day to the Duchy of Cornwall. Richard built a castle here

in 1253 ^^ ^ commanding position upon the top of the steep
down on the north-west

;
the great earth mound on which it

was planted still remains, with who knows how much debris

of the old walls buried beneath the turf at the top. The
church at Mere is one of the finest in Wiltshire

;
it is of

various periods, but the main part
—nave and tower—is a

fifteenth century enlargement of an earlier church, probably

Norman, of which the sloping roof lines may be traced in

the present walls inside. It has a tall tower, at the

west end, with round angle buttresses and high pinnacles.
The interior of the nave is rich and stately with its lofty,

straight up, rather stiff Perpendicular lines, and its splendid

roof, decorated with carved bosses and with angels holding
the instruments of the Passion. The lofty north aisle,

raised evidently at a later date than the nave, of which
it blocks up the clerestory windows, has a good oak and

plaster roof. A magnificent rood loft, very richly carved,
divides the nave from the chancel, which is of earlier date.

Upon the ends of the choir stalls a device of three wolves is

carved with a shield bearing the arms of Gilbert Kymer,
Dean of Sarum and Rector of Mere in 1449. The chantry

chapel on the south of the chancel was founded by John
Bettesthorne, who died in 1398 ;

a beautiful brass figure of
him lies in the floor, with the inscription

—
"Tu qui trasieris: videas sta plege plora
Es

q**
eram et eris

q**
su p me precor ora."

There is also part of a brass effigy of a knight, of rather

later date. Two very fine corbels, one on the north and one
on the south wall of this chapel, must be noticed, carved

into extraordinary monsters, things with enormous heads
and gaping jaws, tongues protruding, and legs twisted up
and held by the arms. A fine open work oak parclose
divides the chapel from the chancel. The chapel on the

north side is the chantry of John de Mere, founded in the
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-early fourteenth century. A small sculptured alabaster piece,

representing the Adoration of the Magi, is now placed in

this chapel ;
it was found a few years ago on the site of the

old castle and is an example of the Nottingham sculpture, so

much in vogue not only in England but on the Continent in

the late fifteenth century.
Over the north doorway into the church there is a niche

containing a sculptured figure of the Archangel Michael, to

whom the church is dedicated. The south doorway has a

porch with an upper chamber, in which the priest who

guarded the sanctuary and its treasures is supposed to have

slept or watched. Just opposite this door is a very interest-

ing fifteenth century house, known as the chantry house,
and supposed to have been the abode of the priest attached

to the chapel ;
it keeps its old traceried Gothic windows,

and moulded stone doorway with pointed arch
;
and within,

the doors that once opened into the buttery and kitchen from

the hall still exist.

There are some very good old houses in the town. At
the cross roads stands the Ship Inn, built in 1 7 1 1

,

with mullioned windows and a grand oak staircase. The

sign, of beautiful wrought iron work, is said to be the

production of a local craftsman, about 1740. Opposite is a

long low house, the Black Dog Inn, which claims to be the

hostelry where Charles II. stopped to dine when on his way
from Trent to Heale, disguised as a simple yeoman, on one of

the stages of his wonderful escape. The host, known to be
"
perfectly honest," sat at table with him and presently asked

him "
if he were a friend to Csesar," and when he answered

yes, called a toast to King Charles, which His Majesty and

Colonel Philips both pledged. ^'What has become of my
honest host at Mere?" said the King in later days, when
restored to his throne.

From Mere the road skirting the Plain runs eastward

along the edge of the downs, with the lowlands stretching

away on the right, and then passes over an open solitary
tract of broken down country, spread with great patches of
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heather. A little to the south, but unseen from the road, is

the village of Knoyle, where Christopher Wren was born.

At a distance of seven miles from Mere lies Hindon, a

picturesque village on a slope, with a new church. Hindon
was once a little town, and is described by Camden as " a

quick market and knowen for nothing else that I could see."

It used to return two members and was one of the

Tottenest of rotten boroughs. ''If the squire had zent his

great dog, we should have chosen him, all one as if it were

you, zur," so one of the "free" electors cynically remarked
to the new member who was returning thanks for his

election.

The road goes on to Berwick St Leonards, where there

is an old manor house, in which William of Orange slept
one night when advancing from the west in 1688. A little

further on we come to the great wooded demesne of Fonthill,
which clothes the low ridges between the Plain and the vale

of Nadder on our right, and is well known from its associa-

tion with the strange and extravagant Beckford.^ The road

passes through the tiny village of Bishops Fonthill, where
there is a delightful little cruciform church, of the Early

English period, with a broad low tower. Two miles further

on is the village of Chilmark, famous for the quarries whence
the beautiful stone is drawn of which Salisbury Cathedral
and Wilton House and most of the stone buildings of South
Wilts are built. It is a pretty village, clustered on the slope
round an old church, which has a fine tower and steeple and
a Norman door.

Our way lies now in the broken wooded country under
the downs. A very short distance on is the picturesque
Teffont Magna, with TeiFont Ewyas, half a mile to the right,
a lovely village upon a little stream in a deep wooded dell.

Dinton, a large village with very picturesque old stone houses,
is about two miles further on. Edward Hyde, Lord

Clarendon, the historian and statesman, was born here
;

1 For a charming account of Beckford and Fonthill see the article by M. Jourdain
in '* Memorials of Old Wiltshire."
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according to tradition, in the interesting fifteenth century-
house which stands on the left hand of the road and is called

Little Clarendon. Henry Lawes, the musician, celebrated by
Milton, was also a native of Dinton. The fine old church

has some late Norman work in it, but is mainly Early English
and Decorated.

The way is now along the valley under the steep slopes
that fall from the Plain. At Barford St Martin, a little

village tucked in under the hill, it approaches close to the

lovely Nadder, so named, according to Camden, because it

"creepeth with crooked windings like an Adder." From

Burcombe, a mile further on, we soon come to Wilton, where
the Nadder diverging a Httle southward flows through the

Park and joins the Wiley in the meadows just below. The
road from Wilton, meeting that which comes down the

Wiley Valley, passes on through Bemerton to Salisbury, thus

completing our tour of the Plain.
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CHAPTER XII

THE DOWNS AND THE VILLAGE

" The daily round, the common task,"

Inseparable from one's thought of Salisbury Plain is its

familiar spirit, the shepherd with his sheep. The pale
flock moving over the low green swells, now tailing out,

now rounding into bunches, the slow figure stalking beside

them, anon pausing in his measured walk and leaning
motionless upon his stick, while they feed round him

;
the

dog sitting up a little apart, emulating in little that human

gravity and wisdom. All the sameness and silence of the

Plain is in that constant spectacle.
From the beginning of time it seems to have been

there. Old writers are fond of describing our shepherds
dressed in long white cloaks of their own sheeps' fleeces,

in "Roman" or "Arcadian" fashion, and piping to their

flocks upon
" mellow reeds." But it is always of the past

that they speak, and draw a "pastorall" scene in the

literary taste of their day. Aubrey admits that the shep-
herds in his time " are grown so luxurious as to neglect
their ancient warme and useful fashion, and goe a la mode,"
and the sad realism of Stephen Duck, the thresher poet of

Charlton, shows the shepherd in the eighteenth century just
as we see him to-day :

—
" But to his mouth the shepherd ne'er applies
His mellow Pipe or vocal Music tries—
Propt on his staff, he indolently stands."

The poetry of him is of a less obvious kind. Though the

shepherd has no distinctive dress, no baldrick, sling, or flute,
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carries nothing more romantic than his big green umbrella

and dinner basket slung upon his back—has no crook even,

yet his calling gives a certain interesting character and

peculiarity to his appearance. His lonely figure in the

corduroys and white jacket of summer seems a very part
of the pale fields and breezy sky and the sunburnt downs.

But in cold or stormy winter he is more impressive. The

greatcoat which he wraps about him on wild wet days hangs
upon his patient form in statuesque folds. How large the

dark cloaked figure looms through the driving mist of rain,

upon the downs, the only human thing visible in that

immensity under the grey sky. The slowness and halt of

his gait has a dignity denied to the fretful units of a crowd.

He should be different from other men. Are all these

hours sterile that he spends alone up herei' Does the

shepherd think? He is not seen to read a book in the

narrow sense of the word, in those seemingly idle hours.

But he has a greater book always open before him, and

perhaps could tell much, if he were more articulate. He
has time to divine deeper than we distracted mortals may.
He speaks little. A sign, and the dog springs up and

racing this way and that, with barks and pretence of fury,
rounds up the timid flock

;
the shepherd moves slowly oflT,

who knows by what impelled ? The sheep follow, cropping
as they go. It is astonishing how fast they move as they
feed; the fleecy backs are all round one, and the multi-

tudinous sound of teeth tearing the grass ;
a minute or two

later one finds oneself alone, the flock has vanished utterly
behind a swell or in a fold of the down.

Goldsmith in his Natural History speaks of the sheep

being always driven in England, and describes in contrast

the flocks which he had seen in the Alps and in France

following the shepherd to the sound of his pipe, as in the
''

descriptions of the old pastoral poets." He could never

have been on Salisbury Plain, where the shepherds still lead

their flocks in scriptural fashion, governing them, not with

the pipe, but with the voice. Sheep nature does not change,
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and these meek creatures, used through countless generations
to human direction, huddle to the being who brings them to

their food. Even on those long journeys to the autumn

fairs when the flock, starting over night, walks slowly

through the hours of darkness, the good shepherd goes
before the sheep, himself guided by the stars over the dim

waste of downs
;
he rests them for a few hours on the way

and in the twilight of early morning brings them undis-

tressed to the scene of the fair. Returning from a fair

with a newly bought flock in charge he will precede this

also with his dog, encouraging the bewildered sheep to

follow, with a curious chucking of the tongue.
The shepherd and his flock go always surrounded by the

tinkling music of the sheep bells, as by a sort of mutual

atmosphere. A definite why and wherefore for this old

sweet-sounding custom of bells is hard to come by. It is

evidently so elemental a necessity that all articulate reason

for it has been forgotten. Perhaps they satisfy some want
in the shepherd's silent life which in the far back Golden

Age was supplied by the " vocal reed." " Us likes to have

music o' Sundays," said one
;
thus in his loneliness on the

downs he feels that the bells bring him into far off relation

with the divine harmonies which the villagers in the valley
below are invoking with their hymns within the grey towered

church.

From a practical point of view, the bells are no doubt a

sort of bond between the shepherd and the flock
; they keep

the sheep together, and serve to indicate their whereabouts

if they stray out of sight in foggy weather. The fine sound

reaches far on this chalk soil, which seems to have some

peculiar carrying quality. It comes to the ear from a distant

slope or floats up from the fold far down in the valley ;
when

there is no flock to be seen in the wide scene around, the

continuous, irregular fall of the bells is still heard, from

behind a swell or from an unseen hollow. It seems an

element of the air.

If the sheep bells are silent, there is still the song of the
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lark, a continuous thrilling high up, though the strophes last

only a minute or two, and a succession of singers, soaring
and dropping by turns, keeps it going. During the short

muteness of the larks in late summer, the wind is the only
sound upon the Plain; it flows without noise over the bare

swells, and is only heard low down, close to the ground ;

the earth is its harp, strung with the innumerable fine threads

of the grasses and the down flowers. The thin singing fills

the ear, if one lies down upon the turf.

This soft close turf of the downs, so elastic and pleasant
to the feet, has been produced through countless ages by the

very sheep which it nourishes; by the millions of close

nibbling teeth, shearing the grass as they move along, and

the multitudinous tread of little hoofs, "firming" the light
soil that overlies the sterile chalk. When the down is left

ungrazed for any time, it grows coarse and tussocky, and

the grass ^becomes rank, so that sheep and cattle will rather

almost starve, they say, than eat it. When once it has

been ploughed up, a hundred years will hardly restore the

old turf. On stretches that have been cultivated and turned

back to pasture the grass is coarse, weedy, and scrubby,
in contrast to the fine woven texture of the " maiden "

down. How different the flowers ! Great purple thistles,

bundles of grey silken seeds in autumn; ragwort tall and

yellow, and all strong, gaudy weeds, make a glory of colour

over the derelict ploughlands. But on the unbroken down
the flowers are a delicate, neat enamelling in the close carpet
of turf. The keen air and thin soil, the continual passing
over of the sheep, pruning all strong growth, causes them to

come abundantly, but so small and frail and fine that they
seem the essence and spirit of the loveliness of their own
kinds elsewhere. The slender cowslips, nodding all down
the slopes in the sharp wind in April, the blue and white

and pink inlay of the milkwort a little later, the purple

thyme fitting itself closely to the round of the molehills, the

bright gold of the bird's-foot trefoil creeping along the ground,
the yellow rock rose and tiny tormentil

; spirea that in the
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valley, beside the fertilising stream, is the lush meadow-

sweet, and up here is so slight and small, with crimson buds

and quintessential fragrance
—down-sweet it should be called;

the star-thistle whose sweet-smelling rose head sits close

to the sod in its tuft of spines, the seraph of the downs.

Knapweed and hawkweed in miniature, starring the ground
with purple and yellow, and the scabious which spreads an

airy blue mist over the whole down in autumn
;

all flowers

and herbs up here are humble and lowly, with a vigour and

sweetness bred of repression. Only the harebells, of all

mortal things the most bodiless, ghosts of blue, swaying

upon gossamer threads, inviolable even by the roughest

gales, belong to the high downs, and have no grosser selves

below.

One notices how these seemingly empty stretches oi

down are marked all over with signs of a silent, innumerable

life. In many places the turf is studded with old molehills, cast

up by countless generations of wise little diggers who tilled

the soil so well, that the grass comes finer and sweeter upon
these mounds than anywhere else; they are cushions of

thyme and eyebright in summer. The slopes of the downs
are scored with narrow tracks, which wrinkle them length-
wise all the way up ;

these have been mostly trodden out by
the sheep, passing day after day and feeding as they go,
but there are still narrower lines, crossing this way and that,

which are the paths of those other immemorial inmates of the

Plain—the brown hares—shy, noiseless things, innumerable

yet hardly visible except by the swift movement of them as

they leap up the slopes, or the cock of their ears above the

grass when they pause and sit up to Hsten.

There is much less of the " maiden " down now than

formerly. Up to the eighteenth century the Plain seems to

have been one immensity of rolling turf. But in that century
it began to be systematically broken up for cultivation, and
since then, especially within the last hundred years, a very

large amount of the millennial turf has been torn up, which
now the farmers would gladly have back again.
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But though the great sheep walks have been thus

diminished, the sheep remain as much a feature of the

country. They make a part, as it were, in the rotation ot

crops ; they are folded upon the roots or sown grass in the

fields, which they enrich for the corn which is to follow,

treading firm the too loose and flimsy soil. The shepherd
still leads them out every day on to the down, as much for

exercise as for food. It is pretty to see them pour out of
the fold across the brown bitten field in the morning, and up
the drove to the down, and their return in the late after-

noon
;

as they near their fold they break out of their sedate

bunch and stream out in a long line, galloping towards the

fresh feed hurdled in for them. There the shepherd leaves

them, safely penned in for the night, alone upon the darken-

ing slope ; they stir gently as they feed or couch
;
the last

light from the west whitens their fleecy backs
;
the silence

is broken only by the sound of munching or by an occasional

cough ;
the damp air is full of the rank dews from the green

stuff, mingled with the acrid savour of the sheep, which,

according to local belief, is very wholesome.

Lambing time comes early now upon the Plain. The
first sign of returning life in the new year is the fine feeble

cry of the new born lambs, blown faintly one day with the

bleat of the ewes on the January wind. They come in the

sleet and the storms and the winter mire, with the cold

snowdrops among the dead leaves in the copses below. The

lambing folds are made upon the bleak exposed slopes ; they
are built round with thick walls and penthouse roofs of

straw
;

in the shelter against the walls the separate cells of

the most recent mothers are ranged, meek creatures, with

their large eyes and long pointed noses, tame to the shepherd
and helpless as children

;
each has a dark grey lamb, often

two, curled against her. The matrons of longer standing
couch in the deep straw in the middle of the pen or pull

and munch hay from the racks
;

their youngsters lie in little

heaps against the hurdles, or gallop in a long file round and

round, by fits and starts, leaping and hopping like those
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to whom the Psalmist likens the high hills. They come in

little bunches, shy and inquisitive, to look at the stranger

leaning against the sheep-cot, and lift their black quivering
noses

; touching little beasts, types of innocence and sacrifice,

born only to die so soon.

There is a sense of evanescence up here, the brief

tenderness of young things that change in a day ;
a faint,

far-oif promise of a fuller time. The wind flows round one

very cold and clean, out of the blue north-eastern cloud,

bringing the sweetness of the violets in the valley below.

Nothing is to be seen on the bare brown hillside except the

straw rick and the sheep-cot beside it, heaps of golden straw

against the grey sky, and the tin hut of the shepherd, who
all through the lambing month lives up here night and day
with his sheep. No sound disturbs the solitude other than

the bleat of the lambs seeking their mothers among the ewes,
and the answering maternal baas, and the complaining cry
of the plovers sweeping and circling overhead.

In April when the lambs are big enough they come
down with the ewes to the water meadows, which, thanks

to the ''

drowning
"

they undergo in the autumn, are

already rich in grass when the upland pastures are still

dry and withered. The passing of the flocks to and from
the meadows, rippling along the lane between the elm

trees, is inseparable from the idea of spring in this country.
Their clamour fills the air all day long, a tremolo accompani-
ment to the fine chorus of the birds. This is April, still cold,

with a pale silvery light upon the hills and clear blue

distances. Except for the bright green of the growing
wheat there is as yet little fulfilment in the great arable

fields of the February promise. The year lingers in its

steps upon Salisbury Plain
;

for a long time we can

only please ourselves by fancying
" that the spring comes

slowly up this way." The new sown tilth is chalky white

on the slopes under the grey downs and in the valley the

still leafless woods lie like a purple cloud
;
on the rough

thickets that edge the field tracks here and there, a frosty
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breath of blossom hovers round the woody stems of the

blackthorn. On mild, breaking days, the scene is a soft

illumined grey ;
a white shining sky, melting in the

zenith to a blue so tempered by mist that it is felt more
than seen. The earth yields but shyly to the soft airs and

showers.

This is at most times a pale landscape ;
some emanation

from the chalk seems always to temper the colour. May
is more sober than elsewhere

;
the new leafage of the elms

and ashes in the valleys less raw, one fancies, and on the

downs the soft yellow of cowslips is the only bedeckment.

June does not flame
;

the large breezy sky is then a

soft milky blue, and beneath it the mown grass lies in long

silvery swathes upon the uplands. In full summer, when
the trees have become a sombre heavy mass and the tall

corn is paling towards harvest, the whole country is a

changing surface of grey, green, and purple, rippling under

the wind. A little later the fields suddenly ripen and the

immense crops of barley and wheat that fit like a supple

garment to the undulations of the chalk, are a rich shimmer

of gold over the land. The harvest season is often a

brightly painted time upon the Plain, in an alternation of

sunshine and storms, with clear washed skies and gorgeous
clouds

; autumn, too, glows with the crimson of the beech

coppices, and the yellow elms, and the deep blue of the

shadows on the hills. Yet autumn has quiet and pensive

moods, under the low grey clouds, with the long smoke
of the couch fires drifting across the bare fields.

But in the winter, when the sun seems quite withdrawn,
this quiet country has a peculiar variegation. In the absence

of light from the sky the fields glow with a colour which

seems to belong to the earth itself, the colour of minerals

and the ore of precious stones
; they are a large chequer

of purple and live green and glaucous blue, which tells

with a strange insistence through the rain mists of December.
The ploughed earth is a rich brown or cinnamon, or the

colour of mushrooms
; everything lends itself to the subdued
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subtle concord of colour
;
the faded gold of the ricks upon

the edge of the fields, the wet mud of the tracks. It

remains the same day after day. All life seems arrested

at this season, swinging, without change. The rooks rise

in great clouds from the fields, sweep and stream out,

scatter like dust in the sky ;
then close together and drop

upon the furrows, motionless, a black multitude, that seem
to be waiting ; day after day the same. The grey plovers
stand in flocks in the faded meadows

;
now and again one

rises slowly, gleaming white, and settles again, folding its

wings and laying back its crest
;
sometimes they, too, all rise

with one accord and wheel with a bright flash of silver

against the cloud, and return again to the same place.
The starlings wait in hosts upon the bare tree tops. Nature,
free from the pre-occupations of material life, seems to

withdraw into a stillness of contemplation.
The great arable fields upon the Plain appear almost as

solitary as the unbroken downs. The few figures that are

seen nowadays working in them only accent this impression
with their slow reiterated movements

;
how small they look

in the wide expanse ;
the whistle of the carter floats to us

faintly on the wind. Even at harvest time the fields are
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quiet ;
the old life and jollity has gone since the introduction

of machinery has cleared so many of the workers out of

them. It is now long since that the '^ cutter" or horse-

drawn reaper superseded the hand-wielded sickle. But

twenty years ago that ''improved" invention, the ''binder/^
was a novelty on the Plain, seen for the first time that

summer of 1892 on a farm here and there, regarded with

much distrust by the carter who drove it, and only used

tentatively with many stoppages, breakings of the string,

and petty obstructions in its works. It might be tossing
out its bundles painfully in one field, while near by the

corn upon a steep slope, or a crop badly
" ledd

"
by the

wind, was falling before the sickle in the old fashion that

had prevailed since metal implements were first forged in

Britain. There was still work for the ''tasker" then,

rough fellows from Ireland that appeared in the country-
side at harvest-time, laboured lustily, their loose shirts limp
with sweat, throats and chests bare, in the hot sun and

dust
;
and drank, too, often and much. That pretty thing,

the cotton hood—in the local tongue
" wood "—of the

woman worker, was still conspicuous everywhere in the

fields. The women were wanted both in hay and corn

harvest. Those groups of figures in light fluttering

garments, following in line behind their ''queen"
—the

bravest and most stalwart of the sisterhood—as they tossed

the new mown swathes, or with great drag rakes gathered
the hay into heaps, in the broad grass

" hams "
in the

valley, or on the breezy uplands against the sky; where
are they now.^ One or two you may see occasionally in

haytime, raking behind the waggon as it jolts from heap to

heap, loading up, in the melancholy mutilated rites of our

modern harvests.

That old labour of the fields had something of the

unconscious dignity which belongs to the ancient and

elemental work on which all human life is based. The
movements of the harvesters had a sort of classic eflfect;

their clothes adapted themselves to their work; the
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loose drooping shirts of the men, the thin skirts and

white aprons of the women. Her occupation gave to

the fiejd woman's whole mien a character and individuality
now lost. She was rougher and more liberal in tongue and

manners than the present generation, but braver, merrier,

stronger ; upright and free in her bearing, braced in body
and spirit by the open air and hard physical effort. The

village grandmothers whose experience goes back to a still

more primitive time look back with regret on their young
days.

'^ All the old ways is goin', and the old people too,"

say they. They laugh when they get together and recall

the harvests of their younger days, before the '^cutter" or

the threshing machine had invaded the fields. Up at three,

and an hour or so later, when the meals were got ready and

the housework done, away to the fields, perhaps a mile or

two distant over the hill, ^'carr'in' the babies any way us

could, on our backs—or anyhow—there was no prams then—the other children running behind." They laid the

babies and the bundles down in the shade of a stook and

stooped all day with the men, reaping with the sickle and

binding the sheaves. One, a fresh complexioned delicate

old dame,
" done a quarter of an acre once with myself

—
me and the children," she assures us. Another claims the

record of a whole acre reaped with her husband in one day.

They laboured often far into the moonlight ;
then home to

their cottages down in the valley, and, late as it was, to

their washing or cooking for the next day, "often up all

night." Hard work; "but did you enjoy it?" How
emphatic the answer. "Enj'yit? Ye-ez—us was as happy
as birds in a 'ood." They earned good money too, and when
the payment depended entirely on one's own exertions the

work had a thrill and keenness that no regular wage can

give ;
what an exciting moment that was when the amount

was reckoned up. Though the ordinary weekly wage was
so low that even with the extra pay of harvest they did not

earn so much all the year round as they do to-day, they still

feel they made more money.
" Harvest beant no good for
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the poor volk now," say the old people. The reality is that

it was more fun then.

Then there was the '^leazing" in the long, little raked
stubbles. " Us 'Id be up on the bakes

"—an arable stretch

two or three miles away on the down—''before breakfast
"

;

they would bring the gathered sheaves down upon their

heads, have their breakfast and be off again to the field.

Each struggled against the other to get the most, and the

body worked willingly, unconscious of fatigue, in the world-

old rivalry of gain.
" Us took it to the barn and had it

drashed out with them long drashols," for it was still the

age of the flail
;
the gleanings of one family when thrashed

would amount to two or even three sacks of corn, of which

they made for themselves wholesome bread.

When harvest was done the women of the villages
within reach of woodland or copse would go out to gather
fuel for the winter, before the cult of the Sacred Bird had
drawn a line of taboo round the woods. Every cottage had
a nice stack beside it then, and 'twur beautiful burning,
better'n coal. How jolly they used to be as they toiled

homeward with their heavy burdens, carrying their " nitches
"

on their heads. The brave poise and balance of some of
these old figures still, the light step !

Hard as their work was their limbs had enough activity
and spirit left to foot it in the dance if anyone would pipe a

tune. In those old days the " Club Walkings
"

at Whit-
suntide kept up the unbroken tradition in the country of a

kind of ritual festivity in the spring time of the year
—and

on those occasions there was always dancing in the village

street, and also at the summer or autumn fair, which was
held in all the bigger villages. The primitive sense of

rhythm was in the people, and their measured jiggings, like

the recurrent labours of the field, joined them with the

remote past by a continuity of observances whose origin
and meaning was in the earth itself. Now and again to-day
an old man, or an old woman, inspired by an extra potation,
or merely by the strains of the band at some village festivity,
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will suddenly break into some traditional step dance, prancing
and toeing in time, amid a circle of grins. And nothing still

delights the old dames so much as to stand up in a country
dance

; they foot it gravely, keeping step to the music, up
the green and down again, jigging without pause, till their

youngers drop from sheer exhaustion and failing breath.

The young people love the dance too, but they are ashamed

to abandon themselves to it as their elders do, and they have

less energy ; they prefer to be bobbed senselessly up and

down on the steam-driven merry-go-round, rather than to

fling out their own limbs. "They can't do what us did

do," say the elders
;

^^

they haven't the strength, they beant

so healthy neither." The nation has sacrificed much for the

economic advantages of progress. What sort of bodily
virtue or beauty can the man have who, instead of the fine

exercise of sweeping the scythe, sits hunched up all day

upon the seat of a machine
;
these threshers and ploughmen,

turned into stokers and engine-men and cramped in a coal

hole, what sort of progeny will theirs be ? The old form

of agricultural labour was a physical training. As for the

labourer's wife she stays at home in her narrow cottage all

day ;
she has one or two children instead of the round

dozen her mother bore
;
and they go to school as soon as

they can toddle there. Her occupations are necessarily
fewer than of old, for the baker brings her bread, and it is

cheaper to buy things than to make them. She wears a

hat a la mode^ and if she were to put on the old fashioned
" wood" the neighbours would jeer and her husband would
be ashamed of her. She stands at her door and looks

sometimes with longing up to the wide fields, where she
'' leazed

"
and played as a child

;
but the fields want her no

more nor would the public opinion of her world allow her to

work in them. One never hears her sing
—as in Aubrey's

day, who tells us how the milkmaids sing ''as shrill and cleare

as any swallow sitting on a berne."

Now, instead of "a terrible strength of harses and men,"
as an old woman described the equipment of a certain farm in
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these parts twenty years ago, you see at harvest time a single

binder slowly working round and round a great solitary ex-

panse of golden corn, all day long, in an ever lessening journey,
from early morning far into the dusk. In its wake the fallen

sheaves, ready bound, are set up in stooks by one or two

men
;
the woman's work in the past. In a neighbouring field

waggons are crawling back and forth, and somewhere at its

edge a rick is rising, silently and rapidly, with the modern

economy of time and labour. The men on the rick ceaselessly

move the sheaves into place as they fall from the elevator in

REAPING

a golden shower. In a day or two you look again and all

is done and cleared, and immense stretches of stubble lie

empty of all life. Harvest is over almost before you know
it has begun.

Yet beauty is inseparable from the work of the fields

even in the new conditions. The binder, with its strange
skeleton sails, drawn against the sky as it rises over a ridge ;

the horses dragging it, two or often three abreast, sometimes
a pair with a leader which a small boy rides

; the patient

stooping figure of the carter high perched behind on the
invisible framework, so tiny in comparison with the machine

;
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the fine check and turn of the horses at each corner
;
the

expression in both man and beast of unprotesting acceptance
of their lot of hardest work and least requital. The "

carrying
"

has still to be done by hand, and the fine action of pitching
has not yet been superseded by machinery. The new

generation of boys has the same favour and prettiness

as the old, as perched upon the horses they lead the

waggons back and forth across the fields and with their

puny human swagger command the big obedient brutes.

The girls bring the tea and under stook or rick there

is still a quiet little echo of the old merry four o'clock

scene.

Then during the rest of the year, ploughing and pre-

paration of the land for the new seed is always going on.

The steam plough is not seen very much on this thin soil
;

the old implement still traces the furrow behind the slow

stepping team. In old days the ploughs were drawn by
oxen

;
the ploughman

"-

yoked
"
and "

unyoked
"

at morning
and evening. Not many years ago a rare team of oxen was

to be seen here and there upon the Plain, but for the last

century they have not been generally used in this part.

One may well be content with the beauty of the noble farm

horses
;
how fine they look with blown manes and tails in

the windy autumn fields, the colour of them, bay or roan,

telling against the dry pallor of the tilth under the grey-
white sky. In the afternoon, when work is done, they come
in long strings down the hill to the farmstead in the valley,

rounding on the bend of the drove, the stooping carters set

sideways on their backs, jogging homewards
To us who look on, the poetry and significance of these

country scenes is in the recurrence of them day after day,
season after season. Associations that go much farther into

the past than one's own conscious experience probably

deepen this sentiment. But the workers themselves find

this monotony irksome. Life has changed greatly for them.

The village is no longer a little cosmos in which all the

interests and aims of the population were contained. Trains
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and newspapers and bicycles have broken down its walls.

The young men go for their amusements to the town a few

miles off, and presently they desert the fields altogether, not

only because they are wanted there less and less, but because

the fields are too dull, and offer no prospect in the future

but what may be foreseen, the same slow, fixed, and constant

labour. The coal mines of Somerset and Wales take many
from these villages, the colonies too. The more go the

quieter becomes the village, ever hastening the process of

change. The girls go away to service. The village street

is left to the old bent fellows in their white jackets, sunning
out a septuagenarian end of life on their old age pensions ;

they crawl along on fine days upon their sticks between the

aged thatched cottages whose fashion, like their own, is

passing away.
An improvement in manners is to be reckoned to the

account of the present day. An old woman, thin, alert and

upright with her eighty years, tells one that the village is

heaven now, and recalls past days, when the street was

often loud with the brawling of drunken men
;
when with

her baby in her arms she would stand with other wives

outside the public house till twelve o'clock on Saturday

night, waiting for the men to be turned out, that she might
extract from her husband what was left of his week's wages,
and do her weekly shopping. She, the wise woman of the

village, would be fetched from the fields all in the heat of

her work straight to a woman in childbed, and find her

often without a bit of linen or any sort of comforts. Her
own twelve children reared in privation, are now scattered

about the world far from the fields of their hard and healthy

childhood, earning a good living, and already removed by
several degrees from the good earth they sprang from. She
lives at ease in her roomy cottage, and her garden plot,

where she stoops to dig and weed, is bright with flowers.

"The Lord be very good to I," says she. But the better

conditions of to-day do not breed such bright and willing
souls as hers, who once was queen of the field women,
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honest and clean in all her ways, and never flagging, and
now at eighty is readiest for a dance or a romp.

A village observance that was more generally conspicuous

twenty years ago than to-day was the annual pig killing.
The sheep is the animal of the downs, but it is the pig that

is sacred to the cottage in the valley. Every cottage used

to keep a pig, usually two
;
when fatted one was sold and,

with "
luck," the price paid all the cost of the two and a

little over, and the other furnished the family table for

nothing. There was a sort of solemnity and mystery
—to

the uninitiated at least—about the proceedings which accom-

panied the sacrifice of the peg^ suggesting some far-ofl

relationship to ancient Druidic ceremonial on the Plain.

It had to be done during the waxing of the moon
;
other-

wise the bacon would waste in the frying. How often as

one came down the drove in the late autumn afternoon,
with the downs fading into a boundless grey, a ruddy
light would shine out in the deeper dusk of the valley

below, and a long low trail of blue smoke stretch from it

in the damp still air, where the slain victim was being
scorched in the leaping flames, amid the black dancing

figures of a circle of onlookers. The little servant maid
would beg leave to go home that night for some special
festival

;
there was a family gathering within the fast shut

cottage surrounded by the still blackness of the autumn

night, and one fancied a mystic orgy in course, ecstatic

consuming of I know not what parts of the sacrifice, or

with what symbolic rites. The little maid would return

with a parcel of mysterious edibles, for her own private

enjoyment. A peg be bewi\^\i\\ there beant a bit of un
to fling away. Sausages, chitterlings, lard—there is no
end to his minor products, in addition to the solid and

lasting satisfaction of his bacon. He is surely a worthy
object of the hour-long gaze of adoration bestowed upon
him over the pig stye fence on a Sunday morning.

^' What
sort of people are my parishioners, sir ?

"
said an old

parson on the Plain in answer to a stranger's inquiry.
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"They are all without exception Sabbath breakers and

peg worshippers."

Nowadays by-laws and health regulations forbid those

whose gardens are not suitably situated to keep pigs, and

swine fever restrictions, and the high price of feed make it

a more risky enterprise; in the last two or three years

especially the cult of the pig has much diminished.

The old ways are going. The pretty old fashion of a

village wedding for instance, walking in procession to church

and parading the roads afterwards, bride and bridegroom and

guests, paired arm in arm, is fast disappearing. There is one

ceremony, however, which seems with very little difference

to keep its old forms. The customs of death, fixed with

solemn associations of love and grief in the hearts of the

people, are the slowest to change. A deep-rooted sentiment

of pride and self respect is also entwined in them. It is

true that nowadays the old fashion of the dead being
borne on men's shoulders has everywhere given way to the

use of a wheeled bier, and a man can no longer enjoy the

curious satisfaction in his life time of "picking out" his

"bearers." But still the procession of the mourners, two and

two, in black, goes on foot along the village street, under

the elms to the old churchyard, and up the path between
the green mounds and mossy headstones of former genera-
tions of the village. The older inhabitants regard a funeral

with more interest than any other event. "
I wur just about

sorry I couldn't go to the burying," says eighty-year-old ;

"but there, my head wur zo zwimmy." The number of

the mourners is the measure by which the success of the

ceremony is judged.
" 'Twur a very nice vuneral—there

were eight couple."
It used to be the custom for the coffin of a baby or

young child to be carried by Httle girls in white
;
a pretty

bevy attendant on that premature wedding with the general

bridegroom. Death. I remember the old white-haired parson,
with his thin, bent form, the six little maids, three on each

side, supporting the tiny box by white ribbons, the father
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grave and uncomfortable behind, the mother silently crying^
she who, having suffered for that brief lost life, regretted it

the most. The beautiful words of the service uttered beneath

the tall churchyard trees in which the birds sang joyously ;

the water meadows beyond and the quiet stream flowing past
without pause ;

the downs against the sky.
On the Sunday following a funeral all the relations and

friends attend church, and there is an appropriate allusion to

the departed one in the sermon. This last rite accomplished
the mourners slowly disperse, married sons and daughters

perhaps to their homes in new and distant scenes, leaving
the flowers to wither on the grave and the memory of the

old name, long familiar in the village, to fade almost as soon

away.
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Ambrius, Mount of, 25, 152, 153
Ambrosius Aurelianus, 2, 25, 152,

153

Amesbury, 2, 25, 98, 149, 150,

»52, I54» 156, 158, IS9>

160, 249, 266, 279
„ Abbey, 152-155, 159,

194
„ Church, 154, 161

„ George Inn, 160

„ House, 159
„ West, 163

Anne, Queen, 125
Anslem, Archbishop, 43, 232
Antrobus, Sir Edmund, 1 59
Am HUl, 185
Arnold, Dr, 183
Arthur, King, 15, 153, 187
Arthur of Brittany, 142
Askew, Ann, 75

Athelney, 15, 173, 187

Aubrey, John, 6, 26, 27, 32, 33,

144, 235-237, 238, 239, 243,

253» 257
Avon, R., 6, 38, 59, 62, 139, 140,

143, 160, 163, 172, 250, 269
Ayscough, Bishop William, 68, 282

Badonicus, Mons., 187
Barford St Martin, 288

Barrington, Bishop, 105

Barrows, Bell, 10

„ Bowl, 10

„ Disc, 10, 38
„ Long, 8, 9, 18, 201, 255,

260

„ Prophets, 38
„ Round, 9, 10, II, 12

Basset, Gilbert, 147

Bathampton House, 214

Battlesbury Camp, 185, 186, 190

Baynard, Godfrey, 43

Bayntun, John, 281

Beach, Ann, 280

„ Mr, 149
Beacon Hill, 151, 249, 266

Beauchamp, Bishop Richard, 69,91,

105, 135
Beaufort, Cardinal, 7 i

Becket, Thomas a, 3, 47, 154, 192,

198
Beckford, William, 287
Beckham, Humphrey, 1 20, 1 3 1

Belgae, the, 13, 187, 251
Bemerton, 70, 113, 137, 138,

288

Berwick, St James, 256
„ St Leonards, 287

Bettesthorne, John, 285
Bigge, Geoffrey, 135

Bigod, Earl Marshal, 65

Bilbury Ring, 251

Bingham, Bishop, 64, 65, 100, 117,

127, I33» 134
Birinus, Bishop and Saint, 85
Bishop's Bere, Chace of, 100

1 1
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Bishopstrow, 184, 186, 188, 189,

190
Black Heath, 255
Blanche of Castile (Duchess of

Gaunt), 71, 268

Bodenham, Abbess Cecil, 235
Bohun, Bishop Joceline de, 92, 147

Boleyn, Anne, 76, 234
Bonham, Thomas, 227
Bonhommes, Monastery of, 280

Bonneve, Abbess Florence, 155
Boreham, 172, 184
Boscombe, 271, 272
Bourne, the, 271-273
Bowles, Canon, 169

Boy Bishops, the, 93

Boyton, 204, 205
„ Woods, 202-203

Bratton Camp, 15, 178, 187, 282

„ Castle, 283
Brigmerston, 149, 150
Browne, William, 237
Buckingham, Henry Stafford, Duke

of, 71, 122

Buckingham, George Villiers, Duke
of, 25, 33

Bulford, 147, 151, 249, 273
Burcombe, 288

Buries, 186

Burlington, Earl of, 158
Burnet, Bishop, 79, 240
Bustard Inn, the, 254

Cade, Jack, 68
Calixtus in.. Pope, 72
Camden, William, 3, 25, 76, 173,

181, 266, 286

Capon, or Salcot, Bishop, 75
Castlehaven, Mervyn Touchet, Lord

Audley, Earl of, 116, 180
Catherine of Aragon, 76, 155, 234
Caux, Isaac de, 239, 241

„ Solomon de, 239, 241
Caesar, Julius, 1 2

Cecil, Robert, Earl of Salisbury, 52,
no

Cecil, William, Lord Burghley, 125
Cedric, 41

Chandler, Bishop, 71
Charles L, 77, 112, 175, 238, 239

„ IL, 26, 78, 124, 164-178,
244, 286

Charlton, 275-277, 289
Chatham, Earl of,

Chauncey, William, 275
Chettle Hole, the, 203
Cheverell, Little, 280

Cheyney, Sir John, 94
Chicklade, 253, 254
Chiffinch, William, 124
Chilmark, 287
Chirton, 277, 278
Chisenbury de la Folly, 144

Chisenbury Priors, 143
Chitterne, 207, 260, 262, 265, 266
Choir Gam, or Chorea Gigantum, 22

Cholderton, 273
Christina, 232
Chubb, Thomas, 125

Clarence, Duke of, 51, 70
Clarendon, Edward Hyde, Earl of,

167, 287

Cley Hill, 180, 185, 191
Cobbett, William, 52, 181, 182, 189,

199, 214, 268, 274, 283

Coberley, Alice, 75
Codford St Mary, 206, 207
Codford, St Peter, 206

Coker, Sir Henry, 1 74
Coker, Old, 175
Colet, Dean, 76
Collier, Dr, 215, 216

„ Arthur, 216

Collingbourne, Ducis, 266, 274, 27^
ColHns, Benjamin, 127
Conock, 200, 278
Constable, 34
Cop HUl, 185

Coperario, Giovanni, 156
Corton, 201

Cosmo, Saint, 206

Cotell, 195
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Cottley HiiJ, 185

Courtenay, Henry, 70
Coventry, John, 131
Craddock, Miss, 113
Crockerton, 177, 179
Cromwell, Oliver, 17, 77, 169, 190,

279
Cromwell, Thomas, 196
Cumberland, William, Duke of, 261

Cynric, 41, 187

Damian, Saint, 206

Danes, the, 41, 229, 283
Darell, Abbess Joanna, i 5 5

Dean, Mr, 262
De Creete, 244
Defoe, 19, 91
De la Mare, family of, 213

„ Gunnora, 271

Deptford, 213, 214
Deverill, the, 173, 253

„ Brixton, 173, 174
Hill, 173, 174, 175

,, Kingston, 173, 284
„ Longbridge, i73-'75> ^7^
„ Monkton, 173

Devizes, 16,45, H^, 180,254, 255,
262, 274-278, 279

Dinton, 287, 288

Drayton, Michael, 5

Druids, the, 2, 27, 31
Duck, Stephen, 276, 277, 289
Duke, Anne, 164

„ George, 163
„ Robert, 163

Dunstan, St, 231

Duppa, Bishop Brian, 105
Durnford, Great, 39, 164-166

„ Little, 170
Durrington, 150, 151

„ Walls, 151

ECBRYGHTS-STANE, I 73

Edgar, King, 42 and n., 232
Edgytha, Queen, 180

Edington, 16, 68, 187, 280, 282

Edington, battle of, 173, 178, 283
Edith, Queen, 232

„ Saint, 231
Edward, King and Saint, 42, 231

„ the Confessor, 100, 232,.

243
„ I., 65, 154, 192
„ HI., 50, 66, 99, 100, no,

193
„ IV., 69, 71, 120, 155, 194
„ VI., 236-238, 242

Edward d'Eureux or of Salisbury,.

204
Egbert, King, 229, 231
Ela, Countess of Salisbury, 48, 51,

93»i34
Eleanor of Brittany, 1 54

„ Queen, 154
Elfleda, Princess, 230, 231
Elfrida, Queen, 42 and n., 153, 154
Elias de Derham, 64, 87, 105
Elizabeth, Queen, 75, 166, 209,

210, 238
Ell Barrow, 255
Enford, 144, 145, 269
Ergum, Bishop Ralph, 125
Erlestoke Park, 280
Ethelred the Unready, 42
Ethelwulf, King, 229

,, Ealdorman, 42

Evelyn, John, 5, 26, 34, 244
Everley, 267, 269,275

Fairfax (General), 77

Ferrabosco, Alfonso, 156
Fielding, the Novelist, 113

„ Mrs, 113, 114

Figheldean, 149
Fisherton de la Mere, 137, 213, 229
Fittleton, 146
Fitton, Mary, 238
Fontanelle, Abbey of, 142

Fontevrault, Abbey of, 154
Fomhill, 287

„ Bishops, 297
Foxe, 76
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Friars, Black, the, 74
„ Church of Black, 74
„ the Grey, 74, 122, 132
„ Church of Grey, 74, 122

Friar's Heel, the, 24, 27, 29
Fuller, Thomas, 61, 66, 75, 76, 78,

86, 115, 268

Gaimar, 42
Gardner, Christopher, 124

Gay, John, the Poet, 157-159

Geoffrey of Monmouth, 25, 153

George III., 120

Gerrarde, John, 237
GifFard, Family of, 198, 204, 213

„ Sir Alexander, 205
„ Alice, 233
„ John le Rych, 204, 205
„ Juliana, Abbess, 233
„ Lady Margaret, 205

Sir Osbert, 233, 234
Gilbert, Adrian, 237, 238

„ de Clare, Earl of Gloucester,

192
Giles de Bridport, Bishop, 64, 96,

136
Glastonbury, Abbey of, 153, 173-

175
Gnomon, the, 28

Gore Cross, 261, 262

Gorges, Sir Thomas, 98, 227
„ Lady, 98

Greenhill, John, 124

Grey, Lady Catherine, 156
„ Wethers, the, 26, 27, 152

Grobham, Sir Richard, 226, 227
Grossetete, Robert, 63
Grove, Hugh, 143

Groveley Forest, 215, 216, 218,221,

222, 251
, ,

old customs at, 2 2 1 -

225
Guild, Merchant, the, 73

„ Tailors, the 73, 74
„ Weavers, the, 73, 74

Guilds, Craft, 73

Guilds, Trade, 73 n.

Guinevere, Queen, 2, 153, 161

Guthrum, King, 283
Guy de Lusignan, 48

Gwynn, Nell, 79

Halle, John, 69, 70, 116

Harington, Sir John, 22, 1 56
Harnham, 135, 136
Harris, James, loi, no, 114

Hartgill, the Elder, 122

„ the Younger, 122

Hayles, or Vanding, 105
Hazlitt, William, 270
Heale House, 26, 124, 131, 167, 169
Heaven's Gate, 179
Henchman, Dr, 124, 131

Hengist, 15, 153

Henry 1., 43, 44, 45, 197, 232, 259
», n., 44, 54, 119, 154, 180,

263
„ HL, 49, 54, 63, 87, 147,

268, 285
„ v., 71,94, 193, 259
„ VL, 70, 199, 264
„ vn., 51,76
„ vin., 51, 75, 76, 196,234,

235, 268

„ of Huntingdon, 24
„ Prince of Wales (ch. v.), 71,

106

Herbert, see Pembroke

George, 113, 137, 138

Herman, Bishop, 43
Hertford, Edward, Earl of, 98, 156

„ Frances Howard, Countess

of, 98, 156

Heytesbury, 94, 182, 185, 192, 193,

195, 196, 200, 266

„ Church, 198
„ Hospital of St John, 198

Hill, Canon Richard, 107

Hindon, 287
Hoare, Sir Richard Colt, 248
Holbein, 241, 242
Hooker, Richard, 76, 271, 272
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Index

Hoppner, John, 1 2 5

Hopton, 186
Hubert de Burgh, 49
Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, 68

Hungerford, Family of, 193
„ AgnesCotell, Lady, 195
„ Elizabeth (ch. viii.

),

wife of Walter, Lord

Hungerford, 196
„ Sir Edward, 195
„ Margaret of Botreaux,

Lady, 91, 154, 194,

195, 199
„ Robert, Lord, 91, 194,

195

„ Robert, Lord Moleyns,
and, 194, 195

„ Sir Thomas, the ist,

70, 193, 194
„ Sir Thomas, the 2nd,

194
„ Walter, the ist Lord,

96, 98, 193, 194-

197
„ Walter, the 2nd Lord,

94, 196
Hunt, Captain Thomas, 144

„ Margery, 144

Hyde, Lawrence, 167-169
,, Sir Robert, 124, 169
„ Mrs, 167, 168

Iberians, The, 9

Idmiston, 2 7 i

Iglea, 174

Iley (Eastleigh) Woods, 178
Imber, 207, 262-264
Ina, King, 267

Inges, 195
Innocent IV., Pope, 64

James, I., 25, 52, 76, 107, 135,

214, 238, 268

„ II., 79, 181, 259
Jewell, Bishop, 75, 88, 100, 130,

166

Joan of Acre, Princess, 1 92
Joceline de Bohun, Bishop, 197
John of Gaunt, 71, 193, 268

„ King, 49, 142
„ of Salisbury, 47

Johnson, Dr, 114, 169
Jones, Inigo, 25, 158, 239, 241-

244

Keevil Manor, 280

Ken, Bishop, 113, 183
Kneller, Godfrey, 124, 245
Knock, 200

„ Castle, 201

Knoyle, 267, 287

LACOCK, Abbey of, 51
Lake, 163
„ Down, 163
„ House, 163, 164

Lamb, Charles, 270
Lambert, Richard, 205
Lancelot, Sir, 2, 153
Langdale, Sir Marmaduke, 112, 127

Langford, Hanging, 216, 252
„ Little, 216-218

„ Steeple, 214, 215, 218

Langton, Stephen, 63

Lavengro, 24 n., 34, 37

Lavington Market, 255, 261, 279,
280

„ West, 279
Lawes, Henry, 112, 288

„ William, 1 1 3

Lawne, William, 259
Leadenhall or the Leadenhall, 113
Leland, 52, 230
Lely, Sir Peter, 124, 245
Levict, 200

Lincoln, Bishop of, 46
„ Earl of, 51

Lockyer, Sir Norman, 28

Long, Sir James, 279
Longleat House, 175, 179, 183
Longstreet, 146
Louis IX., 48
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Louis, Dauphin of France (ch. iii.),

48
Lovel, 202

„ Upton, 201, 202

Ludgershall, 5, 16, 274
Ludlow, Edmund, 16, 112, 127, 174

„ Sir Henry, 174, 186

Maddington, 256-259
Malmesbury, Earl of, 62, no, 189
Marden, 277
Marie de France, 48

Marlborough, 3, 41, 186

„ Hills, 186, 249, 267

Mary, Princess, 154
„ Queen, 108, 109

Massinger, Philip, 214, 237
Mathewe, 195
Matilda, Empress, the, 16, 46, 47,

192, 198, 230, 274
„ (or Mold), Queen, 232,

274
Maud de Heytesbury, 193
Mauduit, Robert, 180

Mauley, Peter de, 142, 147
Melor, St, 153
Mere, 5, 254, 284, 285
„ Church, 285

Merlin, 2, 25, 27, 35, 152, 163
Middle Hill, 185, 190
Middleton Farm, 190
Milston, 149, 150
Modwena, St, 202

Mompesson, Family of, 97, 108,

202, 213, 214, 274
„ Sir Giles, 214

Monemue, Sir John de, 215, 219
Monmouth, Duke of, 181

Montacute, Sir John de, 94
„ Lord, 125 and n.

,, William de. Earl of

Salisbury, 94, 99
Myrifeld, 61

Nadder, The, 5,

252, 288
229, 240, 25

Netheravon, 147, 148, 255
Netton, 167
Newton, South, 228

„ Tony, 273
Nicholas V., Pope, 72
Normans, the, 40, 42, 43, 232, 233
Norton Bavant, 186, 189, 190

Ogbury Camp, 39, 165
Old Ditch, 261

Orange, Prince of, see William IIL
Orcheston, St George, 256-260

„ St Mary, 256, 260

Osmund, Bishop and Saint, 43, 44,

55> 72» 73» ^1*96
Otho, Legate, 63

Palmerston, Lord, 277
Pandulf, Legate, 63
Park House, 248, 273, 274
Patrick, Earl of Salisbury, 46, 48
Peckham, Archbishop, 233, 234
Pembroke, House of, 242

„ Anne Clifford, Countess

of, 172, 244
„ Henry, 2nd Earl of, 135,

241, 242
„ Henry, 9th Earl of, 242
„ Mary Sydney, Countess

of, 236-238, 246
„ Philip, 4th Earl of, 238-

244
„ Philip, 5th Earl of, 24O
„ Philip, 7th Earl of, 240
„ Thomas, 8th Earl of,

240, 243
„ William, ist Earl of, 74,

99»i35» 235-238, 241-

243
„ William, 3rd Earl of,

123, 238
Penruddocke, Captain, 143, 279

„ Colonel John, 77, 163,
280

Pepys, Samuel, 52, 84, 117, 168,265
Pertwood, 253, 254
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Peter of Blois, 58, 59
Peters, Henry, 131

Pewsey, 140, 269, 270
„ Vale, 5, 140, 269, 270

Philipps, Colonel Robert, 26, 286

Pitt, Governor, 170
Plantagenet, Edward, see Warwick,

Earl of

„ Margaret, Countess of

Salisbury, 51

„ Mary, 51

„ Thomas, Earl of Lan-
caster and Salisbury, K i

«
Polyolbion,'' the, 5

Poor, see Roger, Bishop
Poore, Bishop Herbert, 47, 59

„ Bishop Richard, 50, 59, 60,

61, 62, 64, 83, 87, 99,

105, 132, 134

Pope, Alexander, 276
Porton, 271

Portugal, King of, 121

Portway, 183
„ Manor House, 183

Poticary, Elizabeth, 212, 213
„ Hierom, 212, 213

Potterne, 279
Powell, Hugh, 1 01, 106

Pytheas, 13

QuARLEY Hill, 248

Queensberry, Duke of, 125, 157-159
„ Catherine Hyde,

Duchess of, 157-
159

Radnor, 2nd Earl of, 96, 125
Radulphus le Moigne, 259
Raleigh, Sir Walter, 76, 237
Ramsbury, 43
Red Horn Hill, 5, 84, 254, 255
Reimund, 49
Rich, Edmund, Archbishop and

Saint, 63, 102
Richard I., 48, 66

„ HI., 100, 106, 195
„ Earl of Cornwall, 285

31

Richard of Ilchestcr, 59

Ridge, the Great, 251-253
Robber's Stone, 262
Robert of Artois, 93

„ Earl of Gloucester, 16, 47,

154, 230
Rodney, Sir George, 156
Roger, Bishop, 44-46, 54» 55> 59»

60, 81, 92, 96, 98, 169, 278
Rolleston, 256-259
Romans, the, 12, 14, 40, 152, 186,

267

Romsey, Abbey of, 264
Rous, John, 264
„ Richard le, 263, 264

Rushall, 140
Russell, Alice, 233

Sadler, Dame, loi

„ Thomas, 10 1, 106

Sadlier, Henry, 268

„ Sir Ralph, 268
Saint Martin, Laurence de, 125
St Quentin, battle of, 243
Salcot (or Capon), Bishop, see Capon
Salisbury, Countess of, see Ela and

Plantagenet (Mary)
„ Earl of, see Cecil, Monta-

cute, Patrick, Plantagenet,
William Longspee, and

Warwick

„ (New), 230
„ Belfry, the, 109, 112, 128

„ Cathedral, the, 43, 54
,, Chapter House, the, 103,

109
,, Choir, the, 95
„ Cloisters, the, 64, 85, 102

„ Close, the, 50, 66, 67, 78,

82, 110, III, 114, 115,

128, 133, 155
„ Spire, the, 62, 64, 81-85,

103, 109, III, 249
„ St Peter's Porch, 89
„ West Front, 85
,, Library, loi
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Salisbury, Tombs, 90-1 Oi

„ Bishop's Palace, the, 64,

79, 105, 115

„ Council House, the, 121,

123

„ Deanery, the, 105, 107

„ Guild Hall, the, 121

„ Hall of John Halle, 1 26

„ Harnham Bridge, 65, 119,

133
„ Hospital of St Nicholas,

74> 134
„ Joiners* Hall, the, 1 3 1

„ King's Arms, the, 131

,, King's House, the, 106,
128

„ Matron's College, the, 109
„ Market Place, the, 82, 91,

115, 120, 122, 127

„ Mompesson House, 108

„ Museum, 131

„ North Canonry, the, 107

„ North Gate, the, 83, 90,
108, 112

„ Old George, the, 1 1 7

„ Poultry Cross, the, 125,127
„ St Ann's Gate, 67, 109,

no, 114
„ Churches—
„ St Edmund's, 65, 129-

132
„ St Martin's, 132

„ St Thomas, 65, 109,

117, 121, 132
„ College of St Nicholas

de Vaux, 135
„ Streets—
„ Blue Boar Row, 121,

122

y, Butcher Row, 126

„ Canal, or Ditch, 126-

128

„ Castle Street, 81, 121,
128

ff Catherine Street, 126-

128, 131

3

Salisbury, Streets—
„ Crane Street, 1 16

„ Endless Street, 127, 128

„ Exeter Street, 132
„ High Street, 82, 109,

117, 1 18, 126

„ Milford Street, 131
„ St Ann's Street, 131,

132
,, St John's Street, 131

„ Winchester Street, 120,

127, 128

„ Vicar's Hall, the, 1 10

„ Wardrobe House, the, 1 07
Sarum (Old), 3, 14-16, 37, 40, 104,

131, 162, 170, 229, 230,

249, 266, 270
„ Castle, 40, 43-53, 54
„ New, see Salisbury

„ Use of, 90, 93
Saxons, the, 15, 40, 53, 267, 268

Scratchbury Camp, 190
Seez, 43
Sclwood, 5, 173, 178

Seymour, Sir Edward, 156
Shaxton, Bishop, 75
Sherborne, 43

„ Castle, 99
Sherfield, Mr, 130

Sherrington, 205

Shipton, 273, 274
Shrewton, 249, 256-259, 260-265
Sidbury Hill, 14, 147, 267, 274
Sidney, Sir Philip, 236, 237
Silchester, 41, 270
Silver Barrow, the, 261

Simon of Ghent, Bishop, 67
Smith, Assheton, 274
„ Sidney, 148, 149

Sorbiodunum, 40, 251

Sowley Woods, 178

Stapleford, 218, 219, 221, 255, 256
Steeple Ashton, 279
Stephen, King, 16, 46, 46, 54, 230,

274
Stockton, 207

18
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Stockton House, 208, 209 .

„ Woods, 207, 251, 252
Stonehenge, 2, 7, 12, 18, 21-36,

151-153, 163, 249, 250, 265
Stourton, 267

„ Charles, Lord, 52, 91, 122,

236
Stone Men, 7, 1 5

Stratford, 170, 171

Stukeley, Dr, 27
Sufferer's Bridge, 202
Sutton Veny, 190, 191, 192, 253

Swayne, William, 119

Sweeper, Walter, 237

Sweyn, 230
Swift, Dr, 157, 158, IS9> 276
Symonds, Captain, 97, 99
Syrencot, 149

Talbot, Robert, 48, 194
Tan Hill, 249
Tarrant, 99
Teffont Ewyas, 287

„ Magna, 287
Theobald, Archbishop, 47

Thynne, Sir James, 176
„ Thomas, 181

Tidworth, North, 274
„ South, 273, 274

Tilshead, 260, 264
„ Barrow, 261

Topp, family of, 210

„ John, 210, 211, 212

Touchet, John Mervyn, see Castle-

haven

Tournament Stead, the, 66

Turner, 7, 34
Tytherington, 192

Upavon, 142, 143, 269, 275
„ Church, 142, 143

Upton, Scudamore, 284
Urchfont, 5, 278

Vandimg or Hayles, 105

Vandyke, 244, 245

Vaticun, the, 72
Verlucio, 173, 186

Vespasian's Camp, 152, 160, 249
Vortigern, 2, 15,25, 153, 163

Waleran Venator, 215, 218

Waller, General Sir William, 17,

.77. 279
„ Sir Hardness, 279

Walter, Hubert, 47
Walton, Isaac, 131, 137, 272

„ „ the younger, 1 1 3

Wansey, Major, 1 1 1

Ward, Bishop Seth, 78, 79, 105,

109, 113, 124
Warminster, 17, 172-177, 179-183,

249, 253, 258, 265,
266, 284

,, .Chapel of St Lawrence,

184
„ Vicarage Street, 1 8 3, 1 84

Warwick, Edward Plantagenet,
Earl of Salisbury, 5 1

Webb, John, architect, 241, 243
„ John, 116, 158

Were, the, 185

Westbury, 15, 173, 182, 187,279,
283

„ White Horse, 283
Whitebarrow, the, 261

Wiley, the, 5, 13, 59, 62, 108, 172,

179, 184, 207, 229, 250-255,
266, 288

Wileybourn, 172
William the Conqueror, 42, 215
William of Edington, Bishop of

Winchester, 280, 281

William, Prince, 43
William Rufus, 42, 43
William in., 79
William d'Eu, 43

„ Longespee I., 48, 49, 63, 90
>» „ n., 51,93, 205
„ of Malmesbury, 45, 1 88

„ de Montacute, Earl of Salis-

bury, 5 1
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Wyiiam of Yorke, Bishop, 64
Wilmot, Lord, 131
Wilsford, 163
Wilton, 16, 41, 47, 60-65, III,

138, 172, 228-246, 288

Wilton Abbey, 230, 231, 233, 238
„ Battle of, 15, 41

„ House, 231,237-243
Winchester, 270

„ Cathedral, 281

Windover, William, 123
Winterbourne Dauntsey, 271

„ Earls, 271
„ Ford, 271
„ Gunner, 271
„ Stoke, 250-256

Winterslow, 270
„. Hut, 270

Wishford, 221, 222-227
„ Church, 221, 226

Witenagemot, 42, 229
Woodford, 169

„ Church, 169
„ Palace, 169

Woodville, Bishop Lionel, 70, 100

Wren, Christopher, 108, no, 287
Wulfryth, Abbess, 231
Wulstan, 231

Wyatt, James, 82, 88, 92, 95, 100,

105, 109, 131, 240-243
Wykehampton, Dean Robert, 107
Wyle, Bishop Walter de la, 127, 131

Wyley, 214, 251

Wyville, Bishop Robert, 99

Yarnbury Castle, 250, 265
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